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Editor's Note 

Volume iv of Collected Works of Michal Kalecki -contains his 
studies in the theory of growth of a socialist economy and the 
theory of economic efficiency of investment; these are sup
plemented, in Part 3, by his essays on some economic and social 
problems of People's Poland. 

Compared . to volume iii of Collected Works, devoted mainly to 
the system of planning and management of the Polish economy 
in the years 1955-64, and to economic policy-making in that 
period, the essays published in this volume, especially in its first 
two parts, are of more theoretical nature. However, both the 
Introduction to the Theory of Growth in a Socialist Economy, as 
well as Kalecki's many studies in the theory of economic efficiency , 
of investment projects, are deeply rooted in his practical experi
ence as an economic planner; indeed, they represent a generaliza
tion of this experience (discussed in detail in Collected Works, vol. 
iii). It is only in this light that the significance of his contributions 
to the theory of growth in a socialist economy and the theory of 
economic efficiency of investments can be assessed, and his ideas 
on socialist reproduction can be seen as a whole. Its central point 
is economic planning, which for Kalecki was the fundamental 
feature of a socialist economy. 

Kalecki's conference papers, memoranda, and those other con
tributions which are separate units, are published in Parts 1-3 of 
the present volume, or in the annexes (listed in the Table of 
Contents). His other contributions are extensively quoted in the 
editorial matter in ) the context of the discussions to which they 
pertain. 

As in earlier volumes of the present edition, the purpose of the 
editorial matter is to place Kalecki's work in the context of the 
development of his theoretical thinking and that of others, and 
against the background of the actual economic situation and the 
institutional set-up of the times. However, for reasons explained 
in vol. iii of Collected Works (see p. xv-wi), the editorial matter 
in the volumes on a socialist economy is greater in extent than in 
other volumes. 



xii EDITOR'S NOTE 

Apart from various archival material and Kalecki's own papers, , 
verbal information obtained from Mrs Adela Kalecki and from 
Kalecki's friends and associates is used in this volume. In 1979-80 
several leaders of the Polish economy in the years 1945-64 were 
interviewed by the editor of Kalecki's Collected Works; these 
interviews are also used in the editorial matter. 

In accordance with the subject-chronological arrangement of 
the Collected Works, each part of the volume consists of essays 
devoted to a similar topic; individual papers in each part are 
arranged in chronological order. The editing principles followed 
throughout are given in full in the Editorial Note to vol. i; they 
will be only briefly summarized here. 

Kalecki's texts are published following a final edition of each 
paper accepted by the author; more important differences between 
successive versions of the same paper are noted in editorial 
comments. Kalecki's footnotes-marked in each paper by suc
cessive numbers without parentheses-are placed at the foot of 
the page. Editor's comments-marked by successive numbers in 
square brackets within each paper, in the same way as refer~nce 
to them in the text of Kalecki's essays-are placed at the end of 
the volume. The first comment on each paper contains informa
tion on its source of publication, its re-editions and translations, 
and usually also brief information on the background of the paper 
in question and the discussions associated with it; it is therefore 
of a more general nature. Other comments refer to more specific 
questions. Annexes, also placed at the end of the volume and 
meant as supplements to the basic texts, contain the more import
ant extensions and explanations by Kalecki, strictly connected 
with a given work. In order to avoid repetition, the editor's 
comments on the first essay in a given part of the volume are 
even more general, providing inter alia, information on the rela
tion of Kalecki's ideas, developed in essays constituting a given 
part of the volume, to the ideas of contemporary economic theory, 
economic discussions at the time, or the actual economic situation 
and policies. 

In the Editorial Notes and Annexes Kalecki's own writings are 
printed in larger type, except for occasional short quotations used 
in editorial material to clarify the context; these are printed in 
smaller type. 

EDITOR'S NOTE xiii 

I sincerely thank Professors Lidia Beskid, Wiktor Herer, Cezary 
J6zefiak, Tadeusz Kowalik, Kazimierz Laski, Jacek Marecki, 
Mieczyslaw Na~ilowski, Mieczyslaw Rakowski, and Wladyslaw 
Sadowski, who gave friendly comments on the earlier versions of 
the editorial matter, and especially Wlodzimierz Brus, Stanislaw 
Gomulka, and Kazimierz Laski, who helped to improve the 
present English edition of this volume. 

I thank the various publishers of Kalecki who very generously 
granted their permission to reproduce these essays a~~ papers in 
the Collected Works of Michal Kalecki . More spec1f1c acknow
ledgements are made in comments following individual papers. 

Warsaw 
September 1990 
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Preface to the First Polish Edition 
(1963) 

In the title of this book the word 'introduction' must be emphas
ized. The theory of growth in a socialist economy is-or is going 
to be-a vast and complex field of study, while in this essay I 
concentrate upon a few fundamental and relatively simple prob
lems. 

One of the causes of the complexity of the dynamics of a 
socialist economy is the durability of capital equipment. Thus, for 
instance, changes in production methods affect new investment 
r~ther than the existing stock of equipment. Even the relatively 
simple problems analysed in this book appear to be so compli-, 
cated that we confine ourselves to approximate solutions, for if 
we were to enter into all the intricacies and their implications, it 
would obscure the basic mechanism of the processes involved. 
. Another reason for the complexity of the problems of growth 
is the fact that the economy consists of many different sectors. 
We avoid this difficulty by means ofsome simplifying assumptions 
which enable us to treat the socialist economy as an entity (it is 
only in the last chapter that a two-sector model is introduced 
and even there a far-reaching simplification is adopted). We tr; 
to do our best, however, to avoid deviating too much from the 
real world. 

It should be noticed that the contents of my book is closely 
related to that of my essay 'Problems in the Theory of Growth 
of a Socialist Economy',f 21 although it is by no means identical 
with it. 

In the course of the past three years, partly in connection with 
my ~ec~ures on this subject in the Central School of Planning and 
Statistics, Warsaw, and my lectures at the University of Manches
ter in 1962, my theory has been significantly developed and 
improved. Nevertheless, as I have already pointed out, it repres
ents merely the first approximation to the solution of some 
fundamental questions of the development of a socialist economy. 

Pref ace to the Second Polish Edition 
(1966) 

The present edition contains some important revisions which, 
however, do not undermine the fundamental structure of my 
argument. They are of three types. 

First of all, the argument has been made more precise by 
additional explanations provided in the main body of the book 
and in new footnotes. It has also been improved by some simpli
fications and development of the analysis. 

Secondly, the subject of my investigation has been partly ex
panded by taking into account, in Chapters 8 and 9, the question 
of the optimum capital-output ratio and the optimum life-span 
of equipment, although the process of 'recasting' the capital stock 
is not elaborated there. The results of this analysis are then 
compared with those of the 'recasting' process, which was exam
ined in detail in the first edition of this book. Next, in Chapter 10, 
after a critique of the Dobb-Sen theory which argues in favour 
of capital-intensive variants of production under unlimited sup
ply of labour, the argument in favour of reducing the capital 
intensity of production is put forward. Finally, an appendix ori 
the relationship between the concept of the curve of production 
and the calculation of the efficiency of investment is added. 

Thirdly, some technical complications which do not contribute 
to the general understanding of my theory (for instance, the 
examination of the process of capital 'recasting' to an increased 
capital intensity of output under the difficulties in balancing 
foreign trade) are omitted here. 

All these changes result from the comments of readers, espe
cially Professor Kazimierz Laski, and from my further studies in 
the theory of growth of a socialist economy. 



1. Definitions and Assumptions 

1. Since in this essay we shall be concerned with the long-run 
changes in the national income and its components, we shall start 
from a definition of these concepts. 

We define the national income in a given year as the value of 
goods produced in that year after deducting the value of raw 
materials and semi-manufactures used in the process of produc
tion. The value of imported materials is subtracted because they 
are not produced in the country considered; the value of home
produced materials is deducted to avoid double counting. If in a 
given year machines are produced which require inter alia the 
production of a certain amount of steel, then by deducting the 
value of the steel input we avoid including the production of steel 
in the national income twice-first in the value of steel produc
tion, and second in that of machinery production. In this way the 
national income-as contrasted with the aggregate turnover-does 
not depend on the number of stages of production. 

Inputs into the production process include not only raw materi
als and semi-manufactures, but also fixed capital. However, ac
cording to the definition given above, we do not deduct 
depreciation from the value of output and thus we are dealing 
with gross national income. This different treatment of materials 
on the one hand, and depreciation on the other, may seem to be 
inconsistent but in fact it is not. Depreciation as contrasted with 
the input of materials is not a strictly determined magnitude. The 
life-span of productive equipment is not a purely technological 
parameter but depends largely on a decision based on economic 
considerations. As we shall see below, dealing with the gross 
rather than with the net national income and investment brings 
this factor into focus. 

It also follows from our definition of the national income that 
this concept includes the production of goods but not that of 
services, which is in line with the approach adopted in socialist 
countries. It is true that the production of services similar to 
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goods, such as transportation, laundries, restaurants, and even 
trade is included. Excluded, however, from the national income 
are, on the one hand, government administrative services, educa
tion, entertainment, health, etc., and, on the other hand, the 
utilization by consumers of certain fixed 'assets, such as dwelling
houses or hotels. All su~h services are, however, accounted for in 
the national income statistics of capitalist countries, by including 
in the national income government expenditure on administration ; 
public or private expenditure on education and health, and finally 
private expenditure on entertainment, rents, etc. 

It appears that in the study of economic dynamics the treatment 
of national income as production of · goods offers appreciable 
advantages. The measurement of changes in real values, i.e. values 
after elimination of price changes, is generally easier for goods 
than for services. For instance, in the statistics of capitalist 
countries the real increase in administrative activity is measured 
by an index of employment of government officials (weighted 
ac~ording to their wages in the basic year) and thus no account 
is taken of changes in labour productivity, i.e. in the number of 
man-hours required for the performance of a given operation, 
which obviously would be fairly difficult. The same problem also 
emerges to some extent in the measurement of services in educa
tion, entertainment, or health. From a different point of view it 
is inconvenient, in the analysis of economic growth, to include in 
the national income the services rendered by residential buildings, 
etc. Here, the ratio between the capital outlay and the value of 
services is very high in comparison to the corresponding ratio in 
the production of goods which, as we shall see, would consider
ably complicate the theory of growth. Obviously, this does not 
mean that services are to be neglected in long-run planning, but 
rather that they are planned not in terms of national income but 
either in terms of employment, e.g. administrative services, or in 
terms of capacity of fixed assets rendering consumer services, e.g. 
the services rendered by residential buildings. 

2. In a closed economy the gross national income is divided, 
according to its final use, into the following components: 

(i) Productive investment , i.e. outlays on reproduction and ex
pansion of the stock of equipment (machinery and buildings) 
involved in the production of goods. 

THEORY OF GROWTH IN A SOCIALIST ECONOMY 9 

(ii) Increases in inventories, i.e. the value of the increment m 
working capital and stocks. 
(iii) 'Non-productive' investment, i.e. outlays on new fixed assets 
which do not ·contribute to the production of goods-such as 
residential buildings, hotels, schools, hospitals, stadiums, streets, 
parks, etc. 
(iv) Collective consumption which includes non-investment 
goods consumed by central and local government as well as by 
enterprises engaged in the production of services not included in 
the national income (for instance, stationery used in offices, 
medicines, food and linen used in hospitals,_ stage properties m 
theatres, etc.). 
(v) Individual consumption of goods and similar services. 

lh an open economy it is necessary to add to the above (/) 
exports-i.e. the value of the output of goods which are sold 
abroad-and at the same time to deduct (g)-imports of raw 
materials, semi-manufactures, and finished goods, which are in
cluded in the components of the national income listed above but 
are not produced at home. 

Thus the national in~me is divided as follows: 

(i) Productive investment 
(ii) Increases in inventories 

(iii) Non-productive investment 
(iv) Collective consumption 
(v) Individual consumption 
(vi) Exports 

(vii) Less imports 
= National income 

As mentioned above, both investment and national income are 
gross of depreciation . Some further clarification of the treatment 
of capital under construction is required. In the statistics of both 
socialist and capitalist countries changes . in work in progress in 
machine-building are accounted for in the increase in inventories, 
while those in the volume of buildings under construction are 
included in investment. For our purpose it will be more convenient 
to classify the latter item under increase in inventories as well.. 
Investment in fixed capital is thus tantamount to the volume of 
new capital equipment delivered in a given year. 

Among the components of the national income two broad 
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classes may be distinguished: (i) those elements which serve as the 
means to increase the national income, i.e. productive investment 
and increases in inventories; (ii) those which are the aim of 
production of goods, i.e. non-productive investment and collective 
and individual consumption. We shall call the sum of productive 
investment and increases in inventories productive accumulation, 
and the sum of non-productive investment and consumption---c
consumption in the broad sense. 

It remains debatable, to which class-that of means or that of 
aims-one should assign the difference between exports and im
ports, i.e. the balance of trade. Since it will be assumed below 
that the balance of trade is equal to zero, we shall not labour this 
point . 

3. In order to compute the national income and its components 
as defined .above, it must be specified at what prices the goods 
composing the national income should be valued. In the socialist 
economy two distinct sets of prices are used: factory prices and 
market prices. Factory prices are established at the level of 
average costs of production plus a small mark-up; market prices 
comprise, over and above this level, the turnover tax. Since, in 
practice, the turnover tax is levied mainly on consumer goods, the 
valuation of the national income at market prices leads to some 
distortions in its dynamics. 

Let us suppose, for example, that a given number of workers, 
using a given machine, shifts from the production of investment 
goods to that of consumer goods. If market prices are used in the 
evaluation of national income, then the productivity of labour 
and machinery will show a spurious increase . Therefore, in studying 
the theory of economic growth, it is advisable to assume that 
national income and its components are computed at factory prices. 

The next problem is the evaluation of the national income in 
consecutive years so as to calculate its 'real' growth, which is of 
interest in the study of economic dynamics. This may be achieved 
by valuing the national income and its components at constant 
prices, for instance at prices in the initial year. The method 
involves a certain difficulty with regard to the emergence of new 
products for which no prices existed in the base year. This 
difficulty may be dealt with by means of the following approxi
mation. Suppose that the factory price of a new product A is, 
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say, 10% higher than that of a similar product B ~hich existed 
in the initial year. We may assume that tge 'base' pnce of A was 
equal to the 'base' price of B plu_s 10%. Sue~ a method, ho':e:'~r, 
may be difficult to apply to a penod r~ther_ distant_ f~~m the imtial 
year, since it may not be easy to fmd ~~ the mitial year ~ny 
product which would be close to A. Agam, however, there is a 
way out. The new product in the ~ear n is defi~ed as one that 
did not exist in the year n-1; now, m the production of year ~-1 
we can find a product B which is close to it; this product B might 
itself have been a new product in some previous year, but its 
'base' price has already been determined by means of our method. 
It is easy to see that if we start from the initial year and then 
move onwards from year to year, we shall find no difficulty in 
valuing the national income and its constituents at constant prices. 

In addition to these general problems of valuation of the 
national income there are two more specific ones. One concerns 
the increase in inventories; . the other, exports and imports. As 
regards the former it should be kept in mind that the v_alue of 
inventories at the beginning and at the end of each year 1s to be 
computed in the prices of the initial year, and only after doing 
this may the difference between the two be calculated. 

The price problems concerning exports and imports are more 
complicated. First we compute the value of exports in the initial 
year at factory prices. The ratio of this value to the foreign~ 
exchange value of exports yields the so-called 'achieved rate of 
exchange'. The product of this rate and of the foreign-exchange 
value of imports yields in turn what may be called the 'value of 
imports at factory prices': it is the value of such exports expressed 
in factory prices which would buy a given volume of imports in 
the initial year. It should be noted that the relation between the 
values of exports and imports at factory prices in that year is th_e 
same as that between their respective values in foreign currency . 

How should we value exports and imports of any year at the 
factory prices of the initial year? At first glance the following 
approach appears to be reasonable. Since foreign-exchange prices 
generally change both for exports and for imports , the value of 
exports is calculated at the export prices of the initial year, and 
the value of imports at the import prices of this year, i.e. as the 
'real' values of exports and imports expressed in foreign exchange. 
These values are then multiplied by the 'achieved exchange rate' 
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of the initial year and thus we obtain the values of exports and 
imports at the factory prices of that year. 

This approach, however, has an important deficiency. If there 
occurs a change in the terms of trade, the ratio of export and 
import volumes arrived at by the above method would be different 
from the ratio of their actual foreign exchange values. In particu
lar, these volumes would generally not be equal in the case of 
balanced foreign trade. Suppose, say, that in a given year both 
exports and imports amount to $1.5 billion; that the index of 
export prices based on the initial year is 105, while that of import 
prices is 125; and that the 'achieved rate of exchange' for the 
initial year is zl. 30 per dollar. 'Real' exports then amount to 
1.5/1.05 = $1.43 billion, and 'real' imports to 1.5/1.25 = $1.2 billion, 
while their respective values at factory prices of the initial year 
are zl. 43 billion and zl. 36 billion. 

This discrepancy can be corrected as follows: the foreign cur
rency 'real' value of imports is calculated in constant import prices 
of the initial year, but the 'real' value of exports in foreign 
currency is assumed to bear the same relation to 'real' imports as 
does the current foreign currency value of exports to that of 
imports. If this method is used in the preceding example, 'real' 
exports equal 'real' imports, i.e. $1.2 billion. This method may be 
defined as· deflating exports by the index of import prices rather 
than by that of export prices. In our example the export value
$1.5 billion-is divided by 1.25 rather than by 1.05. Thus it is 
clear that if exports and imports are equal in current prices their 
'real values' determined in this way will also be equal. 

If the current exchange value of exports amounts to, say, 0.9 
of that of imports (e.g. exports are equal to $1.35 billion and 
imports to $1.5 billion) the 'real' value of exports is determined 
as 0.9 of the 'real' value of imports. (If the index of import prices 
is 1.25, 'real' exports equal 0.9 x 1.2 = 1.08, or, what amounts to 
the same thing, l.35/1.25 = $1.08 billion.) The 'real' value of 
exports thus defined indicates the value of imports at the base 
year's import prices which can be obtained in exchange for these 
exports. It is thus the so-called 'volume of the import equivalent 
of exports'. Finally, by multiplying the 'real' values of exports 
and imports by the 'achieved exchange rate' of the initial year we 
arrive again at the respective values at factory prices of that year. 

It is obvious that the 'real' values of exports and imports-
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which are components of the 'real' national income-are, by 
definition, proportional to their respectiv;e current values in 
foreign currency. Thus the equilibrimn in tn.J balance of trade will 
have its counterpart in the equality of the respective items in the 
'real' national income accounts. Any difference · between these 
items shows the amount of foreign lending or borrowing (more 
precisely, such difference is equal to the volume of the import 
equivalent of foreign credits multiplied by the 'achieved exchange 
rate' of the initial year). The advantages of this approach are 
obtained, however, at the expense of introducing a certain modi
fication into the concept of national income: the volume of 
exports ceases to be what it was in the previous approach, i.e. a 
measure of export output; it becomes instead a measure of the 
volume of imports .which this output can .buy. Hence, if the volume 
of the national output remains unchanged, but there is a deterior
ation in the terms of trade, the national income decreases. Thus 
the national income no longer represents what is produced but 
what is received. This is not, however, a disadvantage at all from 
the point of view of the study of economic growth, as we shall 
see below. It appears that whenever in such an analysis we deal 
with the problem of foreign trade, it is convenient to have changes 
in the terms of trade reflected in changes in the national income. 

It should be added that all the imported goods which enter into 
different components of the national income must be valued at 
the same prices at which they are priced when entering into the 
item 'imports'. This is because the sole purpose of the deduction 
of the latter item from the sum total of all other components of 
the national income is to eliminate from them all such elements 
which are not produced at home. This is not achieved. if these 
elements are not priced at strictly the same prices. 

4. Henceforward in our argument we shall assume that the 
country considered neither borrows from nor lends -to other 
countries so that its foreign trade is balanced. From the above 
definitions it follows that in such a case exports and imports as 
items of the 'real' national income accounts are equal. Hence, 
national income will be the sum of productive accumulation and 
consumption in the broad sense. This definitely does not mean 
that in our argument we shall completely disregard the problems 
of foreign trade. On the contrary, as we shall see below, the necessity 
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of balancing f ?rei?n trade plays an important part in our analysis 
of the determmation of the rate of growth of national income. 

5. The factory p~ices ~f the initial period at which, according to 
the abo:e, the nat10nal mcome is evaluated are, broadly speaking, 
proportionate to the labour costs of the respective products. 
(Labour costs ~re assumed here to cover the labour required to 
~roduce matenals used in the production of the . goods con
~idered. )_ It follo~s that the labour outlay per unit of national 
mcome is approximately equal for productive accumulation and 
for _cons~mption in the broad sense in the initial period.' 

Smee m_ subsequent years the national income is expressed in 
fac~ory p~ices of t~e initial period, the labour content per unit of 
national m~ome m the two sectors will remain approximately 
equal only if labour productivity in these sectors increases pari 
passu so that the labour outlay per unit of national income in 
these sectors declines in the same proportion. (From the above 
argument on the subject of import prices there follows an addi
tional ~onditio~ for t~e approximate equality of the labour outlay 
per umt of nat10nal mcom_e for productive accumulation and for 
consumption: the foreign-exchange prices of imported goods for 
the tw? sectors must bear a stable relation to one another.) 

It will be assumed below that these conditions are fulfilled in 
th~ proces~ of g:owth '"'.ith the result that the labour outlay per 
umt of national mcome m the sectors of productive accumulation 
and co~sumption . remains approximately equal. Thus to any 
change m the relative shares of these items in the national income 
there corresponds a proportionate change in the distribution of 
employ~ent between t~e respective sectors of the economy. This 
has an important beanng upon our subsequent discussion. 

2. Basic Equations 

1. . As ~entioned ~bo:e, the components of productive accumu
lat10n, 1.e. productive investment and increase in inventories are 
a prerequisite for the growth of the national income. We ~hall 

1 
Because of the difference !n aver~ge wages this will be true only if we 

mell:sure the labo~r outlay not_ Ill workmg hours but as an equivalent in terms 
of simple labour, 1.e. by the ratio of the wage bill to the hourly wage for unskilled 
labour. 

F 
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now determine the relationship between the increase in national 
income and these items. ( 

Let us denote the national income in a given year by Y; 
productive investment by I; the increase in inventories, i.e~ working 
capital and stocks, by S; and consumption in the broad sense by 
C. According to the above definitions and assumptions w,e have 

Y=l+S+C (1) 

where I+ S is productive accumulation. 
Let us now establish the relationship between the increment in 

national income on the one hand, and productive investment, and 
the level of national income on the other. We shall denote the 
increment in the national income from the beginning of a given 
year to the beginning of the next by ~ Y. Let us assume that in 
the course of the year the national income remains constant so 
that the change occurs at the beginning of the following year. 
Thus ~ Y is also the difference between the total national income 
of the given year and that of the following year. This increment 
is due, first of all, to the productive effect of investment I 

' ' representing the volume of equipment delivered in the course of 
the first year; according to our assumption this yields production 
starting from the beginning of the following year. Let us denote 
by m the so-called capital-output ratio, i.e. the capital outlay per 
unit increment in national income. The productive effect of in
vestment, i.e. the amount by which the national income is in
creased as a result of investment, is thus (1/m)/. 

There are, however, other factors which affect the increment in 
the national income. First, capital equipment is subject to con
tinuous obsolescence and wear and tear, which results in scrapping 
of obsolete equipment, and thus a contraction in productive 
capacity. 2 Owing to this factor, the national income declines at 
the beginning of the second year by an amount a Y, a being a 
coefficient which will be called the 'parameter of depreciation'. 
This process has an opposite effect from the increase in national 
income resulting from productive investment. 

2 
That par~ of wear and tear that is covered by current repairs (including 

spare yar_ts) 1s deducted from the value of production, analogously to raw 
mate_nal. mputs, in order to arrive at gross national income. Thus we are 
cons~dermg here only that part of wear and tear that occurs despite current 
repairs. 
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There is also a tendency for the national income to increase 
owing to improvements in the utilization of equipment which do 
not require significant capital outlays. Greater output may be 
obtained from existing plant due to improvements in the organ
ization of labour, more economical use of raw materials, elimina
tion of faulty products, etc. As a result of such efforts the national 
income increases at the beginning of the next year by an amount 
u Y, u being the coefficient which represents the effect of such 
improvements. 3 

Thus we arrive at the following formula representing the incre
ment in the national income ~ y as a function of investment I and 
the level of the national income Y in a given year 

1 ~Y= -1- aY + uY 
m 

Let us divide both sides of equation (2) by Y 

~y 1 I 
-=---a+u 

y my 

(2) 

If we denote by r the rate of growth of the national income we 
obtain 

1 I r=---a+u 
mY 

(3) 

2. At this point the question arises whether formula (3) may also 
be used for the analysis of the dynamics of a capitalist economy. 
The answer is in the negative; the difference between the capitalist 
and the socialist system will make its appearance in the interpre
tation given to the coefficient u. 

In the socialist system the productive capacity is, at least in 
principle, fully utilized. Nevertheless owing to improvements m 

3 The coefficient u reflects inter alia progress made in avoiding bottlenecks, 
which hamper the full utilization of productive capacity. If, e.g. the productive 
capacity for good A is not dovetailed with that for good B, so that output of 
B lags behind that of A, this will inhibit the full utilization of the productive 
capacity for A. Such disproportions should not arise in a perfectly planned 
economy, but in practice differences in the fulfilment of plans for the production 
of particular commodities, imperfect foresight of developments in overseas 
markets, etc. make bottlenecks unavoidable. Progress in reducing these discrep
ancies will lead to a gradual improvement in the utilization of total capital 
equipment, and will thus account for part of u. 
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the organization of labour, to morJ ecopomical use of raw ma
terials, etc., a steady increase may be achieved in the national 
income through better use of existing equipment. If such progress 
goes on at a uniform rate, u remains constant. 

By contrast, in the capitalist system the degree of utilization of 
equipment depends first and foremost on the relation between 
effective demand and the volume of productive capacity. Thus u 
is not an independent coefficient in this case but reflects changes 
in the degree to which it is possible to find a market for the 
output of the existing productive facilities. It is only in the 
socialist economy, where utilization of productive capacity is 
safeguarded by the plan (first and foremost by fixing an appro
priate relation between prices and wages) that the coefficient u 
begins to reflect solely the effect of organizational and technical 
improvements which do not require significant capital outlays. 

3. On the assumption of constant m, a, and u it follows directly 
from formula (3), that, if the relative share of investment in the 
national income II Y remains unaltered, the rate of growth r does 
not change either. But the constancy of II Y is tantamount to 
investment growing pari passu with the national income. 

Thus if investment is increased at the same rate as the national 
income, a constant rate of growth of the latter is warranted. If, 
however, the former expands more rapidly than the latter so that 
its relative share in the national income is increasing, then accord
ing to formula (3), this permits the rate of growth of national 
income to rise steadily, i.e. it sustains accelerating growth. 

All this is valid as long as the parameters m, a, and u remain 
unchanged. But is not the assumption of a constant capital-output 
ratio m in conflict with the very essence of technical progress 
which involves rising productivity of labour, accompanied by an 
increase in capital per worker? 

However, the constancy of m merely means that the ratio of 
capital to output remains unchanged, which by no means excludes 
the possibility of a decrease in employment in relation both to 
output and to capital. In such a case employment would fall in 
the same proportion with respect both to capital and output, so 
that labour productivity would increase pari passu with the capi
tal-labour ratio. Indeed, historical and statistical evidence, both 
from capitalist and socialist countries, shows that there is no need 
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for the capital-output ratio m to increase in order to sustain a 
steady rise in la,bour productivity . These remarks on technical 
progress are merely introductory, and the problem will be treated 
in more detail in Chapter 7. 

4. We shall now briefly consider the relationship between incre
ments in national income and the other component of productive 
accumulation, i.e. the increase in inventories. We may assume that 
the volume of inventories, given the physical structure, rises 
proportionally to the national income, so that the increa,se in 
inventories, S, 1s proportional to the increment in the national 
income 

S = µLlY - (4) 

where µ is the ratio between the volume of inventories and the 
national income, i.e. the so-called 'average period of turnover' of 
inventories. 

The period of turnover of inventories will be different for 
different goods, from which it follows that the coefficient µ 
depends upon the physical structure of the increase in inventories. 
In what follows we shall disregard the effect of changes in this 
structure upon the parameter µ. It should, however, be noted that 
this is a rather far-reaching simplification-the more so if it is 
recalled that inventories are meant to include the volume of 
capital under construction. The ratio between this volume and 
current outlays on construction being relatively high, shifts from 
consumption to investment in the composition of national in
come-with which we shall deal frequently in our discussion
must lead to an increase in µ. In accordance with the assumption 
made above, however, for the sake of simplicity we shall not take 
this into account. 

It should be noted that a similar simplifying assumption is made 
with regard to the capital-output ratio, m, which also depends on 
the structure of investment. It is true that the -coefficient m, in 
contrast to µ, does not necessarily increase when there is a shift 
from consumption to investment in the composition of national 
income, since the production of finished investment goods, such 
as machinery and buildings-integrated over all stages of produc
tion-is hardly more capital-intensive than that of consumer 
goods. (On the other hand , the capital-output ratio is generally 
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higher in primary products than in hinher st~ges of prod:uction.) 
In any case, in our analysis we disregard the effects -of changes 
in the structure of investment on the capital-output ratio m. 

5. Starting with equations (3) and (4) we may now establish the 
relationship between the rate of growth of national income and 
the relative share of productive accumulation in the national 
income. Equation (3) may be rewritten as follows 

~ = (r + a - u)m 

and equation (4) in the form 

S = µLlY = µr 
y y 

By adding these equations we obtain 

I+S · 
~ = (m + µ)r + (a - u)m 

and thus 

1 /+ S m r = -- · -- - -- (a - u) 
m+µ Y m+µ 

(5) 

I + S is productive accumulation, and we denote by i its relative 
share in the national income, i.e. 

. I+ S 
z= -- y 

Since the national income Y is the sum of productive accumula
tion, I + S, and consumption in the broad sense, C, the relative 
share of consumption in national income will be 

C = 1 - i 
y (6) 

For the sake of brevity, we shall call the relative share of pro
ductive accumulation in the national income the 'rate of produc
tive accumulation'. Let us, moreover , denote m +µby k; we shall 
call k the 'capital-output ratio for total capital', since it indicates 
the amount of fixed capital and inventories required to produce 
a unit increment in the national income. By introducing these 
symbols in equation (5) we obtain 
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i m r = - - - (a - u) 
k k 

(7) 

It will be seen from this equation that, if the parameters k, m, 
a, and u remain constant, in order . to sustain a constant rate ~f 
growth the relative share of productive accumulation in the na
tional income must be kept at a constant level. This means that, 
in the case of a constant rate of growth, productive accumulation 
increases pari passu with the national income, i.e. at a rate r. 

It has been · demonstrated above that in such a case productive 
investment increases in step with the national income; thus the 
same must be true of the other component of productive accu
mulation, i.e. the increase in inventories. Moreover, since the 
relative share of consumption in the national income, 1 - i, also 
stays constant, it is clear that consumption also rises pari passu 
with the national income. 

If, however, the growth in the national income is accelerated, 
i.e. the rate r is rising, the relative share of productive accumula
tion in national income, i, must also rise. Thus, in this case, 
productive accumulation rises more rapidly than the national 
income, while consumption grows more slowly, its share in the 
national income, 1 - i, showing a steady decline. 

The higher the constant rate of growth of national income r, 
the greater must be the share of productive accumulation i in 
national income, and the lower the relative share of consumption 
1 - i. This fact alone points to certain limitations in the choice of 
a rate of growth. If this rate is raised the relative share of 
consumption in the national income must be reduced, which 
adversely affects the level of consumption in the short run. This 
is one of the factors which must be taken into account when 
making a decision on the rate of growth. The determination of 
the rate of growth (which also depends upon the balance of 
manpower and the balance . of trade) is the main topic of this 
book, but, before concentrating upon it, it is useful to examine 
more closely the process of economic growth characterized by a 
given, constant rate of growth r. 

3. Uniform Growth 

1. We shall now consider the process of economic growth given 
the following assumptions: 
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(i) The rate of growth, r, of the rrationaf income is constant. 
(ii) The parameters m, k, a, and u remain unaltered. 

(iii) The productivity of labour in new plant which is brought 
into operation in successive years increases at a constant rate a 
owing to technical progress (inclusive of organizational progress). 
In other words, the productivity of labour in the establishments 
brought into operation in a given year is (1 + a) times higher than 
that in the est.ablishments brought into operation in the preceding 
year. (In accordance with the assumptions made at the end of 
Chapter 1 we postulate that the rate of the increase in productivity 
of labour is the same for the sector of productive accumulation 
and that of consumption in the broad sense.) 

It follows from assumptions (i) and (ii) that productive accu
mulation and its components-productive investment and increase 
in inventories-as well as consumption rise at a constant rate r. 
We shall now ·prove that the same is true of the stock of fixed 
capital K, provided that its life-span, n, remains unchanged. 4 

The stock of fixed capital existing at a given time consists of 
investment carried out in the course of the preceding n years, since 
all plant constructed earlier has already gone out of use. Let us 
denote by Kr the stock of fixed capital at the time t; by / 1 

investment in the first year of the n-year period preceding the 
moment t; by /2 investment in the second year of this period and 
so on. Thus we have 

Kr = 11 + 12 + /3 + ... + In 
Since investment increases at the annual rate r, we obtain 

Kr = 11 [l + (1 + r) + ( 1 + r) 2 + ... + (1 + rt - 1
) (8) 

Shifting the sequence of investment by one year, we obtain for 
time t + 1 

Kr+ I = /2 + /3 + /4 + ... + In + 1 

= 12 [l + (1 + r) + (1 + r) 2 + . . . + (1 + rt- 1
) 

Dividing this equation by the preceding one we arrive at 

Kr+1 12 

4 
As we shall see in n. 5 below the constancy of this life-span is inherent in 

th.e constancy of the rate of growth r and the parameters a and u. If n varied 
with constant r and u, the parameter of depreciation a would also vary . 
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Since /2 is the investment made a year later than /1, and investment 
increases at the annual rate r it follows that 

K1+1 l -- = +r 
Ki 

Thus the stock of fixed capital also increases at a rate r. 

(9) 

It is of interest now to find the relationship between the national 
income and the stock of fixed capital. Our discussion of this 
relationship will serve also to prepare the ground for the solution 
of our next problem: that of the rate of growth of average labour 
productivity for the economy ( our assumption on the uniform 
growth of the productivity of labour pertains only to productivity 
in the new establishments brought into operation in successive 
years). 

2. Let us consider the output which corresponds to each of the 
components of the stock of fixed capital K,, i.e. to 11, 12, ... , In 
in the year t + 1. The equipment represented by these investment 
outlays yielded-according to our definition in section 1 of Chap
ter 2_:_at the beginning of the next year the output 

respectively (where m is the capital-output ratio). With the lapse 
of time, however, owing to improvements in the utilization of 
equipment, the respective outputs were increasing every year at a 
rate u during the subsequent lifetime of the plant. Now, the 
equipment represented by investment in the first year of then-year 
period which preceded the moment t, i.e. by /1, was kept in 
operation up to the time t + 1, i.e. for n years. Similarly, equip
ment represented by investment of the next year, i.e. by 12, was 
kept in operation for n - 1 years; that of the third year for 
n - 2 years; and so on. Consequently, in the year t + 1 the output 
of the plant represented by investment /1 will be 

that of /2 will be 

_!__ /1(1 + u)n - I 
m 
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etc. Hence, aggregate output or national mcome, m the year 
t + 1 amounts to 

1 / 1 )n - 1 1 / (1 )n - 2 1 Yi+ 1 = - 1( + U + - 2 + U + ... + - In m m m 

Taking into consideration that investment increases at an an
nual rate r, we obtain for the national income 5 

1 
Yi+1 =- 11 [(1 + uy-i + (1 + r)(l + uy- 2 

m 

+ (1 + r)2(1 + uy- 3 + ... + (1 + ,y- 1
] (10) 

Dividing equation (10) by equation (8) we obtain the ratio be
tween the national income in the year t + 1 and the stock of fixed 
capital at time t 

Yi+ I 1 (1 + ur- I + (1 + r)(l + uy- 2 + ... + (1 + ,y- I - = - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .:....__ (11) 
Kr m 1 + (1 + r) + ... + (1 + r)n- 1 

s This formula may serve to obtain an expression for the parameter a as a 
function of n, r, and u. As defined above , a. is the ratio of the decrement of 
national income, which results from discarding old equipment, to the national 
income. This decrement is equal to the output of the oldest generation of plant, i.e. 

__!__ /1(1 + u)n - 1 
m 

Dividing this expression by the value of the national income as given by formula 
(10) we obtain 

!f1(l+ut-l 
a=- - -- - -- -- - -- - - -- --

~ /1(1 + u/ - I + (1 + r)(l + u)n - 2 + . .. + (1 + ,t- I] 

=-- - -- - --,,--- -- - -
] + r [I + rJ

2 

[I + r)n -1 

l+l+u+ l+u + ... + l+u 

and. after having summed the geometrical progression in the denominator, 

a= _ _ _ r_-_ u __ _ [(: : : r -I] (1 + u) 

A will be seen from this formula, n is fully determined by a, r, and u. Hence 
from the assumption that the latter are constant it follows that the life-span of 
equipment also remains unaltered (cf. n. 4 above) . 
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It is immediately obvious that this ratio does not depend upon 
t, in other words it remains constant. This was to be expected, 
since we made the assumption that the national income grew at 
an annual rate r and we proved that the same was true for the 
stock of fixed capital. It will be noticed, moreover, that each term 
in the numerator of the fraction by which 1/m is multiplied, is 
greater than the corresponding term of the denominator ( e.g. 
(1 + ut- 1 > 1, etc.). Thus the numerator is greater than the de
nominator and, consequently, the ratio of the national income to 
the stock of fixed capital is greater than the reciprocal of the 
capital-output ratio 

Y1+1>l_ 
K 1 m 

This obviously results from the improvement in the utilization of 
the old equipment at an annual rate u. If u equals zero, it follows 
from formula (11) that 6 

3. Let us now consider the problem of the increase in the average 
productivity of labour for the economy as a whole. It was assumed 
above that labour productivity in plants brought into operation 
in successive years increases at a constant rate, i.e. that in any 
given year it is higher than it was a year before in the proportion 
(1 + a). Now, the output produced by new plant in any given year 
is (1 + r) times greater than that which came out of new plant in 
the preceding year, since investment increases at an annual rate r 

and the capital-output ratio m is constant. But, if both output 
and labour productivity increase at constant rates in the new 
plants brought into operation each year, the same must · be true 

6 It may seem strange that greater output per unit of investment is produced 
from old machinery than from new. First of all, it is quite possible that the 
production process has been more fully mastered with older equipment. This, 
however, is only a minor factor in explaining the 'paradox'; in reality many of 
the improvements in the utilization of equipment and organization of labour are 
also adopted with new equipment. The constancy of m means that if this factor 
were not taken jnto account in the capital-output ratio, it would have to increase 
over time. This also explains another 'paradox' : that the ratio of the national 
income to aggregate fixed capital remains unaltered despite a steady improve
ment in the utilization .of equipment. 
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' 
of employment. Indeed, if we dei:iote the rate of increase m 
employment in new plant by E we may write 

1 + E = 1...±_I._ (12) 
l+a 

Fixed capital at the time t consists, as we explained above, of 
equipment represented by investment /1, /z, ... , In. Let us denote 
by z1, z2, ••• , Zn the corresponding levels of employment immedi
ately after the new equipment is brought into operation. It follows 
from the above that these levels of employment represent a 
geometrical progression with a ratio 1 + E. Let us for a moment 
make an assumption which will substantially simplify the argu
ment. According to the above, output from existing plant in
creases at an annual rate u, e.g. owing to improvements in the 
organization of labour. Let us assume that the productivity of 
labour in existing plants rises at the same rate u, so that employ
ment remains unchanged from the time they were brought into 
operation. In this special case, the levels of employment which 
correspond to the equipment represented by investment /1, 
/ 2, • •• , In, are at time t 'the same as at the time when the respective 
plants were brought into operation, i.e. they remain equal to 
z1, z2, ... , Zn. Hence, total employment at the time t (denoted by 
Z1) is 

But since z1, z2, ... , Zn represent a geometrical progression with a 
ratio 1 + E we have 

Z, = Z1 [1 + (1 + E) + (1 + E)2 + ... + (1 + Et- 1
] (13) 

Similarly, for the time t + I we obtain 

Z, + 1 = zz[l + (1 + E) + (1 + E)2 + ... + (1 + Et- 1
] 

and, dividing the latter equation by the former, 

Z1+ I Z2 
- - --z, Z1 

But since z2 represents employment in establishments brought into 
operation a year later than those represented by z1 we have 

(14) 
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Thus, aggregate employment increases at a rate E, i.e. pari passu 
with employment in the new establishments brought into oper
ation. This is exactly analogous to the relation between the stock 
of fixed capital and investment, which both increase at a rate r. 

Moreover, since the national income increases annually in the 
proportion 1 + r and total employment in the proportion 1 + E, 

overall labour productivity increases annually in the proportion 
(1 + r)/(1 + E) and thus according to equation (12) in the propor
tion 1 + a, i.e. pari passu with labour productivity in new plants 
as they are brought successively into operation. It should be 
recalled that this is valid only in the case of uniform growth 
considered in this chapter. However, as we shall prove below, this 
result does not depend on our temporary assumption that labour 
productivity in existing plants increases at the same rate u as the 
output of these plants. 

4. In fact the productivity of labour working with old equipment 
does not necessarily increase at a rate u. If, for example, the run 
of machines is accelerated, this does not necessarily mean that 
productivity of labour is increased in the same proportion, as it 
may prove necessary to hire additional workers. On the other 
hand, increased intensity of labour may not lead to an increase 
in output but to a reduction of employment; this is the case where, 
for example, an increased number of looms is run by each worker. 
In the general case, therefore, labour productivity in old estab
lishments will be rising at a rate w different from u. As a result, 
employment in the old establishments does not remain stable, but 
changes in the proportion (1 + u)/(1 + w) p.a. 7 It follows that 
employment levels on machinery of different ages at the time t 
are not Z1, Z2, . •• , Zn but 

( )

n-1 
1 + u 

Z1 1 + W ' 

while aggregate employment Z 1 is 

l+u l+u 
( )

n - I n - 2 

Z, = z, l + W + z, (l + W) + ... + Za 

7 If w > u, this augments the supply of labour for employment in new plant ; 
if w < u, the reverse is the case. 
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finally, taking into acount that Z1, 12, ... , , Zn form a geometrical 
progression with a ratio 1 + E we obtain · 

[( 
1 + it )n -1 

( 1 + U )n -2 n _ 1] 
Zt = z, l + w + (1 + E) l + w + ... + (1 + E) (15) 

(The formula we arrived at is analogous to formula (10) for the 
national income.) Similarly, for time t + 1 we obtain 

[
( 1 )n -1 

( 1 )n -2 ] 
Z1+1=Z2 l1:: +(l+E\1:: + ... +(l+Et-

1 

and , diyiding this equation by the former, 

Z1 + I = Z2 = 1 + E 
Zr z, 

(14') 

Thu we have obtained the same result as in the special case 
previously considered; again, the overall productivity of labour 
increases from year to year in the proportion 

1 + r - - = 1 + a (12') 
l+E 

Hence, total employment and the overall productivity of labour 
increase pari passu with employment and labour productivity in 
new plant. 

5. According to our assumptions of uniform growth, the rate of 
growth of the national income r, and the parameters m, k, u, and 
a, as well as the rate of increase of labour productivity in the new 
plants . brought into operation, a, are constant. We have also 
proved that the overall labour productivity increases at a rate a. 
We shall now make the additional assumption that full employ
ment prevails in the economy. We shall write ~ for the rate of 
growth of manpower. 

The rate of increase in employment denoted above by E concerns 
in fact merely the employment in the production of goods. We 
shall assume, however, that employment in services increases pari 
passu, i.e. at a rate E. For full employment to be maintained, the 
rate of growth of employment must be equal to that of manpower, 
and so we have 

(16) 
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1 + r = (1 + a)(l + P) = 1 + a+ P + ap (17) 

Since we postulated the constancy of the two rates of growth-:
that of national income , r, and that of labour productivity , a-as 
a characteristic of uniform growth, under full employment we 
must also postulate the constancy of p. The annual rates of growth 
a and p being rather small fractions , we may disregard their 
product ap in equation (17), and write the latter in an approxi
mate form 

r=a+p (17') 

Thus, the rate of growth of national income r is determined jointly 
by a which depends upon technical progress and P (which depends 
upon the natural rate of growth of the labour force). On the other 
hand , given the parameters m, k, u, and a, the rate of growth r 
determines the constant share of productive accumulation , i, in 
the national income, which is necessary in order to sustain it, on 
the basis of the equation 

1 . m ( ) r=-i-- a-u 
k k 

(7) 

This determination of i is represented graphically in Fig. I where 
i is plotted as the abscissa, and r as the ordinate. 

The straight line representing the linear function given by for
mula (7) has the slope 1/k and intersects the r-a:xis at a point C 
situated at a distance mlk(a - u) below the origin. 8 The rate of 
productive accumulation which corresponds to the rate of growth 
r = a+ p is i = OA. 

As long as our two conditions-that of constancy , of the par
ameters m, k, a, and u, and that of full employment-are fulfilled, 
acceleration of growth over and above the rate r is impossible, 
since it would come up against the barrier of a manpower short
age. There would, · therefore, be no sense in raising the relative 
share of productive accumulation in the national income in order 
to accelerate the rate of growth. In these circumstances it would 
lead only to the creation of idle productive capacity. 

It is obvious that when we remove our rigid assumptions as to 
8 This is the case when a - u > 0. If a - u < 0 the point C is, of course, situated 

above the origin 0. 
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the constancy of parameters and full employment , the problem of 
the choice of a rate of growth will emerge. We shall deal with 
this in the chapters that follow. We shall begin by examining the 
situation where there is a reserve of labour. We shall then proceed 
to discuss the case where no such res,erve exists, and where in 
order to accelerate the rate of growth, it is necessary to overcome 
the shortage of labour-for example by raising the capital-output 
ratio. 

4. Increasing the Rate of Growth of National Income 
under Conditions of an Unlimited Supply of Labour 

1. With constant parameters m, k, a, and u, and under conditions 
of full emplbyment, the rate of growth of national income cannot, 
as was shown above , exceed the level a + p, where a stands for 
the rate of increase of productivity and p for that of the labour 
force. Any higher rate would prove impossible because of the 
emergence of a shortage of labour. We shall now consider a 
situation characterized by the existence of a reserve of manpower, 
e.g. married women who would be willing to take up jobs if these 
were easily accessible, some surplus of labour in agriculture , etc. 
By drawing on such reserves it is possible to raise the rate of 
growth of employment above p, and thus raise the rate of growth 
of the national income r above a + p. It is obvious that this merely 
shifts the barrier of the supply of 'labour through time; when the 
reserve is exhausted we go back to the situation in which the rate 
of growth is r0 =a+ p. However, the consequence of the higher 
rate of growth during the period over which the labour reserve is 
being absorbed will be to achieve an additional increase in the 
level of the national income . 
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2. In order to simplify the problem we shall initially ignore the 
possibility of exhausting the labour reserve, i.e. we assume that 
the reserve is so large that it cannot be exhausted even within a 
very long period of time. We thus disregard temporarily all 
problems related to the barrier of labour shortage, which enables 
us to concentrate upon other factors limiting the rate of growth. 

Such a basic factor is that in order to raise the rate of growth 
r it is necessary-according to equation (7)-to increase the rate 
of productive accumulation i (i.e. the relative share of productive 
accumulation in the national income). Let us denote by i0 the rate 
of productive accumulation which corresponds to the rate of 
growth of national income ro = a + ~- If, by raising the rate of 
growth of employment, we increase the rate of growth of the 
national income to the level r = OL, then i must be raised from 
OA to OM (see Fig. 2).9 

But the rise in the relative share of productive accumulation in 
the national income means, of course, an equal decline in the 
relative share of consumption. This deterioration in the consump
tion situation in the short run is the price to be paid for increasing 
the rate of growth of the national income, and thus also the level 
of consumption in the long run, the latter being favourably 

9 This is a slightly oversimplified presentation of the problem of raising the 
rate of growth of the national income . In order to increase r to the level OL, 
the rate of productive accumulation i is initially increased, as mentioned in the 
text, to the level OM. It is, however, apparent that as a result of the more rapid 
increase in the national income, while the life-span of equipment remains 
unaltered at n, the straight line CN will be shifting upwards (keeping the same 
slope), because the depreciation parameter a in the equation 

r = .!_ i - ~ (a - u) 
k k 

will be declining. Indeed, a could only remain constant if the rate of growth 
also remained constant at ro; the increase in the rate of growth to the level OL 
means that the scrapping of old productive capacity which corresponds to the 
life-span u will be associated.with a higher level of national income than would 
have been the case had the rate of growth been maintained at the level r0. Thus 
CN shifts upwards, and the rate of accumulation i is somewhat lower than OM. 
This situation will continue for n years, at the end of which time ali the 
equipment constructed before the raising of the rate of growth will have been 
scrapped. The rate of accumulation will then return towards the level OM and, 
after some fluctuations, will eventually be stabilized. (Its level will, however , still 
be a little lower than OM, because with uniform growth a is a decreasing function 
of r; cf. n. 5 above.) 
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affected by the cumulative effect of a higher rate of growth of 
national income. Thus the decision as to the level of r involves a 
compromise between the adverse short-run and favourable long
run effect of the higher rate of growth. Before embarking upon , 
the analysis of the process of making this decision we must analyse 
more precisely the effects of a higher or lower rate of growth 
upon consumption. 

3. Let us suppose that the national income grows at a constant 
rate r. At time t it will therefore equal Yo(l + r)t, where Yo is the 
initial level of income. Since the relative share of consumption in 
the national income is maintained at 1 - i, the level of consump
tion at time t will be (1 - i) Yo(l + r)'. If the rate of growth is 
raised to r', the relative share of accumulation in the national 
income must correspondingly be increased to i', so that after t 
years the level of consumption will be (1 - i') Yo(l + r')1. If we 
denote by Cr and C/ the alternative levels of consumption at time 
r. we have the following relationships 

Cr = Yo(l - i)(l + r)' 

Cr' = Yo(l - i')(l + r') 1 

These equations can be represented diagrammatically, for which 
purpose it is more convenient to work with the logarithms of 
consumption. We have 

log C1 = log Yo + log (1 - i) + t log (1 + r) 
and 

log C/ = log Yo + log (1 - i') + t log (1 + r') 
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FIG. 3 

to which correspond in Fig. 3 the straight lines C1 and C/, with 
slopes log (1 + r) and log (1 + r') respectively. 

It is apparent that with a higher rate of growth the level of 
consumption is less favourable over the period OP, i.e. the abscissa 
of the point of intersection Q, and more favourable thereafter; 
the relative advantage is the higher, the more remote the period 
considered. This demonstrates the conflict between consumption 
in the short period and in the long period. 

4. The decision concerning the rate of growth can be approached 
in the following way. Let us suppose that a certain rate of growth 
t is considered admissible, and raising the rate to r + !::.r is under 
examination, where !::.r is a small increment. This would imply the 
necessity of increasing the rate of productive accumulation by 
!::. i. If we denote the present level of national income by Yo, then 
consumption is equal to (1 - i) Y0; thus it will have to be reduced 
by a fraction !::.i/(1 - i). This is the loss which must be compared 
with the advantage of increasing the rate of growth by !::.r. We 
may write that on balance the net advantage is 

!::.i !::.r- ro--
1 - i 

where ro is a coefficient which is the higher the stronger are the 
objections against reducing consumption in the short run. If our 
problem is that of deciding how far the rate of growth is to be 
raised above the level ro = a + B, we may postulate that ro will be 
the higher, the greater becomes the difference between i and io. 
Indeed, the further we move away from the initial situation, the 

l . 
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more important become the objections against further reducing 
the relative share of consumption in the national income. 

Thus we may rewrite the above expression as follows 

A ro(i) A • 
ur - -- ul 

1 - i 
(18) 

where ro(i) is an increasing function. If this expression is positive, 
it is advisable to raise i up to the point at which 

A ro(i) A • - 0 ur---uz-
1 - i 

or 
t::.r ro(i) 
----
!::.i 1 - i 

(19) 

This is the condition which determines the 'correct' i. The ratio 
!).r/M is simply the yield in terms of an increase in the rate of 
growth of national income, !::.r, of raising the rate of accumulation 
by D. i. 

We shall now represent diagrammatically the process of deter
mining the rate of accumulation and the rate of growth. The 
diagram consists of two parts: the upper part is identical with 
Fig. 2 and in the lower part we plot i as the abscissa (as in the 
upper part of the diagram), whilst as the ordinate we have 
/).r/D.i. To the straight line BN, which represents the relationship 
between r and i in the upper part of the diagram, · there corre
sponds a horizontal line B' N' in the lower part. The distance 
between the latter and the i-axis is 1/k, for this is the slope of the 
straight line BN. This represents the magnitude of !::.rl!::.i as 
determined by equation (7). The curve D' K' represents the func
tion ro(i)/(1 - i). Since ro(i) is assumed to be an increasing function 
and the denominator 1 - i decreases when i rises, ro(i)/(1 - i) is 
also an increasing function and the curve D' K' is upward sloping. 
This curve intersects the horizontal straight line B' N' at the pont 
P' (see Fig. 4). 

For all values of i lower than the abscissa of this point we have 

!::.r 1 ro(i) 
-= - > --
!::.i k 1 - i 

and hence 
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A ffi(i) A • 0 ur- --ul > 
1 - i 

This _m~ans t~at the advantages are greater than the disadvantages 
and. 1t 1s adv~sable to raise the rate of growth at the expense of 
an mcrease m the accumulati.on. The point P' represents the 
fulfilment of condition (19). The corresponding value of the rate 
of productive accumulation O'Q' should not be exceeded, since 
any excess would mean 

A ffi(i) A • 0 ur-- - ul < 
1 - i 

We ~hall find r by projecting the point P' on to the straight line 
BN m the upper part of the diagram; this gives us the point p 
whose ordinate OR is equal to r. We shall call the curve D' K' the 
'government decision curve', since it shows what value of ~rl~i 
will satisfy the government for a given i. Hence, together with the 
~alue _of ~rl~i which is determined by the conditions of produc
tion (m our c~se by the value of the capital-output ratio k), it 
forms the basis for the decision as to the rate of productive 
accumulation i and the rate of growth r. 

C 
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5. So far, for the sake of simplicity, we have presented the 
process of increasing the rate of productive accumulation as an 
abrupt reduction. of consumption from the initial position. If such 
were in fact the case, the decision curve would slope upwards 
rather steeply with the result that the rate of growth decided upon 
would be not much higher than ro = a + ~' for any large increase 
in i would lead to a prohibitive deterioration in current c~nsump
tion, and consequently in real wages. 

This difficulty may be avoided if the relative share of productive 
accumulation in the national income is raised gradually. Let us 
suppose that consumption increases in step with employment. It 
follows that the ratio of the national income to consumption 
increases more rapidly because of the rise in productivity of labour 
at a rate a p.a. At time t this ratio will have increased in the 
proportion (1 + at Initially the relative share of consumption in 
the national income is 1 - io. If the relative share of productive 
accumulation in the national income is raised to i, the share of 
consumption must, of course, decline to 1 - i. The ratio of the 
national income to consumption is then to be increased from 
1/(1 - io) to 1/(1 - i), i.e. in the proportion (1 - io)/(1 - i). We can 
achieve this by raising consumption pari passu with employment 
rather than with the national income for a sufficiently long period. 
The length of this transition period 't is determined by the equa
tion 

or 

From this we obtain 

(1 )1 1 - io 
+a=--

1 - i 

1 - io 
't log (1 +a)= log-

1
-. 
- l 

1 - io 
't = log - - ----

1 - i log (1 + a) 

Since a is a small fraction, the term log (1 + a) is approximately 
equal to a ('log' here means the natural logarithm). We thus 
obtain the following approximation 

1 l 1-io 't=-. og--
a 1 - i 

{20) 

-
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which shows that 't is approximately proportionate to the recipro
cal of the rate of growth of the productivity of labour. 10 

This result is of some significance for our argument. If we 
assume that the restraining of consumption which is necessary to 
increase the rate of growth is carried out in the way outlined 
above, the objections against raising the relative share of produc
tive accumulation in the national income will be the stronger, the 
longer is the period 't during which real wages do not rise. But 
since the length of the period is proportional to the reciprocal of 
the rate of growth of productivity a, the coefficient ro(i) for a 
given i will be the higher, the lower is a. In other words, the 
lower the rate of increase in productivity of labour, the higher 
the ordinates of the curve D' K' corresponding to given levels of 
the rate of productive accumulation. As a result the lower the 
rate of increase in productivity a, the lower will be the level 
chosen for the rate of growth r as determined by the point of 
intersection of this curve and the straight line B'N'. 

10 
The acceleration of the rate of growth of productive investment which takes 

place in the transition period cannot immediately follow the decision to raise 
the rate _of productive accumulation, because of the time necessary for the 
construct10n of new plant. (Let us recall that the term 'investment' is used 
throughout the book to mean the volume of equipment delivered in a given 
year; the increase in the capital under construction is included in the 'increase 
in inventories'; see Ch. 1, sec. 2.) Thus, during an interval equal to the period 
of construction, no acceleration of either the growth of productive investment 
or of the national income takes place. However, the increase in capital under 
construction is accelerated while that in other inventories is slowed down the 
total increase in inventories remaining unaltered. Indeed, according to' our 
~ssumptio~ that _the tota) increase in inventories is proportional to the · increase 
m the nat10nal mcome irrespective of the changes in its structure this total 
increase in inve!1tories will not; be accelerated during the 'prelimin;ry' period 
equal _to ~h~ penod of co_ns!r1:1ct1on. It follows that during this period real wages 
are still nsmg at an und1mm1shed rate. Their increase is stopped only when the 
acc~lerated_ growth of investment begins to take place; from this moment on, 
dun?~ p~nod 't, real w~ges are kept at a constant level. Thus, the period of 
stability m real wages 1s not lengthened by taking into account the period 
of construction, only its beginning is postponed with regard to the moment of 
making the decision on raising the rate of growth. 

In reality a shift from consumption to investment does lead to an accelerated 
rise in the increase in inventories, since the ratio of capital under construction 
to investment is higher than the corresponding ratio of consumption to its 
inventories, which, for the sake of simplicity, we did not take into account (see 
Ch . 2, sec. 4). Hence the situation with respect to real wages during the transition 
towards a higher rate of growth is less favourable in reality than that resulting 
from our simplifying assumption. 
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This should not, however, be constr&ed as' a recommendation 
to raise the rate of increase in productivity of labour a which is 
the result of technical progress wit,h a constant capital-output 
ratio, and should, therefore, rather be treated as given ( on this 
point see Chapter 7). 

6. It is not out of place here to add a few observations on the 
nature of the 'government decision curve'. Its general features 
follow directly from our argument-namely that it is upward-slop
ing and that the lower is the rate of increase in productivity the 
higher are its ordinates corresponding to given levels of the rate 
of productive accumulation i. But is it possible to draw this curve 
in a precise fashion? Are its ordinates determined quantitatively 
similarly to those of the line CN which represents the relationship 
between the rate of growth r and the rate of productive accumu
lation i? The answer is definitely in the negative. Our curve serves 
only to illustrate the attitude of the government towards 'sacri
ficing the present for the future'. Even after the decision has been 
made we know only the point of intersection of the 'government 
decision curve' with the line B' N', and the fact that at a higher 
rate of productive accumulation the balance of advantages and 
disadvantages (as expressed by formula (18)) would be negative, 
whilst at a lower rate it would be positive, which means that the 
curve is upward-sloping. In the former case its ordinate 
ro(i)/(1-i) · is greater than !).r//).i= 1/k and thus 

ro(i) ~(i)_ > /).r 
1 - ! 

while in the latter case the reverse is true. 
The main advantages of using the 'government decision curve' 

in our analysis will be seen in the discussion of cases where the 
relationship between the rate of growth r and the rate of produc
tive accumulation i differs from that represented by the line BN 
(e.g. in the discussion of the problem of the effect of difficulties 
in balancing foreign trade or that of labour shortage). Indeed, the 
concept of the 'decision curve' will then enable us to show the 
effects of the changes in the relationship between r and i on 
the choice of the rate of growth of national income, given the 
attitude of the government towards 'sacrificing the present for the 
future'. l3l 
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5. Increasing the Rate of Growth of National Income 
under Conditions of a Limited Reserve of Labour 

1. In the preceding chapter we assumed that there existed an 
unlimited supply of labour. We shall now consider the more 
realistic case of a limited reserve of labour. Thus if the rate of 
growth Y exceeds the level Yo = a + ~ this reserve will eventually 
be exhausted. The rate of growth of national income then returns 
as described above, to the level Yo. Simultaneously the relativ; 
share of productive accumulation in the national income falls back 
to io, and the relative share of consumption to 1 - i0• The result 
of this process is that there is an additional increase in the 
national income to the extent corresponding to the excess of 
labour force over actual employment in the initial position. Since 
after the exhaustion of the reserve the relative share of consump
tion in the national income regains the level 1 - i0, it follows that 
the additional proportional increase in consumption (as compared 
with growth at a rate Yo) is the same as that of the national income. 

We may illustrate this by the following example in which the 
discussion of the preceding chapter is also taken into account. Let 
us assume that the rate of growth of the labour force ~ = 1.5% 
p.a.; that of labour productivity a = 5.5%; and consequently, that 
of the national income in the initial situation Yo = 7%. Suppose 
that by taking advantage of a labour reserve the rate of growth 
of the national income is raised to the level y = 8%. This, however, 
is done gradually, so as to maintain real wages at a constant level 
throughout the transition period. Suppose, furthermore, that in 
the initial period the relative share of productive accumulation in 
the national income, io = 26%. In order to raise y to the level of 
8% p.a. it is necessary to increase this share to 29% (which 
corresponds to a capital-output ratio k = 3). From formula (20) 
we then obtain 

-r = lo 0. 74 . _1 _ - 0 8 
g 0.71 0.055 - · years 

During this period the average annual rate of growth is about 
7.5%. We assume that in the subsequent period of three years (in 
which the rate of growth is 8%), the reserve is exhausted. Thus 
over the whole period the national income is increased in the 
proportion (l.075)°- 8

• (1.08)3 = 1.33. If the rate of growth had been 
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maintained at the initial level of r = 7%, the national income 
would have been increased during the same period in the propor
tion (l .07)3

·
8 = 1.28. Hence, the absorption of excess labour permits 

an additional increase in the national income in the pr'oportion 
l.33/1.28 = 1.04, i.e. by 4%. When the reserve has been absorbed 
and the rate of growth has returned to 7%, the relative share of 
productive accumulation in the national income falls back to 26% 
and that of consumption to 74% (i.e. to the proportions which 
would have existed if the rate of growth had been maintained all 
the time at the initial level); the additional proportionate increase 
in consumption as a result of this process is therefore equal to 
that in the national income, i.e. to 4%. 

2. It follows that the acceleration of growth for only a limited 
period brings an unquestionable advantage; but can it be treated 
as equivalent to a permanent increase in the rate of growth? The 
only possible reason for answering in the affirmative would be 
that when returning to the initial lower rate of growth, we go 
back at the same time to the original proportion between produc
tive accumulation and consumption. This argument may, however, 
be countered as follows: even if there are no physical obstacles 
to the unlimited continuation of a higher rate of growth, this does 
not exclude the possibility of returning at any time to the initial 
rate, with a corresponding reduction in the rate of productive 
accumulation. But if these obstacles do exist we have to return 
eventually to the initial position-unless we resort to mechaniza
tion which would require additional investment outlays (this will 
be discussed in more detail in a later chapter). Thus it will be 
seen that the case of raising the rate of growth from r0 to r for 
a limited period must be treated as less favourable than raising 
this rate permanently. 

We may thus say that an increase r - ro over a limited period 
could be expressed in terms of a permanent increase by means of 
a function f(r - r0), such that 

f(r - ro) < Y - ro 

In addition the function has the following characteristics: 

(i) When the value of Y is r0, the problem of exhausting the 
reserve does not arise, and hence f (0) = 0. 
(ii) If Y - Yo is equal to a very small fraction, 8, the reserve will 
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be exhausted after a very long period of time. This can be treated 
as equivalent to an unlimited period of time. Hence we have 
f(f>) = <>. Taking into account f(O) = 0 we obtain 

f(<>) - f(O) _ I 
() -

which means that the derivative of the function f is equal to 1 
for r = ro. 
(iii) . Finally, we may assume that f is an increasing function, but 
that as r - ro increases the difference between r - ro and f(r - r0) 

also increases. Indeed, the higher r - r0, the sooner is the given 
reserve of labour exhausted, and the greater the divergence be
tween r - ro and f(r - ro); consequently the derivative of the func
tion f is positive and the · same is true of the derivative of the 
expression (r - ro) - f(r - ro). Thus we have 

as well as 

and hence 

The inequality 

!:J.f(r - ro) 
!:J.r > 0 

1 - !:J.f(r - ro) > 0 
!:J.r 

0 
!:J.f(r - r0) 

1 < ----=..._;___ ..;_ < 
!:J.r 

!:J.f(r - ro) 
!:J.r < I 

is not satisfied, however, in the case of r = r0, since, as shown in 
point (ii), we may disregard the exhaustion of the reserve when 
r - ro is very small, so that for r = r0 the derivative is equal to 1. 
Thus we may finally write 

!:J.f(r - ro) -- I r 
!:J.r 1or r = r0 

0 
!:J.f(r - ro) 

< !:J.r < 1 for r > r0 

These results enable us now to consider the determination of the 
rate of growth where the reserve of labour is limited. In the case 

I 
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of an unlimited reserve the balance of advantages and disadvantages 
of increasing the rate of growth by !:J.r was expressed as follows 

A CO(i) A • LJ.r - - - ill 
1 - i 

Since in th,e case of a limited reserve the 'equivalent' of r is 
r0 + f(r - ro), · it follows that instead of !1r we must introduce 
!:J.j(r - r0) in this expression. We thus obtain 

!:J.f(r - ro) - co(i)_ !:J. i 
1 - z 

or 
!:J.f(r - ro) co(i) . 

A !:J.r--1 - ./:J.z 
LJ.r - l 

Hence the condition for determining the rate of growth of the 
national income will now be 

!:J.r co(i) 

!:J.i . !:J.f(r - ro) 
(1- z) --·- -

1:J.r 

whereas with unlimited labour it was 

!:J.r co(i) 
= 

!:J.i I - i 

In Fig. 5 the decision curve D' K' represents the case where there 
are unlimited reserves of labour, its ordinates being determined 
by the expression co (i)/( 1 - i). The decision curve D' L' represents 
the case where there is a limited reserve of labour and its ordinates 
are determined by the expression 

co(i) 

(1 _ i) !:J.f(r - ro) 
!:J.r 

Since !:J.f(r - ro)l!:J.r is equal to one for r = r0 and less than one (but 
positive) for r > ro, the two rnrves have a common point of 
departure, but they diverge, D' L' being situated above D' K'. 

As a result, the point of intersection of the 'decision curve' and 
the horizontal line, B'N', is shifted to the left in the case of a 
limited reserve of labour. Thus in such a case the relative share 
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of productive accumulation in the national income i and the rate 
of growth r tend to be fixed at their respective lower levels than 
in the case of unlimited supplies of labour. This may be inter
preted as the effect of the labour-supply barrier on the rate of 
growth; a limited reserve of labour only makes it possible to shift 
this barrier, not to eliminate it altogether. 

6. Balancing Foreign Trade as a Factor Limiting the 
Rate of Growth 

1. In the preceding chapters we discussed the problem of the 
choice of the rate of growth of the national income given a reserve 
of labour. The main brake on the rate of growth in such a 
situation is the 'cost' in terms of the adverse effect upon the level 
of consumption in the short run. This is not, however, the only 
factor apart from shortage of labour which limits the rate of 
growth. Another obstacle to the acceleration of growth is the 
difficulty in balancing foreign trade which-as will be seen 
below-is more of a problem, the higher the rate of growth. 

It should be recalled, first of all, that according to our assump
tions the economy neither grants nor receives foreign credits so 
that its foreign trade must be balanced. Thus any increase in 
imports must be covered by an equal increase in ~xports. 
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In the course of economic development the demand for imports 
is increasing and, consequently, so are the exports required to 
cover the ' imports. It follows that the higher the rate of growth 
of national income r, the more rapidly must exports increase and 
the more difficult it is to sell them, in view of the limited foreign 
demand for the products of a given country. A higher rate of 
growth r will thus require ceteris paribus a greater effort to 
promote exports or to restrict imports. Efforts to promote exports 
will be associated with reductions in export prices for certain 
goods in certain markets, with a shift to less profitable markets, 
and with the inclusion of less profitable items in the list of 
exportable goods. The effort to curtail imports consists, of course, 
of substituting home-made goods for imported commodities. 

In all these cases the increase in the national income will tend 
to decline in relation to the outlays of capital and labour involved. 
Indeed, if foreign trade is balanced, the national income is-ac
cording to our definitions-equal to the sum of productive accu
mulation and consumption (in the broad sense) at constant prices. 
But in the circumstances outlined above the outlays necessary to 
obtain certain commodities will increase-because the imports of 
these goods will either be paid for by a larger volume of exports, 
or by exports of a different structure requiring higher outlays, or 
because the outlays necessary to produce at home the commodities 
formerly imported will be higher than those for producing the 
exports by means of which they were procured. 

As a result, efforts to maintain the rate of growth at a higher 
level will reduce the increment in the national income correspond
ing to given outlays and this reduction is greater the higher the 
level attained. 

2. The phenomena described above emerge against the back
ground of difficulties encountered in placing the exports which 
have to increase along with the rapidly growing national income 
in order to cover the cost of imports. This, however, is not the 
only source of difficulties in balancing foreign trade at a high rate 
of growth of national income. When this rate exceeds a certain 
level, the output of certain industries in the national ,economy
particulatly those producing raw materials-lags behind the de
mand for those products owing to certain technological and 
organizational factors of which more will be said below. Hence, 
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either the demand for imports of these products increases, or their 
export potential declines. The outcome is a gap in foreign trade 
which calls for appropriate efforts in promoting exports, or sub
stituting home production for imports-again tending to reduce 
the increment in the national income corresponding to given 
outlays. 

The technological and organizational factors limiting the rate 
of growth in particular industries are of varied character. The 
simplest case is that of limited natural resources (mineral deposits, 
woods, fisheries). 

Moreover, experience in implementing plans for economic de
velopment shows that insurmountable difficulties arise whenever 
the expansion of a particular industry exceeds a certain rate, even 
if finance is adequate. An important role is played here by the 
long periods of construction of some projects, e.g. of coalmines. 

Indeed , given the rate of expansion in a particular industry, the 
volume of 'projects under construction' is proportional to the 
length of the period of construction. If . this period is long and 
the rate of expansion is high, the number of different 'building 
sites' becomes so great that the available technical and organiza
tional staff is not adequate to run them efficiently. As a result, 
the period of construction becomes longer still, and the excessive 
number of 'building sites' leads to 'freezing' of capital rather than 
to a more rapid expansion of the industry concerned. It must be 
borne in mind that the technical and organizational staff required 
for the construction of plant has to be very highly skilled-much 
more so than the staff who will run the plant in the future . 

Limited natural resources and the long period of construction 
are not , · however, the only technical and organizational factors 
hampering the rate of expansion in individual sectors of the 
economy . One should also take into account the difficulty of 
recruiting workers to particular occupations (e.g. coalmining), and 
the time necessary to master new technological processes. 

A specific case is that of agriculture where a certain element of 
spontaneity always remains in the development of production. In 
particular, the introduction of higher technology takes rather a 
long time here. 

3. Let us now return to the influence of difficulties in balancing 
foreign trade on the rate of growth of the national income. 
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We again adopt as our initial situation th~ growth at a rate 
ro = a + ~' where a , denotes the rate of increase in labour produc
tivity resulting from technical progress, and ~ is the natural rate 
of growth of the labour force. In the case of an unlimited supply 
of labour the rate of growth of national income may be increased 
and for this purpose the rate of productive accumulation is raised 
from i0 to i. If no difficulties in balancing foreign trade were 
caused by this acceleration, the rate of growth would rise from 
ro to a level p represented as a function of i by the ordinate of 
the line BN (see Fig. 6). The annual increment in national income 
Y would 'then be p Y; but it follows from the above that as a result 
of difficulties in balancing foreign trade, this increment will 
amount to r Y < p Y. Thus the rate of growth r will be lower than 
p. In addition the higher i and p, the greater are the difficulties 
with foreign trade , and the lower the ratio (r - ro)l(p - ro). In Fig. 
6, as was noted above, the straight line BN represents the rela
tionship between p and i, while the relationship between r and i 
is now represented by the curve BS. It will be seen that on the 
diagram this curve levels off at the point S. This signifies that 
owing to the difficulties in foreign trade the rate r cannot exceed 
a certain level. Such is, indeed, the case in reality. At a certain 
rate of growth all efforts to equilibrate imports and exports cease 
to yield positive results. A further reduction in export prices does 
not serve any useful purpose, because it increases the volume of 
exports, but not its value (in foreign exchange)-the increase in 
volume being compensated by the decrease in price. Both less 
favourable markets and less profitable goods have been made use 
of to the limit. The same is true of feasible investment in import
substitution. Thus foreign-trade difficulties resulting from limited 

r 

FIG. 6 
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foreign . markets, along with the technological and organizational 
factors which hamper the development of particular industries set 
a ceiling for the rate of growth. ' 

4. As indicated . above, the difficulties experienced in foreign trade 
lead to an increase in the outlays of both capital and labour per 
unit increment in national income. As far as a higher labour 
outlay is concerned, this amounts to a relative reduction of 
productivity within the increment of national income (i.e. margi
nal productivity). This results in the rate of increase of average 
productivity falling short of the rate a produced by technical 
progress. 11 

As a result, the transition period 't, during which the rate of 
productive accumulation is raised from i0 to i by keeping real 
wages stable despite increasing productivity of labour, is length
ened. 

5. In Fig. 7 the determination of the rate of growth is presented 
in a similar way to that of Fig. 4. Since the slope of the tangent 
at any point of the curve BS is lower than that of the straight 
line BN, the curve B"S' representing !irl!ii is situated below the 
line BiN' which corresponds to the slope 1/k. Moreover, since the 
slope of the curve BS diminishes as i rises, reaching the zero at 
point S, the curve B" S' is downward-sloping and intersects the 
i-axis at the point S', vertically below point S. 

The curve D' J' is a 'government decision curve' conceptually 
identical to the curve D' K' in Fig. 4. However, the latter needs 
some modification as a result of difficulties in balancing foreign 
trade. As pointed out above, the transition period -r, during which 
the rate of productive accumulation is raised from io to i with real 
wages remaining stable, is lengthened as a result of .difficulties in 
balancing foreign trade; as a result the coefficient ro(i) is increased 
in the expression representing the balance of advantages and 
disadvantages of raising the rate of growth, i.e. 

11 
If it is assumed that the marginal productivity of labour in the sense 

employed here remains constant over time, provided the effects of technical 
progress are eliminated, and if, moreover, it is assumed as above that this 
pro_ductivity is lower than a~erage productivity in the economy in the initial 
penod calculated on !he basis . of the new technique in that period, then it is 
clear that the rate of increase m average productivity differs less and less from 
a, approaching this level asymptotically. 
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This reflects the fact that · the conditions for raising the relative 
share of accumulation i in the national income deteriorate and 
thus the 'cost' of increasing i by Iii increases. As a result the 
appropriate 'decision curve' D' J' is above the curve D' K' which 
does not allow for the effect of difficulties in balancing foreign 
trade upon attempts to raise the rate of growth. 

As in Fig. 4, the rate of productive accumulation and the rate 
of growth of the national income are determined by the point of 
intersection P' of the curves D' J' and D' K', which is projected on 
to the curve BS. If difficulties in foreign trade are disregarded, i 
and r are determined by the point of intersection of the horizontal 
line B'N' and the curve D'K', which is projected on to the straight 
line BN. It will be seen that difficulties in balancing foreign trade 
lead to the adoption of a much lower rate of growth; firstly, the 
rate of productive accumulation is fixed by the government at a 
level OQ which is lower than OT; and secondly, the point P 
corresponding to it lies on the curve BS which is situated below 
the straight line BN. 

6. It is quite possible that B", the point of departure of the curve 
B"S', may be identical with D', the beginning of the decision 
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curve. This would, of course, mean that the government should not 
raise the rate of growth above the level Yo = a + ~, i.e. that deter
mined by the rate of increase in productivity of labour resulting 
from technical progress and natural growth of the labour force. 

It is also conceivable that point B" will lie below D' (see Fig. 
8). Would this mean that the government would slow down the 
rate of growth below the level Yo? 

Since it may be assumed that the government is unwilling to 
accept growing unemployment, it can be assumed that the 'deci
sion curve' drops abruptly to the left of point D', so that the 
curves B" S' and D' J' intersect practically at point B" and thus 
the rate of growth is equal to Yo. 

It is obvious that the situation considered here, where it is 
decided not to raise the rate of growth above Yo = a + ~' may also 
arise without difficulties in balancing foreign trade. However, 
these difficulties make it much more likely, since they contribute 
to the curve B"S' being situated below the straight line B'N'. 

7. Let us now introduce the problem of a limited reserve of 
labour. The curve BS, and hence the curve B"S', will not be 
affected. The fact that the reserve of labour is limited will be 
reflected-as in our argument in the preceding chapter-in the 
position of the 'decision curve' D' I' (see Fig. 9) which has a 
common point of departure with the 'decision curve' for an 
unlimited reserve of labour D'J' , but for values of i higher than 
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io is situated above the latter. Foreign trade difficulties tend to 
shift the curve even further, since they result in a more rapid 
absorption of the labour reserve owing to the reduction in the 
rate of increase of the productivity of labour (see section 4 of the 
present chapter). 

The rate of growth of national income is given by the point 
P' at the intersection of the curves B" S' and D' I'. It is, of course , 
lower than the rate of growth with an unlimited labour reserve, 
which is determined by the point of intersection of the curves 
B" S' and D'J'. 

8. It should be noted that in long-run plans the estimation of the 
impact of foreign trade on the increment in national income which 
corresponds to given outlays is always very hypothetical in char
acter. Thus uncertainty will lead to the adoption of rather 'con
servative' estimates and thus ultimately to the choice of a 
relatively low rate of growth. Therefore the elimination of this 
uncertainty by long-term trade agreements-such as are concluded 
within the socialist camp-favours a higher rate of growth of 
national income . Obviously, such agreements do not solve the 
problem of placing the increased exports. When the other party 
is not willing to accept larger quantities of certain commodities 
it is, for instance, necessary to offer less profitable items, and 
sometimes it may even be entirely impossible to increase exports 
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beyond a certain level. But the results of the agreements are facts 
rather than tentative forecasts; thus they need not be treated a~ 
cautiously as expectations concerning the future prospects of 
foreign trade. 

It follows that, by predetermining the major part of the future 
foreign trade of the socialist countries, long-term trade agreements 
between them contribute to the acceleration of their development. 

9. Before ·concluding this chapter, it is useful to consider whether 
the probl ,ems discussed in it would disappear in the closed econ
omy of a self-sufficient country. Such would indeed be the case 
but only on condition that there were no bottlenecks to economi~ 
development-such as those discussed in section 2. If, on the other 
hand, with high rates of growth of national income, the output 
of particular industries lagged behind demand due to the influence 
of technological and organizational factors, then the factors ham
pering development would be further accentuated in the absence 
of foreign trade. Indeed, there would be then no possibility of 
filling the gaps by imports acquired in exchange for exports of 
those goods whose production can expand without encountering 
technological and organizational barriers. The only possible ap
proach to the long-run bottlenecks would be to produce sub
stitutes for the scarce goods (corresponding to the substitution of 
home production for imports discussed in preceding sections) 
which in many cases would be much less favourable than the 
expansion of exports. 

7. Acceleration of the Increase in Labour Productivity 
by Raising the Capital-Output Ratio or by Shortening 

the Life-Span of Equipment 

1. In Chapters 4 and 5 we discussed the case in which the 
existence of a reserve of labour made it possible to increase the 
rate of growth, with the parameters m, k, a, and u remaining 
constant. We shall now assume that in the initial situation we 
have no underemployment. Since the rate of increase of the labour 
force is treated as given, the acceleration of growth in such a case 
may be achieved only by rc:1.ising the rate of increase of labour 
productivity. This may be done by changing one of the above 
parameters as follows: 
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(i) increasing the capital-output 1·atio m' and thus also the 
parameter k; 12 

(ii) shortening the life-span of equipment, which leads to an 
increase in the parameter of depreciation a. 

We shall begin by considering the effects of increasing the 
capital-output ratio. In order to prepare the ground for this 
discussion we have first briefly to examine the problem of the 
'production curve' and that of technical progress. 

2. Let us consider the problem of different ways of producing 
an increment in the national income using new investment. Let 
us assume that this increment has a given structure-in other 
words, it consists of given quantities of various final products (i.e. 
products that do not go through further manufacturing processes 
within the period considered). Usually, each of these products, or 
rather group of similar products, can be produced by several 
different methods of production based on technical knowledge 
existing at a given time. It follows that to produce a given 
increment in the national income there exists an immense number 
of variants, each of them consisting of a combination of variants 
for producing particular types of commodity. Let us denote by s 
the number of types of commodity, by Ni the number of variants 
for the first group of products, by N2 the number of those for the 
second type ... and by Ns the number of those for the sth type. 
The total number of combinations for all types of commodity will 
then be Ni x N2 x N3 x . . . x Ns which for a large s will be a very 
large number, even if we only have two alternatives for each type 
of commodity. 

When production is considered in all its stages, each variant is 
characterized by specific outlays of investment and labour. Out 
of all the possible variants for producing a given increment in the 
national income, we may discard those which are 'worse' than 
some others, with respect to both investment and labour inputs, 
i.e. which require higher outlays of both factors ( or an equal 
outlay of one and a higher outlay of the other), i.e. variants which 
are absolutely inferior. We shall then be left with only those 
variants where greater investment is associated with less labour 

'.
2 Let us. recall that m is the capital - output ratio for fixed capital only, and 

k 1s the ratio for fixed capital together with inventories. 
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and vice versa. These may . be represented diagrammatically as in 
Fig. 10. 

As the abscissa we plot investment outlay and as the ordinate 
the labour outlay required to produce a given increment in the 
national income. Each variant will then be represented by a 
different point on the curve . It is clear that the set of admissible 
variants may be represented by a downward-sloping curve such 
as MN. Indeed, to any given investment outlay OA there corres
ponds only one labour outlay AB. If there were two possible 
corresponding values of the labour outlay, then the alternative 
involving the higher outlay of labour would be less favourable 
and would be rejected. The curve is downwards sloping, since-as 
was pointed out-a higher investment outlay is associated with a 
lower outlay of labour. The curve MN is called the 'production 
curve'. 13 

If this curve refers to a unit increment in the national income 
. ' the mvestment outlay is equal to the capital-output ratio m, the 

latter being simply the investment outlay per unit increment in 
national income (see Chapter 2, section 1). Let us denote the 
labour outlay per unit increment in national income by "A. Ac
cordingly, we shall plot m on the abscissa and ').., on the ordinate 
(see Fig. 11 ). 

The curve of production at time t is-as mentioned above
based on the body of technical knowledge existing at that time 
as a result of previous technical progress. But technical progress 
does not stop at time t, and is reflected in a downward shift of 
the curve of production which takes the successive positions 
t + 1, t + 2, etc. Thus, owing to technical progress, the 'A, corres
ponding to a given m is subject to a steady decline. We shall call 
technical progress 'uniform' if the labour outlay 'A, corresponding 
to a given m decreases at a constant rate. This means that with 
a constant level of the capital-output ratio m, the productivity of 
labour in new plant increases at a constant rate. It is this case 
that was considered in the previous chapters. 

13 It may seem doubtful whether the central authorities are able to check on 
the multitude of variants in order to eliminate those which are absolutely inferior 
to some alternative variant. It is possible to show, however, that if in particular 
branches of the economy the choice between alternative variants is based on the 
evaluation of the efficiency of investment, these variants are automatically 
eliminated (see Appendix from which it also follows that the curve of production 
is concave). 
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From the fact that to a given m there corresponds a fixed rate 
of decrease in the unit labour outlay "A, and thus also a definite 
rate of increase of productivity, it does not necessarily follow that 
this rate is the same for all values of the capital-output ratio m. 
Such a case is represented in Fig. 12a, and is possible but not 
inevitable. It is conceivable that the rate of decrease of 'A, ( or the 
rate of increase in productivity) is greater the higher the value of 
m (Fig. 12b), or vice versa (Fig. 12c). 

In case (a) a shift towards higher capital intensity (from m0 to 
m1) causes a once-for-all increase in productivity in new plant, but 
does not raise the rate of increase of this productivity; we describe 
such technical progress as 'neutral'. In case (b) the rate of increase 
in productivity is greater the greater capital intensity; we describe 
this type of technical progress as 'encouraging capital intensity'. 
Finally, in case (c) a rise in capital intensity, while bringing about 
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an increase in the level of productivity in new plant, leads at the 
same time to a decline in the rate of increase in labour produc
tivity. Accordingly, this type of technical progress will be de
scribed as 'discouraging capital intensity'. 

We may give the following example of technical progress 'en
couraging capital intensity'. Suppose there are two variants for 
each group of products: A of a lower, and B of a higher capital 
intensity. Suppose, moreover, that in newly invented variants the 
capital intensity is in all cases equal to that of B. The level of 
productivity is, of course, higher in those newly invented variants, 
so that all former variants B for individual groups of products 
must be discarded and replaced by newly discovered solutions. 
But there is no a priori reason for discarding the variants A, 
because their capital intensity is lower than that of the new 
solutions. 

Let us consider the repercussions of this type of technical 
progress if m is given. At time t there corresponds to a given m 
a definite combination of variants for individual groups of pro
ducts: in some cases 'it is the variant A and in others B. At time 
t + I, according to what we said above, in all cases where new 
inventions have occurred, the variants B will have been replaced 
by newly invented solutions. But, if m is to stay constant, the 
variants A must not be touched since, should they 'be replaced by 
newly invented variants of capital intensity B, m would have to 
change. It is now easy to see that technical progress is here 
'encouraging capital intensity'. Indeed, the higher the value of m, 
the greater the weight of more capital-intensive variants B, and 
thus the greater the scope for replacement by newly discovered 
solutions, and the greater the increase in productivity. 

For technical progress 'discouraging capital intensity', the fol
lowing situation may be given as an example. Let us suppose that 
the newly invented variants have a capital intensity equal to that 
of the variants A and that their level of productivity, though 
increasing, remains below that of the variants B in the years 
considered. It follows that whenever a new invention occurs the 
variants A must be discarded and replaced by the newly dis
covered techniques. But there is no a priori reason for the variants 
B to be discarded, since by assumption they have a higher 
productivity than the new inventions. By time t + I, therefore, the 
combination of variants for individual products which corres-
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ponded to a ~iven m a,t time t has b~en change? by r~placing 
ariants A by newly discovered techniques, leavmg variants B 

unaltered; if variants B were to be replaced by new techniques of 
the capital intensity of A, m would have to change. The higher 
the value of m the smaller the weight of less capital-intensive 
variants; consequently, there is less scope for replacement by 
newly discovered techniques and the increase in productivity is 
smaller. Thus this is a case of technical progress 'discouraging 
capital intensity'. 

3. The prevailing type of technical progress by no means dictates 
the path economic development takes in practice. For example, if 
technical progress is 'encouraging capital intensity', this does not 
mean that the coefficient m is bound to increase. It follows from 
fig. 12b that in such a case even when m remains constant we 
shall obtain a regular increase in productivity in the new plant. 
By contrast, in the case of neutral technical progress there is no 
necessity for m to remain constant; we may raise it gradually and 
in this way achieve a more rapid increase in productivity by 
moving to the right along the curve of production as it shifts 
downwards. Obviously, such an operation is much more attractive 
when technical progress is 'encouraging capital intensity' because 
then we gain also the advantage of a higher rate of increase in 
productivity for higher capital-output ratios_[4l 

In what follows we shall concentrate on a detailed discussion 
of the effects of a once-for-all increase in the capital-output ratio, 
this being a more elementary case than that of its continuous 
increase. Our analysis also sheds some light on the latter more 
complicated case which will, however, be treated only in a general 
way. 

4. We shall now examine the repercussions of raising the capi
tal-output ratio on the increase in the average productivity of 
labour. Let us first take the case of neutral technical progress. If 
at time t the capital-output ratio is raised from · mo to mi, this 
involves a rise in productivity which is proportional to th 'e reci
procal of the relative decline in the quantity of labour required, 
i.e. a rise in the proportion Ao/A1 (see Fig. 12a). This obviously 
applies to labour productivity in new plant. As far as aggregate 
capital equipment is concerned, adjustment to a higher capital
output ratio is carried out gradually. Every year some equipment 
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based on the 'old' technology (corresponding to mo) is scrapped, 
and some new equipment based on the 'new' technology (corres
ponding to m1) is added. The longer this process goes on, the 
greater becomes the 'recast' P<?rtion of total capital equipment. 
Finally, after a period n, equal to the life-span of equipment, i.e. 
after the complete elimination of equipment characterized by the 
'old' technique, all the fixed capital has a capital-output ratio 
m1 and labour productivity is correspondingly higher. Thus the 
rise in productivity which is realized immediately for new plant 
takes a period of n years to extend to aggregate fixed capital. 

During this period average productivity increases at a higher 
rate than that resulting from technical progress. (The latter rate 
remains unchanged after the capital-output ratio has been raised 
from mo to mi, since we are here discussing neutral technical 
progress.) The labour released from scrapping old plant, and the 
newly accruing labour force, produces a higher output than if m 
had not been increased. Thus the increment in the national income 
due to new investment is raised while the loss of national income 
resulting from discarding old equipment remains unchanged. The 
difference between the rate of increase of productivity and a is 
greatest at the beginning of the period of 'recasting'; as the higher 
capital-output ratio and higher productivity pervade the stock of 
capital equipment more and more, new investment contributes 
proportionately less to the increase of both the overall capital
output ratio and overall productivity, because the difference be
tween new investment and the stock of capital equipment is less 
and less pronounced. Eventually, when all fixed capital is 'recast' 
the process of raising the rate of increase of labour productivity 
comes to an end. Indeed, at this point the two following condi
tions hold: 

(i) the whole stock of equipment is characterized by the same 
capital intensity and productivity as new investment; 
(ii) the loss of national income due to scrapping of obsolete 
equipment is also increased accordingly. 

Thus the rate of increase of productivity goes back to its normal 
level-resulting solely from technical progress-and the rate of 
growth of the national income to the level a + ~- The changes in 
the rate of growth of national income and in productivity i.n the 
period of 'recasting' are represented in Fig. 13, where 6 denotes 
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the increment in the rate of increase of productivity at. t?e 
beginning of that period. The rate_ of in~rease _of ,productivity 
(shaded area) declines over the penod of recastmg from a+ 6 
to a, and the rate of growth of the national income from 
a, + 0' + ~ to a, + ~- The abrupt drop in these rates at the end. of 
'recasting' reflects the fact that the equipment scrapped begms 
also to be endowed with higher productivity of labour. . 

This process will follow a different course in the c~se of tech
nical progress 'encouraging capital intensity'. In this case,. the 
adoption of a higher capital-output ratio results not only m . a 
once-for-all increase in productivity in the new plant, but also m 
an increased rate of growth of this productivity. Thus when the 
process of 'recasting' to give the stock of capital equipment a 
higher capital intensity comes to an end after n years, the rate of 
growth of productivity does not go back to the initial level a, but 
is stabilized at a higher level a'. During the period of 'recasting' 
the slackening of the pace at which fixed capital is adjusted to a 
higher capital intensity'-and consequently to a higher labour 
productivity-is, at least in part, compensated by the increasing 
influence of the rise in productivity in the new plant at a rate 
a', greater than a. 

5. Let us consider now the problem of increasing productivity 
by shortening the life-span of equipment. The shorter this life
span, the higher is the average productivity of labour, because 
this average is then nearer to the level of productivity in new 
plant. In other words, the lower the average age of the stock of 
capital equipment, the higher the average productivity of labour. 

Suppose, now, that the life-span of equipment is initially n. The 
'rejuvenation' of fixed capital by a gradual reduction in the 
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life-span of equipment to n' will lead, according to the above, to 
an increase in the average productivity of labour. But . after this 
increase has been effected the rate of growth of productivity will 
fall back to the initial level a, and that of the national income to 
a+ ~- This is similar to what happened in the case of 'recasting' 
fixed capital in order to raise its intensity with neutral technical 
progress; there too, after aggregate fixed capital has been endowed 
with a higher capital intensity the rate of increase in productivity 
falls back to the initial level. 

The 'rejuvenation' of fixed capital is assumed to be carried out 
by increasing the scrapping of productive capacity in the propor
tion alao where the parameter of depreciation ao corresponds to 
the life-span n and to the constant rate of growth ro = a + ~, while 
the parameter a corresponds to a shorter life-span n' and the same 
rate of growth. 

It may be shown that after n' years the equipment existing at 
the outset of the 'rejuvenation' will have been scrapped, and thus 
the process of 'rejuvenation' will then be complete. 14 Moreover, the 
actual parameter of depreciation is obviously nearly equal to a in 
the first year of the 'rejuvenation' process, since the national 
income still differs little from what it would be without 'rejuve
nation' , while the loss of output due to the scrapping of old 
capacities is increased in the proportion a/a0• Finally it may be 
shown rigorously that after the termination of the 'rejuvenation' 

14 Let us denote the productive capacities which in the initial po sition corres
pond to investment in the previous n years , i.e. to I1, [z, ... , In, by 
Pi, P2, ... , Pn. P is not proportional to I because of the factor u (see Ch. 3, 
sect. 2) . Aggregate productive capacity existing at that time is therefore equal 
to Pi + P2 + ... + Pn. Thus in the absence of 'rejuvenation' the capacities 
scrapped in the subsequent n years would be P1, P2, . .. . , etc. Multiplying these 
quantities by the factor alao we obtain P1(a/ao), P2(alao) , ... , etc . for the 
capacities existing in the initial position scrapped in successive years. But from 
Ch. 3, sect. 2 it follows that for uniform growth 

a Pi + P2 + ... + Pn 
ao Pi + P2 + .. . + Pn• 

Thus in the course of n' years the aggregate productive capacity existing in the 
initial position will have been scrapped 

P 
Pi + P2 + ... + Pn . 

(Pt + P2 + . . . + n') p = P1 + P2 + ... + Pn. 
t + P2 + ... + Pn' 
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roce the system returns to uniform gro,irth at a rate ro with a 
p · · IS parameter of depreciation . a. 

1s Let us first suppose that there is no attempt at 'rejuvenation', and the 
rocess of tmiform growth at a . rate ro continues for. n years . W~ denote ~he 

p acity at the end · of the penod created by new mvestment m successive 
;:;rs of that period by Q1, Q2, . .. , Qn. It is clear that Qi "." P1(l -+: rot; 
Qz = Pz(l + rot, . .. . etc. where P1, P!,: .. e~c. have the same meanmg as m n. 
l4. Now the capacity Q 1 may be d1v1ded m~o two parts: that manned by the 
labour released by the scrapping of the_ capa~1ty Pi , and , s~condly, that m_anned 
by new additions to the labour forc_e (mcludm~ _tha~ res~lt1~g from the discrep
ancy between the rat~ of incr~a_se 1_n product1~1ty m ex1stmg plant w and the 
rate of improvement m t~e utilization of eqmpment u - cf. n . 7 above). The 
first part will be P 1(1 + a) and the second 

Qi n Qi Q Qi or ----"~-(1 + a) =--- , and 1 - . . 

(l + rot (1 + ~t (l + ~t 
respectively. Let us now increase the scrapping of old prod~ctive _capac~ty in the 
proportion a/a 0• As a result the_ labour r~leased by scr~ppmg will ~e mcr~ased 
in this proportion . The productive capacity correspondmg to Qi will be higher 
now because the second component remains unchanged but the first becomes 

Qi a 
--- -

(1 + ~l ao 

Thus total capacity will be 

(1 :l~r :0 + [ Qi - (1 :l~r] = Qi [ (:0 - l) (1 : ~f + l] 

This, however, is the productive capacity as it would exist after n years. In fact , 
the process of 'rejuvenation' is terminated according to the precedin~ fo?tnote 
after n' years. Thus the capacity as it will exist at the time of termmatlon of 
the process will be reduced in the proportion 

on cquen 1ly it will amount to 

(
_Q_ - 1)- -

1
- + 1 

I ao (1 + ~r 
Qi = Qi (1 + u) n - n' 

A similar expression will be obtained for the capacities Q2, QL ... , Q~·- It 
follows that in the process of 'rejuvenation' all the productive capacities 
Qi, Q2, .. . , Qn' are raised in the same proportion while the capacities 

Pi(alao), P2(a l ao), ... , p~, (a l ao) 

are scrapped instead of P 1, P2, . . . , Pn'• From this it is easy to conclude that after 
the period of 'rejuvenation' the system is poised for uniform growth at a rate 
ro, the life-span of equipment being n' and the parameter of depreciation a. 
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8. Increasing the Rate of Growth of National Income 
under Conditions of Full Employment by Raising the 

Capital-Output Ratio 

1. Let us assume that labour productivity is increased by raising 
the capital-output ratio, technical progress being neutral. As a 
result of increasing the capital-output ratio from its initial level 
m0 to the level m, labour productivity in new plant is raised 
(1 + p) times. As was pointed out above, for aggregate capital 
equipment this process of 'recasting' takes n years, where n is the 
life-span of equipment. During this period the average productiv
ity of labour increases more rapidly than in the initial situation, 
i.e. at a rate higher than ex. This extra growth, however, slackens 
gradually and comes to an end when the process of 'recasting' 
fixed capital is complete. The rate of increase in employment ~ 
being constant, this amounts to a faster growth of national income 
for a period of n years. The rate of growth, which was 
ro = ex + ~ in the initial situation, is raised to the level 
r = ex + 3 + ~ at the beginning of the period and declines back to 
r0 = ex+ ~ at its end. Thus it is obvious that the average rate of 
growth of the national income over the period of 'recasting' is 
higher than ro, but lower than r. It amounts to 

Yav = (1 + Yo) -v'(l + p) - 1 (21) 

For at the end of n years the national income will be 

(1 + rot(l + p) 

times its level in the initial year, since the productivity of labour 
is increased (1 + p) times by the increase in capital intensity. 16 Thus 
on the average, the national income will increase in the proportion 
(1 + r0) 1:/(1 + p) each year, and its average annual rate of growth 
will be (1 + ro) -v'(l + p) - I. 

16 This can be proved rigorously as follows: the labour released by scrapping 
old plant, and by new accruals to the labour force (including that resulting from 
the discrepancy between the rate of increase in productivity in new plant , w, 
and the rate of improvement in the utilization of equipment, u (cf. n. 7 above)) 
is the same as it would be if m remained unchanged . Hence now investment 
generates an output which is (1 + p) times higher than in that case . Thus the 
aggregate stock of capital after the completion of 'recasting' produces an output 
which is increased in this proportion . It also follows that after the completion 
of ' recasting' the system is poised for uniform growth at a rate a+ ~-
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We shall now present diagrammatically the process of acceler
ating the growth of national _inco_me. For ~his purpose we shall 
use a diagram similar to that m Fig. 2. Agam we plot the rate of 
productive accumulation i on the abs~issa, ·and the_ r~~e of_ gro~th 
r of the national income on the ordmate. In . the 1mt1al situation 
the rate of growth of the national income ro is equal to ex + ~' 
while the capital-output ratio is ko. The relationship between r 
and the rate of productive accumulation is expressed by the 
equation 

1. mo( ) r=-1-- a-u 
ko ko 

(7') 

This equation is represented in Fig. 14 by the line BN, the slope 
of which is 1/k0 • The rate of productive accumulation in the initial 
situation is io, equal to OA. 

We now raise the capital-output ratio from its initial level mo 
to the level m. This results in a rise in the productivity of labour 
in new plant in the proportion 1 + p. The capital-output ratio 
ko (which relates productive investment plus the increase in inven
tories to the increment in national income) is raised to the level 
k. We have 

k-m=ko-mo=µ (22) 

where µ is the coefficient showing the relation between the in
crease in inventories and that in national income (see Chapter 2, 
section 4). The relation between r and i in the new situation is 
expre ed by the formula 

1 . m ( ) r=-z-- a-u 
k k 

(7) 

r 

L 
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FIG. 14 
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represented in the diagram by the straight line WV, the slope of 
which is 1/k. We now determine F, the point of intersection of 
the straight lines BN and WV, by finding the solutions for r and 
i from equations (7') and (7) while taking into account equation 
(22). We obtain - µ(a - u) for the abscissa of point F and 
- (a - u) for the ordinate. It follows that the position of point F 
does not depend on the magnitude of the capital-output ratio, so 
that when k changes the straight line representing the relationship 
between r and i rotates around point F. 

As a result of raising the productivity of labour in new plant 
in the proportion 1 + p, the rate of growth of the national income 
in the first year of 'recasting' is increased to the level r represented 
by OL in Fig. 14. This is accompanied by a rise in the rate of 
productive accumulation to the level i, equal to OM. In the course 
of 'recasting' fixed capital, the point corresponding to the rate of 
growth and the rate of productive accumulation moves from V 
to W. 

17 
The point W shows the situation at the end of the period 

of 'recasting'. It is characterized by the initial rate of growth r
0 

and the rate of accumulation in (equal to OU) which is higher 
than the rate of accumulation in the initial position, io (equal to 
OA) owing to the higher capital-output ratio. The rate of growth 
falls back to its initial level, but the rise in the capital-output 
ratio is irreversible and burdens the economy 'for good' with a 
higher rate of productive accumulation. 

This obviously affects the level of consumption at the end of 
the period of 'recasting' and, consequently, the average rate of 
growth of consumption during this period. As was shown above 
at the end of the period of n years the national income is 

17 
It should be noted that the presentation of the process of 'recasting' by 

means of Fig. 14 is not quite accurate. The point Fis not in fact fully immobile 
in the course of this process, sit1ce the parameter of depreciation does not remain 
unaltered during the 'recasting'. This would be the case if the rate of growth of 
the national income amounted to ro all the time. However, the whole aim of the 
process of 'recasting' is just to raise this rate. As a result the same volu~e of 
scrapping of old equipment (corresponding to its life-span n) will be associated 
with a higher level of national income than that which would obtain if the rate 
of growth r0 had been maintained. Thus in the course of 'recasting' the parameter 
of depreciation a will be falling, and the point F will be moving upwards and 
to the right because its abscissa is - µ(a - u) and its ordinate - (a - u). As a result, 
in the period of 'recasting' the straight line FV will be shifting upwards, but 
without changing its slope. (We assume here that µ < 1 which is quite realistic.) 
After this period there will be a return to the position FV shown in Fig. 14. 
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• reater than at the outset. The increase in consumption will 
times g • · h 

1
· 1 

be smaller, since the relative share of consumption m ~ e nah 10nad 
· me d·eclines from the initial level of 1 - io" to 1 - ln at t e en mco . . . . 
of the period of 'recasting'. Therefore consumption mcreases m 
the proportion 

n 1 - in 
(1 + ro) (1 + p) -

1 
~. 
- lo 

and its total 'extra growth' resulting from the 'recasting' of fixed 
capital, will be 

1 - in 
(1 +p)-1~-

- lo 
(23) 

Since in the latter expression the · first factor is greater and the 
second smaller than one, it cannot be taken for ~ranted that t~e 
product exceeds L But if it does not, there 1s no _s~nse m 
embarking upon the process of 'recastin~', i.e. 01:1 ra1smg the 
capital intensity of the aggregate productive capacity. We shall 
see that the result of· such a 'recasting' depends on the effect of 
the increase in capital intensity on the productivity of labour . 
Expression (23) may be rewritten in the form 

(I + p) (1 - i; = :: J 
Now in - io is equal to AU in Fig. 14 which in turn is equal to 

BW= (r0 + a - u)(k- ko) 

Consequently, the raising of the capital-output ratio is justified 
only if the condition 

(l + p) 1 - ~n = (1 + p) (i _ (ro + a - u)~k - ko)J > l (23') 
1-~ 1-~ 

is fulfilled. The increase in consumption will be greater, the greater 
is the rise in p which results from raising the capital-output ratio 
from ko to k. If the response of the productivity of labour to the 
rise in capital intensity is weak, the condition (23) is not fulfilled, 
i.e. there is no increase in consumption. 

The average rate of growth of consumption is 
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c = (I + r,) ~(I + p)-1(: = : )- I = (I + r")-1(: = : )- I (24) 

and is obviously lower than the average rate of growth of the 
national income. But the latter rate is, according to the above 
argument, lower than r, i.e. the rate of growth of the national 
income at the beginning of the period of 'recasting'. Hence we have 

r>c 

which means that, during the period of 'recasting', consumption 
rises on average less rapidly than the national income at the 
beginning of this period. 

This fact has much relevance for the decision as to how far it 
is desirable to accelerate the growth of national income by means 
of raising the capital-output ratio. For at the expense of increas
ing. the rate of accumulation by i - i0 = AM (see Fig. 14) at the 
outset of the 'recasting' period we obtain an average rate of 
growth of consumption during this period c = MZ which is lower 
than r = MV but (according to our assumption about the purpose 
of 'recasting') higher than ro, i.e. an 'additional' increase m 
consumption over n years at an average rate of c - ro. 

2. This situation is roughly comparable with that described 
below arising in the case of unlimited supply of labour. Suppose 
that in the latter situation the level of the capital-output ratio is 
such that in order to raise the rate of growth of national income 
from ro to c, i.e. by c - ro, it is necessary to increase the rate of 
productive accumulation by i - i0 = AM. Suppose, moreover, that 
after n years we go back to the rate of growth r0 = a + ~ and thus 
to the rate of accumulation i0• Since the relative share of con
sumption in the national income before the period of accelerated 
growth and after n years is 1 - i0, the increase in consumption 
from the beginning of the period until the falling back of the rate 
of growth to ro is proportional to the change in the national 
income. Consequently the average rate of increase in consumption 
over the n-year period is c > r0•

18 Thus as in the period of 'recast-

18 In fact the course of the process is as follows: consumption falls at the 
beginning of this period in the proportion (1 - i)/(1 - io). Next the national 
income and consumption grow for n years at a rate c (consumption bearing a 
constant relation (1 - i) to national income). Finally, after n years when the rate 
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ing' considere9 above th.e ~v~rage rate of growth of consumption 
over the period of n years is mcreased by c - ro at the expense of 
raising the rate of accumulation by i - io a~ the/start of t~e process. 

In the subsequent discussion of the choice .of the capital-output 
ratio we shall, on the basis of this analogy; take into consideration 
the rate of accumulation i conjointly ~ith the average rate of 
increase in consumption during the 'recasting' period rather than 
with the rate of growth of the national income at the beginning 
of this period, and as a first approximation we apply the same 
decision curve as in the case of an unlimited reserve of labour .19 

3. In order to solve the problem whether and to what extent it 
is desirable to increase the capital intensity of the aggregate 
productive capacity we may ~ie a_ similar method to_ that ?e
veloped in Chapter 4 for dealmg with the problem of mcreasmg 
the rate of growth in the case of an unlimited reserve of labour. 
Let us first take points V and Z in Fig. 14 corresponding to •~/ 
different values of the capital-output ratio k. We shall then obtain 
two curves: BV and BZ (see Fig. 15). The former represents the 

of growth falls back to ro, consumption increases in the proportion 
(I - io)I( 1 - i). 

19 The application of the same decision curve as in the case of unlimited 
labour supply is subject to some qualifications. First, in the latter case g:owth 
at a rate c may be continued indefinitely while in the case presently cons1dere_d 
it may be continued for n years only. (It should be recalled, however, that n 1s 
a relatively long period of the order of 20 years.) 

A second deficiency in the analogy works in the opposite direction. In the 
case of an unlimited reserve of labour the fall in the rate of productive 
accumulation occurs not earlier than at the very end of the period of n years, 
while in the present case this rate is decreasing throughout. It follows that, 
although the total increase in consumption for the whole period of 'recasting' 
is the same in both cases, the shape of the time-curve of consumption within 
the period is more advantageous in the case presently considered. A fu~ther 
influence in the same direction is exerted by the rate of growth of national 
income being higher at the beginning of the period of 'recasting' than the average 
over the whole period. Thus, the case of 'recasting' of fixed capital in n ye~rs, 
when compared to the case of uniform growth (with the rate of growth fallmg 
back at the end of this period to its initial level of ro and the rate of productive 
accumulation returning, accordingly, to io), has the advantage of an earlier 
improvement in consumption. At the beginning of the period both processes are 
similar in that the share of consumption declines in both cases from 1 - io to 
1 - i. At the end of the period they again become identical with respect t? the 
level of consumption achieved. But in the mid-period the former case gams a 
clear advantage over the latter. 

We ignore these complications below. 
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relationship between the rate of productive accumulation i and 
the rate of growth of the national income r at the beginning of 
the period of 'recasting' n; the latter shows the relationship 
between the same rate of productive accumulation and the average 
rate of growth of consumption over the period of 'recasting'. The 
slope of the straight line joining a point on the curve BV with 
the point F is equal to the reciprocal of the capital-output ratio. 

It should be noticed that the curve BZ reaches a maximum at 
point S and falls thereafter. The 'additional' relative increase in 
consumption during the period of 'recasting' amounts according 
to formula (23') to 

(1 + p) .1 - ~n = (l + p) [l _ (ro + a - u)~k - ko)] 
l-10 l-1 0 

Now, if k is sufficiently high the second factor on the right-hand 
side of the equation may even approach zero. This means that 
for a sufficiently large k, c must be negative, i.e. the curve BZ 
intersects the i-axis and thus it reaches a maximum at some point 
S. It is clear that in no case must the capital-output ratio exceed 
the level which corresponds to the point S. 

On the lower part of Fig. 15 we now draw the curve B"Z' 
representing lie/Iii for the curve BZ, i.e. the slope of its tangent 
for a given i. The curve B"Z' will be situated below the horizontal 
line B'N', as the slopes of all tangents to the curve BZ are less than 

K' 

FIG. 15 
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the slope of the straight line BN. (The slope of a tan~ent_ at any 
point of the curve BV must always be less than 1/k which, m turn, 
is less than l/k 0, i.e. than the slope of BN; the slope of a tangent 
to the curve BZ is in turn smaller than that, of the tangent to the 
curve BV corresponding to the same i.) The curve B"Y' obviously 
cuts the i-axis at the point S' corresponding to the point S; 

Next we draw the 'decision curve' D' K' which-according to the 
preceding chapter-is the same as that used in the case of an 
unlimited reserve of labour. The intersection of the two curves at 
point P' shows the rate of p:o~uctive ac~u~ulation ~t th~ be~in
ning of the period of 'recasting ; the proJection of this pomt mto 
the curve BV yields the rate of growth r = OR at the beginning of 
this period; and its projection on to the curve BZ, the average 
rate of growth of consumption c. Finally, the slope of the straight 
line joining the point R on curve BV with point F yields the L/ 

capital-output ratio which should be adopted. 
The rate of productive accumulation and the rate of growth of 

consumption are much lower than in the case of a large reserve 
of labour. Indeed, in the latter case the rate of productive accu
mulation is determined by the point of intersection of the 'decision 
curve' and the horizontal line B'N', and the rate of growth of 
consumption-on the assumption of a return after some long 
period to the initial rate of growth-by projecting this point on 
to the straight line BN. 

4. If we disregard the question of the level of consumption during 
the period of 'recasting', the optimum solution is the case corre
sponding to the maximum S of the curve BZ, i.e. the capital-out
put ratio corresponding to the straight line FT. For in this way 
we obtain the highest possible average rate of growth of consump
tion over n years; this is tantamount to reaching the highest level 
of consumption which may be achieved given the supply of labour 
and the rate of growth a + ~ which will exist at the end of the 
period of 'recasting'. Many authors, especially in the West, con
centrated their attention on this solution which was even nick
named the 'golden rule'. However, it follows from our argument 
that this solution is purely theoretical in character because the 
key problem in the choice of capital intensity is the standard of 
living in the course of 'recasting'. The ascending 'decision curve' 
which allows for this factor leads, as we saw above, to the 
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adoption of a much lower capital intensity and a lower average 
rate of growth of consumption during the period of 'recasting'. 

It may be the case, at least theoretically, that in the initial 
position the capital intensity of aggregate productive capacity 
corresponds to a point on the curve BZ situated to the right of 
S; the curve BZ is thus downward sloping. The curve B"Z' in the 
lower part of the diagram is then situated below the abscissa axis 
and obviously cannot intersect the curve of decision to the right 
of the initial position. This corresponds to the case, discussed 
above (section 1 of this chapter) of non-fulfilment of the criterion 

(1 + P) 1 ~ ~n > l 
1 - lo 

(25) 

In this case it is definitely advantageous to 'recast' aggregate 
equipment in order to reduce its capital intensity; this causes 
consumption to grow at a rate higher- than ro in both the short 
and the Jong run. 20 

5. As in Chapter 4, section 3, we shall now discuss the problem 
of gradually achieving the increased rate of productive accumula
tion required at the beginning of the · period of 'recasting'. Again 
we may imagine that this is being done over transition period 't 

by using the gain from the normal increase in labour productivity 
resulting from technical progress (we denoted this rate of increase 
by a) exclusively for accumulation. This is the same assumption 
as we made when discussing the problem of accelerating growth 
by drawing on the reserve of labour. 21 

2° Cf. Kazimierz Laski , 'Temporary Slowing Down of the Growth and the 
Dynamics of Consumption in a Socialist Economy' , Ekonomista , 5714, 1964 (in 
Polish). 

21 
It should be noted, however, that there it meant the stabilization of real 

wages in . the transition period, so that consumption grew pari passu with 
employment in this period. Here the situation is somewhat different. The 
acceleration of growth is based on a gradual increase in the capital intensity of 
investment and thus of labour productivity in new plant. As only the normal 
increase in labour productivity at a rate a is absorbed by productive accumu
lation, the additional increase in productivity serves to increase both consump
tion and accumulation in the same proportion . As a result, real wages do not 
remain stable throughout the transition period, but increase pari passu with the 
additional rise in productivity . This rise in real wages is in a way a counterpart 
to the rise in consumption during the transition period, which results from the 
acceleration of the increase in employment in the case of drawing on a reserve 
of labour. 
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It is clear that, as in the latter case, the transition period 't will 
be shorter, the higher the 'normal' rate of growth of labour 
productivity a · resulting from technical progress. 

6. It follows from the above that during · the transition period 
the rate of growth of national income increases, but next declines 
over the n-year period of 'recasting', and at the end of this period 
the rate of growth falls · back to its initial level. During the 
transition period 't the relative share of productive accumulation 
in the national income increases, i.e. this accumulation, and 
particularly that of fixed capital, rises more rapidly than the 
national income. In the period of 'recasting' the process is 
reversed; the relative share of productive accumulation in the 
national income declines (although not to its initial level), so that 
productive accumulation increases less rapidly than the national 
income. 

( 

The question arises whether or not it would be possible to avoid 
the slackening of growth of national income in the period of 
'recasting' and to maintain the rate reached at the end of the 
transition period. This is clearly impossible if the capital-output 
ratio, having been raised from ko to k in the transition period, 
remains thereafter at the same level, as has been assumed so far 
in our argument. For it follows from our preceding discussion 
that it is the rise in the capital-output ratio to a higher level that 
leads to an acceleration of growth, but that the maintenance of 
this ratio at a constant level thereafter is accompanied by a decline 
in the rate of growth back to the initial level. 

From this it may in turn be concluded that it is possible to 
maintain the rate of growth of the national income at the level 
reached in the transition period if the capital-output ratio is 
increased steadily; the tendency of the rate of growth to decrease 
may then be counteracted by the effect of an adequate increase 
in the capital-output ratio on the productivity of labour. Obvious
ly, the maintenance of a constant rate of growth of national 
income, based on a steadily rising capital-output ratio, will also 
call for a steady rise in the rate of productive accumulation. 

Although it is possible in this way to keep the rate of growth 
at a constant level, it does not follow that such a policy is always 
sensible. It would clearly be unreasonable to continue such a 
process ad infinitum. Indeed, the steady increase in the rate of 
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productive accumulation would ultimately bring the relative share 
of consumption in the national income down to zero, which 
would, of course, be absurd. Much earlier than that total con
sumption would begin to decrease , and per capita consumption 
earlier still. Thus it is clear that a policy of maintaining the rate 
of growth at a level higher than r0 = a + ~ is conceivable only for 
a limited period. Sooner or later it must become necessary to put 
an end to the rise in the capital-output ratio, which will lead to 
a gradual slowing down in the growth of the national income 
until it reaches the level ro as determined by the 'normal' growth 
of productivity of labour (resulting from technical progress) and 
the natural increase in the labour force. 

If, however , there must sooner or later be a return to the rate 
of growth a + ~' this process must not be continued beyond the 
point of optimum capital intensity corresponding to the 'golden 
rule' . Moreover, there may be, and probably will be an even 
earlier decision to stabilize the capital intensity in order to achieve 
the gain in consumption sooner (cf. section 4 of this chapter). 

7. So far we have been dealing with the problem of accelerating 
the growth of national income by raising the capital-output ratio 
on the assumption of neutral technical progress. We shall now 
consider the same problem for the case of technical progress 
'encouraging capital intensity'. 

In this case by adjusting aggregate productive capacity to a 
higher capital intensity we raise not only the average labour 
productivity but also the rate of its increase. For, after having 
completed the 'recasting' of aggregate capital equipment there is 
achieved not only a higher level of average productivity of labour 
(as in the case considered above), but also a higher future rate of 
increase in productivity than in the initial position, i.e. higher than 
a. Changes tending in this direction also occur throughout the 
course of 'recasting', because of the faster increase in productivity 
in the new plant. The effect of this is the greater , the more 
advanced the process of 'recasting'. At the beginning of the period 
of 'recasting' the influence of this factor is negligible. The fact 
that labour productivity in plant brought into operation in the 
first year exceeds that of the preceding year by a' (say, 5%) rather 
than by a (say,, 4%) only slightly affects the growth of labour 
productivity in the economy as a whole; quantitatively much more 
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important is the fact that ~he level of p;~ductivity in ,new ~la~t 
is increased in lhe proportion 1 + p after the start of recastmg. 
But at the end ·of the period of 'recasting' the rate of increase in 
average productivity is a' rather than a. Th~ rising importance of 
the high~r rate of increase in labour productivity in new plant 
neutralizes to some extent the tendency of growth due to the 
increased level of productivity of this plant to decline over the 
course of the period of 'rec'asting' (as described in our analysis of 
the case of neutral technical progress). The rate of increase in 
average productivity does not, therefore, decline to the initial level 
but to the level a' which ·is higher than a. 

The corresponding rate of growth of national income declines 
from the level r to the l_evel ro + a' - a which is higher than the , 
initial rate r0• This situation is represented in Fig . 16 whicp is 
similar to Fig. 14. In the present case the point depicting the rate 
of productive accumulation and the rate of growth of national 
income moves from V to Y rather than to W (as it did in the 
case of neutral technical progress) during the period of 'recasting'. 
But, as we shall see, the point W still retains some significance. 

What benefits in the form of a faster long-run growth of 
consumption may be obtained in this case at the cost of raising 
the rate of productive accumulation at the beginning of the period 
of 'recasting' from io to i (i.e. increasing i from OA to OM)? 

In the case c1f neutral technical progress we defined this benefit 
as the increase in the average rate of growth of consumption over 
the period of 'recasting'. We indicated there the similarity between 
achieving the extra growth of consumption in this way over a 
period of 'recasting', and raising the rate of growth of national 
income from r0 to c by increasing the rate of productive accumu-

FIG. 16 
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lation by i - io in the case of an unlimited reserve of labour (on 
the assumption that the rate of growth falls back to r0 after n 
years); on this basis we applied the same 'decision curve' to the 
problem of the choice of capital intensity and the rate c as in the 
case of an unlimited reserve of labour. We would like to proceed 
in a similar fashion in the present case of technical progress 
'encouraging capital intensity', but the following complication 
anses. 

The rate of growth does not fall back to the initial level 
ro = a + P after the period of 'recasting', but to a higher level 
a' + P = ro + a' - a. As a result, the relative share of productive 
accumulation in the national income, OX, is greater than the level 
OU corresponding to ro, and thus the relative share of consumption 
is correspondingly reduced. Consequently, in order to be able to 
appl~ our previous argument we have to make the case presently 
considered comparable to the case of 'recasting' under conditions 
of neutral technical progress. For this purpose let us suppose that 
after the period of 'recasting' the rate of increase of the labour 
force is reduced to the level 

P'=P+a-a' 
by means of a steady reduction in hours worked. Then 

P' + a' = P + a = ro 

(Obviously this case is not quite equivalent to the return to the 
rate ro in the case of neutral technical progress because of the 
benefit of the gradual reduction in hours worked after the end of 
the period of 'recasting', but in view of the remoteness of the time 
when the benefit will accrue, the difference is not very important.) 
The rate of productive accumulation will then drop to the level 
0 U corresponding to ro, and the relative share of consumption in 
the national income will rise pro tanto. We now have no difficulty 
in following our previous line of argument, i.e. we may relate the 
rate of growth of consumption c to the rate of productive accu
mulation at the beginning of the period of 'recasting' and apply 
the same 'decision curve' as in the case of an unlimited reserve 
of labour. 

As above, let us denote the average rate of growth of national 
income over the period of 'recasting' by rav• The average rate of 
increase in consumption (in the sense just discussed) is 
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n 1 - ln ' 
C = (1 + rav) 1 1 _ io - 1 ( ")' 

where in is the rate of accumulation which would obtain if the 
rate of growth returned to the level ro (in ·other words it is the 
abscissa of the point W). But is this not exactly the same result 
as in the case of neutral technical progress? The answer here is 
definitely negative; the rate of increase in productivity in new 
plant, a', which is higher than a, exerts its influence throughout 
the period of 'recasting' and thus neutralizes to some extent the 
tendency of the rate of growth of national income to decline. 
Consequently rav is greater than in the previous case of neutral 
technical progress, where it was equal to c_,, 

rav = (1 + ro) .cy(l + p) - 1 

and as a result the average rate of growth of consumption is also 
greater. (The difference will, clearly, be more marked, the greater 
the difference a' - a.) This average rate of growth of consumption 
is represented in Fig. 16 by the point Z, its abscissa being i and 
its ordinate c. 

We may now construct a diagram similar to Fig. 15. Again we 
draw the curve BV for the rate of growth r at the beginning of 
the period of 'recasting'; this curve is the locus of the point V in 
Fig. 16. The curve BY which represents the rate of growth at the 
end of the period (i.e. ro + a' - a) is the locus of the point Y. The 
latter curve is upward sloping since, according to our definition 
of technical progress 'encouraging capital intensity', the rate of 
increase in productivity a' is greater, the higher the capital-output 
ratio k. Finally, the curve BZ represents the average rate of 
growth of consumption c ( on the assumption that, after the end 
of the period of 'recasting' the current rate of growth 
ro + a' - a will be reduced to ro). This curve is the locus of the 
point Z and, as follows from our argument, it is situated above 
the curve BZ of Fig. 15 corresponding to the case of neutral 
technical progress. For this very reason the rate of productive 
accumulation i, determined in Fig. 17 by the point of intersection 
P' of the 'decision curve' and the curve lie/Iii, is higher than in 
the case of neutral technical progress, and so is the average rate 
of growth of consumption c. Obviously, the capital-output ratio 
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k (being the reciprocal of the slope of the straight line FR) is also 
greater than it was in that case. This means that in our present 
case a higher capital--output ratio will be chosen, because ceteris 
paribus we obtain a greater increase in consumption. This is to 
be expected, as we are dealing here with technical progress 'en
couraging capital intensity' . 22 

9. Increasing the Rate of Growth of National Income 
under Conditions of Full Employment through a 

Reduction in the Life-Span of Equipment 

1. We shall consider now the problem of accelerating the growth 
of the national income by increasing the average productivity of 
labour through a reduction in the life-span of equipment from n 
ton' years. As a result of a shorter life-span of equipment average 
productivity is raised to a higher level because aggregate fixed 
capital is, on the average , made 'younger ' and thus techniques of 
production are more up-to-date. The process of 'rejuvenating' the 
stock of capital equipment is achieved by intensifying the scrap-

22 In the case of technical progress 'encouraging capital intensity' it is im
possible to show, as in sect. 3, that the curve of the average rate of growth of 
consumption BZ has a peak, because this rate tends to increase along with a' 
which in turn is an increasing function of capital intensity (see preceding page) . 
Thus the problem of the 'golden rule' does not arise in this case. 
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ping of existin? productive ca~a~ity in the pro~ortion al~o where 
ao is the paraq'leter of depreciation corresponding to a hf e-span 
of n years and a constant rate of growth ro, whilst a is the 
parameter corresponding to the same rate of growth and a life
span of n' years (see Chapter 7, section 5). During the period of 
'rejuvenation' which lasts n' years, there is an additional increase 
in the productivity of labour in the proportion 1 + p. As in the 
case of neutral technical progress , the increase in the rate of 
growth of national income, r - ro, equal to the increase in the rate, 
of growth of average productivity, is highest at the beginning of 
the period of 'rejuvenation' and declines gradually throughout the 
process, since the extra scrapping applies to less and less obsolete 
plant. Finally r - ro reaches zero, when the process of 'rejuvena
tion ' is complete .23 But the rate of productive accumulation in is 
higher than in the initial situation, i.e. than i0, since the reduced 
life-span of fixed capital involves higher investment. 

The necessary precondition for such an operation to be worth 
arrying out is again 

(26) . 

which means that it brings about an additional increase in con
sumption. The difference between the present case and that of 
'recasting ' of the stock of capital with neutral technical progress 
is that the . rate of productive accumulation is raised from io to 
in' not because of the .increased capital - output ratio k, but as a 
result of the rise in the parameter of depreciation a which repre
sents the rate of contraction of the national income caused by 
scrapping old plant. The inequality given above may be rewritten 
in the form 

(1 + p) (1 _ in' - ~OJ> 1 
1 - lo 

We may determine in' - io from our equations for ro at the begin
ning and at the end of the period of rejuvenation 

1 . m ( ) ro = k lo - k ao - u 

23 
As shown in n. 15 above , the system is then poised for uniform growth at 

a rate r0 • 
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1 . m ( ) ro = - ln' - - a - u 
k k 

From this we derive 

in' - io = m(a - ao) 

Thus our precondition for the 'rejuvenation' of the aggregate fixed 
capital to be worth carrying out may be written in the form 

(1 + p) (1 - m(a - _ao)J > 1 (27) 
l - lo 

The process of 'rejuvenation' can be represented diagrammatically 
analogously to Fig. 14. The parameter of depreciation increases 
from ao to a (which is reflected in a parallel downward shift of 
the line CN). 24 At the beginning of the period of 'rejuvenation' 
we obtain a higher rate of growth of national income r with a 
considerably increased rate ofproductive accumulation i (see Fig. 
18). During the period of 'rejuvenation', the point representing 
the rate of accumulation and the rate of growth of the national 
income moves gradually from V to W.25 As a result, the rate of 
growth is brought back to its initial level ro, with a higher rate of 

24 This is strictly true only at the beginning and end of the 'rejuvenation' 
process (cf. n. 17 above). 

25 It should be noted that the presentation of the process of 'rejuvenation' in 
Fig. 17 is not quite accurate. The point Xis not in fact fully immobile in the 
course of this process. Indeed, the productive capacities P1, P2, etc. existing in 
the initial position (cf. n. 15 above) form a geometrical progression with a 
quotient 

(l + ro)/(1 + u). 

The same is true of capacities scrapped , i.e. of 

.a p a p 
- I, - 2, . . . 
ao ao 

The corresponding actual losses of output will also form a geometrical progres
sion but its quotient will be 

l + ro 
-
1 

- · (l + u) : l + ro 
+u 

because of the operation of the factor u. However, in the course of the process 
of 'rejuvenation' the rate of growth of the national income is higher than ro. As 
a result the point X moves upwards and the straight line XV also shifts upwards, 
but without changing its slope. At the end of the period of 'rejuvenation ' there 
will be a return to the position XV shown in Fig. 18. 
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productive accumulation. Fig . l also sho ws the point Z whose 
ordinate c the average rate of growth of consumption, is deter
mined by the formula 

(I + p) -<'((I + p) ~ ~ i J-I 
while its abscissa is the rate of productive accumulation at the 
beginning of the period of 'rejuvenation'. 

It must be recalled that to different parameters of depreciation 
a there correspond not only different p and in' but also different 
'rejuvenation' periods n'. 

2. We may now construct a diagram similar to Fig.15 which 
shows the choice of the capital-output ratio in the case of neutral 
technical progress. In the upper part of the diagram (see Fig. 19) 
we draw the curves of the rate of growth of the national income 
at the beginning of the period of rejuvenation rand of the average 
rate of growth of consumption c. Since this average is calculated 
for different periods n' (n' is shorter, the higher is a) we must 
modify the 'decision curve' as was done in the case of a limited 
reserve of labour. For the further we move to the right, the shorter 
becomes the period during which consumption grows at the 
average rate c, and this rate must therefore be appreciated less 
(see Chapter 5, section 2). Accordingly, the 'decision curve' 
D' K' is replaced by another 'decision curve' D' H'. The point of 
intersection of the curves D' H' and B"Z' again determines i, c, 
and r. Drawing a parallel to the line CN through the point R we 
obtain the increase in the parameter of depreciation a - ao ( equal 
to the distance CX divided by mlk). 
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3. According to formula (27) the additional increase in consump
tion from the initial position to the end of the process of 'rejuve
nation' is equal to 

(1 + p) 1 - i~, = (l + p) [i _ m(a - _ao)] 
1-zo l-z 0 

It is clear that this expression-which in the case of a rational 
reduction of the life-span of equipment is greater than one-has 
a maximum for a certain n'. Indeed, if the intended life-span of 
equipment n' is already very short, so that average productivity 
in the economy is very close to that in the new plant, a further 
considerable relative reduction in n' raises p only negligibly al
though the parameter of depreciation a shows a significant in
crease. This means that the first factor of the expression on the 
right-hand side increases very little while the second one declines 
considerably. 

Thus there arises here a situation similar to that in the case of 
'recasting ' under conditions of neutral technical progress discussed 
above where the increase in consumption reaches a maximum for 
a certain capital intensity according to the expression 

(l + p) I - i~, = (I + p) [i _ (r0 + a - u)~k - ko)] (23,) 
1-~ 1-~ 
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But in contrast to that case, the maxi~um \:once-for-all' increase 
in consumption attainable in the present case of 'rejuvenation ' .of 
fixed capital does no~t correspond to the highest .point on the curve 
BZ . The average rate of growth of consumption during the period 
of 'rejuvenation' given by BZ increases towards a maximum as n' 
falls for two reasons: (i) because of the increase in the expression 

(l + p)[l _ m(a - _ao)] 
1 - lo 

and (ii) because of the reduction in the length of the 'rejuvenation' 
period which is equal to n'. As a result the highest point on the 
curve BZ will be reached at a point of more intensive 'rejuvena
tion' , i.e. at a higher a, than that corresponding to the maximum 
absolute increase in consumption; this means that the highest 
attainable level of consumption after the period of 'rejuvenation' 
corresponds to a point S situated to 'the left of the peak of the 
curve BZ (see Fig . 19). 

However , as in the case of 'recasting' fixed capital with neutral 
technical progress , the degree of 'rejuvenation' of aggregate capi
tal equipment chosen by the government according to Fig. 19 will 
be lower than that which assures the maximum level of consump
tion after the process of 'rejuvenation' (and obviously this will be 
even more the case with regard to the degree of 'rejuvenation ' 
which produces the highest average rate of growth of national 
income over the period of 'rejuvenation '). 

4. We considered above the process of 'recasting' to obtain a 
higher capital intensity of aggregate productive capacity with a 
given life-span of equipment and the process of 'rejuvenation' of 
fixed capital with a given capital intensity. A more general pro
cedure for accelerating the growth of national income would be 
a combination of the two processes. Such a 'transformation ' of 
fixed capital would consist of a simultaneous raising of the capital 
intensity from m0 to m, and of the parameter of depreciation from 
ao (corresponding to a life-span of equipment n) to a (correspond
ing to a life-span of equipment n'). As this essay deals merely 
with basic and relatively simple elements in the theory of growth 
for a socialist economy, we shall confine ourselves here to the 
problem of the optimum capital intensity (assuming neutral tech
nical progress) and life-span of equipment without allowing for 
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'sacrifices' of consumption in the course of the 'transformation' 
process. This is a generalization of the problems considered above, 
of the optimum capital intensity of equipment with a given 
life-span, and vice versa (Chapter 8, section 4 and the preceding 
section of this chapter). 

In the initial position we have 

A io mo( ) ro = a + I-' = - - - ao - u 
ko ko 

(28) 

Let us denote the rate of productive accumulation in the optimum 
position by i' and the proportional increase in the average labour 
productivity resulting from raising the capital intensity and reduc
ing the life-span of equipment by 1 + p. According to Chapter 8, 
section 1 and section 1 of this chapter the proportional extra 
increase in consumption during the 'transformation' period will be 

(1 + p) 1 -~, = (1 + p) (1 - i' - !) 
1-zo 1-lo 

After the period of 'transformation' (assuming neutral technical 
progress) we have 

., 
A l m ro = a + I-' = - - - (a - u) 

k k 

where k - ko = m - mo > 0 as a result of raising the capital-oqtput 
ratio, and a - ao > 0 as a result of reducing th~ life-sp<J:Jl of 
equipment. From equations (28) and (29) we obtain 

(k - ko)ro = i' - io - (ma - moao) + (m - mo)U 

and taking into consideration that k - ko = m - mo 

i' - io = (m - mo)(ro - u) + (ma - moa) + (moa - moao) 

= (m - mo)(ro - u + a) + mo(a - ao) 

Hence the extra proportional increase in consumption is 

(1 + p) [i _ (m - mo)(ro - u + ~) + m0(a - a0)] 

1 - lo 

Now, the higher are m - mo and a - a0, the greater is 1 + p, but 
the smaller the second factor. The point at which the product 
reaches its maximum-and it follows from the argument in Chap
ter 8, section 4 and in section 3 of this chapter that there does 
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exist a combination m and a for which this occurs-is an optimum 
solution both with regard to the capital .intensity and the life-span 
of equipment. ·1n this position a given labour· force increasing at 
a rate p, with productivity increasing at a rate_ a as a result_ of 
technical progress, will secure the highest possible consumptio-111 
increasing at a rate a + p. This will therefore give the highest 
possible real wage i~creasing at_ a rat~ a. . 

As implied above m the consideration of an optimum m for a 
given n and vice versa the achievement of this 'paradise' may, 
however, prove to be too costly from the point of view of consump
tion in the short run, during the 'transformation' of fixed capital. 

It should still be borne in mind that to achieve a complete 
presentation of the problems of 'r_ecasting' a1:1d 'rej~venation' of 
fixed capital, the problem of foreign-trade difficulties should be 
superimposed on these processes. These difficulties naturally re
strain the government's tendency to accelerate the growth of 
national income in this way; but, as we have repeatedly stated, 
this essay deals merely with the basic elements in the theory of 
growth for a socialist economy, and we shall not embark here 
upon a detailed discussion of this subjectY 1 

10. The Problem of Choice of the Capital-Output Ratio 
under Conditions of an Unlimited Supply of Labour 

I. In the two preceding chapter we dea lt with the problem of 
accelerating the growth of national income under conditions 
of full employment. It wa hown that, at least for the period of 
'recasting uch an acceleration may be achieved by raising the 
capital-output ratio so a to increase labo ur productivity in new 
plant. In the ca e of an unlimited supply of labour the rate of 
national income can be increa ed without changing the capital
output ratio by accelerating the increa e in employment. It was 
on this as umption tha t we based our discussion in Chapter 4. 
However from the fact that it i po sible in this way to increase 
the rate of growth of national income over and above the level 
ro = a + P (i.e. that determined by the increase in productivity 
re ulting from technical progress and the natural increase in the 
labour force) it does not necessarily follow that this is the best 
method to choo e. 
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It is easy to envisage here the possibility of reducing the 
capital-output ratio by fuller utilization of existing labour resour
ces (if these possibilities have not already been exhausted). We 
shall examine this problem in detail below, but first we shall deal 
with the views of Dobb and Sen on the subject. These authors 
drew attention to the fact that, on certain assumptions, it may be 
reasonable to raise the capital-output ratio even in the case of an 
unlimited supply of labour. 26 Their argument, adapted to the 
approach used in this essay, may be presented as follows. 

Suppose that the government aims at the fastest possible rate 
of economic development without resorting to a reduction in real 
wages. It thus decides to maintain these wages at a constant level 
for a long period, while using the whole increase in labour 
productivity to raise the rate of accumulation. We discussed above 
(see Chapter 4, section 5) such an increase in the rate of accumu
lation based upon the rise in labour productivity resulting from 
technical progress during the 'transition period' 't. But it is also 
possible for this increase in the share of productive accumulation 
in the national income to be reinforced by 'recasting' the stock 
of equipment in order to raise its capital intensity; this would 
result 1n an additional increase in productivity i.n the relevant 
period. When the capital-output ratio is maintained at its initial 
level ko the increase in the national income relative to consumption 
after n years is raised in the proportion {l + at (cf. Chapter 4, 
section 5).27 But if we superimpose upon this the process of 
'recasting' which brings the capital intensity up to the level k, the 
national income will be increased in relation to consumption in 
the proportion (1 + at (1 + p), where pis (he proportional increase 
in productivity in the new plant resulting from raising the capi
tal-output ratio from ko to k.28 Let us denote by io the rate of 
productive accumulation in the initial position; by 1tn the rate of 
accumulation n years later with the capital-output ratio remaining 

26 See M. Dobb, An Essay on Economic Growth and Planning, London, 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1960; A. K. Sen, Choice of Techniques, Oxford, 
Blackwell, 1960. 

27 In fact average productivity increases in a proportion somewhat higher than 
(I + at because the acceleration of growth of the national income causes some 
decline in the average 'age ' of equipment. We shall get round this complication 
by using this slight increase in average productivity to raise real wages somewhat. 

28 Cf. n. 27 above . 
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unchanged at the level ko; and by n,: the rate of accumul~tion n 
r later, but on the a umption that the stock of equipment 

yea · · · 1 · ·1 t k W ha been 'reca t in order to rat e its capi ta ,mtens1 y o . e 

then ha e 

The respective rates of growth of national mcome will be as 

follows 

1. mo( ) r0 = - lo - -k a - u 
ko o 

Yn = L 1tn - :: (an - u) 

, 1, m(' ) 
Yn = k 1tn - k an - u 

It is clear that rn > r0, but it cannot be taken for granted that 
r: > rn. It is true that the rate of accumulation n; is higher than 
1tn, but on the other hand, k > ko which adversely affects the rate 
of growth. If we disregard the relatively small difference between 
the terms 

and 

we obtain the following condition for r: to be greater than rn 

n: 1tn ->-
k ko 

In other word . the neces ary c ndition for achieving a higher 
rate of growth a a result of adju ting fixed capital to a higher 
capita l inten ity is a greater relative increase in the rate of 
a umulation than in capita l intensity . Even if such is the case, 
h we er, it is not by itself a conclu ive argument for raising the 
capital output ratio: in addition we mu t take into account (as 
we do throughout this essay) n t on ly what happens in the long 
run, i.e. in this case at the end of then-yea r period of 'recasting'; 
but al o what will occur in the near future. Now, the rate of 
growth at the beginning of the period of ' recasting' is 

r~ = l io - m (a - u) 
k k 
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since the rise in the productivity of labour (resulting either from 
technical progress or from raising the capital-output ratio) is not 
yet able to affect the rate of accumulation. It is clear that the 
rate of growth due to the rise in the capital-output ratio, rt, is 
lower than ro = a + ~- Consequently in this period an increase in 
unemployment will occur, the rate of growth of the national 
income being lower than the rate of increase in labour productiv
ity plus the natural rate of growth of the labour force. Thus it is 
not at all certain that the government will decide to raise the 
capital-output ratio, even if this would bring about a substantial 
increase in the rate of growth at later stages of the process of 
'recasting'. Moreover , we shall try to show that the idea of raising 
the capital-output ratio, given a reserve of labour, would prob
ably yield no benefits even in the long run unless the rate of 
increase in labour productivity resulting from technical progress, 
a, is very small. As a matter of fact neither Dobb nor Sen took 
this type of increase in productivity into consideration at all; they 
assumed the rise in productivity to be achieved solely by raising 
the capital-output ratio. 

In order to examine the problem of an optimum capital-output 
ratio under conditions of unlimited labour supply we shall again 
use a diagrammatic presentation. We shall begin with the case 
discussed by Dobb and Sen when a= 0. 

2. The ratio of national income to consumption is 1/(1 - i) , since 
i being the rate of productive accumulation, the relative share of 
consumption in the national income is 1 - i. Hence, initially this 
ratio is equal to 1/(1 - io), while at the end of the period of 
'recasting' it equals 1/(1 - n; ). Since for the time being we disre
gard technical progress, so that a = 0, the national income per 
worker will increase over the period of 'recasting' in the propor
tion 1 + p. Since real wages are kept constant, the ratio of the 
national income to consumption will also increase in the propor
tion 1 + p. Thus we have 

or 

1 
1 - n; 

1 = -p 
1 

1 - io 
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and 

1 
, 1:-io 

- 1tn = --. l+p 

, l 1-io 
1tn = - --

1 + p 

We now plot k as the abscissa and 

1 - io 
l+p 

(30) 

as the ordinate (see Fig. 20). To the abscissa ko = OD there 
corresponds the ordinate 1 - io = BD, as in this case the capital...;. 
output ratio has not been r~ised and P_ = 0. It _is c~ear that the 
curve BT is simply a production curve hke that m Fig . 11, p. 53, 
except that it is shifted to the right and the scale of the ordinate 
axis is different. Indeed, employment per unit increment in na
tional income is proportional to the reciprocal of 1 + p which is 
the index of labour productivity in new plant. Moreover, k is the 
sum of m + µ where m is the capital~output ratio for investment 
in fixed capital and µ the corresponding ratio for the increase in 
inventories. When m increases µ remains unaltered, so that the 
production curve in Fig. 20 is shifted to the right by a distance 
µ as compared with that in Fig. 11 (i.e. m in Fig. 11 corresponds 
to m + µ in Fig. 20). . 

It follow from formula (30) that for a given k the rate n; is 
equ I to the distance MN between the curve BT and the horizontal 

1-io t 
1+p .I 

C 

0 D L 

FIG. 20 

T 

Q k 
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line CN drawn at a distance equal to 1 from the k-axis. Hence 
the slope of the segment CM equals n: I k, since 

MN= n: and OL = CN= k. 

As shown above, the ratio n: lk determines the rate of growth at 
the end of the period of 'recasting'. 

It is now easy to answer the question how far the capital-output 
ratio should be raised in order to maximize the rate of growth at 
the end of the period of 'recasting' in the case represented by Fig. 
20. The slope of the straight line joining the point C with any 
point on the curve BT is greatest at the point P, i.e. when the 
straight line is a tangent to the curve BT. Hence the capital-out
put ratio should be raised to the level shown by the abscissa of 
point P, i.e. OQ, but not beyond this point. 29 

This is not, however, the end of the problem as we must also 
see what happens in the early stages of 'recasting'. If the capital
output ratio were not raised at all, the rate of growth would be 
determined by the ratio iolk0 which is represented in the diagram 
by the slope of the straight line CB. (It must be recalled that 
BD = 1- io, so that EB= 1 - (1 - io) = io, while OD = CE= k 0.) 

However, when the capital-output ratio is raised to the level 
k = OQ = CR, then at the beginning of the period of 'recasting' 
instead of iolko we have the ratio iolk which is represented by the 
slope of the straight line CS. Thus we gain a higher rate of growth 
in the long run (this is shown by the difference between the slopes 
of the straight lines CP and CB), but we lose in terms of the near 
future (as shown by the difference between the slopes of the 
straight lines CB and CS). 

In this case the government would probably choose a capital
output ratio somewhere between the levels ko = OD and k = OQ, 
or might decide after all to maintain the level k0• 

3. We shall now take into account the increase in the produc
tivity of labour resulting from technical progress, confining our
selves to the case where this progress is neutral; we shall see that 
the situation is radically changed even when the rate of growth 
of productivity is rather slight. The ratio of national income to 

29 The rate of growth equal to the slope of CP is closely akin to that yielded 
by J. von Neumann's model because it is the highest rate of growth under 
conditions of an unlimited supply of labour with a given constant real wage. 
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con umption will then increase over n 'years in the proportion 
( I + ex? ( I + p), real wages remaining constant. 30 (Since we as
um d neutraJ technical progress, the rate of growth of produc

tivil , a doe not depend upon the capital-output ratio.) Thus 

we no have 

or 

and thus 

1 

1 - n: = (1 + ar (1 + p) 
1 

1 - io 

l-1t'_l-io _ 1 
n - 1 + p (1 + at 

n'-l_l-io_ 1 
n - 1 + P (1 + at (31) 

If we do not raise the capital-output ratio above the level ko, then 
p = 0 and the rate of growth after n years obtained from formula 
(31) re ult from the increase in productivity which is due solely 
to technical progress, real wages remaining constant 

1tn = 1 - (1 - io) l 
(1 + at 

We shall now represent diagrammatically the relationship be
tween 

1 - io 1 
1 + p. (1 + ar 

and k, analogously to Fig. 20. We begin by drawing the curve 

1 - io 
l+p 

(identical to BT in Fig. 20). We then divide its ordinates by 
(I + o.)" and thus obtain the curve B'T'. (We assumed here that 
ex took the relatively low level of 2.5% and that n = 20 years; hence 
(I + ext is equal to 1.65 and it is this figure that was used to 

30 Or rather, increasing somewhat; cf. n. 27 above. 
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d~flate the ordina!~s of the curve BT in the diagram.) For any 
given k the rate 1tn 1s now equal to the distance NM' between the 
curve B'T' and the horizontal line CN which is drawn at a unit 
distance from the k-axis. To ko = OJ), there corresponds 

1tn = B' E = (1 - io) l 
(1 + ar 

since in this case p = 0. 
The slope of the straight line CM' which joins the point C with 

the point M' on the curve B'T' represents the ratio 1t: /k. In 
par~i~ular it should be ?oted that the slope of the straight line 
CB is equal to 1tnlko. Fmally, the slopes of the straight lines CB 
an? CK repres~nt the ratios iolko and i0/k respectively (cf. Fig. 20). 
It is clear that m the case represented in Fig. 21 it is not desirable 
to raise the capital-output ratio above the level k0• Indeed when 
the point 11:1' moves to the right along the curve B'T' th~ slope 
of the straight line CM' diminishes; this means that 1t: /k < 1tnlk0 

so that raising the capital-output ratio leads to a decrease in the 
rate of growth of .national income at the end of the· period of 
'reca~ting'. _Obviously the same is true of the rate at the beginning 
o~ this penod (the slope of the straight line CK is smaller than 
that of the straight line CB). 

Th~s it may be seen that, while in the case of a= 0 (as depicted 
by Fig. 20) the rate of growth at the end of the period of 
'recasting' is at a maximum for a capital-output ratio about twice 
as high as that in the initial situation-with a moderate increase 

(1+p) (1+a)n 

C 

0 

N 

D L 
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k 
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in productivity (a= 2.5% p.a.) resulting from technical progress, 
this rate of growth is adversely affected by a rise in the capital
output ratio . Thus technical progress, as reflected in the down
ward shift of the curve of production, considerably reduces , the 
practical significance of the Dobb-Sen approach. 

4. We have so far assumed that real wages remain unaltered for 
a very long period so that consumption rises only as a result of 
increasing employment. Such an assumption is not very realistic. 
When considering economic growth with a reserve of labour in 
Chapter 4 we assumed that real wages remained constant only for 
a rather short transition period which maoe it possible_:__with 
labour productivity increasing at a rate a owing to technical 
progress-to produce a definite increase in the rate of accumula
tion (see Chapter 4, section 5). The transition period being over, 
real wages once again begin to rise at a rate a accompanied by 
a more rapid increase in employment than was the case in the 
initial position. One might proceed in a somewhat different 
fashion by permitting real wages to increase over a long period 
at a rate lower than the rate of growth of productivity a. As a 
result; by the end of n years the ratio of national income to 
consumption would have been increased in the proportion 
( 1 + a - at where a is, of course, less than a. 

It is clear that if this line is followed the Dobb-Sen approach 
recovers its significance to some extent. When the capital-output 
ratio is raised from ko to k, national income increases relative to 
consumption in the proportion (1 + a - at (1 + p). Equation (31) 
now takes the form 

1 
1 - 1t; 

1 
= (l - p)(l + a - at 

1 - io 
or 

1t; = l _ 1 - io 1 
1 + p (1 + a - at (32) 

This result differs from formula (31) in that we now have 
( I + <X - at rather than (1 + a,Y in the denominator of the last 
tern:1 on the right-hand side of the equation. The present case is 
quivalent to the case examined above in which the rate of growth 
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of productivity resulting from technical progress would be as
sumed a - cr rather than a . And it followed from the above that 
the lower the rate of growth of productivity a, the greater was 
the chance that raising the capital-output ratio with the reserve 
of labour in existence would prove a profitable proposition. 

In Fig. 22 we draw the curve 

along with the curves 

1 .....; io 
l+p 

1 - io 

(1 + p)(l + a - at 

and 
1 - io 

(1 + p)(l + at 
reproduced from Fig. 21. We assume that cr = 1%, so that ex 
having previously been fixed at 2.5%, we now have a - cr = 1.5%. 
It will be seen that, even with a - cr as low as this , the Dobb - Sen 
approach is of little significance. The diagram shows that the 
optimum solution, i.e. the slope of the straight line CP", .does not 
differ much from 1tn, i.e. from the slope of the straight line CB". 

Our analysis seems to lead ultimately to the conclusion that the 
theory that economic growth should be accelerated by increasing 
the capital-output ratio has probably no major practical signific
ance in the case where there exists a reserve of labour; however , 
the fact that the theory demonstrated a new aspect of the problem 
of choice of production techniques considerably increased the 
scope of the discussion of this subject . 

(1 +p) (1 +a - af 
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5. In the above di cus ion we ex pre ed. some ~oubts as to t?e 
, dvisability of recasting ' the stock of equi pment m order to raise r1 capital intensity given an unlimited reserve of l~bour (~nd 
neutral technical progre s). However , we should still examme 
whether it i not advisable under uch conditions to reduce the 
capitaJ intensity of the tock of equipment. In this discussion we 
hall maintain Dobb and Sen rule that real wages must not 

decline at any pha e of the process involved . This already imposes 
me limitations upon the appli ation of less capital- and more 

labour-inten ive methods of production. But even more basic is 
the que lion of the phy ical possibility of reducing capital intens
ity in underdeveloped countrie . Indeed it should be kept in mind '. 
that in any branch of industry there is ome minimum capital
output ratio which may be fairly high. Application of more 
primitive techniques may not be capable of reducing the capital 
int n ity of production. [t i difficult even to imagine primitive 
variant , for example with regard to chemical processes . But even 
where su h variant do exist they are not always less capital 
inten ive. lt appear for in tance, that th spinning-wheel is more 
capital inten ive than modern spinning-ma chinery. On the other 
hand there do exi l indu trie even in underdeveloped countries 
where it i po ible to reduce the capital-ou tput ratio by choosing 
method which involve les investment and more labour , e.g. 
cotton-weaving, building , transport. 

6. For the analysis of the innuence of a reduction in m we shall 
u ea diagram similar to Fig . 14. (For the present we shall ignore 
foreign-trade difficulties ; the e will be dealt with at a later stage .) 

s in that case we denote the capitaJ- outp ut ratio (in relation to 
fixed apital and inventorie ) in the initia l position by ko. But 
in tead of di cussing increasing the capital utput ratio we assume 
that it i po ible to reduce it to some extent and hence that 
k < ko. Thus to the ame rate of producti ve accumulation there 
now corresponds a higher r ( ee Fig. 23). 

[n particular, to i0 = 0A- the rate of productive accumulation 
whi h orre ponded in the initial po ition to a + j3--there now 
corresponds the rate of growth AE =a+ ~ + y. The increase in 
employment is ba ed to the extent ~ on the natural increase in 
th labour force and to the extent y on drawing on the labour 
re erve. ~ + y is not however , the tota l rate of expansion of 
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r 

F 

FIG. 23 

employmen_t. The initial rate of increase in productivity resulting 
from techmcal progress is a. It is obvious that after the reduction 
of the capital-output ratio from ko to k this rate cannot be 
maintained, since new equipment will be of a lower capital intens
ity than existing equipment with the capital-output ratio k and 
will therefore also be characterized by correspondingly 

0

Iower 
labour productivity. It follows that the annual rate of increase in 
productivity will be less than the rate a resulting from technical 
progress. However, as time goes by the situation will change. As 
!he st?ck of e':luipment is gradually saturated with less capital
mt~ns1ve techmques characterized by lower productivity, the rate 
of mcrease of average productivity will diverge less and less from a. 

Finally when all the equipment is endowed with the new less 
capital-intensive technique, because all old equipment has been 
scrapped, the rate of increase in productivity will return to the 
level a. 31 (It is clear that this process is in a sense symmetrical 
with 'recasting' the stock of equipment with the aim of raising its 
capital intensity.) 

The changes in national income, productivity, and equipment 
outlined above are illustrated by Fig. 24. 

The ordinate is the rate of growth r, and the abscissa time t. 
The diagram shows how productivity and employment change in 
the course of 'recasting' which aims at a lower capital intensity. 
At the beginning of the process the rate of growth of average 

31 
As already mentioned, throughout this chapter we assume neutral technical 

progress. 
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productivity is a - 8 where 8 ~epresents the effect _of t?e firs~ batch 
of equipment to be characterized by a lower capital mtens1ty and 
a lower productivity of labour than the old equipment. This is 
compensated by an increase of 8 in the rate of expansiot;1.0 'of 
employment, in addition to P (the natural increase in the labour 
force) and y (drawing on the labour reserve to increase the rate 
of growth of national income to a + P + y). Thus the total rate 
of growth of employment is P + 8 + y, of which 8 + y depends on 
drawing on the labour reserve. As time goes by the deviation of 
the rate of increase in productivity from a declines, and after all 
the equipment has been endowed with a lower capital intensity 
and lower labour productivity this rate will go back to the level 
a. Thus the rate of increase in productivity rises from a - 8 at 
the beginning of the period to a at its end; conversely the rate of 
increase in employment declines from P + "{ + 8 to p + y (shaded 
area). 

It is obvious that the acceleration of growth from a + p to 
a+ p + y without increasing the relative share of productive ac
cumulation in the national income is feasible because of the un
limited supply of labour which makes it possible to raise the rate 

f increa e in employment by 8 + y at the beginning of the period 
on idered. It is this that explains the 'miracle' of being able to 

accelerate the growth of national income and consumption (the 
relati e hare of productive accumulation in the national income 
remaining unchanged). It should be noticed that there are two 
limitations to this rewarding operation. First, as mentioned above, 
the reduction in the capital-output ratio k has a limited scope 
because it is feasible only in some industries. Secondly, the reduc
tion in k should not be pushed so far as to make 8 higher than 

r 

u 

FIG. 24 
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a and thus a - ci negative, since that would mean an absolute 
decline in labour productivity . This, however , would cause a fall 
in real wages which would violate the condition we set: indeed 
consumption would increase pari passu with national income at ~ 
rate a+ ~ + y, and employment at a higher rate, ci + ~ + y. (If 
ci < a real wages would be growing but at a rate lower than a 
p.a.) 

7. It is still interesting to consider what happens at the end of 
the period OU if drawing upon the labour reserve in the course 
of that period has led to its exhaustion. In this case the rate of 
growth cannot be maintained at the level a + ~ + y in the sub
sequent period and has to drop to a + ~' because no further 
drawing on the labour reserve is possible . If a higher rate of 
growth than this is desired, then it is necessary to reverse the 
process described by raising the capital-output ratio. This may 
appear paradoxical because having adjusted the equipment to a 
lower capital intensity, we now try to go back to our starting 
point. However, in the meantime surplus labour has been ab
sorbed and national income and consumption increased at a high 
rate. Having achieved full employment we may either go back to 
the initial rate of growth or, if we desire a higher rate, we have 
to reverse the process and 'recast' equipment in order to increase 
its capital intensity because we no longer have the advantage of 
a labour reserve from which we benefited in the past. 

The more capital-intensive technique is not per se either superior 
or inferior: the choice of the 'right' capital intensity depends on 
the availability of labour (allowing, as mentioned above, for 
technological limitations and maintenance of real wages). 

8. Let us now take foreign-trade difficulties into consideration. 
We shall again use a diagrammatic presentation (see Fig. 25). 

Imagine that after a reduction in the capital-output ratio from 
ko to k we then leave the rate of growth unchanged at a+~- The 
relative share of productive accumulation in the national income 
would then decline to OD. Now if instead we had chosen to 
increase the rate of growth above that level this would have 
involved difficulties with foreign trade. As a result the relation 
between i and r is represented in Fig. 25 by the curve GH rather 
than by the straight line FE (cf. Fig. 6). If the curve GH is rather 
flat (as in the figure) the gain in the rate of growth will be small. 
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In such a case it may be reasonable to leave the rate of growth 
at the level a + ~ rather than to increase it - thus gaining the 
advantage of a smaller relative share of productive accumulatio~ 
in the national income. In this case by reducing the capital-output 
ratio from ko to k a higher relative share of consumption in the 
national income is achieved without impairing the rate of growth. 
This results in an immediate increase in the level of consumption 
without reducing its future rate of increase below a + ~- The 
changes in the rate of increase in productivity will be similar to 
tho · in the ca e previously considered. The rate of increase in 
employment will now fall from ci + ~ at the beginning of the 
peri d to ~ at its end (see Fig. 26). 

The role of the labour reserve here is to make possible a 
compensation for the fall in the rate of increase in productivity 
(which amounts to a - ci at the beginning of the period OU) by 
a correspondingly higher rate of increase in employment . The gain 
derived here from drawing upon the labour reserve is the higher 
relative share of consumption in the national income, which raises 
the level of consumption throughout the period considered while 
its rate of growth, as well as that of the national income, is 
unchanged at the level a + ~-

At the end of the period OU drawing on the labour reserve will 
cease because the rate of increase in productivity will have re
turned to the level a. If by that time the labour reserve has been 
exhausted then, in contrast to the case previously considered, this 
will not affect the rate of growth at all since this is based solely 
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on the increase in productivity resulting from technical progress 
(at a rate a) and on the natural increase in the labour force (at 
a rate 13). 

As may be seen, in the case presently considered the labour 
reserve permits _a once-for-all increase in the standard of living 
rather than a higher rate of growth of consumption (pari passu 
with national income) over the period OU. 

It is, of course, possible that the government will choose a 
variant which is intermediate between the two variants considered 
above , represented by point Ton the curve GH lying between G 
and H (see Fig. 25). In such a case there will be an increase in 
both the rate of growth arid the relative share of consumption in 
the national income over the period OU, for the ordinate of T is 
higher than a+ 13 and its abscissa is lower than i0 = OA (this means 
that the relative share of productive accumulation in the national 
income will be lower , and that of consumption higher , than in 
the basic position represented by point B). It is clear , however, 
that the increase in the rate of growth will be smaller than in the 
first variant and the rise in the relative share of consumption in 
the national income will be less pronounced than in the second .f61 

11. The Structure of Investment 

1. So far we have laid the main stress in our discussion on 
changes in the relative share of productive accumulation (and in 
particular of productive investment) in the national income . In 
the case of uniform growth this share remains constant. It rises 
in the case of accelerated growth of national income, e.g. in the 
'transition period' where the rate of growth is increased gradually 
with real wages remaining constant. Finally, when the rate of 
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growlh decrease - a in the perioo f re asti ng' aimed at over
coming a labour h rtage - the relative hare s of productive ac
·umulation and of productive investment in the national income 
~ecline. We ·hall now deal with the problem of changes in th~, 
tructure of inve tment whi h re ult from uch redistributions. Jof 

the national income. More pecifically, th re arises the question, 
what part of t tal productive inve tmcnt / is allocated in differ
ent a e to lh in estment se tor it elf, i.e. to the sector which 
pr du e productive equipment? We shall den ote this part by h 
To begin wilh, it i clear that with uniform growth the relative 
har of total inve tment devoted to the investment sector, i.e. 

!JI. remain· constant. In uch a case both total investment and 
national income increa e at the ame con tant rate; stocks of 
capital equipment in the inve tment and non- investment3 2 sectors 
b ar a constant relation to each other and, as they grow at the 
ame rate, the rati betwe n investment outla ys in each of them 

mu t al o remain on tant. 
Furthermore the higher the rate of growth and thus-given the 

c n t ncy of the parameters 111. a, and u- the higher the relative 
. hare of in e tment in nati nal in orne 1/ Y the higher must also 
be lhe relali e hare of the investment sector in total investment 
J, 1. For if both the inve tment and non-inves tment sectors are to 
expand at a con tant rate, to a higher l/ Y there must also 
c rre p nd a higher proportion of total investment in the invest
ment ector. 

When 1/ Y i increased to a higher level- as happens in the 
'tran ition period' - T,/1 must ri c correspo ndingly . But in the 
course of u h a pr ces the proportion ! ,I T must rise still more, 
in in thi period the rate of growth of investment is higher 

than that f national income (the relati e share of investment in 
the national income // Y being rai ed) which means a more rapid 
e ·pansion of the investment ector than of other sectors of 
producti n. 

rt hou1d be noted that th above argu ment rests upon the 
as umption that equipment u ·ed for produci ng investment goods 
i qualitativel y different from that u ed f r producing other goods, 
and thu any increase in inve tmenl necessarily involves an 

'· l hi eel r covers consumption in the broad sense and the increase in 
inventor ies . 
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expansi?n of the_ i~vestm~nt sector. This assumption is obviously 
not entirely realistic, as m many cases the same equipment can 
be used to produce goods for various end-uses and , in particular 
changes in the relative share of investment in the national incom; 
can be effected to some extent through foreign trade. We shall 
return to this subject towards the end of the present chapter, but 
in the meantime we shall assume in our argument that no increase 
in investment is possible without an expansion of the productive 
capacity of the investment sector. In particular, we shall disregard 
foreign trade. 

2. Before we enter into a more detailed discussion on the subject 
of the relative share of /; in total investment /, we still have to 
say a few words about the capital-output ratio in the investment 
sector as compared with the corresponding ratio for the economy 
as a whole. 

At the start of this essay we made the assumption that the 
capital-output ratio for total investment m did not depend upon 
the structure of investment. Strictly speaking this assumption can 
be satisfied only if the capital-output ratio in the investment 
sector is equal to the ratio in the non-investment sector. It will, 
however , also be approximately satisfied when the difference 
between the ratios for both sectors (including production of the 
respective raw materials) is not very large, and such is in fact the 
case. 33 As will be seen below, under such conditions even rather 
sizeable changes in the structure of investment affect m only 
slightly. 

The relationship between m for the economy as a whole, m; for 
the investment sector, and me for the remainder of the economy 
is as follows 

1 1 1 - I= - I; + - (/ - /;) 
m m; me 

where / ; denotes, as above, investment in the investment sector. 
Dividing both sides of the equation by total investment / we 
obtain 

l_ =_l f+_l_/-/ ; 
m m; I me I 

33 In contrast, primary production is generally characterized by a much higher 
capital - output ratio than manufacturing. 
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Let us assume m; = 3 and m e = 2; then, for /;/I= 0. I we obtain 
m = 2.1 and for / ;If= 0.5 we, obtain m = 2.4. The results of our 
subsequent argument will not be significantly affected "if we as
sume that m remains constant at the level of 2.25. . , 

We shall thus assume below that m is sufficiently stable.J to 
permit us to disrega;d changes resul!ing from shifts in the struc
ture of investment. 3 At the same time, however, we shall take 
into account the difference between the capital-output ratio in 
the investment sector m; and the overall ratio m, this difference 
being a significant factor in the distribution of investment between 
the investment and non-investment sector. 

3. We shall now examine in detail the changes in/;// which result 
from changes in the level of/ / Y. Let us begin by recalling equation 
(3) which shows the relationship between the rate of growth of 
national income and the relative share of productive investment 
in the national income 

I / 
r = m y- (a - u) 

Let us now denote by r; the rate of growth of productive invest
ment . We may write an equation similar to (3) for the investment 
sector alone. If we include in this sector the output of all raw 
materials which are used in the production of investment goods 
the income l'roduced in this sector is equal to /. 35 Productive 
investment in this sector was denoted above by /;; assuming for 
the sake of simplicity that a and u for this sector are the same as 
for the economy as a whole, we may write 

1 / ; r; = - - - (a - u) (33) 
m; I 

We now subtract equation (3) from equation (33) 

1 /; 1 / r;- r =- - - - -
m; I m Y 

Hence we obtain the formula 

/; m; I 
1 = m y + m;(r; - r) (34) 

34 With the exception of one extreme case which is considered towards the 
end of the present chapter. 

35 As noted above we disregard foreign trade for the time being . 
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which we shall apply to the examination of changes in /;// in 
different circumstances. 

In the case of uniform growth both r and I I Y are constant. 
Since the latter is constant, I grows at the same rate as Y (i.e. at 
the rate r) which means that r; = r. Therefore, according to equa
tion (34), in this case we have 

I; m; I = I m Y 
(35) 

It follows that / ;// is constant, as is I I Y. Moreover , to a greater 
relative share of investment in the national income there corre
sponds a proportionately higher relative share of the investment 
sector in total investment /JI. If the capital - output ratio in the 
investment sector m; is equal to the overall capital-output ratio 
m, we have 

I; I 
= I y 

Let us now consider the case of accelerating growth where both 
r and // Y are increasing. The increase in the latter means that 
investment grows more rapidly than national income, 1.e. r; > r: 
From this and from equation (34) it follows that 

I; m; I ->- 
/ my (36) 

Thus the relative share of the investment sector in total investment 
corresponding to a given level of/ / Y is greater here than it would 
be in the case of uniform growth (this will be seen by comparing 
formulae (35) and (36) ). For the special case when m; = m we have 
the inequality 

I; I 
- > / y 

Let us suppose that in the initial position the economy is subject 
to uniform growth. We have, then, the relationship 

/;, o m; lo 
To= m Yo 

(37) 

where Yo, lo, and /;, o are , respectively, the national income , pro
ductive investment, and investment in the investment sector, at 
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the point of departure of the accelerat~<l growth. After a period 
of 't years of such gr?wth . we enter a new pe_riod ?f uniform 
rowth but with a higher rate of growth of nat10nal mcome (cf. 

~hapte~ 4, section 5). Let us write Y1, 11, I;, 1 for national income!, 
roductive investment, and investment in the investment sector , 

~t the beginning of the new period of uniform growth . Again we 
have the relationship 

/;,1 _ m; 11 
-y;- m Y1 

(38) 

vidently. /1 / Y1 is higher than the corresponding ratio in the 
initial position corresponding to the higher r. As will be seen from 
formula (38), the ratio /;, 1 //1 is proportionately higher as well. But 
during the period of acceleration the relationship between / ;// and 
J/Y will be different, for at time t it follows from formula (34) that 

I;, I ffl; ft ( ) -
1 

= - v + m; r;, , - r , 
I ffl .lt 

where /;, 1, / 1, Yi, r;, ,, and r, are respectively investment in the 
investment sector , total investment, national income , and the rates 
of growth of investment and of national income-all at time t 
within the transition period (0 < t < 't). 

From the above equation we subtract equation (37) and thus obtain 

I;, 1 
- I;, 0 = m; (l!._ - ].Q_) + m; (r; , - r1) 

/ 1 / 0 m Y, Yo ' 

Consequently the increase in /;// from the beginning of the tran
sition period to time t depends not only on a corresponding 
increase in I I Y but also on the difference between the rates of 
growth of investment and national income. This growth of /;// 
reflects the fact that the fixed capital in the investment sector is 
expanded more rapidly than that in the remainder of the economy. 

When the transition period is over and a new period of uniform 
growth begins, the term m; (r;, 1 - r 1) obviously disappears so that 
at time 'C we have 

/;, 1 /;, o _ m; ( /1 Io J - - - - - -- -
11 Io m Y, Yo 

which also follows directly from formulae (37) and (38). 
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When growth is slowed down - as , for example , in a period of 
'recasting ' aimed at overcoming the shortage of labour-the situ
ation is reversed: Ji l l is smaller than (mJ m)(J / Y) in the period of 
slowing down of growth. 

4. It may be shown on the basis of formula (34) that there exists 
a ceiling to the deviation of the rate of growth of investment from 
that of national income which is determined by the productive 
capacity of the investment sector. The greater this deviation, the 
greater must be the relative share of the investment sector in total 
investment , i.e. IJ I . This share , however , cannot exceed unity since 
gross investment in the non-investment sector cannot become 
negative. Assuming IJ J = 1 we obtain from formula (34) the 
following expression for the case where r ; - r reaches a maximum 

m· I 
1 = -' - + m · (r · - r) my l l 

This formula , however , is not quite correct. As a first approxi
mation we based our argument in this chapter on a constant m 

which , however , differed from m;. But in the extreme case pres
ently considered m becomes equal to m; since total investment is 
concentrated in the investment sector. Accordingly, we can make 
our formula more precise by substituting m; for m; we thus obtain 

y 
1 = - + m · (r · - r) I l l 

or 

r; - r = J_ (1 -l.) 
m; y 

(39) 

If we assume m; = 3 and IIY ~ 0.2, the maximum possible value 
of r; - r will be less than (1 - 0.2)/3, or less than 26.5%. 36 

It follows that when a decision is being taken on the acceleration 
of the growth of national income, it must be ascertained that the 
ceiling to the difference between the rate of growth of investment 
and that of national income is not exceeded in the course of this 
acceleration, i.e. in the 'transition period ' . In fact this is rather 

· unlikely to be the case under our assumption of constancy of real 

36 If we use formul a (34) without modification and assume m == 2.25 we obt ain 
24.5% for the maximum of ri - r . 
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wages which ~s tant~mou~t . to con~u~ption rising pa_r~ passu wj th 
employment m the \ trans1t10n penod . When the ceilmg of r; - r 
is reached all investment will be concentrated in the investment 
sector and the production of the non-investment sector will change 
at a rate u - a. Thus in order to maintain real wages u would 
have to be rather high. If, however , such a situation does arise, 
r; _ r must be reduced by slowing down the acceleration of growth 
and thus lengthening the 'transition period'. This could be accom
plished by permitting real wages to increase somewhat, instead of 
ke ping them stable (of course, their growth would have to be 
Jc rapid than that of labour productivity resulting from technical 
pr gre 

S. o far we have ignored the possibility of increasing investment 
either by changing the way in which some equipment is used , or 
through foreign trade, e.g. the possibility of turning plant used in 
the manufacture of consumer durables to production of ma
chinery, or increasing imports of machinery at the expense of 
either cutting down imports of consumer goods or increasing 
exports of these goods . Hence the only way of increasing the 
relative share of investment in the national income was to make 
the inve tment sector expand more rapidly than total productive 
capacity. w we shall also take into account the possibility of 
bange in the use made of this capacity , and in the structure of 

foreign trade . 
So far the rate of growth of investment has been determined by 

the formul 

1 /; 
r; = - - - (a - u) 

m; I 
(33) 

which is equivalent to 

1 111 = - I; - al + ul (33') 
mi 

The increment of investment 11/ thus depends on: the productive 
effect of investment Ii in the investment sector; the contraction of 
income al produced in this sector as a result of obsolescence and 
wear and tear of equipment ; and the increase in income ul 
resulting from improvements in the utilization of equipment. 37 

37 . 

As we are no longer ignoring foreign trade, it follows that , to make the 
part of national income produced in the investment sector equal to the value of 
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This formula is no longer adequate for the problem. uppo e 
investment is to grow more rapidly than national income, i.e. that 
y;f > yf_ The expression Yil - yf represents the part of the incre
ment in investment which is responsible for the increase in the 
relative share of investment in the national income. It must now 
be taken into account that part of Y;/ - yf results from the change 
in the use made of capital equipment, or in the structure of foreign 
trade. Let us suppose that this change is d(Yi - Y)l where d is a 

. coefficient ,;;:; 1. Instead of formula (33) we may now write 

!if= -1 1; - (a - u)I + d(Yi - Y)l 
mi 

or, dividing both sides by I, 

!ii= Yi= l_ fi - (a - u) + d(Y; - Y) 
I mi I 

(40) 

When Y; = Y the additional term on the right-hand side of the 
equation disappears; this is as it should be since Y; = Y means that 
the economy is expanding at a constant rate Y and no change in 
the rate of investment is needed on account of changes in the use 
made of capital equipment or in the structure of foreign trade. 

If the equation 

Y = l_ J_ - (a - u) 
mY 

is deducted from equation (40) we obtain 

1 /; 1 / 
Yi - Y = - · - - - - + d(Y; - Y) 

m; I m Y 

l; mi I 
1 = m · y + m;(l - d)(Y; - Y) 

(3) 

(41) 

This equation corresponds to equation (34) while differing from 
it in that the coefficient of Yi - Y has now been reduced from mi 
to m; (1 - d ). This means that the relative share of investment in 
the investment sector in total investment I corresponding to a 
given difference Y; - Y is now smaller, because a faster expansion 

investment I, we must include in this sector that part of total production for 
export which covers payment for imports both of raw materials for the invest
ment sector and of finished investment goods (machinery, etc.). 
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of the investment sector is no longer th~ -o-nly me~hod ~sed to 
increase the relative ~hare · of investment m the nat10nal mco~~ 

hen the growth of the latter is to be accelerated. 
w However, in the case of uniform growth, when Y; = Y, we have 
the old formula (35) 

Ii m; I -=- -
[ my 

ecau e in this case there is no question of increasing the share 
of investment in the national income. 

Finally, for the ceiling value of Y; - Y which is reached in the 
ituation when/;= I and m = m;, we obtain from formula (41) the 

equation 

Yi - Y = mi(/- d) (1 - ~) (42) 

which, again, differs from formula (39) in that the term 
m; (1 - d) replaces m; in the denominator of the right-hand si~e of 
the equation. As a result, the ceiling for r; - Y now becomes higher 
than it was in the former case. This results from the fact that the 
limiting influence of the productive capacity of the investment 
sector on the difference between Yi and Y is now relaxed; the more 
rapid increase in investment than that in the national income is 
partly achieved by changes in favour of investment in the use of 
equipment and in the structure of foreign trade. 



APPENDIX: 
The Production Curve and the Evaluation of the 
Efficiency of Investment in a Socialist Economyl7l 

1. The concept of the production curve is based on the assumption of 
an equal life-span for all types of equipment, since only in such a case 
can a variant for producing a given increment of national income be 
fully characterized by the investment outlay and the labour force asso
ciated with it (the third characteristic being the life-span of equipment). 
But even taking this assumption for granted the appro ach to the 
production curve developed in Chapter 7, section 2 may be questioned 
(cf. n . 13 above). For the central planning authorities are obviously 
unable to consider the enormous number of possible variants capable 
of producing an increment in the national income in order to eliminate 
those which are absolutely inferior , i.e. for which the investment outlays 
are greater and the labour force not less than in some other variant or 
vice versa. Thus the production curve appears to be purely theoretical 
in character since its points are not necessarily realized in practice , i.e. 
one cannot exclude the possibility that a definitely inefficient variant 
may be selected. We shall, however , show that this problem does not 
arise if the evaluation of the efficiency of investment for any type of 
commodity is based on the criterion 

j_ + w = minimum 
T 

Where j is total investment outlay taken over all stages of production, 
w total current costs (exclusive of depreciation), and T the so-called 
recoupment period . Indeed , we shall prove that to a given T there 
corresponds a point on the production curve . It should be pointed out 
that on the assumption of an equal life-span for all types of equipment 
the simple condition 

~ + w = minimum 

is an appropriate criterion for the choice of variants. 
We shall assume that in the case where the 'joint investment and 

labour outlay' j/T + w is equal for two variants the less capital intensive 
one is chosen, i.e. that with a smaller j. 

We denote by }c and We the investment outlay and costs of the variant 
of production chosen for a given type of commodity and by j and w 
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the e parameter for any variant for this type of commodity . We then have 
0 

}c j 
-+W e .,;;-+ W 
T T 

By adding these inequalities for the economy as a whole we obtain 

L (1; +We).,;; L (~ + W) 

(43) 

"£Jc and r, we however, are the ~ggre~ate inv~stme?t 0u_tlay le, ~nd 
aggregate costs We required for a given increase m national mcome usmg 
the methods actually adopted , while ~ j and ~ w are the aggregate values 
land W for any other variant . We thus have 

l e + We .;;; J_ + W (43') 
T T 

It follows directly that the point l e, We cannot correspond to an 
absolutely inferior variant. Indeed, if l e were, for insta?ce , greater th~n 
l' for some other variant, and We were no less than W , we could wnte 

J' + W' < le + We 
T T 

which would contradict inequality (43'). 
Let us now denote the hourly wage for unskilled labour by h. To 

aggregate costs We there corresponds a labour force expressed in ter~s 
of unskilled labour L e = Welh. It follows from the above that the pomt 
le, Le is situated on the production curve because the latter repre~ents 
all the 'efficient' variants for producing a given increase in national 
income, i.e. the variants which are not absolutely inferior . 

l e, Le is a point on the production curve corresponding to a given 
period of recoupment T; it will be noticed that the greater is T, the 
further to the right on the production curve is the corresponding point 
le, Le because a higher recoupment period 'lets in ' more capital-intensive 
and less labour-inten sive variants for particular types of commodity. 
However we shall not be satisfied with this rather intuitive argument, 
but shall ,prove the theorem rigorously and at the same time demonstrate 
that the production curve is concave. 

2. Let us start with a diagrammatic representation of the variants of 
production for a given type of commodity, plotting investment outlays 
j as the abscissa, and the current costs w as the ordinate (Fig. 27). 
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w 

FIG. 27 

If the recoupment period is T, it can be shown that the best ariant 
will be on the lowest possible straight line of slope - 1/T . The equal.ion 
for the straight line with such a slope is 

W=-j_+b 
T 

where b is the distance from the origin of the point of intersection of 
this straight line with the j-axis. Thus 

L+w=b 
T 

and the condition for the best variant is 

j 
T+ W = bmin 

It follows directly that a point j, w must be chosen through which there 
passes the straight line with the lowest b. It also follows that at no T 
is point C considered , and there remain only A , B, D on the lower 
concave boundary from which to choose. Let us now denote the recoup
ment periods corresponding to the slopes AB and BD by TAB and TBD· 
If T = TAB we shall choose variant A; indeed for variants A and B the 
value of the expression j!T + w is the same and according to our rule 
we then Ghoose the less capital-intensive variant. If TAB < T ~ TBD we 
choose variant B (the case represented in Fig. 27). Finally, when 
T > TBD; variant D will prove the best. In other words if when increasing 
the recoupment period T we exceed the level TAB, we shift from the variant 
A to a tnore capital-intensive and less labour-intensive variant B. (If we 
exceed TBD we shift correspondingly from variant B to variant D.) 
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3_ Let us now con~ider all _the types of com_modity for whi~h we may 
d diagrams siqnlar ' to Fig. 27. Let us denve from each diag !;am t.he 

raw ent periods T corresponding to the segments of the lower cort-recoupm 
b undary such as TAB and TBD· Let us range all these recoupment cave o . . . . 

periods according to their length; we shall obtam an mcreasmg sequence 

T1, T2, ... , Ts+I, ... , Tm 

It hould be noted that Ts may correspond to a number of types of 
co~modity and that Ts+ 1 may obviously correspond to different types 
of commodity from Ts. . 

Let us imagine that a recoupment penod Ts has been adopted corre
ding to the point Js, Ls on the production curve and that we next 

spon . h' h T 
pass from Ts to . Ts+ 1• Then for types of ~omm_odity to w ic s 

rresponds this level of the recoupment penod will be exceeded (for 
co ' h"f ·11 instance TAB on Fig. 27) and, according to the above, ~ s i ~ wi ~ccur 
for these commodities to more capital- and less labour-mtensive variants 
(for instance from variant A to variant B) . As a r_esult th: value of the 
investment outlay in the economy as a whole will also mcrease from 
ls to the higher level Js + , and the labour force require? will fall from 
Ls to Ls+ 1• The point Js+ 1, Ls+ , on the curve of production correspond
ing to Ts+ 1, will therefore be situated to ~he right of and below the 
point ls, Ls which corresponds to Ts (see Fig. 28). 

Nor is this all, for Ts corresponds to a segment of the lower boundary 
of the set of points representing the variants on one or more diagrams 
relating to particular types of commodity (for instance AB in Fig. 27r 
When Ts is exceeded a shift occurs from the left-hand end of t~is 
segment to the right-hand end (e.g. from A to B). Thus the r:spective 
increases in current costs ~ w and investment ~j are in the ratio - 1/Ts 
(e.g. - 1/TAB), i.e. 

L 

0 J 

FIG. 28 
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FIG. 29 

'1w = - __!__ '1j 
Ts 

~ince the sum of these increases constitutes the increment in aggregate 
mvestment outlay and aggregate costs, we obtain 

Ws+ I - Ws = - __!__ (Js+ I - Js) 
Ts 

and thus 

(44) 

It follows directly that ~he straight line connecting the subsequent points 
Js, Ls and Js + 1, Ls+ 1 situated on the curve of production has a slope 
- 1/h Ts. In other wo_rds the segment starting from the point Js, Ls has 
the. slope - 1/h Ts (Fig. 28). Consequently, the greater the recoupment 
penod Ts_ the further to the right is situated the corresponding point 
Js, Ls (which has alr~ady been ~roved above) and the smaller the slope 
~f the segment startmg from this point. This means, however, that the 
lme represented on Fig. 28 is concave. 

If the points Js, Ls are sufficiently close to each other this line 
approaches the production curve and the slopes of its segments_:_those 
of the _tangents ~t these points. The tangent of the production curve at 
the pomt J, L ~s consequently equal to - 1/h T and thus it is easy to 
re~d from t~e diagram the recoupment period corresponding to a given 
pomt ~see Fig. 29). Because J increases together with T, the production 
curve 1s concave. 

\ 

Theories of Growth in Different SociiU· 
Systems[IJ 

(1970) 

1. The paper purports to develop the idea that the institutional 
framework of a social system is a basic element of its economic 
dynamics and thus of the theory of growth relevant to that system. 
The idea sounds plausible but nevertheless there is a tendency in 
Western economics-which shows at present a considerable inter
est in the theory of economic growth~to deal with something like 
a general theory of growth working on models fairly remote from 
the realities of the present capitalist, socialist, or 'mixed' econo
mies. Actually the writings in question usually relate (at least by 
implication) to some sort of idealized · laisser-faire capitalism. 
Their problems and results are easily translatable into the ca
tegories of a socialist system and, what is of interest, they fit in 
better here than with capitalism but not quite well still , for they 
concentrate frequently on points which do not happen to be most 
essential. There thus arises a situation which is not infrequent in 
the history of economic thought: theories are being created which 
may raise problems of great interest but are not very conducive 
to understanding what actually happened, is happening , or should 
be happening . 

2. To my mind the central problem of the /aisser-faire capitalist 
y tern to whi h apply the theorie ref erred to above is that of 

effe tiv demand i.e. that of finding market s for its products at 
full utilization of re ource . It is also thi problem that in the 
1950 wa till generally in th centre of interest of Western 
economists in connection with the theory f cyclical fluctuations 
and with the problem of go ernment intervention to counteract 
them. 

But from the time the discu ion of economic dynamics has 
concentrated on problem of growth the facto r of effective demand 
w generally disregarded. Either it wa imply assumed that in 
the long run the problem of effective dem and does not matter 
becau e apart from the busine cycle it need not to be taken into 
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consideration; or more specifically the problem was approached 
in two ~lternative fashions: (i) The growth is at an equilibrium 
(Harrodian) rate, so that the increase in investment is just suffi
cient to generate effective demand matching the new productive 
capacities which the level of investment creates. (ii) Whatever the 
rate of growth the productive resources are fully utilized because 
of long-run price flexibility: prices are pushed in the long run in 
relation to wages up to the point where the real income of labour 
(and thus its consumption) is enough to cause the absorption of 
the full employment national product. 

I do not believe, however, in justifying the neglect of the 
problem of finding markets for the national product at full 
utilization of resources either in fashion (i) or (ii). It is generally 
known tha~ the tren? re_Presented by the case (i) is unstable: any 
small fortmtous declme m the rate of growth involves a reduction 
of i~vestment, and in consequence of the national income, in 
relation to the stock of equipment, which affects investment 
adversely and induces a further fall in the rate of growth. The 
belief that such disturbance creates merely a downswing followed 
by an upswing in relation to the growth proceeding at an equili
brium rate, i.e. that it yields a trend cum business cycle is 
mathematically indefensible: the underlying equations are inca
pable of producing a solution corresponding to a combination of 
an exponential curve with a sine lineY1 Nor do I subscribe to the 
long~run price flexibility underlying theories of the type (ii). The 
monopolistic and semi-monopolistic factors involved in fixing 
prices-deeply rooted in the capitalist system of all times-cannot 
be characterized as temporary short-period price rigidities but 
affect the relation of prices and wage costs both in the course of 
the business cycle and in the long run. 

3. To my mind the problem of the long-run growth in a laisser
faire capitalist economy should be approached in precisely the 
same fashion as that of the business cycle. The 'pure' business 
cycle is a special case of the general phenomenon of trend cum 
business cycle where the rate of growth is equal to zero, i.e. where 
the economy is stationary. In the argument on which the theories 
of the business cycle were based certain quantities were assumed 
constant-this was partly linked with inadequate accounting for 
technical progress-which in an expanding economy must cer-
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grow. Thus it i nece ary ~o deal with this limitation. 
tainly 
(which tie down the theory of the bu ine cyde to a statio~~ry 

orny and arriv at a movement of the system compr3s1,ng 
ecn . . 0 •( ht b th the trend and cyclical Ou tuat1ons. r to put 1t somew a 
d~fferently: the central problem of the dynamic of the laisser/aire 
capitali t y tern js to sh?w what __ make t~e system ex_pand 1f the 
. lution n the lines (1) and (11) are discard ed as madequate. 
l~deed, the mere fact that capital accumula tion creating ne~ 

rodu tion potentialitie is feasible does not prove yet that this 
in e tm nl will be fortbc ming and the new production poten-
tialiti will be adequately u ed. 

There may arise a que tion at thi point whether this problem 
i till of interest in the world of today in which the laisser-faire 
capitali t ystem i dead because of _wid_espread go~ernment i~ter-
cntion. 1 till believe that the enquiry mto dynamics of a lazsser

faire stem i of importance both ju connect ion with economic 
ru tor e en fairly recent one, and because the present state of 
capitali t ec nomie is an off hoot of a somewhat chaotic inter
pla between the laisser-faire tendencie and of government ac-

tion. 
In any case the e complicated phenomena cannot be adequately 

p rtrayed by models of lais er-faire economie s referred to above 
in which the problem of effective demand and of utilization of 
re urce are neglected. There is probably ome interconnection 
between go ernment intervention and these models but rather 
p ychological in character: the high level of employment creates 
a limate favourable to their con tructjon being unperturbed by 
the problem of effective demand. 

4. A already mentioned in ection I the models of growth 
de eloped in Western economies are related explicitely to some 
sort of idealized laiss r-faire capitali t econo mies with the impli
cation however that the problems tackled are so general in 
character that with light modification the results are relevant to 
problems of a socfali t system . Thi is perfectly true: indeed they 
do apply to socialist economies where the problem of effective 
demand i really olved in the way (ii) of section 2: prices are 
fi ed by planning authoriti es in relation to wages in such a way 
as to achieve full utilization of re ource (and this is true not only 
in the long run but even in a short period). 
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The trouble, however, arises out of the fact that the model l 
which we re~er do not. ~oncentrat_e ~requently on es ential pr b~ 
le1?s rooted m the reahties of sociahst economies. Two points of 
this character are worth emphasizing as examples. 

i. Most of the studies on long-run economic growth are writt 
in terms. of 'comparative statics' . For instance, the problem :~ 
what capital-output ratio secures in a uniformly expanding syste 
the highest real wage, while full employment is maintained m~ 
be _of _small practical importance; for if the initial capital-;utp:i 
ratio 1s less, the 'retooling' of the stock of capital in order t 
~chieve this paradise means a long period of higher investmen~ 
m the early part of which the real wage would fare worse than if 
no change_ in the capital-output ratio were attempted. We have 
here a typical case of 'sacrificing the present for the future' which 
I believe to be a political problem of first rank in the socialist 
economy. But the basis for political decisions on problem of this 
nature is a thorough economic enquiry into the transition from 
one curve of growth to another. 

ii. Nowhere in Western models discussed here appears the prob
lem of 'long-run development bottlenecks'. When national income 
gro~s at a high rate the expansion of certain industries lags 
behmd that of demand for their products because of certain 
organizational or technological factors, for instance shortage of 
appropriately trained personnel or difficulties in adaptation of 
technical improvements (the latter is especially the case in agri
culture). The resulting gaps have then to be made good by foreign 
trade and to maintain the balance of the latter either some exports 
have to be increased or some imports replaced by home produc
tion. These operations will be usually accompanied by higher 
outlays of capital and labour and in this way affect profoundJy 
the problems of economic growth. 

The contradiction between consumption in the short period and 
in the long run and the long-run bottlenecks, appearing under the 
guise of the difficulties in balancing foreign trade, are in fact the 
central problems of a realistic theory of growth in a ociali t 
economy. 

5. As observed at the end of section 3 the models of laisser-faire 
capitalist economies which do not deal adequately with the prob-
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lem of effecti e demand and utilization of resources are not a 
ub titute for an enquiry into the effects o f government interven

tion aimed al tackling the e problem . Ne".erthele~s the )literature 
n thi crucial ubject of contemporary cap italism is astonishingly 
care . Perhap there exi t here a rather perverse division of fa

b ur: the go ernmeot act to achieve a high utilization of resour
ce and the economist take this tate as the point of departure 
in their dis u sion without mentioning who is responsible for it. 
There i , however , one e ception to the rule: much space is being 
de ted to the theory of economi develop ment of 'mixed' under: 
de elop d e onomie . By the way the pro blem of deficiency of 
effoctive demand does not ari e here, for government investment 
is large in relation to the productive poten tial which is very low 
de pite abundan e of labour. A a result the situation is charac
terized by inflationary pre ure on scarc e supply of necessities 
rather than by inadequate effective demand, even though disguised 
and al o open unempl yment is in e i tenc e. 

Il eem to me that the central problem here is at whose expense 
the country i to be develop d . If innati nary pressures on scarce 
uppli or nece itie , e peciaUy r food persist, it is the broad 

po erty- tricken masse · of the population that bear the burden 
of high investment. If thi i · lo avoided, the rate of growth of 
upply of o ces itie mu L be kept in line with the rate of growth 

of the national income. And to make room for investment, 
con umption or non-e ential ut of higher incomes must be 
re train d by an appropriate fi cal policy . This, however, makes 
th ·non-inflationary' rate or growth depen dent on agrarian con
ditions becau ·e they determine to a great extent the feasible 
progre of agriculture and thus of supply of necessities. The main 
part of 'financing inve tment is played in this context by the 
ability to grow food fa ter. This must be supported none the less 
by financial measures in the trict en e ai ming at restraining the 
increa e in con umption or n n-e ential . 

A jn a ociali t economy , the prob lem of saving present for 
future con umption i involved here. But the contradiction is less 
acute the acrificed con umption being of the rich and the 
w IJ-to-do. Thi possibility, however. is too good to be true. In 
fa t agrarian condition pre ailing in most of these countries 
(dependence of the pea ant on the landlord , the merchant or the 
money lender) permit the supply f food to expand only slowly. 
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As a result the 'non-inflationary' rate of growth of national 
income is rather low. But if it is fairly high , inflationary pressures 
are rampant and no relative shift in composition of consumption 
to the advantage of necessities, as described above, takes place. 

6. We shall now illustrate the fact discussed above at some 
length,-that to each social system there corresponds an appropri
ate theory of growth by showing that the same formula for the 
rate of growth of national income should be interpreted in a 
different fashion depending on the social system we deal with. 

Let us denote the level of real national income in a given year 
by Y and the increment of that income from the beginning to the 
end of the year by ~Y. The latter will consist of three elements: 
(i) the productive effect of gross investment 1/m I where m is the 
so-called capital-output ratio and I the level of gross investment 
(i.e. before deduction of depreciation); (ii) the negative effect of 
the shrinkage of productive capacity as a result of scrapping of 
obsolete equipment, - a Y; and (iii) the increase of national income 
due to better utilization of the existing productive capacities a a 
result of organizational improvements, u Y. We thus obtain 

or 

~Y=l_l-aY+uY 
m 

~y 1 1 
r= - =---a+u y my 

where r is the rate of growth of national income. 
In a socialist economy all three coefficients m, a, and u are 

determined , so to say, on the supply side: m and a depend on the 
decision of planning authorities as to technique of production 
(capital intensity of new production and policy of scrapping 
obsolete equipment); u represents the rate of growth of utilization 
of existing equipment as a result of organizational progress. 

The formula will remain entirely correct in a laisser-faire capi
talist economy but the interpretation of the coefficients is quite 
different. The rate of change in the degree of utilization of existing 
equipment u depends on effective demand and in the business 
cycle it will even change its sign. But even if we take the long-run 
view, u is still determined, at least in part, on the demand side if 
we do not believe in the long-run flexibility of prices (cf. section 
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· there may be deL1and elemen ts: it is true that the 
") E en ID m k . 
- · d hus most modem equipment i likely to wor to capacity 
n wan t under -~tilization of equipment because of lack , of ,effec-
but me . h. , ._, 
. demand i not fully excluded even m l 1s case. . . > 

u e b r a ' mixed' economy where th e rate of mcrease of 
lo t case . . f , h 

1 of necessitie i too low m relation to. the ~ate_ o . grow ,t ?~; national in ome a different problem will anse m mt~rpre
o . The coefficient m and u may have the same meanmg as 
tauon . h d · · · f f n in the ca e of a ocialist economy but _t e 1v1s1~n ~f c?n~u~p 10 

a between necessities and no~-e . ent!al m~y s1gm y m ationary 
pre ·ures and the resulting red1 tnbut1on of mcome to the advant-
age of higher-income groups. . 

We ee again here that the th~ory of ~rowt h of a social system 
of a certain type should reflect its crucial problems. 
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PART 2 

EFFICIENCY OF INVESTMENT 



Generalized Formula of the Effi9iency of 
Investment[lJ 

( with M. Rakowski) 
(1959) 

Poli b and Soviet discussions on methods of calculating the effi
ciency of investment have shown that some of the greatest diffi
cultic are confronted here in connection with such problems as 
the 'freeze' of investment resources during the construction period, 
the different durabilities of plant, and the uneven distribution of 
output and costs over time. 

In particular the formula for determination of the efficiency of 
investment suggested at the June 1959 symposium was rightly 
criticized for inadequate treatment of these problems. 

On the other hand, the suggestions (made at the symposium) 
to discount investment outlay, outputs, and current costs at a rate 
equal to the average rate of growth of the economy do not solve 
the problem. They have no theoretical justification; moreover, 
they dissociate the problem of the reduction of current costs 
through higher capital outlays from that of the balance of the 
labour force. 

The present paper summarizes the results of a further metho
dological enquiry into the subject. The basic principle adopted is 
that two investment variants A and B are equally effective if 
investing by method A or B yields the same final effect in the 
development of the economy while preserving the equilibrium in 
the labour-force balance. 

1. The Simplest Form of the Formula for Efficiency of 
Investment 

Let us consider first a highly simplified model of a national 
economy in which all the plant is built 'instantaneously' and thus 
the problem of the 'freeze' of investment resources during the 
period of construction is avoided. Moreover, let all the plant 
constructed have the same durability, say of twenty years; we can 
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therefore eliminate the issue of different life-spans of plant oper
ation. Finally , to eliminate from our model the problem of uneven 
distribution of output and costs over time let us assume that they 
are constant. Thus , the only remaining problem in this simplified 
model is the amount of additional investment outlays /l.l , which 
one is prepared to make in order to reduce the current costs by 
/l.K or the problem of the upper limit to the recoupment period 
T. As has been pointed out 1 the value T should be chosen so as 
to maximize the increment in the national income corresponding 
to a given level of investment. There are numerous possibilities 
in the Polish economy of cost reduction through replacement or 
modernization of old equipment cir mechanization of single pro
cesses at the expense of a moderate investment outlay with the 
recoupment period of certainly less then six years. Hence reduc
tion of costs at the expense of initial investment outlay with a 
longer recoupment period would be wasteful. The condition for 
the choice of the more capital-intensive alternative of the two 
variants yielding the same output may now be represented as 

/2 - /1 :,;;:; (K1 - K2)T 

or 

In other words, of the two alternatives the more favourable i 
that with a lower value of 

11-+K 
E= - T __ 

p 

This is equivalent to the hitherto used 

I+ Iqn + Kn 
Pn 

(1) 

where q = 1/T- 1/n. However, whereas this expression was con
sidered valid for any life-span of the plant n, expression (1) 
assumes a standard period ns (say twenty years) . For periods other 

1 See e.g. M. Rakowski, 'Maksymalizacja wzrostu gospodarczego a oproc en
towanie naklad6w' (Int erest on Investment Outlay and Maximizing of Economic 
Growth) , Gospodarka Planowa , 14/10 (1959). 
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h tandard one the expressi . .;,n requires modifications dis-
than t e s . ·" 

Sed in section 3 of this paper. cus . 

2 I 0uence of the 'Freeze' of Investment Outlay in the . n . 
Course of Construct10n 

The fact that construction of plant takes apprecia?le time with a 
re ulting 'freeze' of investment r~sou~ces has an 1~fl~ence upo~ 

ffi · ncy of investment. It is evident that this mfluence is the e icie , • h 
t . nate to the magnitude of the 'freeze of the funds m t e propor 10 . . 

cour of construction, 1.e. to 
tb 

L, i,(tb - t) 
0 

h · 1·s the partial outlay made at the time t after construction w ere z, . . . · h 
wa tarted r6 is the total construction penod, and z, (tb - t) is t e 
•freeze' of the partial outlay i,. Let us replace the ab~ve by lnz, 
where J is the total investment outlay and , therefore, is equal to 

wherea n
2 

is the 'freezing period' equal to ~he volume of the 
·freeze· divided by total investment outlay . If mvestme?t outlays 
are evenly distributed over construction tim~, nz = tt/2; if t~ey are 
concentrated at the beginning of construction, nz > ti,/2; if they 
are concentrated at the end of construction, nz < ti,/2. 

Let us now consider the impact of the 'freeze' of investment 
resources in the course of construction 2 on the economy . In our 
simplified model in which construction of plant is 'insta?taneous ' , 
resources 'frozen' gradually in the course of construct~on wo_uld 
be at the disposal of the national economy for an immediate 
generation of output. Let qz be the net national produ~t generated 
per unit of investment resources p.a . (the value of qz will presently 
be discussed in greater detail). The yield of the partial outlay till 
the completion of the plant would be i,q z(tb - t). It follows that 
in our simplified model the total additional yield would be lqz nz. 

The argument that follows is based on the same appro~ch as the p~per ?f 
M. Kalecki , 'O wsp6lczynniku zamrozenia ' (On !.~e Coefficient of Freezmg) m 
Ekonomista, 1 (1959) [see Collected Works , vol. m]. 
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In other words, as a result of the 'freeze' the outlay on the plant 
is-in relation to the simplified model-/(1 + qznz) rather than / 
Thus, (1) assumes the form · 

I, _l, (1 + qznz) + K 
E= T 

p (2) 

There remains the problem of determination of qz, i.e. of the 
net national product yielded annually by a unit of investment 
outlay which in fact is 'frozen' in the course of construction, but 
in our simplified model with 'instantaneous construction' is 'har
nessed to production'. Let us assume that these outlays yield a 
national product of an average sectoral pattern and let m stand 
for the capital-output ratio (this means that in order to obtain 
one zloty of the annual gross national product an investment of 
m zlotys is required). Thus gross product yielded by one zloty 
spent on investment is 1/m p.a. and, allowing for depreciation of 
fixed capital at a rate v, net national product is 1/m - v p.a. It 
would seem prima facie that qz equals the difference 1/m - v, but 
an essential corrective must be still introduced into our argument. 

The point is that an increment of national product requires 
additional employment as well as investment. When the balance 
of the labour force is in equilibrium some investment outlay must 
be incurred in · order to release elsewhere in the economy the 
required workers. 

Thus, in order to obtain an increment d of the gross national 
product some investment as a substitute for the labour force 
necessary in the production of d is required in addition to the 
direct investment md. Let rd stand for wage cost corresponding 
to the increment d; assuming an upper limit of the recoupment 
period T the corresponding investment is Trd. Thus the increment 
d of the gross national product requires a total investment outlay 
of md + Trd, while the gross national product yielded by one zloty 
of investment outlay is 

d 1 = ---
md+ Trd m + Tr 

In other words, when the balance of the labour force is in 
equilibrium the annual net product of one 'unfrozen' inve tment 
zloty is [1/(M + Tr)] - v rather than 1/m = v. 
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W thus arrive finally at the following formula e . 
1 

q -----v 
2 

- m + Tr 

A urning for Poland m = 2.5, T = 6, r = 0.5, and v = 0.03 we 

obtain 

q = l - 0.03 = 15% 
2 2.5 + 6.0.5 

3. Modification of the Formula for Non-Standard 
Durability of Plant 

We have assumed so far that all the plant has the same ~tandard 
durability ns, Thus the formulae arri~~~ at cannot be applied when 

rojects of plant of different durabihties are compared. We s~all 
p try to determine the correctives for output and costs whi_ch 
:~:ble us to substitute a project of lifetime ns for one with 

durability n. d bT 
Les us consider aggregate investment in the plan~ of a ura i itJ 

of n years. Let us suppose that investment of this type per u°:it 
of time grows at a rate a p.a . and that the capital-output ratio 

i· m. · Th 
e a sume moreover that m does not change over_ tune. ~s 

if inve trnent of the type considered maturing in a given year is 
J, then in the preceding year it was J/1 + a and (~ - 1) years_ ba~k 
it was J(l/1 + a/- 1• Thus the stock of fix~d c~pital operatmg m 
a given year is the sum of investment earned m past n years or 

[ 1 -(~ J] (l + a) 

M = ~ 1(-l );-1 =J 
n £.i l+a 

i= I 
a 

Since the capital-output ratio is m the output out of this stock 
of fixed capital is 
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Let us now determine the output for an identical flow of 
inv~stment in th_e plant characterized. ~Y the same capital - output 
rat10 m but havmg a standard durab1hty ns. We obtain 

M~ [ l -(1 !af] (I + a) 
Fns = - = J ---------

m am 

Thus the same flow of investment results in a larger output if 
the durability of the plant is higher and the advantage from 
construction of the plant of a durability greater than n is hown 
by the ratio 

1-(-1 Jn 
1 + a Fn 

Fns = 1-(-l-Jns=Zn>l 
1 + a 

The advantage would be highest in the case of a approaching 
0, i.e. in the case of nearly a simple reproduction.121 Then 
Zn= nlns, which means that with a greater durability of the plant 
and a given flow of investment the output grows in proportion 
to the durability n. However, under conditions of expanded re
production , i.e. when the rate of investment increases continuously, 
advantages from a higher durability are considerably reduced 
since (the smaller) investment volumes of earlier years exert a 
correspondingly smaller influence on total output. 

Indeed if we assume a equal to 7% corresponding to the actual 
annual rate of growth of productive investment in Poland , we obtain 
for ns = twenty years the following values of the coefficient Zn: 

n (years) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 00 

Za (%) 38.6 66.1 86.0 100.0 110.0 117.0 123.0 126.0 131.0 

It will be seen that for a life-span twice the standard one, the 
increase in output is only 26% and for an inifinite durability-only 
31 %. This shows clearly that in an expanding economy a greater 
durability of plant gives a smaller advantage than in an economy 
subject to simple reproduction. 
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ow let us imagine that we replace every plant of a durability 
f ear and capital-output ratio m by a plant of a standard 

do 
11 

b·iuty n and of a capital - output ratio ml Zn. Thus, if _ the ura s • f h . . 
capacity of the actual plant. is P, th~ capacityho ~ e _i~agmary 
substitute plant is PZn. It will be easily s~en t at m e1t er case, 
actual or imaginary, to the same flow of mvestment there corre-

onds the same flow of output. Indeed , the capacity of the actual 
:iant is p and that of the fict~tious_ plant PZn. On the other h~~d, 
the same flow of investment yields m t?e case where the_ durabihty 
of the plant is n a flow of output Zn times larger than m the case 
where the durability is ns. -

Obviously to a longer plant lifetime there corresponds a larger 
flow of costs as well as a larger flow of output. To account for 
this factor we can follow an analogous lin~ _of ~rgument as ~n the 
case of output, although an essential modification must be mtro
duced. Indeed, if the investment flow increases at a rate a p.a. 
the aggregate production costs in th~ plant completed in a_ given 
year increase at a rate c p.a., c bemg_ smaller than a ?wmg to 
technical progress , which reduces contmuously product10n costs 
per unit of output. The same argument as in th~ case of output 
leads to the conclusion that to the same flow of mvestment there 
corresponds in the case of a durability higher than ns aggregate 
produ tion costs Yn times higher, Yn being determined by the 
formula 

1 _ 1_ 
1 + C ( )

n 

Yn = Gn = 
Gns l (-1 J"s 

1 + C 

where Gn and Gns are the total of production costs for durabilities 
n and ns respectively. 

For ns = 20 and c = 3% the values of Yn are as follows : 

n (year ) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 00 

Ya(% 31 57 80 100 117 132 145 155 227 

Following again the same line of argument as in the case of 
output, we can demonstrate that production costs in the imaginary 
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substitute plant of standard durability ns should be Yn times 
higher. Thus if the costs in the actual plant of durability n are K 
then the costs of the imaginary substitute plant of durability n: 
are KYn. 

Therefore, if the durability of the plant considered is n years 
its output is P, and its current production costs are K, then thi~ 
project can be replaced by an equivalent of a durability ns whose 
investment outlay would be the same , i.e. I , but whose output would 
be PZ n and costs KYn. Thus, the formula for efficiency of invest
ment for the project of the plant of durability n assumes the form 

I _ _!_ (1 + q2 n2 ) + KYn 
E= T 

PZn 

This equation may also be written as 

1 1 Yn 
IT (1 + qznz) -

2 
+ K-2 E= --- - - n n 

p 

(3) 

The higher efficiency of investment in the case where durabiliL 
of the plant exceeds the standard period is expressed in this 
equation by /(1 + qznz) being .divided by Zn. On the other hand, 
multiplication of current costs K by Yn!Zn (the value of this 
fraction is > 1) reduces the efficiency of investment. The latter 
reflects the loss caused by fixing the level of current costs for a 
longer period in the more durable plant , which circumscribes 
opportunities for taking advantage of technical progress. Which 
of these two influences prevails depends on relative values of K 
and /(1 + qznz). With a given proportion of Kand /(1 + qz nz) there 
win be a certain value of n at which E will reach its minimum, 
i.e . the efficiency of investment will be at its highest level. Below 
this optimum n efficiency is lower because the gain in output 
through a longer period of the operation of the plant is greater 
than the loss through incurring the relatively high costs by using 
outmoded equipment. When n is above the optimum the position 
is reversed . It is clear that in calculation of the efficiency of 
investment n must be adopted at a level which minimizes E. Thus 
the formula (3) determines in fact the durability n of the plant as 
well. This is as it should be, the durability being an economi 
rather than a technological parameter. 
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h Id be noted -that the rate of growth of ou.tput in. the Jt S OU · .. · · f 
l Ompleted establishments a and the respective rate o 

new Y c · I d bT ro th of costs c may differ for vanous classes of p ant ura i ~ty, 
~ f r different values of n. In the absence of data ?n the subJef t 
~.e. II as for the sake of simplicity we assumed umform a and c 
a c b·1· 1 namely 7% and 3% for all dura i ity c asses. 

4. Modification of the Formula to Account for the 
Variability of Output and Costs during the 

Lifetime of the Plant 

Let u consider again a flow of output yielded by pl_ant o_f a 
durability of n years, where respective investment per umt of time 
grows at a rate a p.a. The form~la obtained above for the stock 
of fixed capital in a given year is 

Ln ( l )/- 1 
M - J - -

" - ,=1 l+a 

where J tand s for the rale of inve tmcnt in that year. 
We abandon now the a sumption that output is constant 

throughout the lifetime of the plant . Let u d ivide the plants i~to 
cla e acs;ording to the hap e of time-curve s of outpu~ durmg 
their existence . We a sume, moreover , that all the partial flows 
of in e tment orre ponding Lo these cla es show the same rate 
of growth . Thus , the ab ve formula fo r th~ tock of fi_xed capital 
in a given year remains valid for each partia l flow of mvestment. 
( o J wiU be the investment in that year and M the stock of 
Ii ed capital in that year relate d to Lh parti al investment flow.) 

Let u now find the output generated by the partial investment 
no in a given year. Let 1r; stand for the ratio of the output of 
plant in the year i of its life to the value of its fixed capital. In _a 
gi en year the output of the plant comp leted i - I years back is 
chara teristic for the year i of its exi tence . T hus the output ~f the 
plant ompleted i - l year back i dete rmined by the expression 
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Consequently , the formula for the output generated by a part iaJ 
flow of investment we are considering (characterized by a given 
distribution curve of output over the time of existence of the 
plant) is 

Fn = L . W; n J(-1 Ji-I 
i= I 1 + Q 

Now let us suppose that the same amount of the output Fn is 
obtained from the same flow of investment with a constant w. We 
then obtain: 

where Wconst may be called the equivalent of the sequence wi, It 
follows from this formula that 

n 

Wconst == L 
i= I 

J 1 ! a . W;: J ( J
i- I 

a 

Now only one more step is necessary in order to reduce the 
case in which output varies in the course of the life-span of the 
plant to one with constant output. Let us replace every plant 
having a specified uneven output distribution by another plant 
involving the same investment outlay but with a constant output 
of the volume 

1 -(-1 _l_Jn (1 + a) 
n ( Jn-, + a 

P const = ,; Pi l ! a a 

We now see that the imaginary substitute plant yields the ame 
flow of output as the actual plant. In this way the last formula 
determines the volume of constant output as an equivalent of 
variable output. This formula is based on the assumption that the 
partial flows of investment corresponding to the different types 
of output distribution over time maintain a constant relative share 
in the total flow of investment , and thus it is merely an approxi-
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· to reality. (The assumption 'involved is analogohs to 
mation b·1· 1 f 1 t · th adopting the s~me a for various dura 11ty c asses o pan S•m , e 

receding section.) . . · 
p A ·milar argument can be applied to costs varying m the course 

f t:~ existence of the plant. We shall obtain for the equivalent 
of variable costs the following formula 0 . 

n ),_, [1-(,~cJ(l+c)] 
Kc onst= ~ K{l: C : C 

We may now generalize the formula for the efficiency of invest
nt in order to account for the variation of output and costs 

::ring the life-span of the plant by substituting Pcon st and Kc o~st 

a determined by the above formulae for P and K. We then obtam 

J ~ (1 + qznz) + Kconst Yn 
E == --- --=- ---==-----

Pc onst Zn 
(4) 

Th i formula for the efficiency of investment accounts for the 
•freeze of capital in the course of construction, for the durability 
of the plant being different from the standard one, and for the 
variability of output and costs over time. . 

It should be emphasized that we regard the formulae arnved at 
here as no more than a better approximation to the coml?lex 
economic reality than those now in use rather than as a fmal 
olution of the problem. 



A Rejoinder to Mr A. Swi~cicki [lJ 

(1961) 

The 'Analysis of the Generalized Formula for Efficiency of In
vestment' is unfortunately founded on a misunderstanding of the 
formula, of the way it was derived, and of its application. In this 
paper I will attempt to clarify one by one the misunderstandings 
it helped to create. 

1. Yn and Zn are not determined by the 'discounting of outlay 
and the value of output over the whole period of operation, 
estimated at the moment the plant is commissioned for operation'. 
Moreover, c does not represent 'the value of average reduction in 
the unit cost of production in the national economy', but it stands 
for the average growth in the total cost incurred in new plants. 

It seems necessary first to explain the meaning of the coefficients 
Yn and Zn in the generalized formula for efficiency of investment. 
Let us suppose that plants whose durability differs are compared 
with each other. How is their efficiency calculated? We may use 
the following argument. Let us imagine an increasing flow of 
plants of a given type. Let us denote by J investment of this type 
per unit of time, undertaken at any given moment, and by a the 
annual rate of growth of this type of investment. On the diagram, 
where time t is plotted as the abscissa and investment I as the 
ordinate, the trajectory of this investment up to the moment A' 
is represented by the curve NA (see Fig. 30). Let the durability 
of a given plant be n years. The volume of this capital then 
corresponds to the shaded area NN' A' A since the investment 
undertaken prior to time N' has already gone out of operation, 
and plants built at a later date than A' are not yet operational. 

The shaded area is equal to [l - (1 + a)- n ]la. Hence, ceteris 
paribus, the output from the plants in question is proportionate 
to the value of this fraction, which is an increasing function of 
n. It can then . be said that this expression reflects a rise in the 
productivity of investment which corresponds to extending their 
durability of operation, n. Hence the productivity of investment 
of a plant with a durability equal to n and a volume of output 
equal to Psi is equivalent to that of a plant which has a certain 
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FIG. 30 

standard durability ns, and a volume of output equal . to 
{P [1-(1 +a)-n]}/[1-(1 +a)-ns]. Let us denote the expression 
[l: (1 + a)-n]/[1 - (1 + a)-ns] by Zn. Thus, in order to bring the 
durability n to the standard durability ns, we multiply Psi by Zn 
in the denominator of our formula. 

1 

A similar argument can be applied to cost. The total cost of all 
plants operating at a given time is equal to total cost of all plants 
built over n years which preceded this moment. The to_tal cost of 
plants constructed in any given year grows slower than mve~tment 
/ due to a decrease in the unit cost. The growth rate of umt cost 
is therefore c < a. In effect, when estimating the costs, one should 
not apply the coefficient Zn, but the coefficient Yn = [1 -
(1 + c)-"]/[1-(1 + c)-" 5 ].2 In empirical applications of the gener
alized formula, it was assumed that ns = 20; a = 7%; c = 3%. 

2. Here is how our formula was derived. It is clear that the above 
argument has nothing to do with 'discounting of outlays and the 
volume of output over the whole period of operation estimated 
for the moment the plant is commissioned for operation'. Such 
discounting applies to cost and output value in successive years 
of operation of a given plant, whereas our argument refers to a 
flow of plants of a given type which were built prior to the 

1 See M. Kalecki and M. Rakowski, 'Generalized Formula of the Efficiency 
of Investment ' [p. 125-6, this volume]. 

2 Ibid. [p. 126]. 
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moment under consideration. Following a rather pecu11· · . , ar 1nter-
pretat10n of our formula , Mr Swi~cicki describes the sad r. 
th · h" h 1ate r 
1 

e_ enterpnse w 1c would suppo_sedly be the consequence of our 
og1c. 

I~, as the authors assume, the production cost Ksr drops annually b 
31/o, and the value of output Ps1 ?Y 7%, then given the initial ratio J 
~s1IPs1 equal to , sa~, 0.8,_ the fall m the plant's profits already after the 
first year of operation will be 3.4% of the value of producti·on d • 

·11 · , an 1t 
w1 ~o~tmuhe ft? fall year by year. Despite a good start (20% profit 
margm m t_ e irst yea_r of operation), by the sixth year of its operation 
the plant will start to mcur losses. After 20 years which is the st d 
d b ·1· ' an ard 

ura 1 1ty postulated by the authors , the plant in question would 
under a huge deficit. 3 operate 

We did not assume that the plant's output would annu 11 
decrease ?Y 7% and that its current costs would drop by 3%. ~~ 
assumed mstead that productive investment increases annually b 
7~ , and that th~ ~ot~l ~?st in new plants grows by 3%. Readin~ 
this passage of Sw1~c1cki s article indeed leads to sad conclusions 
but not because of the fate of the plant which he describes. ' 

3. Our formula for the efficiency of investment can be represented 
~s E = (1/T)[J(J + qznz )]IZnPsr + YnKs1IPs1-Zn is an increasing func
t~on of n._ The same a~plies to Yn !Zn. Therefore, as Swi~cicki 
nght~y pomts out, the first element decreases, while the second 
one mcreas~s with. n. Given the ratio of J to Kst which one 
encounters m . practice, when n grows, E decreases up to a point 
but l~t~r beg~ns to grow. There exists, therefore, an optimum 
d~rab1hty penod at which E reaches its minimum . At first sight 
this may seem strange. Why should longer plant durability be less 
advan~~geous?_ However , let us remember that the longer the 
durab1hty penod, the higher is the number of technologically 
?bsolete pla~.ts, wh~re costs of production are relatively high. This 
1s. reflected m th'? mcrease in the ( Yn !Zn)(Ksrl Psi) factor together 
with the lengthenmg of plant durability. In turn, a decrease in the 
(1/T){.VO + qznz )~l(ZnPst)} factor reflects the advantages of longer 
durab1hty of the mvested capital. The value of nopt, which follows 
from our formula, takes into account the so-called moral depre
ciation of capital. 

3 
A . S_wi<,cicki, 'On the Generalized Formula of the Efficiency of lnve tment', 

Ekonom1sta, 5415 (1961), pp. 1169-70 [in Polish]. 
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It is easy to note that nopt is a function 'of I/ K s1 ratio. The -higher 
is this fraction, the higher is the nopt• Mr Swi~cicki attempts to 
determine the value of II Ks1 corresponding to nopt equal to the 
standard durability period of twenty years. He solves this problem 
in a rather 'original' manner, i.e. by assuming that E reaches its 
minimum when' its two elements which change in opposite direc
tions are equal to each other. It should be no secret to him , 
however, that what is equal at nopt is a fall in the first factor and 
an increment in the second , when n increases a little . This condi
tion for 1/Ksr gives the value .of 3.3, not 4.62 which he calculated . 

Mr Swi~cicki next observes that in a number of cases the ratio 
of J!Ksi would be lower than the one which corresponds to 
nopt = 20, and he considers this to be an argument against our 
formula. In reality, it merely means that in these cases nopt is less 
than twenty years; this conclusion seems in no way to undermine 
our formula. 

It must be noted as well that K s1 should be calculated, as 
observed by the above author, net of the value of raw materials. 
The fact that the cost coefficient is Yn, and the produc _tion 
coefficient is Zn, follows from lower unit cost of production in 
new plants. It is the consequence of increased productivity of 
Jabour, whereas progress in the_ intake of raw materials is usually 
small. Hence, in the first approximation, in most cases one would 
use the formula 

E = { (1/T)[J(l + qz nz )] + YnK.:i + ZnK;!}IZnP st 

or 

E = ( 1/T)J(l + qz nz )!Zn Psr + ( Yn I Zn )(K/r I Psi) + K/r' 

where K/r is the cost of labour and K;/ is the cost of raw 
materials. 4 It is clear that for determining nopt the ratio of IIK/r is 
de i ive. 

4. It follows from the above that in applications of our formula 
the durability period should always be set at nopt• The paradoxes 
which were encountered in the past stemmed from failing to apply 
this rule in a precise manner. Here is an example. In one variant 
of the investment project, investment outlays were I, costs were 

~ 

In such industries as power-generating, where one may expect significant 
progre s in the use of fuels, this formula would have to be slightly modified . 
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K, and n was assumed to be equal to nopt, corresponding l 

II Ks1-In the second variant investment and cost were 10% lowe 
0 

i.e. they were 0.9/ and 0.9K respectively, and much higher n w:• 
assumed. The second variant, despite lower investment outlay: 
and current cost, appeared then to have a worse efficiency coef. 
ficient than the first one. The explanation of this paradox is very 
simple. Since the ratio of investment to current costs was the same 
in !he ~wo variants, nop~ was . also the same, and the durability 
penod m the second vanant should be set not at a higher but at 
the same level, too. Then in the second variant the coefficient E 
would be 10% lower than in the first one. 

5. I think that explaining our ,formula in terms of the rate of 
interest is not very helpful. Mr Swi~cicki gives a good example of 
this by arguing that the recoupment period T equal to six years 
implies a rate of interest equal to 1/T = 17%. If one wants to 
interpret 1/T in these terms, then it should be taken into account 
that the inverse of the recoupment period is composed of depre• 
ciation and interest (Ks1 does not include depreciation). 

The author's ideas on freezing of capital are not clear. However, 
I think I have understood their essence. If the 'freezing period' 
of investment resources is shortened by one year, they will bring 
yield one year earlier. This will allow making economies on 
operating costs equivalent to (1/T)l. These economies will in turn 
be used for investment, which will give us permanent economies 
on costs corresponding to (l/T 2

)/. The coefficient of 'freeze', qz, 
should therefore be set at such a level that the benefits from 
shortening the 'freezing period' by one year, or of reducing the 
numerator of our formula by ( 1/T)qz I should be equal to these 
economies, (l/T 2

)/ = (1/T)q zl. Hence it follows that q2 = 1/T. 
There are two flaws in this argument. First of all, economies in 

operating cost, gained by the national economy due to investment 
outlay, should be weighted against the cost of depreciation. Sec
ondly, the fact that inputs of labour are reduced does not mean 
that one can produce capital goods to the value of the wages 
saved, because to increase output of investment goods one needs 
also capital equipment. It is for this reason that in our formula 
the impact of the 'freeze' of investment resources is accounted for 
in a different way: the advantages of 'unfreezing' the capital and 
making it available for the national economy in order to increase 
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uLput are set against the_ value of de~reciation _ of capital a:i:id !?e 
mechanization outlay which must be mcurred m order to release 
the required labour supply.

5 
, 

The contradictions which Mr Swi~cicki discovers in our formula 
are simply the result of the fact that we do not postulate qz to be 
equal to 1/T (incidentall~, in the cours ,e of his arg~ment he makes 
some mistakes, such as m the formula presented m the footnote, 
where the fraction should be 7/6, not 6/5). 

6. Finally, turning to the question of interest on working capital 
Mr Swi~cicki writes: 

Unfortunately also in this respect the formula in question leads to 
doubtful conclusions. As far as durable assets / are concerned, their 
ratio to the annual output Psi is corrected by a coefficient 1/TZn', and 
the ratio of working capital Os to the annual output is corrected by a 
coefficient qz = 0.15. These coefficients will be equal to each other when 
Zn = 1.1111, which corresponds to the durability period of some 25 years. 
It is only if plant durability is longer than this, that the formula will 
speak in favour of a variant which for the same volume of output and 
the same value of all inputs makes fuller use of the working capital. In 
the formula it will find expression in this that only then will durable 
assets bear higher interest than working capital (proof: l /6Zn x 0.15; 
Zn x 1.1111).6 

This is not quite so. 1/TZn will be higher than 0.15 for n shorter 
than twenty-five years since Zn increases together with n. Only for 
periods longer that n = 25 will 1/TZn be less than 0.15. Further
more, as already mentioned, 1/T is not interest, since operating 
cost does not here include depreciation. The same applies to 
1/TZn. This, in fact, supports Swi~cicki's argument; only its 
premise___:the 'liquidity preference' -appears to me to be wholly 
unjustified. 

7. At the end Mr Swi~cicki writes: 'Thus we arrive at the conclu
sion that the discussed formula of efficiency of investment does 
not solve the objectives set by its authors and occasionally even 
solves them in a manner which is contrary to their intentions.'

7 

Perhaps prior to passing such judgement it is worth while to 
try to understand what one sets out to criticize. 

5 [See pp. 123-5, this volume.] 
6 'On the Generalized Formula of the Efficiency of Investment' , p. 1171. 
7 Ibid. 
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Efficiency of an Investment Programmelll 
(1962) 

1. The stud~ of the efficiency of investment is usually meant to 
apply to a ~mgle plant. Ho"".ever, already the decision on stages 
for complet10n of such an mvestment project falls outside the 
~cope of such a study and calls for examining the efficiency of an 
mvestment programme. By a programme we mean here simply a 
plan to. construct a set of plants which turn out a given product 
and which are planned to be completed at various moments over 
a given period of time. The simplest programme would consist of 
planned completion of two plants, at t1 and t2• Let us start with 
this case, which can later easily be generalized to cover a series 
of plants completed at different times. Let us for the time being 
assume also that both plants have the same durability which is 
equal to standard durability period, e.g. twenty years. 1 Of course 
this assumption will be discarded later on. ' 

2. Investment outlay and the annual current costs of the plant 
entering production at t1 will be denoted by / 1 and K1, and of the 
plant put into ~peration at t2 by / 2 and K2, the latter being 
calculated at pnces and wage rates of t 1 period. The annual 
outputs _of the two plants are equal to P 1 and Pi respectively. Let 
us 1magme that these two plants constitute a 'set', i.e. if at time 
t one plant is completed, which is characterized by / 1, K1 and 
Pi,_ then !2 - t1 later, or at the time t + t2 - t1 the plant charac
terized by /2, K2, and P2 will be put into operation. The first and 
~he second plant will be regarded here as respective parts of 
mvestment flows i' and i", which means that investment of the 
first type per unit of time is i' and that of the second type is i". 
It is easy to see that there are some interdependencies between 
i' and i". 

In the year t, a certain number of plants of the first type is put 
into operation; the total investment outlay for this purpose is by 
definition equal to i;. The same number of plants of the second 

1 See M. Kalecki and M. Rakowski, 'Generalized Formula of the Efficiency 
of Investment' [this volume]. 
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type is put into. operation i~;, time !2 - !1. Total in~est!11ent ~,utlay 
in these plants 1s equal to i, . It follows that the ratio of l1 + 12 - 1, 

to i[ would be the same as the ratio of outlay per plant of tht; 
second type to that of the first type. We then have 

1 

(1) 

Of cour e both i!' and i( increase with time, Let us assume that 
the growth rate of i/' is equal to a% (say 7%) per annum (as we 
shall see, from equation (1) it also follows that i( will have to 
gro at the rate of a too). We then have 

.,, '"(l )12 - 11 
l1 + 12 - 11 = l1 + a 

Substituting this value of i'/+12-11 into equation (1) we have 

i/'(l + a) 12
-

11/i( = /2//1 

or 

(2) 

(3) 

From this equation it follows that if, as planned, i/' grows at 
the rate of a, then i; grows at the same rate, since /1, /2, a, and 
t2 - t1 are all constant. 

From equation (3) we can derive the formula for total flow of 
plants of the first and the second type by adding i; to both sides 
of equation (3) 

(4) 

3. The flows of investment outlay i; and i!' generate flows of 
utput n; and n!'. We assumed that for both types of plant under 

consideration the durability period is equal to ns, i.e. it is equal 
to the standard durability (e.g. twenty years). In both cases capital 
stock will therefore consist of investment completed over past ns 
years, since older plants have already gone out of operation. Since 
investment i( and i!' grow at the rate of a (i.e. at 7% per annum), 
the olume of capital stock at time t will be 

A;= i[[l + 1/(1 +a)+ 1/(1 + a) 2 + ... + 1/(1 + at- 1
] (5) 

and 

A?= i/'[1 + 1/(1 +a)+ 1/(1 + a) 2 + .<. + 1/(1 + at-
1

] (6) 

re p ctively. 
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It follows from these equations that A; and A;' grow at the sam 
rate a as i! and i!', since the expression in the square brackets _e 
constant. Dividing equation (6) by equation (5) we obtain 

18 

(7) 

O~tp~t at time t is ~qual to the vo~unie of the productive capital 
mult1phed by the capital-output ratio, which for the two type of 
plants under consideration is respectively Pill1 and P2// 2. We then 
have 

(8) 
and 

(9) 

Since the volumes of the capital stock A; and A;' grow at the 
rate a, it follows from equations (8) and (9) that the outputs n; 
and n!' also grow at the same rate. Dividing equation (9) by 
equation (8) we get 

n!' In!= (A;' I AD (P1f P2) (/2//1) 

and taking under consideration equation (7) 

(10) 

1t!'l1t!= (i!'li!) (Pi!P2) (l2fl1) (11) 

Finally from this equation and from equation (3) we derive 

n!'= (n;!P1) [P2/(l + ai2
-

11
] (12) 

By adding n! to both sides of this equation, we now obtain, for 
production generated jointly by the two flows of investment, an 
equation which is similar to equation (4) 

(13) 

4. The same argument may be applied to current production 
costs. However, we should take into account that with investment 
growing at the rate a, current costs in plants newly put into 
operation in any given year increase at a lower rate c, because 
technical progress reduces unit costs of production. In conse
quence equation (12) will be rewritten as follows 

(14) 

where K; and K;' stand for flows of cost corresponding to the 
flows of output n! and n!'. It can be easily demonstrated that 
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K" and K; grow at the rate c. Adding K; to . both sides of equation / 
({4) we come up with, an ~~uation of cost corresponding to the 
joint flow of output Kr+ Kr 

K;+ K;'= (K;IK1) [K1 + K2/(l + c)12
-

11
] (15) 

s. Let u now put together equations (4), (13), and (15) which · 
repre ent the joint flows of investment outlay, output, and costs 
in both plants under consideration 

i!+ i!'= (I!ll1) [/1 + /2/(l + a)12
-

11
] 

n! + n!'= (n! IP1) [P1 + P2/(l + a)12
-

11
] 

(4) 

(13) 

K;+ K;'= (KUK1) [K1 + K2/(l + ci2
-

11
] (15) 

Let us now imagine that in the first flow we replace the plants 
with attributes /1, Ki, and P1 with those which have the attributes 
(/1 + /2/(1 + ai2 - 11 ], (K1 + K2/(l + c)12 

-,, ], and (P1 + (P2)/(l + ai2
-

11 
]. 

From the above equations it follows that the flows of investment 
outlay, output, and costs in plants with these new attributes will 
coincide with the respective total flows of investment outlay, 
output, and costs in plants of the first and second type taken 
together. Indeed, at time t investment per unit of time in this flow 
will be equal to i! + i!', output to n! and n!', and costs to K; and 
JC;'. Therefore from the point of view of the efficiency of investment, 
a plant with attributes (/1 + /2/(l + a)12

-
11 

], (K1 + K2/(l + c)12 
- i, ], and 

[P
1 

+ (P2)/(l + a)12 - ,, ] may be considered equivalent to a set · of 
plants with attributes /1, Ki, P1, and [z, K2, P2, of which the 
second type of plant is put into operation at time t2 - t1 later than 
the first type. The efficiency of this set of plants can be calculated 
as the efficiency of the substitute plant 

_l [1 + /2 ] + K1 + K2 
T 1 (l+a)12-1, (l+c)'2_,, 

Eprogr = --------------
P2 

(16) 

where Eprogr is the coefficient of efficiency of the investment 
programme, which in this case consists of the putting into oper
ation of two plants at times t1 and t2 respectively, and where Tis 
the recoupment period. (For the sake of simplicity, in this and 
the following equations the problem of the 'Frozen' investment 
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outlay has been neglected.) Let us now transform equation (16) 
as follows 

What is the meaning of the expression K2[(1 + a)/(1 + c)]12- 11? 

The component (1 + a)/(1 + c) represents the annual fall in unit 
cost due to technical progress (production grows at the ratio 
1 + a, while cost at the ratio 1 + c). Hence K2[(1 + a)/(1 + c)rz- 11 is 
the cost of plant put into operation at f2 but calculated at unit 
costs at t,. We can, therefore, denote K2[(1 + a)/(1 + c)Y2 -

11 as 
K2, ,; these subscripts indicate that K2 cost is expressed in terms 
of prices and wage rates existing at the time t,. Introducing this 
into the above formula, and dividing and multiplying the compo
nents of the numerator by P1 and P2 respectively, we get 

1 1 
T I, + K, P2 T 12 + K2, I 

P, ---- +- - -=-----
P, (l+ai 2 -

11 P2 
Eprogr = - ------ - -------

P, + P2 
(1 + ar-11 

(17) 

With the standard durability period, we then have the following 
formulae for the efficiency of investment2 

and 

E2 = [(l/T)/2 + K2, I ]/P2 

If E2 is to represent the coefficient of efficiency of the second 
plant, calculated at unit cost of time t1, then formula (17) can be 
written as follows 

(18) 

2 See 'Generalized Formula of the Efficiency of Investment' [this volume]. 
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6 
So far we have assumed that durability of both types o~ plants 

· equal to the standard durability period ns. We will now 
wd_as d this assumption; let the durability of the first plant be 

iscar · 1 h. h 
n, and of the second plant n2 years. In the artic _e to fw ~c wef 

r d above it was shown that from the pomt o view o re1erre . 
investment, cost, and output, the flow of p_l~nts wi_th I,_ K, a~d P 

tt ibutes as well as with the n-year durability penod, is eqmval
a : to a ~lant with /, KYn, PZn, and ns attributes, where Yn and 
~ are coefficients dependent on the durability period n. Further
i:ore, Zn depends on the rate a at which investment and output 
are growing, while Yn depends on the rat~ of grqwth of costs, c. 
We can now imagine that flows of output, mvestment, and current 
costs in plants of both types are replaced with flows bearing the 
attributes of /, KYn, PZn, and ns, and /2, K2 Yn2, P2 Zn2, and ns 
respectively. It follows directly that equation (17) can now be 

represented as follows 

(19) 

Then we hav~ 

and 

£2 = [(l/T)/2 + K2, I YnJ/P2Zn2 

where £ 2 stands for the coefficient of efficiency of the second plant 
calculated at unit cost of f1. 

Equation (19) can now be written as follows 3 

3 The argument was based so far on the assumption that the current cost 
grows from year to year at a rate c which is lower than the rat~ of gr?wth of 
investment and output a. However, the situation may, and often will be d1ffer~nt: 
while the cost of labour will grow slower than output, the intake of raw materials 
will grow at the same rate. Yet, it appears that even in this case equ_ation (20) 
remains valid. Let us denote current cost as the sum K + S, where K is the cost 
of labour and Sis the cost of raw materials. We assume that if investment and 
output grow at the rate a, then so does S while K grows at the rate c. Under 
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P Z E P2Zn2 
i n1 i + ---='-- E2 

(1 + a)12-l1 
Eprogr = ---- -- ----

p Z P2Zn2 
I n1 + -- -='----

(1 + a)12-11 

or, if we assume for the sake of simplicity that ti = 0, as 

P Z E P2Zn2 E 
i n1 i + ---- 2 

(1 +a)12-l1 
Eprogr = ----------

p Z 
P2Zn2 I n1+---

(l + a)12 

(20) 

(20') 

7. It can easily be seen that the above argument can be applied 
not for two, but for k number of plants put into operation at 
time t, = 0, l2, t3, ... tk. We then have the following formula 

P2Zn2 P3Zn3 PkZnk 
PiZn 1Ei + (l + a)12 E2 + (l + a)13 E3 + ... + (l + a)1k Ek 

Eprogr = (21) 
p Z P2Zn2 P3Zn3 PkZnk 

i n1 + (1 + a)12 + (1 + a)13 + ... + (1 + a)tk 

where the coefficients of efficiency E,, E2, E3, ... , Ek are calcu
lated at unit costs of the initial period. The above formula shows 
that the coefficient of the efficiency of an investment programme 
is a weighted average of the efficiency of individual plants calcu
lated in terms of production cost of the initial period. The weights 
are the outputs of individual plants expressed in terms of standard 
durability and discounted over the period from making the plant 
operational to the initial period, at a rate equal to the rate of 
growth a (e.g. 7%). 

Furthermore, in this case 

E1 = [(1/T)Ii + Ki Yn1 + SiZn 1 ]/PiZn1 

and 
E2 = [(1/T)Ii + K2Yn2 + S2Zn2 ]/P2Zn2 

Hence, formula (20) continues to be valid. 
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One of the more important appl_ications ,o~ the f?rmula for 

E is the determination of stages m completion of mvestment. , __ 
progr 1 , d d . The individual segments of the formu a s numerator an _ en01p.i~ 

nator then apply to successive stages of a given investment project. 

s. So far, we have tacitly ~ssum~d. that d'urabili_ty perioci;s 
nk are given. In reality this is more complicated. The ni n2, • • • , 

efficiency of a single plant is de~ermi~e~ by a "formu!a 
E == [(1/T)l + KYn]IPZn which reache~ its mimmum at a certam 
alue of n. It is this value of n which has to be taken as the 

~urability period, and the value of E whic? cor~esponds to ~t has , 
to be regarded as the coefficient of effic1_e~cy. ~owever, if_ the 
optimum period is longer than the durability pen~d determmed 
by such factors as physical use, lack of raw mat~nals, etc., th~n 
it is this shorter period which should be taken mto account m 
our calculations. 

As long as durability periods of individual plants, ~i, n2, . .. , 
nk are independent from each other, they can be used m formula 
(20), which determines the ~fficien~y _of the . in~e~tment pro
gramme, with such values which 

5
optimize th_e mdivi?~al co~ffi

cients of efficiency: Ei, E2, ... , Ek. However, if durability penods 
of individual plants are in one way or another interdependent, 
the problem becomes much more complicated. Indeed, the values 
of ni, n2, ... , nk must then be determined through minimization 
of the coefficient Eprogr (with which they are in a functional 
relation), while still taking account of their interdependence .. 

Let us explain this in an example. Let us suppose that a given 
investment project is completed in two stages . Let us denote the 
coefficient of its efficiency as Estage• We have the formula 

P2Zni 
P,Zn Ei + . ···- E2 

I (1 + a)12 
Estage = --- -- =----,z=- -P2 . n2 

Pi Zn1 + (1 + a)1i 

4 See M. Rakowski, 'Durability Period in the Formula of the Efficiency of 
Investment', Gospodarka Planowa, 16110 (1961) [in Polish]. 

5 Even this procedure is not exact since the values of ni, n2, . .. , nk affe~t 
not only the coefficients Ei, E2, •.. , Ek, but also their weights. Hence ,. their 
minimization does not lead to strict minimization of Eprogr - However, if the 
minimum values of E 1, E2, .•• , Ek are not much different from each other, then 
the resulting error is small. 
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If investment completed at the second stage can continue nor
mal operation after the scrapping of the investment completed at 
the first stage, then n1 and n2 are mutually independent and they 
can be found, just like Estage, through the minimization of £

1 
and 

£ 2•
6 However, if investment of the second stage can last only as 

long as it is sustained by the effects of investment of the first 
stage, then we must take into account the relation: n2 + t

2 
== n 

l, 

We can then determine n1 and n2, respecting their interdependence 
from the condition Estage• This minimum is then the coefficient of 
efficiency of investment completed in stages. 

6 In approximation; see n. 5 

The Problem of the Optimum Structure of 
Consumptionlq 

(1963) 

1. In connection with the recent development of linear programm
ing methods and of the application of mathematical machines, the 
problem of the optimization of national income is now frequ~ntly 
discussed. If, in addition to the rate of growth of the nat10nal 
income, a given structure of consumption is assumed, the optimi
zation of the national income in a long-run plan will eventually 
lead to the choice of the most efficient production techniques and 
to the most efficient structure of foreign trade. However, if no a 
priori assumptions are made about the structure of consumption 
and this component of the national income is also subject to 
optimization, this procedure will lead to perverse results if na
tional income is expressed in constant prices, e.g. 1960 prices. 
Indeed, the maximum ratio of the value of consumption to its 
costs of production is rendered by the consumption structure, 
concentrating on that particular commodity for which the ratio 
of its price (say, of 1960) to its cost is highest. If, for instance, 
razor blades proved to be the most 'profitable' commodity in the 
above sense, the 'optimum' consumption structure would consist 
of this one particular commodity; obviously, this would be absurd. 

2. Thi paradox is the result of a wrong definition of the equi-
alence of two variants of consumption that is based on the 

equality of their values in terms of those constant prices which 
are adopted as 'basic'. It is obvious, however, that, in fact, the 
actual consumption of a given year cannot be considered equival
ent to the consumption of razor blades that is equal to it in value 
in terms of 'basic' prices. Even if variants not so drastically 
different are compared, the definition of equivalent consumption 
calculated in constant prices leads to obvious contradictions. 

Let us denote by A the set of commodities consumed in the 
given year, and by B another set of commodities equal to it in 
value expressed in prices at which the set A was realized. Let us 
imagine that we maintain that A is equivalent to B. Let us assume, 
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moreover, that in the next year the set Bis supplied to the market 
The realization prices will obviously be different because of ~ 
different structure of supply. Now, if we express the value of A 
in prices at which B was sold, the values of two sets will no longer 
be equal, inasmuch as two sets of commodities, whose values are 
equal in one price system, will not be equal in another one. 

This can be illustrated by the following simple example. 
Consumption is composed of only two commodities: 1 and 2. 

Their respective quantities and prices will be denoted by q1A, q2A, 

P1A, P2A for the set A, and q1s, q2B, Pis, Pw for the set B. The value 
of consumption at prices at which set A was realized is, in the 
case of this set, PIA . qIA + P2A . P2A and, in the case of et B 
P1A . q1s + P2A . q2B. By assumption these two values are equal. 
Hence 

PIA • qIA + P2A • q2A = PIA • q1s + P2A • q2B 

and, consequently, 

or 

(1) 

This is the condition for the two sets, A and B, to be equivalent. 
But as the structure of B is different from that of A, the propor
tion of realization prices is also different. We thus have 

Hence 

It follows directly that 

Pis • qIA + Pw : q2A * Pis . q1s + Pw • q2B 

This shows that the value of A and B is no longer equal when 
it is expressed in realization prices of set B. 

3. There is, however, one case when this contradiction does not 
arise, namely when the structure of the set B is very similar to 
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that of A, i.e. when q1s = q1A + Aq1A and q2B = q2A + Aq2A, wliere 
!lqiA and Aq 2A are very small. Indeed, the changes i11. the pnces 

ill then be very small as well 

p 1s = PIA + ApIA and P2B == P2A + Ap2A 

Relation (1 ), expressing the condition for the equality of values 
of A and B in terms of the realization prices of A, can now be 
written as follows 

Aq2A = PIA (2) 
AqIA P2A 

The condition for. the equality of the values of A and B in terms 
of realization prices of B would be as follows: 

PIA+ ApIA 
P2A + Ap2A 

(3) 

The ratio PIA + ApIA differs from PIA only by a very small 
P2A + Ap2A P2A 

quantity E. The two criteria of equivalence practically coincide 
here. Th.is may best be seen if formulae (2) and (3) are rewritten 
as follow 

and 

PIA Aq2A = - - AqIA - EAqIA 
P2A 

where EAqIA is a small quantity of the second order which may 
be neglected. 

A new approach to the problem of equivalent consumption 
structures emerges here. From the consumption structure qIA, 
q2A (with realization prices PIA and P2A), we proceed to another 
very close structure (qIA + AqIA, q2A + Aq2A), for which Aq2A = 
- (p1)P2A) . AqIA. The prices in the new situation are PIA+ ApIA, 
Pu+ Ap2A, We proceed according to the same principle, namely 
that the increments of the two commodities have different signs 
and that they are inversely proportional to current market prices. 
Through such a chain of equivalent consumption structures we 
may pass from the set A(qIA, q2A) to the set B(q1s, q2B), the differen
ces q1s - q2A no longer being very small. If we move backwards 
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through this chain of equivalent consumption structures, we shall 
reach the set A(qIA, q2A), Indeed, when the consecutive steps are 
retraced on the way from B to A, the increment 11q2A will differ 
from the corresponding increment on the way from A to B (apart 
from the sign) only by a small quantity of the second order 
£11q1. The sum of these small quantities of the second order for 
the whole passage from B to A will be a small quantity of the 
first order. Hence, using this procedure, we shall 'land' with any 
degree of approximation in A(q 1A, q2A), We do not encounter 
difficulties here similar to those that arose when we tried to define 
the equivalence of A and B as equality of values in terms of the 
realization prices of either of them. 

We now shall present the chain AB diagrammatically. Although 
our argument will still refer to two-commodity sets, it may be 
generalized for a multi-commodity case. 

4. Let us plot on the abcissa axis q1 the quantity of the commodity 
1 and, on the ordinate axis q2, the quantity of the commodity 2. 
A point on the plane q1, q2 corresponds to a set of these two 
commodities. Point A denotes, for instance, the set A. Now, let 
q1 be increased gradually from OC to OD. Small changes 11q2 are 
related to small changes l1q1 as follows: 

(4) 

where P1IP2 denotes the relation of the prices corresponding to the 
set A. The curve AB obtained in the course of this process is 

I ____ _ _ _l _ _ _ 

, I 

0 C 

FIG. 31 The transition from consumption structure A to consumption 
structure B 
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declining (increments · 11q2 are negative), and the slope of its 
tangent at the point (q1, q2) is equal to - p1IP2 (see Fig. 31). 

It follows from the above definition that the points on .the curve 
AB represent equivalent sets of consumer goods. It may also be 
assumed that, when moving along the curve AB from A to B, the 
ratio pi/p2 decreases since the sales q1 of the commodity 1 increase 
and the sales q2 of the commodity 2 decline. Thus, the absolute 
value of the slope of the tangent (equal to p1lp2) decreases when 
we are moving from A to B. Therefore, the curve is concave. 1 

The curve AB constructed above has the same characteristics as 
the indifference curve familiar in Western economics. The latter, 
however, is derived from quite different premisses. The indif
ference curve represents an aggregate of the sets of two com
modities q1 and q2, considered as equivalent by the consumers. The 
fact that the slope of the tangent at the point (q,, q2) is equal to 
- p1IP2 (where Pi and Pz are the realization prices of this set) is 
deduced from the assumption of an optimum consumer choice. 
This theory raises a number of conceptual objections. 2 

Our premisses are quite different in character: we simply try to 
find a definition of equivalence which eliminates the contradictions 
arising when sets of consumer goods are compared by valuing 
them at constant prices. The equality of the slope of the tangent 
at the point q,, q2 to - pi/p2 follows directly from our definition. 

5. We may now proceed to the main subject of the paper, i.e. to 
the problem of choosing from all the sets of commodities 1 and 
2 equivalent in the sense of the above definition that set which 
involves the least costs of production. 

Let us denote by £ 1 and E2 the long-run costs per unit of output 
(including the cost of capital) such as are used in the valuation 
of the efficiency of investment. 3 The aggregate costs (in this sense) 

1 The differential equation of the curve AB can be derived as follows: p1/p2 
is a function of q1 and q2 which we shall denote by f Using equation (4), we 
may therefore write 

f;.q2 
t;.q

1 
= - f(q1, qz) 

2 See I. M. D. Little, A Critique of Welfare Economics, Oxford, Oxford 
University Press, 1957. 

3 See Instrukcja og6lna w sprawie badan ekonomicznej efektywnosci inwestycji 
(General Instruction on the Methodology of Analyses of the Economic Efficiency 
of Investment), Warsaw, Komisja Planowania przy Radzie Ministr6w, 1962. 
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of producing the set (q1, q2) is equal to E1 . q1 + E 2 . q2. This value 
may be obtained diagrammatically as in Fig. 32. 

Let us draw a straight line of a slope - Ei/E 2 through the 
point M(q1M, qzM) (see Fig. 32). It will easily be seen that 
E1q1M + E2q2M * Eib, where b is equal to the distance ON from the 
origin O of the point of intersection of NM with the ordinate axis. 
Indeed, the equation of the straight line NM is 

qi = - E1! E2 . q1 + b 

and since NM passes through the point (q1M, q2M), we have 

q2M = - EilE2. qlM + b. 

Hence 

E1 • q1M + E2. q2M = E2. b 

The line MN will be called the straight line of production costs. 
We can now find the variant of consumption which involves 

the least production costs. It is easy to show that it will corre
spond to . the point . R at which the straight line RS of production 
costs of a slope - Eil E2 is tangent to the curve AB of equivalent 
consumption variants (see Fig. 33). 

Indeed, · if the straight line of production costs passes through 
any other point of the curve AB-say, W-then it will cut a larger 
segment on the axis of the ordinates (0 V > OS); this means that 
with the given unit production costs E1 and E2, the aggregate costs 
of producing qi w, qzw are greater than those of producing q1R, qZR. 

FIG. 32 The change in the aggregate production costs of two 
commodities with a given ratio of unit costs and a changing structure 

of consumption 

QPTIMUM ,STRUCTURE QF CONSUMPTION 

B 

0 p 

FIG. 33 The determination of the output of two commodities that 
minimizes their aggregate costs of production 
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This means, therefore, that the aggregate costs are at their mini
mum at the point R. 

Let us recall that the slope of the tangent at the point R is 
equal to - plRIPZR• It follows that at the point R the ratio of the 
realization prices must be equal to the ratio of unit costs 

PiR _ E1 
---
PiR E2 

or 

P1R P2R 

E1 E2 

This shows that for the consumption variant characterized by 
the lowest level of production costs, the realization prices are 
proportional to the unit costs of production. 

6. Thus far, we have considered sets of two commodities. In 
practice, we have to deal with sets composed of numerous goods. 
In this case, too, we may determine (theoretically) the aggregate 
of the sets of commodities equivalent to a given one by using the 
rule that two slightly different sets should have the same value in 
terms of the realization prices of one of them. Because the 
realization prices of these two sets differ only slightly as well, their 
values-neglecting small quantities of the second order-will also 
be equal in terms of the realization prices of the second set. These 
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sets, which are close to each other, do not make a chain repre
sented by the line AB as was the case for two commodities. If the 
number of the commodities is n, then the points in the n-dimen
sional space corresponding to the equivalent sets are situated on 
an n - I-dimensional surface. 

Under some assumptions, the rule that the consumption vari
ants involving the lowest level of the costs is characterized by a 
proportionality of the market realization prices PiR, P2R, ... , PnR 
to the unit production costs E1, E2, ... , En applies in this general 
case as well. 

Let us imagine an initial variant A for which market prices are 
not proportional to the unit costs. This cannot be the variant 
involving the least production costs, because their level can be 
decreased by moving to the nearby equivalent variant A' for which 
the weight of the more 'profitable' commodities is greater than in 
the variant A. Indeed, the value of the set A', in terms of prices 
PiA', P2A', ... PnA' is-according to the definition of equivalent vari
ants-the same as that of the set A, but the aggregate costs are 
lower since commodities for which the ratio of PA/Eis relatively 
high have greater weight than in the set A. 
, We may proceed in this direction until-through the decline in 

the prices of the more 'profitable ' commodities in relation to those 
of less 'profitable' ones-the proportions of realization prices are 
equated to the proportions of unit costs. (We assume that the 
process proceeds just in this way.) At this point R it is no longer 
possible to modify the set of commodities in a way that would 
reduce the aggregate production costs. 

7. The question arises as to how one can, in practice, use this 
criterion of optimization of the structure of consumption from 
the point of view of the level of production costs. 

Let us assume that a multi-commodity set A and its realization 
prices PiA, P2A, ... , PnA are given. The problem is to find another 
set, equivalent to the former in the sense of the above definition 
and whose realization prices are proportional to the unit costs 
Ei, E2, ... , En. This would require, first, establishing the coordi
nates of numerous points of the n - I-dimensional surface men
tioned above. The next step would be to find the point at which 
the realization prices proportional to E1, E2, ... , En correspond. 
It is obvious that such a procedure is impracticable. It is therefore 
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FIG. 34 The general scheme for determining the optimal consumption 
variant 

necessary to consider some radical simplifications. For this pur
pose, let us again turn to the two-commodity scheme. 

Let us draw the curve of equivalent consumption variants AB 
(see Fig. 34). We assume A to be the initial set for which the 
prices PIA and P2A are known. The slope of the tangent AM at this 
point is equal to - pi)pu. R is the point for which the aggregate 
costs are lowest, the slope of the tangent to the curve AB at this 
point being equal to - E/E 2• Let us now draw through the point 
A a straight line AN parallel to this tangent. H and / denote, as 
will be seen from the graph, the points of intersection of the lines 
AM and AN with the ordinate of the point R . Now it is known 
that if AR represents an arc of a parabola with a vertical axis, 
then R is situated in the middle of HI. Let us assume (which is 
plausible) that the curve AB can be approximated by such an arc 
and that, thus, R lies not far from the middle of the segment HI. 
We thus obtain as a good approximation 

JR==! . (J/ + JH) 
AJ 2 AJ AJ 
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But Jl/AJ is equal to E.IE2 and JH/AJ is equal to p,Alpu. Hence 

JR =l. (E, +PIA) 
AJ 2 E2 P2A 

We shall resort to one more approximation, substituting for the 
arithmetic mean of E.IE2 and pIAIP2A their geometric mean (which 
is admissible when the ratios E.IE2 and p,)p2A do not differ too 
much, i.e. when one of them does not exceed, say, twice the value 
of the second one). We then obtain 

~~- ✓(!: ;:: ) 
The slope of the line AR, which is equal to - JR/AJ, amounts 

approximately to 

-✓(!: ;:: ) 
The equation of the straight line AR is therefore 

where b is equal to the segment OK. 
Since the points A and R are on the same straight line, we have 

✓(E, . PIA)(qIA) + ✓(E2 . P2A)(q2) = b ✓(E2 P2A) 

= - ✓(E, PiA)(q,R) + ✓(E2 P2A)(q2R) 

This equation means that the values of the sets A and R, in 
terms of prices ✓(E1 · P1A) and ✓(E2 • P2A), are approximately equal. 
In other words, the value of the set R, in terms of the prices 
✓(E1 · p,A) and ✓(E2 · P2A), i.e. in terms of the geometric means of 
realization prices of the set A and the unit costs, is equal (approxi
mately) to the value of the set A in terms of these prices GA 

GA = qlR ✓(E1 . PiA) + q2R ✓(E2 . P2A) 

This is the first (approximate) condition for the optimum con
sumption variant. The second condition is the proportionality of 
the realization prices of the set R to unit costs E, and E2• Thus, 
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e now have to deal with a rather , typical problem o( the ~~tructure 
of consumption. The 'real' value of consumption, i.e. its · value in 
constant prices-in prices ✓(E1 PiA) and ✓(E2 P2A)-is given as well 
as the realization prices (which are here proportionate to unit 
costs E, and E2), and the quantities q1R and q2R of the two 
commodities are to be determined. This requires, of course, a 
knowledge of the relationship between the consumption of one of 
them-say, q,R, on the one hand-and the 'real' value of the 
aggregate consumption GA, as well as the price ratio pi/p2 on the 
other. 

8. It seems possible to use the same method in the case of 
multi-commodity sets as well: in this case, too, the value GA of the 
initial set A, in terms of prices that are geometric means of the 
realization prices of the set A and of the unit costs, is likely to 
be roughly equal to the value of the optimum variant R in terms 
of these prices. We should therefore have 

GA = qlR ✓(E1 PIA)+ q2R ✓(E2 P2A) + ... + qnR ✓(EnPnA) 

This hypothesis has yet to be confirmed. Should it prove correct, 
the (approximate) determination of the consumption pattern in
volving the minimum aggregate costs in long-run planning could 
be carried out as follows: 

The initial structure of consumption A-e.g. in 1980 expressed 
in 1960 prices-is established on the basis of family budgets 
corresponding to per capita income postulated for 1980. These 
prices will therefore be PIA, P2A, ... , PnA since they are realization 
prices corresponding to the actual consumption structure in 1960 
as reflected in the family budgets. Furthermore, we determine the 
unit costs E1, E2, ... , En according to the principles of the calcu
lus of the efficiency of investment. 

The next step is to calculate the value GA of the set A in terms 
of the prices ✓(E, PiA), ✓(E2 P2A), ... , ✓(En PnA). Finally, we try to 
find such a set R of commodities q,R, q2R, ... , qnR whose value, 
measured in terms of prices ✓(E1 p,A), ✓(E2 P2A), ... , ✓(En PnA), is 
equal to GA ~nd whose realization prices are proportionate to 
E,, E2, ... , En. Such a procedure requires, of course, a knowledge 
of the relationship between the consumption of a given com
modity, on the one hand, and the 'real' value of aggregate 
consumption GA, as well as the structure of prices, on the other. 
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9. We have not taken into account the possible ceilings for the 
consumption of particular commodities due to health, cultural 
and other reasons. If in the optimum variant the consumption of 
respective commodities is below these limits, no modifications in 
the procedure will be required. Otherwise, corrections will prove 
necessary. This problem is, however, beyond the scope of this 
paper, the main purpose of which was merely to outline the 
general approach to the problem of the structure of consumption 
involving lowest production costs. 

However, it is clear even at this stage that there is still quite a 
lot to be done before mathematical machines will begin to com
pute the optimum consumption structure. Both with regard to 
theory and availability of statistical data, we are still very remote 
from being able to 'feed' the electronic computers adequately. And 
until we have made substantial progress in these directions, the 
machines-as in many other problems-will merely be reducing 
to absurdity our immature ideas. 

r 

The Curve of Production and the 
Evaluation of the Efficiency of Investment 

1n a Socialist Economy[ll 
(1965) 

1. Choice of Technique 

An increment of the national income of a given volume and 
structure in terms of final products, resulting from new invest
ment, may be achieved by a variety of techniques. Each of the 
variants will involve a different outlay on investment I and a 
different amount of labour force R indispensable to run the newly 
r at d productive capacities. As the increment of the national 

income consists of many final products and each of them may 
u ually be produced by different methods, a great number of 
variants comes into the picture. If we denote by N the number 
of groups embracing kindred products (we shall call them below 
commodity groups) and if for each only two variants are con
sidered, there will be altogether 2N variants of producing a given 
increment of the national income . 

If one of the variants involves a greater investment outlay than 
another, while the labour force is the same or greater, this variant 
is absolutely ineffective. The same applies to a variant for which 
the labour force is greater and the investment outlay no less than 
in another case. We shall discard all the absolutely ineffective 
variants and shall consider only those in which a greater invest
ment outlay is associated with a lesser labour force or vice versa. 

Let us represent all these variants by a diagram, on which we 
plot the aggregate investment outlay I on the abscissa and the 
labour force R associated with it on the ordinate axis (see Fig. 
35). To each of the variants there corresponds a point in the plane 
I, R. It follows from the above that the downward-sloping curve 
MN corresponds to the set of acceptable variants. Indeed, to each 
I there corresponds only one value of R, namely that of a variant 

her the investment outlay I is associated with the least labour 
for e. Moreover, the curve is downward sloping because greater 
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R 

M 

N 

0 J 

FIG. 35 

investment outlays are associated with lesser labour force. The 
line MN is called the curve of production. 

2. The Appropriate Criterion 

This concept is clearly based on the assumption of a uniform 
labour force and of an equal life-span for all types of equipment, 
since only in such a case can a given variant be fully characterized 
by the investment outlay and the labour force associated with it. 
We shall deal in the final part of this paper with the problems 
arising when these simplifications are discarded. But even taking 
these assumptions for granted this approach to the curve of 
production may raise some reservations. Indeed, the central plan
ning authorities are obviously unable to consider the enormous 
number of possible variants of producing an increment of the 
national income in order to eliminate those which are absolutely 
ineffective. Thus the curve of production appears to be purely 
theoretical in character since its points are not necessarily realized 
in practice (i.e. it is not excluded that an absolutely ineffective 
variant may be selected). We shall show, however, that this 
problem does not arise if the evaluation of efficiency of investment 
for any commodity group is based on the criterion 

CURVE OF PRODUCTION 

i k - . 
T+ =mm 
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where i is the investment outlay integrated over all stages of 
production, k the integrated current costs (exclusive of deprecia
tion), and T the so called recoupment period: In~eed, we shall 
prove that to a given T there corresponds a pomt situated on the 
curve of production. It should be pointed out that, on the 
a umption of a uniform labour force and an equal life-span for 
all types of equipment, the simple condition 

~ + k = min (1) 

is an appropriate criterion for the choice of variants. 
We shall assume that in the case where the 'joint investment 

and labour outlay' (1/T) + k is equal for two variants the less 
capital-intensive one is chosen, i.e. that with a smaller i. 

We denote by iw and kw the investment outlay and the costs of 
the variant of production selected for a given commodity group 
and by i and k these characteristics of any variant for this group. 
We have then 

iw + k e;; _j_ + k 
T w T 

By adding these equations for the economy as a whole we obtain 

or 
L (;+k} L U+kJ 

~ L iw + L kw eS ~ L i + L k (2) 

I: iw and I: kw, however, are nothing else but the aggregate invest
ment outlay lw and the aggregate costs Kw required for a given 
increment of the national income by the adopted methods, while 
I: i and I: k are the aggregate values I and K for any 'aggregate 
variant'. We have thus 

fw 17 f K - + .n., eS - + T w T 
(3) 

It follow directly that the point lw, Kw cannot correspond to an 
b olutely ineffective variant. Indeed, if lw were, for instance, 
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greater than I' of a certain other variant, and Kw would not be 
less than K', we could write 

I' K' lw 
T + < T + Kw 

which would contradict the inequality (3). 
Let us denote now the hourly wage by g. To the aggregate costs 

Kw there corresponds a labour force Rw = Kwlg. It follows from 
the above that the point lw, Rw is situated on the curve of 
production, because the latter represents all the 'effective' variants 
of producing a given increment of the national income (i.e. all 
variants which are not absolutely ineffective). 

I w, Rw is a point on the curve of production corresponding to 
a given period of recoupment T; it will be noticed that the greater 
T is, the farther to the right on the curve of production the 
corresponding point lw, Rw is situated, because a higher recoup
ment period 'lets in' the more capital-intensive and less labour
intensive variants for particular commodity groups. However, we 
shall not be satisfied with this rather intuitive argument, but shall 
prove the theorem rigorously; at the same time we shall demon
strate that the curve of production is concave (as in Fig. 35). 

3. The Curve of Production 

Let us start with a diagrammatic representation of the variants 
of production of a given commodity group, plotting the invest
ment outlays i on the abscissa and the current costs k on the 
ordinate axis. 

If the recoupment period is T, it will be noticed that the best 
variant is determined by the point through which passes the lowest 
of the straight lines of a slope - i!T. Indeed, the equation for the 
straight line of such a slope is 

k=-i+b 
T 

where b is the distance of the point of intersection of this straight 
line with the ordinate axis from the zero point. Thus 

i -+k=b 
T 
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and the condition for the besf variant is 

i 
- + k = bmin 
T 
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It follows directly that there must be chosen such a point i, k 
through which passes a straight line with the least b. It follows, 
moreover, that at no T does the point C come into consideration 
and we are left only with A, B, and D situated on the lower 
concave boundary to choose from. Let us denote now the recoup
ment periods corresponding to the slopes AB and BD by TAs and 
Tsv- If T = TAB, we shall choose the variant A; indeed for the 
variants A and B the value of the expression (i/T) + k is the same 
and according to our rule we choose then the less capital-intensive 
variant. If TAB< T ~ TBv we choose the variant B (the case 
represented in Fig. 36). Finally, when T > TBv, the variant D will 
prove the best. In other words, when increasing the recoupment 
period T we pass the level TAB, we shift from the variant A to a 
more capital-intensive and a less labour-intensive variant B. (If 
we pass the value Tsv we shift correspondingly from the variant 
B to the variant D.) ) 

Let us consider now all the commodity groups, for which we 
may draw diagrams analogous to Fig. 36. Let us derive from each 
diagram the recoupment periods T corresponding to the segments 

k 

~ 

0 

FIG. 36 
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of the lower concave boundary such as TAB and TBD• Let us range 
all these recoupment periods according to their length; we shall 
obtain an increasing sequence Ti, T2, ... , 'I'j, ½+ 1, ... , Tm. It 
should be noted that 'I'j may correspond to a number of com
modity groups and that ½+ 1 may obviously correspond to other 
commodity groups than 'I'j. 

Let us imagine that a recoupment period 'I'j has been adopted 
to which corresponds the point Ij, R.j on the curve of production 
and that next we pass from 'I'j to 'I'j + 1. Then for the commodity 
groups, to which corresponds 'I'j this level of the recoupment 
period will be passed (for instance TAB in Fig. 36) and, according 
to the above, a shift will occur for these commodity groups to 
the more capital- and less labour-intensive variants (for instance 
from variant A to variant B). As a result the value of the 
investment outlay in the economy as a whole will increase as well 
from Ij to the higher level IJ+ 1, and the labour force required will 
fall from R1 to R1+ 1. Therefore the point IJ+ 1, R1+ 1 on the curve of 
production corresponding to ½+ 1, will be situated to the right of 
and below the point Ij, R1 which corresponds to 'I'j (see Fig. 37). 

Nor is that all. Indeed 'I'j corresponds to a side of the lower 
boundary of the set of points representing the variants on one or 
more diagrams relating to the particular commodity groups (for 
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instance AB in Fig. 37). When 'I'j is passed a shift occurs from 
the beginning of that side to its end (e.g. from A to 13). Thus the 
respective increase in current costs l:!.k and investment I:!. i bear the 
relation - III'] (e.g. the relation - I/TAB), i.e. 

!:!.k=-1_!:!.i (4) 
½ 

Since just these increases constitute the increments of the aggre
gate investment outlay and of the aggregate costs, we obtain 

1 
KJ+1-KJ=-T(IJ+1-IJ) (5) 

J 

and thus 

1 
R1+ 1 - R1 = - - (IJ+ 1 - Ij) 

g ½ 
It follows directly that the straight line connecting the subsequent 
points Ij, R1 and IJ+ 1, R.i+ 1 situated on the curve of production has 
a slope - 1/(g'I'j). In other words, the segment starting from the 
point Ij, R1 has the slope - l(g'I'j) (Fig. 37). Consequently, the 
longer the recoupment period 'I'j, the more to the right is situated 
the corresponding point I; R,~which was already proved above
and the smaller the slope of the segment starting from this point. 
This means, however, that the line represented in Fig. 37 is 
concave. 

If the points Ij, R1 are sufficiently close to each other, this line 
approaches the curve of production and the slopes of its sides
those of the tangents at these points. The tangent of the curve of 
production at the point I, R is consequently equal to - 1/gT and 
thus it is easy to read from the diagram the recoupment period 
corresponding to a given point. Because I increases together with 
T, the curve of production is concave (Fig. 38). 

On the basis of the curve of production it is possible to 
determine the recoupment period corresponding to the assumed 
increment of the national income and to the labour force R1 
available for this purpose. Let us draw a curve of production for 
the assumed increase of the national income and let us find on it 
the point with the ordinate R1; then the abscissa I1 yields the value 
of the investment outlay required and the slope of the tangent at 
the point I1, R1-the recoupment period T1 which must be applied 
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in the evaluation of efficiency of investment for realizing the 
variant which corresponds to the point /1, R1, and thus for secur
ing equilibrium in the balance of the labour force. 

4. The Effect of Technical Progress 

The above discussion is of some importance for the theory of 
growth because the curve of production is an essential element in 
the analysis of technical progress. The curve of production repre
sents the set of 'effective' variants of producing an increment of 
the national income which are based on the technical knowledge 
at a given time. A change in this knowledge, i.e. technical pro
gress, may be represented by a downward shift of the curve of 
production . Thus a reduction of labour which is required to · 
produce a given set of goods takes place, i.e. an increase in the 
productivity of labour, which is not 'paid for' by an increase in 
capital intensity. This process isrepresented in Fig. 39, where MB 
is the curve of production at time t and M' B' at time t + I. With 
an unchanged investment outlay OA (valued at constant prices) 
the labour force required for producing a given increment of the 
national income declines from AB to AB' , and the productivity 
of labour increases, of course, in the inverse proportion. 
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The slope of the tangent at point B' will in general be different 
from that at point B. Indeed, with an unchanged w~ge rate g to 
a given I there corresponds in general a recoupment period which 
is different at time t + 1 from that at time t: as a result of the 
technical progress the variants for the particular commodity 
groups are transformed in the direction of the reduction of cur~ent 
costs associated with a given investment valued at constant pnces ; 
this reduction, however, varies considerably from asset to asset. 
In the case presented in Fig. 39, where all the ordinates of the 
curve of production decline in the same proportion (i.e. when 
productivity of labour shows an equal rate of increase for all the 
values of /), the slope of the tangent at point B' 'is, reduced as 
compared with the slope of the tangent at point B in the relation 
AB' !AB; it follows directly that the recoupment period increase s 
in this case in the same proportion as the productivity of labour. 

In order to be able to present the technical progress , as above, 
it is essential to make sure that to a point on the curve of 
production ·there corresponds a real situation. As was pointed out , 
it cannot be assumed that the variant corresponding to this point 
is realized by central planning authorities discarding the absolutely 
ineffective variants. As has been shown, this point is realized by 
the evaluation of efficiency of investment at the lower echelons 
of economic management. 
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In accordance with our assumptions we have postulated so far 
a rather simplified method of this evaluation. Let us enquire now 
what is the position when these simplifications are discarded and 
the methods of evaluation of the efficiency of investment which are 
actually applied in socialist countries are taken into consideration. 

5. The Composition of the Labour Force 

First of all the assumption that employment is proportionate to 
the wage bill must be abolished. Indeed, a shift from one produc
tion variant to another may involve a change in the proportion 
of better-paid employees and as a result the average earnings may 
change. Therefore the above argument applies , strictly speaking, 
only when the outlay of labour is measured by the ratio when 
L k/g, where g is the hourly wage of unskilled labour, rather than 
in man-hours. Thus instead of the labour force we should consider 
its equivalent in terms of unskilled labour calculated on the · basis 
of wage relations. If when moving along the curve of production 
the average wage does not change significantly-which is quite 
likely within a limited range of /-the preceding discussion would 
apply approximately to the curve of production based on the 
number of man-hours. 

The question may arise here, how should the quantity of labour 
be measured in the theory of growth: in actual man-hours or 
rather by the equivalent in man-hours of unskilled labour? The 
answer to this question is by no means simple and is outside the 
framework of this paper. 

6. Differentiated Recoupment Periods 

What will be the repercussions of the application of different 
recoupment periods for various commodity groups, as is the case 
for example in evaluation of the efficiency of investment in the 
Soviet Union? Let us assume that these recoupment periods bear 
a constant relation to each other, so that the recoupment period 
of the commodity group s may be represented as Tlas, where as 
is a constant coefficient. As a result all recoupment periods change 
proportionately to T. The formula for evaluation of the efficiency 
of investment for the commodity s may be now written as follows 
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1 . 
Tasl + k = mm (6) 

From the course of our argument it follows directly . that it 
would fully apply to a curve of production obtained by plotting 
on the abscissa axis the L asi rather than Li= I. (This will be the 
sum of investment outlays weighted by coefficients as,) In general 
the curve of production obtained in this way will no~ be equivalent 
to the production curve constructed on the assumption of the 
same T for all commodity groups, when it is L i = I that we plot 
on the abscissa axis. The variant of producing a given increment 
of the national income discarded as absolutely ineffective in one 
system, may be accepted in another. 

There is nothing strange about this. Indeed, the system of 
differentiated recoupment periods aims at fostering the capital 
intensity in certain industries. Therefore whereas to a given ag
gregate cost K = L k there corresponds in the system of one 
recoupment period for all commodity groups the least aggregate 
investment outlay I= L i-what is minimized in the system pres
ently considered is the sum in which the investment in 'privileged' 
industries is more heavily weighted. 

There arises the difficulty, however, that from the point of view 
of the theory of growth the sum La s i is not a suitable variable, 
the actual investment outlays I= Li being in the centre of discus
sion. This difficulty may be overcome by modifying the concept 
of the curve of production related , as previously, to the investment 
outlays I and the labour force R. The point lj, R1 of this curve is 
now determined simply as that variant of producing a given 
increment of the national income which is obtained by the evalu
ation of efficiency of investment based on recoupment periods 
differentiated for particular commodity groups Tlas for T = 'I'j. 
The fact that the investment outlay 'Ij will not now be necessarily 
the lowest of those associated with R1 does not interfere with the 
suitability of such a curve of production for the theory of growth. 
It is only important to check whether such a curve is downward 
sloping, because this is essential in the analysis of technical 
progress. We shall prove that this is the case. 

When T is increased from ½. to 'I'j + 1 a shift to a more capital
and less labour-intensive variant takes place for one or more 
commodity groups. As a result the aggregate investment outlay 
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increases from I; to I;+ 1, and the labour force decreases from R 
to Rj + ,, i.e. the curve of production is downward sloping here as 
well. However it is impossible to prove in this case that the cur e 
is concave. Indeed, formula (4) will now read as follows 

l:lk = - as l:li 
½ (7) 

Therefore the slope of the production curve (Rj + , - ~)!(I;+ , - f.) 
is influenced not only by the magnitude of I'j, but also by the 
coefficients as of those commodity groups where a shift to a higher 
capital intensity occurred, when I increased from 1'j to ½+ 1• Since 
in the course of the further increase in T the shifts in the variants 
of other commodity groups with different coefficients as will be 
relevant, it is impossible to prove that the slope of the segment 
starting from I;, Rj will decrease along with T. It is not certain, 
therefore, whether in this case the curve of production is concave. 
This however is not essential for the analysis of technical progre 
in the theory of growth. 

7. Length of Life of the Equipment 

We shall now consider the problem of different life-spans of 
various types of equipment. Let us start with the case where in 
evaluation of the efficiency of investment this is accounted for by 
differentiating the recoupment period T according to different 
rates of depreciation. (For instance, if the life-span amounts to 
20 years for one asset and to 40 years for another and for the 
first asset T = 6 years and thus 1/T = 0.167-then for the second 
asset we shall have 1/T = 0.167 - 0.050 + 0.025 = 0.142, and thus 
T' amounts to about 7 years; it should be recalled that according 
to our assumption depreciation is not included in the current 
costs.) 

This case is thus similar to the previously considered differen
tiation of the recoupment period between industries; and as in the 
other case the curve of production must be constructed on the 
basis of variants which are realized through the practice of evalu
ation of the efficiency of investment. Again to a given labour 
force R there will not correspond on this curve the least invest
ment outlay, because apart from the capital and labour intensity 
of an asset its durability is taken into consideration as well. 
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As regards Lb proof that the curve of produc\ion is downward 
loping, the position is more comp~icated here t?an !o~ the dif

ferentiation of the recoupment penod between mdustnes; _there 
xi L a theoretical po sibility in tbi ca e that for a particular 

:omm dity group the more capital- and more labour-intensive 
ari, nt may prove ·better becau e it muc h lower rate of depre
iation would outbalance it high r capital and labour intensity. 

Thi i . however unlike! . ln practice more capital-intensive assets 
which are at the ame time m re durable require as a rule less 
tab ur. lt may reasonably b as urned tha t when as a result of 
the increase in the recoupmenl period the more capital-intensive 
variant are ' let in' they are at the ame time less labour-intensive. 
A a re ult the aggregate investment utlay of investment I 
increa. es with T and the aggregate labour force declines or the 
ur e of production is downward loping. 
However- ju t a in the ca e of recoup ment period differen

tiated between indu tri s- it cannot be a urned that the curve of 
pr du tion i on ave. For the relation of the decline in the labour 
force R t the increa e in the in e tment utlay I accompanying 
the ri ·e in the recoupment period i · influenc ed by the depreciation 
rate of the e variants of particular comm odity groups between 

hich occurs a hift in the direction of greater capital and lesser 
labour inten ity. 

ln Soviet practice the two ca es con idered last overlap because 
the recoupment period is differentiated between industries and 
rene t the difference in depre iation rate . (In fact depreciation 
i in luded in current costs , but thi. amounts to the same as 
all wing for the difference in depre iation rates in the length of 
the recoupment period ince depreciation is proportionate-at a 
giv n depreciation rate- to the investment outlay.) 

8. The New Polish Approach 

In the Poli h . methodology of evaluation of the efficiency of 
inve tment the recoupment period i not differentiated between 
indu trie , but up to 1960 the difference in the rates of deprecia
ti n wa taken care of in the way describ ed above. In the new 
methodology the approach to the problem of different life-spans 
is more complicated . We halJ give here a general outline of this 
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approach, with an emphasis on the points which are relevant to 
the problem of the curve of production. 

The hew approach based on a theoretical enquiry consists of 
allowing for the life-span of equipment through multiplying the 
investment outlays i. and the current costs k by coefficients f(n) 
and cp(n) which are definite functions of n; thus 'joint investment 
and labour outlay' of a variant with a life-span n can be written 
as follows 

if(n) + k q>(n) 
T 

It must be added that / is a decreasing function, and cp an 
increasing one and that the above expression reaches its minimum 
at a certain value n. The value-depending on i and k-is thus 
the optimum life-span nopt• It is this life-span that is accepted for 
evaluation of the efficiency of investment rather than that corres
ponding td a conventional norm of depreciation for a given type 
of equipnieht. Thus the 'joint investment and labour outlay; for 
a given variant is finally 

if(nopt) + km(n ) 
T '1' opt 

We thus have by definition the inequality 

i/(;opt) + kcp(nopt) ,,s if:/) + kcp(n) 

where n is any life-span of the equipment considered. 

(8) 

Let us turn to our curve of production. We construct it, as in 
the cases previously discussed, on the basis of the variants i, k, 
selected for particular commodity groups by minimizing the 'joint 
investment and labour outlay' 

i /(;opt) + kcp ( nopt) 

It has now to be proved that the curve of production is 
downward sloping. It appears that in this case no additional 
assumption is necessary, as contrasted with the previous approach 
to the influence of different life-spans of equipment. Indeed it 
may be proved here that a more capital intensive and no less 
labour-intensive variant is 'worse' for any recoupment period T. 
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Let us denote the invest1:11ent outlay and the COJt of a variant 
for some commodity group by i and k, and foLa more capital
intensive variant by i' and k'. Let us further denote the optimum 
life-span of equipment for the first variant by nopt and · for the 
second one by n~pt• Let us assume that although i' > i, we have 
k' ;;,: k. We can thus write 

i/(;opt) + kcp(n~pt) < i'/(;opt) + k'cp(n~pt) 

(i.e. the first variant is 'better' if for both variants we apply the 
life-span of the second asset). We have next, according to formula 

(8) 

i /(;opt) + kcp(nopt) ,,s i /(;opt) + kcp(n~pt) 

(i.e. it is better to use the first asset for nopt years than for n~pt 

years). But from these two inequalities it follows 

if(~pt) + kcp(nopt) < i'/(;opt) + k'cp(n~pt) 

and thus the first variant is 'better' than the second for any value 

of T. 
Therefore the more capital-intensive variants for particular 

commodity groups which are 'let in' as a result of the increase in 
T are less labour-intensive; thus the increase of the aggregate 
investment outlay will be accompanied by a reduction of the 
labour force associated with it, i.e. the curve of production is 
downward sloping. However, in this case, as in that previously 
considered, it cannot be maintained that the curve is concave. 

9. Conclusions 

To summarize: the evaluation of the efficiency of invest~ent 
practised in socialist countries determines, given the level of the 
recoupment period (or periods), the investment outfay I and 
the labour force R required for producing a given incre~@t of 
the national income. When the recoupment period is raised the 
investment outlay increases, and the labour requirements decli~e. 
Consequently the set of points I, R represents a downward-slopmg 
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curve, which we call the curve of production. If the same 
· d T" 11 • recoup-

~ent peno 1~r a mdustries is accepted, the differences in the 
hfe-span of equipment are disregarded and the labour force is 
meas_ured by the aggregate costs divided by the hourly wage g for 
unskilled labour-then the curve of production exhibits 1· dd. 
. h ~ 11 . n a I-

hon t e o owmg characteri~tics: (i) to a given labour force R 
there corresponds the least mvestment outlay, (ii) the cu · 

d ( ... ) . rve 1s 
concave, a? m the slope of the tangent in its point I R 
c?rrespo?d~ng to the recoupment period T, is equal to - ilgT. 'Th~ 
differentiation of the recoupment periods between industr· 

11 11 · D . 1es, as 
we _as a owmg or the d1ffere?ces in the life-spans of equipment, 
deprives the curves of production of these characteristics becau 
th . d . ~ 

ey mtro uce m the evaluation of variants new variable · 
dd.. h · s m a 1tton to t e mvestment and labour outlays. It is probable 

howev~r, that the actual curves of production can be fairly weli 
approximated by curves possessing characteristics (i) and (ii). 

Observations on Mieczyslaw Rakowski's 
Recent Approach to the Problem of 

Efficiency of Investment[ll 
(1967) 

1. In his article on 'Maximization of Economic Growth and 
Criteria of Efficiency of Economic Progress' Mieczyslaw Rakow
ski puts forward an idea which is rather critical of the basic 
formula used in the theory of efficiency of investment. 1 A close 
examination of his idea may help to dispel a number of misunder
standings and provide additional insight into some basic issues of 
lhi theory . 

In his argument Rakowski often deals with issues which are 
discussed in my paper 'The Curve of Production and the Evalu
ation of the Efficiency of Investment in a Socialist Economy'. 2 (I 
am in no way implying that he borrowed some of my ideas since 
he probably did not know my paper.) For the sake of convenience, 
I shall start therefore with a short summary of the main points 
of my article, which I will then use in examining Rakowski's ideas. 

2. The curve of production is defined in my article as a set of 
points I, R which represent alternative variants for producing an 
increment in national income of a given volume and structure, 
generated through the use of d~ff erent combinations of investment 
outlay I and labour R. I discard variants which are absolutely 
ineffective, i.e. those involving greater investment outlay while the 
input of labour is the same or higher than in any other variant 
(or vice versa). We are therefore concerned only with those 
variants in which a greater investment outlay is associated with a 
lesser input of labour. From this it follows that the curve of 
production is downward sloping. Of course, this idea presupposes 
a uniform life-span for all types of equipment since only in such 
a case can a variant for producing a given increment in national 
income be fully characterized by the investment outlay and the 
labour input associated with it. 

1 See Gospodarka Planowa, 22/5 (1967) [in Polish] . 
2 [See this volume.] 
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I then prove th_at 'if the ~valuation of efficiency of investment 
fo: _any commod1t~ ~roup 1s based on the criterion (i!T) + k == 
mm1mum, where i is mvestment outlay integrated over all stages 
of pr~d11:ction, k is. the integrated current costs (exclusive of 
depreciation) and T 1s the so-called recoupment period [then] to 
a given T there corresponds a point situated on the curve of 
production. '3 

Indeed, 'We denote by iw and kw the investment outlay and the 
costs of the var_iant of production sel~ct~d for a given commo.dity 
group, and by z and k these charactenst1cs of any variant for this 
group. We have then 

UwlT) + kw ~ (i/T) + k (1) 

By adding these equations for the economy as a whole we obtain 

L [(iwlT) + kw] ~ L [(i/T) + k] 
or 

(l/T)L iw + L kw ~ (l/T) Li+ L k (2) 

L iw and L kw, however, are nothing else but the aggregate inve t
ment outlay lw, and the aggregate costs Kw, required for a given 
increment of the national income by the adopted methods, while 
Li and l: k are the aggregate values / and K for any "aggregate 
variant". We have thus 

UwlT) +kw~ (l/T) + K (3) 

It follows directly that the point I w, Kw cannot correspond to 
an absolutely ineffective variant. Indeed, if / w were, for instance, 
greater than /' of a certain other variant, and Kw would not be 
less than K', we could write 

(/'IT) = K' < UwlT) + Kw 

which would contradict the inequality (3). 
Let us denote now the hourly wage by g. To the aggregate costs 

Kw there corresponds a labour force Rw = Kwlg. It follows from 
the above that the point lw, Rw is situated on the curve of 
production because the latter represents all the "effective" variants 
of producing a given increment of the national income (i.e. all 
variants which are not absolutely ineffective). 

3 
[pp. 160-1 above.] 
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lw, Rw is a point on the curve of production corresponding to 
a given period of recoupment T; it will be noticed that t!Je greater 
r is, the further to the right on the curve of production the 
corresponding point lw, Rw is situated, because a higher recoup
ment period "lets in" the more capital intensive and less labour
intensive variants for particular commodity , groups.' 4 

I then consider in some detail the relati9nship between alterna
tive variants for different commodity groups and the curve of 
production for the increment in the national income as a whole. 
For any given recoupment period T, the best variant for a given 
commodity group is determined by the point through which passes 
the lowest of the straight lines of a slope - (l/T) since in this case 
(i!T) + k = min. It follows that for any T only those variants 
should be taken into consideration which are situated on the lower 
concave boundary of a set of points representing alternative 
variants. It is now easy to see that selecting, as we have previously 
done, in every commodity group the variant of (i!T) + k = min 
for various T periods and summing the values of i and k selected 
for those T's, we are indeed summing up concave boundaries 
which correspond to the individual commodity groups. We thus 
obtain a concave curve of production for the national income as 
a whole. The tangent at its any given point is - (i/T), where T is 
the recoupment period corresponding to this point. 

Finally, I conclude that 'On the basis of the curve of production 
it is possible to determine the recoupment period corresponding 
to the assumed increment of the national income and to the labour 
force R1 available for this purpose. Let us draw a curve of 
production for the assumed increase in the natipnal income and 
let us find on it the point with the ordinate R1; then the abscissa 
/1 yields the value of investment outlay required and the slope of 
the tangent at the point /1, R1-the recoupment period T1 which 
must be applied in the evaluation of efficiency of investment for 
realizing the variant which corresponds to the point T1, and thus 
for securing equilibrium in the balance of the labour force.' 5 

It should be noticed that speaking of an increment in the 
national income I have in mind the production effect of new 
investment without deducing the losses due to scrapping of ob
solete equipment; therefore, the supply of labour R includes not 

4 [pp. 161-2 above.] 5 [pp. 165-6 above.] 
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only its increase due to population growth, but also labour made 
available by shutting down obsolete plants. At a given durability 
period (assumed to be the same for all plants), the supply of 
labour from this source can also be strictly determined, however. 

3. Let us now go back to Mieczyslaw Rakowski's paper. In my 
opinion, he enters into polemics with the use of the formula 
(i!T) + k = min in a rather unfortunate way. He starts his analysis 
with an extremely peculiar case of a one-sector economy in which 
for a given Tall investment projects under consideration have the 
same value of (i!T) + k. All the points which represent different 
variants of production therefore lie on a single straight line whose 
slope is - (I/To); this is the curve of production. It is clear that 
my argument summarized above does not apply to this case, 
although the argument is 'macroeconomic' in so far as it is based 
on a very realistic assumption that there exists a whole range of 
recoupment periods. 

In fact, it can be demonstrated that in this case there does not 
exist a determined solution to the problem of choice of production 
variants. The point is that the given ratio of investment outlay to 
labour, which Rakowski assumes to be zl 250 000 per worker, can 
be achieved by many different combinations of production vari
ants. This result can, for instance, be obtained through using 
variant 1 for 29% of the increment in the national income and 
variant 4 for the remaining 71 %, but also by applying variant 2 
for 44% of the increment of the national income and variant 4 
for the remaining 56% or, finally, by opting in variant 3 for 87% 
of this increment and 13% in variant 4. Indeed, following his 
example we have an approximate equality of the ratios: 

(0.15 X 160+ 0.85 X 340)/(0.15 X 2000 + 0.85 X 800) 

= (0.44 X 220 + 0.56 X 340)/(0.44 X 1600 + 0.56 X 800) 

= (0.87 X 280 + 0.13 X 340)/(0.87 X 1200 + 0.13 X 800) 

= 0.25. 

(Rakowski obtains a different result by introducing an accelerated 
scrapping of obsolete equipment since he does not take into 
account the possibility of combinations of different variants; this 
makes the problem under examination more complicated and 
obscure.) 
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We are, therefore, dealing with a very special case in which not 
only the formula (i/T) + k = m!n cannot be a~plied, but _also i~ 

hich a unique optimum solution does not exist. Such a case 1s 
:holly irrelevant to reality. The assumption that in each industry 
points which rep~esent different vari~nts of production all lie on 
a single straight lme, and that these lmes have the same slope for 
every industry is pure fantasy. The problem of efficiency of 
investment is complicated enough not to make it even more so 
by examining freaks which shed no additional light on the essen
tial. problems, but rather obscure them. As we shall see, in the 
further course of his argument Rakowski departs from this criti
cism of the use of the (i/T) + k = min formula, however. 

4. Let us now turn to Rakowski's concept, which he sees as 
contradicting the formula of (i/T) + k = min and the other similar 
formulae. The essence of his concept is the defining for individual 
industries their 'ordered functions' which relate investment outlay 
to employment; these functions are next summed up to obtain the 
aggregate function. 

It is easy to see that these 'ordered functions' are akin to the 
lower concave boundaries of the set of points which represent 
different production variants in a given industry, put forward in 
my article on the curve of production. The formal difference, such 
as the fact that I plot investment outlay on the abscissa and the 
labour inputs on the ordinate, and Rakowski does the opposite 
is, of course, of no significance. However, there is also one 
essential difference between his approach and mine. 

The points on my curves, as I have already mentioned, refer to 
new investments and the labour associated with them necessary 
to achieve a stipulated production effect, without making deduc
tion for the output in plants which are being scrapped; hence 
employment also includes labour made available through the 
scrapping of obsolete plants. On the other hand, from Rakowski's 
argument it follows that his 'ordered functions' apply to the net 
increment in the national income, i.e. after subtracting the losses 
due to scrapping obsolete equipment. The demand for labour is 
therefore also conceived in net terms, i.e. after taking into account 
the supply of labour made available through scrapping. While my 
points on the curve of production represent different production 

ariants for new plants, those of Rakowski's concept represent 
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some combinations of different operations: scrapping of obsolete 
plants, their modernization, and investing in wholly new plants. 
This is an important difference since in distinction from the new 
plants all operations to be applied to the already existing capital 
equipment are not multiplicative. For instance, modernization 
which leads to an increment in a given output cannot by itself be 
considered as representing a single production variant since one 
may not be able to repeat it on a scale large enough to achieve 
the required increase in output. Taking this specific feature of 
modernization into account is in my opinion the most valuable 
contribution of Rakowski's approach. 

However, it is rather unclear how his 'ordered functions' for 
different industries are aggregated. From a single sentence devoted 
to this subject one can deduce that the summing of investment 
and labour costs at those points on curves of production of 
individual industries which are characterized by the same recoup
ment period, i.e. at those points whose tangents to the curves of 
production for each industry are parallel to each other, is advo
cated. This seems to me to be the only method applicable in this 
case anyway. If so, then the aggregate 'ordered function' is 
constructed from industry functions in the same way as my curve 
of production which is derived from the lower concave boundaries 
of sets of points which represent production variants in the 
different commodity groups. 

If this interpretation is correct, then it is easy to see that by 
selecting such a point on the curve of 'ordered function' for an 
industry which meets the condition of (i/T) + k = min, and by 
summing up the selected values of i and k, we arrive at a point 
on the aggregate 'ordered curve' for a given recoupment period 
T. If this operation is carried out for all values of the recoupment 
period, the entire curve of production will thereby be constructed. 
Given the stipulated increment in the national income and in 
employment we can read from this curve what could be the lowest 
possible investment outlay. A line tangent to this aggregate curve 
at the point which represents this lowest investment outlay deter
mines the recoupment period T, and thus also the variants which 
should be selected in the individual indust/ies. Rakowski regards 
total investment outlay and growth in employment as given and 
maximizes the increment in the national income, which in fact 
comes to the same thing. 
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Thus it appears that Rakowski's concept by no means contra
dicts the use of the formula (i/T) + k = min. Howev:er, its use 
should be limited to points of the 'ordered functions' for individ
ual industries which, as I have mentioned, represent not only 
various technological variants for ,new investment, but also their 
combination with operations conducted on the already existing 
capital equipment. The recoupment period should be set at a level 
which assures equilibrium in the balance of labour. Furthermore, 
in my opinion this is the proper way to apply Rakowski's concept, 
and his own example of its application (in the table on P; 18 of 
his article) does not contribute to the proper explanation of the 
problem under consideration. 

5. After this interpretation of the concept of the industrial 'or
dered functions', their 'summing up', and the selection of variants 
in individual industries, I must also consider the admissibility of _ 
constructing these functions in the manner proposed by Rakow
ski. It appears that he excessively simplifies this problem by 
assuming that every combination of new plants and operations 
conducted on the already existing capital equipment can be rep
resented by two variables only: investment outlay and labour. A 
huge part of work on 'The General Instruction on the Method
ology of Analyses of the Economic Efficiency of Investment' 
consisted of taking into account differences in durability of the 
alternative variants; this issue was particularly important in 
the case of the choice between scrapping or modernization of the 
obsolete equipment. In fact, Rakowski's argument is correct only 
if a uniform durability of all equipment is assumed and modern
ization of plants is abstracted from. In this case, however, his 
argument wholly coincides with my argument on the curve of 
production. In fact, Rakowski writes that the problem of different 
durability periods is very complex and that at present he cannot 
offer a fully rational solution. 

The outcome of our study can thus be formulated as follows: 
If we could construct the 'ordered functions' for individual indus
tries, then the use of the (i/T) + k = min formula would by no 
means be unnecessary; it would only have to be modified. How
ever, without taking account of different durability periods of 
different plants, such functions cannot be derived. Therefore, I 
cannot agree with Rakowski that his concept represents 'an im-
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portant s~e~ ahe~d' in ~esearch on the efficiency of investment, 
altho~gh 1t 1s an mterestmg and useful contribution to the debate 
on this extremely complex topic. 

It appears to me that . further progress in this field could be 
reached through elaboration of formulae derived from those fea
t~red in 'The General Instruction,' even if they proved to be quite 
different from each other. If I am right, the recoupment period 
set at a level corresponding to an equilibrium in the balance of 
labour and, at the same time, optimizing in a way investment 
?utlay necessary to achieve the planned increment in the national 
mcome, w~uld continue to be an integral element of calculation 
?f the effic~ency of investment. This is also supported by the above 
mterpretat10n of Rakowski's concept. 

Basic Pro bl ems in the Theory of the 
Efficiency of Investment[lJ 

(1970) 

1. A Simplified Model 

t. Let there be a given closed national economy consisting of 
branches representing different stages in the production of an 
end-product. For each of these branches there is an established 
plan of development for a long period 0, T at constant rates of 
growth r (Tis the same for all the branches). The growth rates r 
are, as a rule, different for the different branches. In addition, 
the plan provides for a constant coefficient of scrapping a for 
each branch: in the interval t, t + dt the volume of production 
Pr is reduced as a result of the scrapping of old equipment 
characterized by the highest expenditure of live labour by aPr dt, 
where Pr is the production of the given branch at the moment t. 
No changes occur in the existing productive apparatus before 
modernization other than those due to the scrapping of old 
equipment. Consequently, the growth of production by rPrdt is a 
result of the new production (r + a)Pr arising from investment and 
the scrapping of old equipment, which reduced productive capac
ity by aP1 dt. 

The total volume of production at the new capacity (r + a)P1 
may be realized by different investment variants representing 
different techniques, i.e. by different combinations of investment 
outlay (expressed in constant prices) and expenditure on live 
labour (expressed in constant wages). The variants to choose from 
are, of course, subject to changes as a result of technical progress: 
new variants displace old ones, which become absolutely ineffec
tive, i.e. variants in which capital investment is higher and labour 
costs are no lower than in the other variants or vice versa. 

Technical progress in the use of materials is left out of con
sideration . It is assumed that the variants compared over a given 
period do not differ with regard to expenditure on materials. This 
corresponds to the premiss that there is a fixed programme for 
the development of all branches, some of which produce materials 
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for the others. (It will be assumed that the plan is balanced from 
the point of view of the consumption of materials.) 1 

The amount of capital investment arising from the choice of 
variant will, as a rule, differ from the production of investment 
goods adopted in the initial plan. We shall however assume that 
the neces_sary changes of proportion between investment and 
consumpt10n may be made without serious disturbance to the 
development plans of the individual branches by making full use 
of the growth of the labour force. 

2. Let us denote by i1 the investment intensity of the production 
(r + a)P1 dt, and the labour intensity by c1. At the time t the 
separate variants may be represented by different combinations 
of i1 and Ci. Let us denote the highest labour intensity of the 
output produced with the existing equipment by x

1
, and the 

growth in labour costs in the entire branch by P1P1dt. We then 
have 

(1) 
or 

r Pi Ct dt - aPt (Xi - Ct)dt = Pt Pt dt (1 ') 

The first term in the left side of equation (l') represents the 
expenditure on live labour which when taken in conjunction with 
the corresponding investment will make it possible to increase the 
production of the branch Pt by r Pt dt; the second term represents 
the saving in expenditure on live labour achieved as a result of 
the capital investment aPdt dt which replaces the scrapped produc
tive capacity. · 

The investment per unit of increment of production is 

it (r + a)/r, 

and the labour costs in the entire branch per unit of this increment 
are, in accordance with formula (1), 

Pt r + a a r = Ct -r- - Xt r (1") 

1 
This is not completely compatible with the assumption made ab ve that 

there is uniform growth of the individual branches at rates which are, as a rule. 
different. The present assumption is made as a first approximation to a materi
ally balanced plan. 
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It should be noted that as long as scrap~ing affects ~nly _it~r:ris 
· t· g at time 0 the quantity Xi is determmed 'for " a given mihal 

ex1s m ' , ' · · d b 
state of the branch by the growth rate _ of product10~ r a~ ~ 
the scrapping coeffici~n~ a. Con_versely, lt and Ct are to e s~ ecte 
f the variants ex1stmg at time t. However, when eqmpment 
i:~:lled in the period 0, ... , T_ begins to be s~rapl?e~, the 
quantity Xt will not be fully determmed by r ~nd a, smce 1t is al~o 
dependent on the choice of production techmque already made m 
the period 0, T. 

Let us denote the sum l: (r + a)Pt i1 dt for all branches by 11 ~t. 
/, is therefore the aggregate pr_oduc~ive_ investment of the entl~e 
ystem in the interval t, t + dt m umt time. The sum l: Pi Pi dt is 

:he additional demand for labour of all br~nches, which equals 
the growth in the aggregate expenditure on hve labour _(express~d 
in constant wages) in the interval t, t + dt. We denote this quantity 
in unit time by W1. 

3. Let us now consider the problem of the minimization of 
aggregate investment 11 for a given increase in _the lab?ur force at 
a moment t of the period 0, T. It is assumed m the first stag~ ~f 
the analysi that the quantity X1 is known. In the next stage 1t is 
proved that this condition is not essential, given cert~in further 
simplifications. It is demonstrated that the volu~e of ~nvestment 
determined by. the method proposed by us will evidently be 
approximately equal to the minimum at all times t in the period 
O T with the coefficients r and a assigned for all branches and 
;ith the given dynamics of the aggregate increment of the labour 
force. 

We start by assuming that the index of the efficiency of invest
ment is a linear function of investment and expenditure on live 
labour per unit of the increment of production r Pi dt 

E1 = E . it r ; a + (ct r ; a - X1 ~) (2) 

where E is a positive parameter which is the same for all branches. 
W proceed by choosing for a given E a variant of it, c1 on the 
ba is of the criterion 

E1 == min (3) 

and should E1 be the same for two variants we select the one for 
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which ir is lower. When Xr, a, and r are given, this criterion i 
equivalent to 

(4) 
Let us denote the optimal variant by i/, c( and the orre pond

ing index of efficiency by E/. We then have 

Er'~ Er 

Taking the sum over the branches we have 

L Er'rP1dt ~ L ErrP1 dt 

and it follows, in accordance with (l") and (2), that 

EL (r + a)Pii/ + Ep/P1 ~ EL (r + a)Prir + L PrP
1 

or 

(5) 

(6) 

where // and Wr' correspond to the variants which are optim I 
for each branch on the basis of the criterion (3) or ( 4). 

4. A change in the parameter E affects the choice of investment 
~ariant. If in some branch there is an E/ corresponding to E which 
1s equal to the Er for another, more investment-intensive variant 
an arbitrarily small reduction of E will lead to the choice of thi~ 
latter variant. In fact, the indices of the efficiency of investment 
will then be Et' - !!..Ei/ and Er - !!..Ei1• The second of these indices 
is less than the first because 

and 

· :hu_s at certain values o~ Ek arra~ged in increasing order, // and 
Wr will alter when there is the slightest reduction of E: whereas 
I~. k and w;, k correspond to Ek, what corresponds to Ek - fl.E is 
already / ;, k - 1 > I;, k and Wr, k - 1 < Wr: k, It follows that Ir, k is a 
decreasing sequence and Wr, k an increasing one. 

It follows from (6) that 

(Ek - dE)/; , k- 1+ W:, k- 1 ~ (Ek - dE)J;, k+ W;, k 

and 

Ed; ,k+ w:,k~ Ed;,k-1 + w: k-1 

Taking into consideration 1;, k _ 1 > 1;, k, we obtain 
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w 

• 

FIG. 40 

and, since ~E is an arbitrarily small quantity, 

w;,k- w:.k-1 , , = Ek 
I I, k - I - / r, k 

(7) 

It follows that 1;,k, w:,k may be represented by points forming 
a descending concave polygonal path. The slope of the segment 
1;, k, w;, k ➔ 1;, k-,, w:, k- 1 is equal (in absolute magnitude) to 
Ek (see Fig. 40). 

5. The ordinate of a point of the polygonal path defines the 
demand for the labour force W/ corresponding to the aggregate 
capital investment // which is minimum for the given W/. It may 
be assumed that the points of the polygonal path are fairly closely 
spaced. On the other hand, it may be assumed that the supply of 
labour (expressed in expenditure on constant wages) will follow 
demand on a limited scale. We shall therefore not be making a 
serious mistake if we assume that the supply of 'new' labour Sr 
equals the ordinate of one of the points F of the polygonal path 
(see Fig. 41). 

It follows from (6) that the abscissa of this point It, F is the lowest 
level of investment compatible with the growth of the labour force 
S1 at the growth rate r, the coefficient of scrapping a and the highest 
labour intensity of the production of the existing equipment Xt 

assigned for each branch. We will denote this level of aggregate 
capital investment by Ur (see Fig. 41). 
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The slope of the segment of the polygonal path beginning at 
the point F equals the magnitude of the parameter EF. This 
determines the choice of variants in individual branches. However, 
if the polygonal path is rigorously determined for the time t, . a 
knowledge of EF is not essential for this purpose, since the variants 
corresponding to EF selected in the individual branches, i.e. the 
branch components of the quantities 

and 

are directly known. However, if recourse is had to an approximate 
polygonal path, for example to one previously determined which 
is shifted downward in conformity with the general rise in labour 
productivity, Xe is essential for the choice of variants in individual 
branches. 

6. We have therefore concluded the first stage in our analysis in 
which Xe, the highest unit costs of labour in the operation of the 
existing fixed capital, are assumed to be given. We shall now 
demonstrate that, given certain further simplifications, Xi is deter
mined throughout the period 0, T by the initial state of the 
productive apparatus, by the rates of growth of production in the 
individual branches and by the branch coefficients of scrapping. 
Let us now assume that, as a result of technical progress: (i) the 
c( of the variants which are optimal in the period 0, T is lower 
than the labour intensity of production using any equipment 
existing at the time O; (ii) the c/ of the variants of the period 0, 
T is a decreasing function of time t. It is additionally assumed 
that (iii) the expression 
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1 ln(r +a) , .. 
- · 
r a 
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is the same for all branches (this is the most far-reaching of the 

simplifications adopted). . . . . 
It follows from (i) that equipment ex1stmg a~ the time O ~111 be 

written off earlier than an~ item_s in the penod 0, !'-It ~s n?t 
difficult to determine the time 'C m the course of which this will 

occur. We have 

Pi= Poe'' 

Since the production capacity Po is completely scrapped in the 

course of 'C we obtain 

Po= f: aP0 e'e dt =Po; (e''t - 1) (S) 

or 
+a 1 r+a _r - - er't. ,.. = - In --a - ' • r a 

(9) 

It follows from (iii) that 'C is the same for all branche_s ... 
In the period o, 'C the quantity Xi is defined by the. 1mtial state 

of the basic capital, by the rates of growth of the given. branc~ 
and by its coefficient of scrapping_ a. C?nsequently, dunng this 
period the polygonal path at the time t 1s_ define~ by the coeffi
cients r and a and by the different techmcal variants known at 

that time . • d ·· · 
The position in the period 'C, T is more . com~hcate , si~ce Xi is 

here also dependent on the choice of v_a~1ants __ m the ~~nod 0, t. 
It is proved below on the basi~ of cond~tions (u) an? _(1!1) that the 
polygonal path at the time t 1s determmed by the . m1tial st~te of 
the equipment, by the coefficients r and a,. by the dynamics of 
the growth of the labour force in the penod 0, t and by the 
technical variants at the time t. 

It follows from (9) that · 

P, r't r + a --=e =--
P,-'t a 

or 

aPe = (r + a)Pe-'t (10) 
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Consequently, the production capacities scrapped in the interval 
t, t + dt, where t > 't, are equal to the capacities of the equipment 
introduced in the interval t - 't, t - 't + dt. But, in accordance with 
condition (ii), the actually selected er' which we denote by c/', are 
a decreasing f~nction of_ t. Consequently, x 1 is also a decreasing 
function of t m the penod 't, T. It follows from this and from 
(10) that the equipment scrapped in the interval t, t + dt is ident
ical to that installed in the interval t - 't, t - 't + dt and thus 

or 

( 11) 

Taking (1 ") and (10) into consideration, we have 

s,_1 = I: p~'-1P1-1 = I: (r + a)P 1 _ 1 c;'_
1 

- I: a P, - 1 X1 - 1 = I: aP1 X1 - I: aP1 _ 1 x 1 _ 
1 

(12) 

from which 

Wt'= I: p/P, = I: (r + a)P1cr' - I: aPrx 1 
= L (r + a)P1 er' - (Sr - t + L aPc - t Xr _ 

1
) 

It follows from this formula that, for 't ~ t < 2't, the polygonal 
path //, W/ is determined by the coefficients r and a of all the 
branches, by the choice of variants in accordance with the crite
rion ( 4), by the increment of the labour force S

1 
_ 

1 
in the time 

t - 't and by the quantities Xr _, for the individual branches. 
However, since O ~ t - 't < 't, these quantities are determined by 
the initial state of the productive apparatus and by the coefficients 
r and a. It follows that the polygonal path and also its point 
U,, Sr are fully determined at the time t by the coefficients r and 
a, by the variants existing at this time and by the aggregate flow 
of the labour force in the past. 

It is now readily appreciable that this holds for any time t of 
the period 0, T: the polygonal path//, W/ and, consequently, also 
U1, S, will be dependent only on the stipulated factors, which also 
determine x,. 

It has therefore been proved that when conditions (i), (ii), and 
(iii) are satisfied the volume of investment determined by the 
method described in sections 3, 4, and 5 is minimum not only for 
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a given state of the system at the ti~~ t, but simul~ane_ously for 
all the t of the period 0, T. The conditions from which it follows 
that the lifetime 't is the same for ?II branches are not as a rule 
satisfied ( especially (iii)). Nevertheless, the proof of our theorem 
'ndicates that the minimum level of investment will probably be 
~eached, even if approximately, throughout the entire plan period 
0, T. 

7. Following the analysis of the problem as formulated, ~e must 
make some observations on the fixing of the coefficients of 
scrapping. One alternative is to maintain them at the level existing 
at the time O; another is to decide to introduce new branch 
coefficients a. In the latter case there will as a rule be a displace
ment of the polygonal path Io', Wo' at the moment O aJ?.d a 
corresponding alteration in the minimum of aggregate invest
ment U,. 

Even if the 'new level is not below the former level, this should 
not be taken as indicating that the 'reform' is necessarily desirable 
because an alteration of a may lead to the converse situation for 
some t > 0. In fact, this alteration affects the dynamics of the 
highest labour intensities of production with t_he old equipme_nt. 
Corresponding to each set of branch coefficients of scrappmg 
there is an approximately optimal time curve of investment in the 
period 0, T arrived at by the methods outlined above . . But _in 
general these curves intersect, so that there need not necessa~ily 
be a curve lying lower than the others for all the t of the penod 
O, T. A decision of the central planning organs is therefore nee~ed 
whenever a discrepancy arises between the volume of capital 
investment and, consequently, of consumption in the short term 
and in the long term. 

Another question arises in connection with coefficients of scrap
ping. It follows from section 3 that the choice ?f inv_estme~t 
variants at the time t is based on criterion ( 4), m which E is 
determined (in accordance with sections 4 and 5) by the polygonal 
path I/, Wt' and by the increment of the labour force_ at the 
moment t. It is clear that the 'durability' of equipment is not a 
factor which has any influence on such a process of the choice of 
investment variants. It should, however, be borne in mind that 
'durability' is· a problem which is closely connected with 'obsoles
cence' resulting from technical progress and that it is therefore an 
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economic rather than a technical factor, to be decided by the 
central planning organs. If our approach to this problem is to 
adopt a fixed coefficient _of scrapping for the given branch, a 
constant proportion of the production capacity characterized by 
the highest labour intensity is annually scrapped irrespective of 
whether or not it corresponds to the accepted definition of 'dur
ability'. 

To avoid misunderstanding, it should also be noted that expen
diture on repairs, on spare parts, and on other items which 
depreciate fairly rapidly is not regarded as capital investment 
connected with the scrapping of old equipment, but as running 
costs by analogy with expenditure on materials. 

8. So far we have assumed that the only changes in the existing 
basic capital are in the scrapping of obsolete equipment in service. 
We shall now give general consideration to the problem of mod
ernization in the sense of a reduction of labour costs in the various · 
elements of a functioning productive apparatus as a result of 
investment which to some extent modifies this apparatus. 

As has been noted in section 2 in the analysis of formula (1 '), 
the object of replacement investment aPti,dt is to effect economies 
in live labour aP1 (xi - c1)dt. The ratio of these economies to the 
investment needed to effect them is (x 1 - c1)li1. 

Let us assume that there is some scope for modernization of 
the productive apparatus of a given branch for which the ratio 
between the savings in live labour and the investment by means 
of which it is effected is greater than (x 1 - c1)/i1• (It should be noted 
that (x, - C1)li1 is dependent on the variant i1, c1 of new investment.) 

In such a case it will be correct to substitute investment on 
modernization for all or a part of the 'replacement' investment 
(the amount of investment undertaken to reduce costs on live 
labour, and also the overall investment are unaffected). In fact, 
we shall then directly economize more on live labour than in the 
case of the scrapping and replacement of equipment with the 
highest unit expenditures on live labour x 1• In addition, we im
prove the scope for economy of live labour by the scrapping of 
obsolete equipment in the future. 

In the given state of the · fixed capital in service the scope for 
modernization is higher for those variants for which (x 1 - c,)li1 is 
lower. Consequently, in the given variant in which modernization 
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is taken into account an inc~ease in expend-iture on live labour is 

no longer 

p, = re, - a(x1 - Ci) (1') 

but is 

+ (Xt - C1J p, = rc1 - a11 --it- (13) 

where J; is a decreasing function and 

J;[(x1 - c1)lii] ~ X1 - c, 

(the equality is omitted when there is no scope for appropriate 
modernization). 

By analogy with (2) we shall now apply the term 'index of 
efficiency' to 

. r + a a + (x, -c,J Et= Elt -r- + Ct - r JI --it- (14) 

With an assigned £ the variant i1/c1 is selected in accordance 
with the criterion E1 = min, and if E1 is the same for two variants 
we once again select the least investment-intensive. The choice, in 
contrast to the deduction in section 3, will here be dependent on 
the value of J; [(x1 - c1)/i 1 ], which will differ for the different 
variants. Summing over the branches, we have 

I.E/rP1dt ~ I-E,rP,dt 

where E,' is an optimum variant. From this, reasoning in the same 
way as in section 3, we obtain 

El/+ W/~ £11+ Wt 

where 

as in section 3, but 

1 1 (Xt - C/J W, = I, rc1 Pi - I, a J; ir' 

We may now draw the polygonal path I/, Wt' in the time t, 
which when taken in conjunction with the increase in labour force 
in this time S

1 
defines the minimum investment U,. The level of 
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investment will be less than or the same as when an econo f 
· h . my o 

manpower is ac ieved solely by means of replacement investment.2 

2. Assessmen~ of Different Variants of the Expenditure 
on Matenals and of the Role of Foreign Trade 

1: So far we h~ve assumed that the variants of investment in a 
gi~en branch diffe: onl~ in investment intensity i (in constant 
pnces) ~nd labour mtensity c (in constant wages). When we come 
to con~ider the features of the different variants in relation to 
expen?itu~e on 1:1-aterials, we have to calculate expenditure on 
~aten~ls m the mvestment variants which we compare and also 
m the items scrapped. 

. The complete capital investment and expenditure on live labour 
mvol~ed cannot be included in equations corresponding to (1) and 
(2), su~ce th~y would then be taken into consideration twice or 
more times m the summing of these equations, because some of 
the _branches p~oduce materials for others. More detailed infor
~ati?n con~erm~g the plan is needed over a lengthy period o, T 
if this question is to be appropriately solved. 

Since the pl~n is bala?ced from the point of view of expenditure 
of raw m~tenals,_ certam rates of their expenditure in individual 
bra~ches m the time t are accepted in it. When we select one of 
t?e mvestme~t variants we should give consideration to the posi
tive or negative deviations from these rates. (As we shall see the 
~ame problem will arise in relation to expenditure on materi;ls in 
items to b~ scrappe~, where the total expenditure on live labour 
and mate:ials per umt o! production are highest. The expenditure 
of mater~als on thes~ ite~s may differ from the expenditures 
adopted m t~e. plan, m which case it is once again necessary to 
take the devzatzon from the plan into consideration.) 

We s?ou~d now apparently proceed as follows. In addition to 
the capital ~nvestment and expenditure on live labour of the stage 
of p_roduction represented by the given branch, we must also 
consider the 'accompanying' capital investment and expenditure 

2 
A qu~stion which may arise is_ how to determine the coefficient of scrapping 

a for a given branch_ when there 1s modernization. This coefficient may readily 
be f?und by _comparmg the production with the new equipment (r + a)Pi dt and 
the mcrease m the production of the branch rPidt, i.e. in the same way as in 
the complete replacement of obsolete equipment. 
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on live labour, corresponding to the '~xpenditure of materials, but 
only on the scale of the deviation of this expenditure from the 
rates adopted in the plan. (For a variant in which the expenditure 
on intermediate and raw materials coincides with the amounts 
adopted in the plan we therefore have to consider only the capital 
investment and expenditure on live labour of the given phase.) 

Such an approach would be correct only in the case of a closed 
economy. If we consider foreign trade, we shall arrive at different 
conclusions. A distinction may be drawn between 'currency' ma
terials, i.e. those sold in foreign trade, and 'non-currency' materi
als, i.e. those not sold in this trade owing to high transportation 
costs (e.g. bricks) or because of other difficulties of sale, e.g. 
electric power and machine parts. In relation to 'non-currency' 
materials it is appropriate to use the method referred to above of 
allowing for the corresponding 'accompanying' capital investment 
and expenditure on live labour on the scale of deviations from 
the rates adopted in the plan. Such an approach is not as a rule 
satisfactory where 'currency' materials are concerned. 

In fact, the plan for development of the economy includes a 
more or less definite plan of foreign trade, i.e. we know the 
structure of exports and of the production aimed at reduction of 
imports. On the basis of this information we find a group of 
commodities for export or for 'import substitution', for which the 
following condition is satisfied: if the currency cost of the 'cur
rency' materials consumed is subtracted from the currency value 
of its production, and if the capital investment and labour for 
one currency rouble of this net currency value are denoted by j 
and k respectively, the criterion for this commodity group for a 
given E is expressed in the form Ej + k = min. 

Further, if one investment variant is more economic than an
other with respect to expenditure on 'currency' materials by d 
currency roubles, the currency economized may be used to reduce 
the growth in the export or to increase the growth in the import 
of the commodity group referred to above and thereby to secure 
the maximum economy of 'calculated expenditure' for the given 
E, · namely on the scale d(Ej + k). (It should be noted that j and k 
should be selected from the technical point of view in relation to 
the criterion (4).) 

2. It is now possible to compile formulae similar to (2) and ( 4) 
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which allow for the scope of the different variants of the con
sumption of materials and for technical progress in this sphere. 
In the interests of simplicity we shall at present leave out of 
consideration expenditure of 'non-currency' materials (and also 
modernization). 

Let us denote the currency value of the deviation of direct 
expenditure of materials from the quota in the time t by 8

1
• In 

that case the 'calculated expenditure' on a unit of output will be 

£ii+ Ct+ 81 (£}, + k1) 

The equipment which should be scrapped for a given £ is that 
for which the expression 

x, + A1(£j, + k,) 

reaches a maximum, where x, is the labour intensity of production 
for the scrapped equipment, and ')..,1 is the currency value of the 
deviation from the quota for the expenditure on materials for this 
output as adopted in the plan. 

Consequently, (2) will correspond to 

E1 = [£i, +Ct+ 81(£)1 + k,)] r ~ a - [x, + 'A,(£)1 + k1)]; (15) 

or 

E 
[

. r + a . (s: r + a 'I a]~ 
t = £ lt -,- + ]t Ut -r- - "-tr u 

-[(c, + 8,k,) r;; a - (x, + A,k,) Y] (IS') 

where J, and k, are the same for all branches. As in the first part, 
the branch variants will be selected by the criterion E 1 = min, and 
once again should E1 be the same for two or more variants, the 
least capital-intensive is selected (the variant for which the first 
expression in the square brackets in formula (15') is least). Since 
r, a, f,, and k1 are the same for all variants of a given branch, 
and since this also holds with respect to ')..1 for the given £, we 
may write the criterion of the choice of variants at the time t in 
the form £(i1 + Or}1) + (c1 + 81 k1) = min. 

If we denote the rate adopted in the plan for the currency value 
of materials expended per unit of output by n

1 
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n1 + 81 = cr/ __ _ 

will be the currency value of 'the total specific ·expen.diture of 
materials in the given variant. Since 1}, is the same for all variants, 
the criterion may be written for a given £ as · 

(16) 

When two variants are equal, the one chosen is the one for which 
i, + cr1)1 is less. 

If we denote the optimum variants by i,', c/, and 8/ and the 
corresponding indices of efficiency by E,', we have E,' .::; E,. 

Taking all branches together we obtain 

r E,'rP, 8,.::; ErP1 8, 

and, by analogy with section 3 of the first part, 

£1,' + W,' .::; £1, + Wi, 

where the capital investment and expenditure on live labour also 
allow for investment and expenditure which are a result of devi
ations in the consumption of raw materials from the rates adopted 
in the plan. I,' and W,' correspond to variants selected for a given 
E by the criterion (16). 

There is therefore a polygonal path I,', W,' for the time t with 
the same properties as the polygonal path in Fig. 40. Taken in 
conjunction with the growth in manpower it determines the lowest 
level of capital investment Ur compatible with this growth. The 
most effective variants of individual branches are simultaneously 
determined. 

3. Expenditure on 'non-currency' materials was left out of con
sideration in the last section in the interests of simplicity. We have 
previously noted that it is appropriate in relation to such materials 
to use the method of calculating the accompanying capital invest
ment and expenditure on live labour in a given variant on a scale 
corresponding to the deviation between the expenditure on ma
terials and the standards adopted in the initial plan. The highest 
expenditure on live labour and raw materials in an exist~ng 
productive apparatus are determined as follows. When calculatmg 
expenditure on live labour and materials for a given £, we con
sider, in addition to 'currency' materials, the capital investment 
and live labour corresponding to deviation from the plan of 

ii 
11 
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expendit~re on 'non-c~rrency' materials in the existing equipment. 
After this we determme which items of the total capacity aP 
s~ould be ~crapped in unit time on the basis of the total expen~ 
d1ture on hve labour and materials in the given stage of produc
tion thus calculated. 

However, we shall not complicate (15) and (16') by the inclusion 
of elements associated with different variants of the consumption 
of 'non-currency' materials, but shall assume that the investment 
associated with 'non-currency' materials in the variant under 
consideration or in the scrapped equipment is allowed for in i

1
, 

and that the corresponding expenditure on live labour is allowed 
for in C1. Hence the points of the polygonal path I/, W;' show 
expen?iture with allowance for expenditure on 'non-currency' 
matenals on the scale of the deviation from the plan. 

It may be assumed for the formula corresponding to the crite
rion (16) that ir and Cr incorporate the total investment and 
expenditure on live labour connected with the expenditure of 
'non-currency' raw materials. In order to avoid confusion between 
the values of i1 and Ci in the criterion as expressed in (16) and 
(! 5), we 1!1ay rep!ace these symbols in ( 16) in the new interpreta
tion by rr and c1 , and the expression then becomes 

£(i; + <Jr }1) + (c; + cr, k,) = min (17) 

~- In section ~ of Part 1, where we left variants of the consump
tion of matenals out of consideration in the problem, it was 
~emonstrated that, given certain fairly considerable simplifica
tions: !he plan for t~e development of the economy (including 
coefficients of scrappmg), taken in conjunction with the initial 
state of the basic capital and the dynamics of increase in man
power, fully defines the polygonal path //, Wr' for the time t. We 
thus also determine the choice of variants at each moment of the 
per~o{! 0, ! which minimizes capital investment Ir throughout this 
entire penod. Because the conditions on which the proof of this 
theorem is based are not in general satisfied, it merely indicates 
the probability of the hypothesis to which it approximates. 

In. order to be_ able to prove this theorem, one further simpli
ficat10n must be mtroduced when calculating the different variants 
of the consumption of materials, namely that the highest labour 
intensity of production in the given branch x 1 is characteristic of 
the items scrapped. (It follows from the two previous sections that 
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this condition is" not as a rule satisfied.) This simplification is, 
however, far less risky than the three 'special' premisses of the 
proof of the theorem in section 6 of Part 1 in connection with 
the relatively small contribution of economy of materials to 
technical progress. To take progressive saving of raw materials 
into consideration does not therefore significantly reduce the 
probability that our theorem will be approximately suitable for 
practical purposes. 

5. Now let us consider a completely different matter, namely the 
problem of an alteration of the originally planned branch struc
ture of new production at a moment t as a result of optimum 
choice of variants in the manner described above. We have already 
demonstrated that minimization of investment may cause such 
changes in branch structure: the savings in investment outlay are 
used to increase consumption to such a degree that the growth in 
manpower is fully utilized. 

This problem is even further complicated when variants of the 
consumption of materials are taken into consideration, since this 
causes simultaneous modification of the structure of the growth 
in foreign trade (in production both for export and for import
substitution). 

In relation to foreign trade, the structure of the new production 
for export or for import-substitution has to be 'verified' on the 
basis of the parameter £1 derived above. In fact, the choice of 
technological variants for a given commodity group does not 
differ fundamentally from the choice between production for 
export or for import-substitution of different commodity groups 
as a result of which one currency rouble is obtained . The value 
of f.1 i; must therefore be compared for different commodity 
groups at the time t. Here i; is the investment needed for the 
production in the given commodity group of the net currency 
worth of one currency rouble, i.e. after subtraction of the value 
of 'currency' materials. (Investment which serves for the produc
tion of 'currency' raw materials is consequently not taken into 
consideration in this capital investment.) The related expenditure 
on live labour for one currency rouble is denoted by c;. 

Comparison of the expressions £1 i; - c; for different variants of 
production for export or for import-substitution with the new 
equipment does not lead to the choice of one or more commodity 
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groups. The point is that the 'best' export variant has in general 
only fairly limited potential application in connection with the 
limited capacity of foreign markets. Nevertheless, comparison of 
these values will enable us to make some obvious corrections to 
the plan for the growth of foreign trade. This emerges as one 
further factor in the alteration of the structure of production. 

The 'correct' level of investment, the 'new' consumption of raw 
materials, and the 'new' structure of foreign trade for the time t 
are determined on the basis of the results of all these calculations. 
The greatest difficulties in plan reconstruction may arise from- the 
'correct' level of investment. 

We have already mentioned that, for example, economy in 
investment may be used to increase consumption to such an extent 
that manpower continues to be fully used. In general, however, 
different branches produce investment and consumer goods. Let 
us assume that the 'correct' investment at the time 0, i.e. U0, is 
considerably less than the production of finished investment goods 
for the internal market at the same time. This creates a difficult 
situation because an immediate shift in branch structure from 
investment to consumption is impossible. 

The most rational approach will evidently be the following: the 
'surplus' production of the capital goods producing branches must 
be exported in exchange for consumer goods (over and above the 
'normal' foreign trade). Although this exchange may possibly not 
be very advantageous, consumption will at all events increase. 
There will be a simultaneous rapid expansion in the production 
potential of consumer goods and no expansion in the potential 
for investment goods. The production of these goods will therefore 
correspond to U,' within a comparatively short period t', and their 
'excessive' export will cease to be necessary. 

For t > t' the difference between U1 and the production of 
investment goods is already of the order of dt and may be 
overcome in a short time. 

The same applies to consumption of raw materials and to the 
structure of foreign trade for the whole period 0, T since the 
reference is here invariably to variants in the interval t, t + dt (for 
example, to expenditure of coal or oil in new factories). 

We thus arrive at a plan with new branch growth rates for the 
time t and therefore, by applying the foregoing methods to it, we 
in general arrive at a different polygonal path for this time. If it 
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differs little from that originally , e$tablished, we may regard our 
task of the choice of (technical and foreign trade) variants as 
completed. If not th~ process of gradual approximation will be 
continued. 

This process will probably be convergent and even rapidly so, 
but there can be no absolute certainty of this. A warning should 
here be given against convergence arising from the lack in many 
instances of fundamentally differing technical variants (this is a 
basic problem relating to the practical use of the theory of 
investment efficiency, which is a theory which cannot in itself give 
rise to new investment variants). 

It should also be noted that in following the method described 
above we infringe the initial assumption that individual br<\nches 
develop uniformly, although at different rates. It may readily be 
appreciated that this will not essentially modify the construction 
of the polygonal path //, Wt' at the time t; at the same time the 
achievement of a minimum of investment throughout the entire 
period 0, T becomes even more approximate. 

6. We excluded modernization from consideration above. Let us 
return to (15) and introduce the notations 

h1 = i1 + f,1j1 

ht= Ct+ 81 k, 

Vt= x, + A1(Ej1 + k1) 

We may now rewrite (15) as 

1 
r + a a h Et = Eh, -,- + h1 - --, c , - vi) 

(18) 

If we then argue as in section 8 of the first part, taking the 
possibility of modernization into consideration, we obtain 

r + a a , (v, - h,J E, = Eh1 -,- + hr -,11 -h-
1

-

where J; is a decreasing function and 
J; [(Ur - h,)!h,] ;:: Vt - hr 

For the given E we select a variant by the criterion Er= min. It 
is now possible to construct the polygonal path //, Wr' and to 
obtain for a given growth in manpower a value of U, and branch 
variants which minimize aggregate investment at the time t. 



The Scope of the Evaluation of the 
Efficiency of Investment in a Socialist 

Economy[ll 
(1970) 

1. !h~ efficiency of investment is evaluated in principle in the 
socrnhs~ centrall_y planned economies for two purposes: (i) the 
companson of different technological variants for the achievement 
of the same productive target; and (ii) the comparison of different 
possibilities of obtaining the amounts of foreign currencies necess
ary to cover im~ort requirements, either by means of exports or 
by means of national production aimed at import substitution. 

It is often said, not only in the West but also in the socialist 
countries, that such application of the calculus of effectiveness 
h~s t~o limited a character, because it leaves, it seems, the general 
~uections of development of the economy to the arbitrary deci
sions of the planning authorities. We shall try to show here that 
such contentions are based on a misunderstanding. (It is true that 
~he evaluation of investment efficiency could still be enlarged to 
~nclude the determination of the consumption structure, but this 
is a problem much more complex than the two mentioned above 
since it requires_ the definition of equivalence of two consumptio~ 
aggregates of different structure; see section 3 below.) 

2. Let us begin by considering a fictional, but none the less 
instructive situation. Let us imagine a closed economy in which 
there are n? tech~ological alternatives, i.e. each productive target 
can be achieved m one way only. Let us assume further that in 
the perspective plan the planning authorities have determined the 
growth path of national income through time (measured at con
stan~ pr_ices) and also the structure of consumption and unpro
?uctive mvestment, as well as the relation among these magnitudes 
m each year of the plan. 

It can easily be seen_ that in such conditions there exists only 
one balanced-plan vanant. The volume and structure of invest
ment are determined by the planned growth of national income, 
and so are the structure of consumption and unproductive invest-
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ment, and the relation between these two magnitudes. Suppose, 
for instance, that consumption is at ,a 'level higher than in the plan 
so constructed. Then, since the relation between consumption and 
unproductive investment is given, the structure and volume of 
investment also have to be adjusted, and for a given national 
income less is left for productive accumulation and the increase 
in circulating capital. The lower level of these magnitudes, in turn, 
without the possibility of technical choice and the operation of 
international trade, and also for a determined structure of con
sumption and unproductive investment, cannot in any way be 
sufficient to achieve the increase of national income assumed in 
the plan. 

Not only cannot the volume of investment undergo change with 
respect to the plan constructed, but neither can its structure, 
because again the assumptions made would not allow the achie~e
ment of the assumed structure of consumption and unproductive 
investment. This means that in a situation where there is no 
problem of choice of production techniques nor of foreign-trade 
variants, once the planning authorities have determined the time
path of national income, the structure of consumption and un
productive investment, the problem of evaluation of investment 
efficiency does not arise. 

Together with the possibility of choice of techniques and of 
various patterns of foreign trade, two degrees of freedom arise, 
and indeed it is within the framework of these degrees that the 
evaluation of investment efficiency can operate-given the as
sumptions made by the planning authorities about the growth rate 
of national income, the structure of consumption and unproduc
tive investment. 

3. In practice we are faced exactly with such a situation. The plan 
should really be constructed for several hypothetical paths of 
national income growth, and the planning authorities should 
choose among them; and given the conflict between consumption 
in the short and the long run that usually arises, this choice 
contains elements of political character. By constructing each of 
the plans corresponding to hypotheses in the field of growth 
paths, a given structure of consumption and unproductive invest
ment is assumed more or less in a discretionary way: either the 
consumption at the end of the plan is patterned on the more 
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developed countries and interpolations are made for the inter
mediate years; or the income elasticities of demand for different 
commodities, taken from family budgets, are used as guide-lines; 
or, finally, both methods are used at the same time in order to 
formulate a view about this problem, and then take the final 
decision about it. 

As we have already said (in section 1 above) the calculus of 
investment effectiveness could be extended to include the problem 
of choice of the 'cheapest' consumption structure. Then we mu_st· 
introduce the criterion of equivalence of two different consump
tion aggregates. A first step in this direction is contained in my 
paper 'The Problem of the Optimum Structure of Consumption', 1 

where I have also outlined a method for the choice of consump
tion structure in the perspective plan. My preliminary ideas, 
however, have not yet reached either a general solution, or a 
practical application. Therefore we still take the decision about 
the structure of consumption (and unproductive investment) as 
given in the plan variants corresponding to different growth rates. 

4. In such conditions, the field in which we assess the efficiency 
of investment is, as we have said above, the choice of techniques 
for the achievement of given productive targets and the pattern 
of exports and imports. The task of the evaluation of efficiency 
understood in this way is the achievement of the minimum invest~ 
ment consistent with the maintenance of equilibrium in the bal
ance of the labour force and the balance of payments. In other 
words, for a given value of exports that covers (together .with 
possible foreign loans) the value of imports, investment should be 
fixed at the lowest level at which the full employment of the 
labour force is obtained. A lower level of investment would mean 
that the plan is unrealistic, given the unemployment of labour. A 
higher level of investment would in turn imply a waste of resour
ces that would negatively affect consumption. 

From this argument, on the other hand, one should not draw 
the conclusion that the investment calculus can by itself determine 
completely the pattern of foreign trade or even the productive 
techniques. An obstacle to obtaining the most effective export 
pattern can appear due, from the supply side, to technical-organ
izational factors limiting the growth rate of particular branches, 

1 [See this volume.) 
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and from the ,side qf demand, to the insufficient absorption 
capacity of for-~ign markets ; The export pattern is most effective 
when the rate of its exp:msion is low. Also, even the application 
of some effective technology can meet long-term bottlenecks. For 
instance, the burning of oil is more effective than the burning of 
coal, but in Poland that depends on the import of crude oil, and 
therefore it raises the foreign trade difficulties mentioned above. 

If we take into account this set of problems, then it appears 
that the necessary investment is in principle higher than the level 
which we would obtain by applying the 'pure' evaluation of 
investment efficiency. 

5. It is also worth further illustrating the arguments cabove, by 
using them to answer the frequent question whether manufactur
ing industries should not be developed, because of their lower 
capital intensity, rather than primary industries producing raw 
materials . If we treat the question independently of foreign-trade 
considerations, it really makes no sense at all. We cannot produce 
machines rather than copper, since that leads to a surplus of 
machines and a deficit of copper. 

Only if this problem is considered within the context of foreign 
trade can an answer to it be found in the calculus of investment 
efficiency. This calculus can in fact show that it is more advant
ageous to produce machines for export and to import copper in 
exchange, rather than produce copper at home. But even this, in 
the light of the considerations of section 4 above, still does not 
prejudge the issue. The point is that it is not necessarily feasible 
for the export of machines to be expanded in order to import 
copper, and we might have to sell the machines so cheaply that 
this becomes ineffective. Therefore the construction of a copper
mine, regardless of its capital intensity, can turn out to be, in the 
end, an appropriate way of implementing the development plan 
of the economy. 

Generally speaking, the so-called problem of the 'directions of 
development' makes sense only when it is treated as the choice of 
the pattern of foreign trade (as well as the production technology), 
because only then does it not lead to plan imbalance. Once the 
problem is formulated in this way, it can be solved by means of 
the calculus of investment efficiency, provided allowance is made 
for the absorption capacity of foreign markets for different export 

I 
I 

I 
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goods, and for the technical-organizational barriers to the devel
opment of the production of particular branches. 

PART 3 

SOME ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
PROBLEMS OF PEOPLE'S POLAND 



Observations on Labour Productivity[ll 
(1960) 

In the current discussion on the subject of raising the productivity 
of labour, the latter is often treated as a panacea for accelergiting 
economic development and increasing prosperity. In a sense, this 
brings to mind the debates of a few years ago, in which the use 
of a system of incentives in economic management was · regarded 
as such a panacea. I took part in that discussion, warning that 
the matter is not as straightforward as it might at first glance 
appear. 1 My observations now are in a similar vein. Undoubtedly 
the growth of labour productivity is one of the determining factors 
in economic development. However, the stress that is laid on 
increasing it in particular branches of production should depend 
on the nature of that increase on the one hand, and on conditions 
in the economy as a whole on the other. 

1. In considering the effects of an increase in labour productivity, 
it is necessary first of all to distinguish two sets of circumstances: 

(i) An increase in labour productivity leading to higher produc-
tion with a constant level of employment. · '. ' 
(ii) An increase in labour productivity leading to a decrease in 
employment at a constant level of production. 

If, for example, in some factory the speed of operation of certain 
machines is increased, then with a given labour force there will 
follow an increase in production resulting from a more intensive 
use of the productive equipment and the labour force. If, however, 
the increase in prqductivity is the result of the same machines, 
operating at the same speed, and being worked by a smaller 
number of workers, then the same level of production corresponds 
to a decrease in employment. 

The first case implies a direct increase in national output. The 
second case merely indicates the saving of labour power, which 
may be more or less advantageous for the economy, depending 
on the situation in the labour market. 

1 See my article, 'Workers' Councils and Central Planning', [Collected Works, 
vol. iii]. 
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2. After making this distinction, it should be noted that the more 
useful kind of increase in a factory's production, through a better 
use of its given productive equipment and workforce, may also, 
in practice, present various complications. 

First of all, a necessary condition for such a favourable solution 
is additional supplies of raw materials . In view of this, it would 
be necessary to increase production of the appropriate raw ma
terials, and/or expand exports in order to allow for reduced 
exports of those raw materials, or the increase in imports of thetn, 
otherwise the balance of payments would be disturbed. It should 
be pointed out that such a successful co-ordination of production 
(and exports, when it comes to bridging the gap through foreign 
trade) may not always be possible, and in any case will not occur 
automatically in the course of achieving the general aim of in
creasing labour productivity. 

If, as a result of a lack of additional raw materials supplies, the 
goal of increasing production is abandoned, and labour produc
tivity is nevertheless forced up, then the first case turns into the 
second one, i.e. instead of increasing production, a decrease in 
employment will result. If, for example, the increase in produc
tivity is the result of a faster rate of operation by machines, but 
materials supply problems render an increase in output impossible, 
then employment will be reduced to some extent. At the same 
time, part of the productive apparatus will stand idle, whe~ 
previously it was active. This will be offset by the faster operations 
of the machines when active, with the result that the overall degree 
of capacity utilization will stay the same. 

3. Problems with expanding production may arise not only on 
the side of input supplies, but also on the marketing side. Thus, 
for example, an increase in the production of consumer goods for 
which there is no market demand leads only to a build-up of 
stocks. An increase in production in these circumstances would 
therefore bring no benefit to the economy. On the contrary , it 
would tie up raw materials and render ineffective the foreign 
currency spent on achieving it. 

Arguing in a systematic manner , it is obviously possible to say 
that this danger will . not arise , since an increase in the com
modities available allows for a corresponding increase in real 
incomes, through an increase in wages or a decrease in prices . But 
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then the matter i f H from imple . With higher real incomes, even • 
h e i an increase in demand n t only for those consumer goods 

t er · · l f h' h who upply happens to be mer asrng a a resu t o 1g er 
produ tivity . but al o for tho e, e_.g. ~oodstu ffs, whods_effisup

1
ply _has 

1 increased . Thi makes increa mg in ome m.ore 1 1cu t , smce 
~o the e c ndition it lead lo di equilibrium in certain markets. 
10 

In theory it is possible to get round thi by changing rel~t~ve 
price , namely by l_owering the ?rices of the surplus commodities 

f1i iently in relation to the pnce of ther consumer goods . To 
~ ure equilibrium in all markets , however. it may n~t . be en~ug~ 

mere! to lower the price of the urplus comm~d1t1~s. This .1s 
be au e a we have alread menti ned the resultmg mcrease m 
real income may cause an increase in deman d for other proµucts 
a ell. In tbi case. a imullane u increa e in the prices ~f those 
other commodities is necessary. Th incre ase in real incomes 
would then ari e a a result of the differenc e between the effect 
of the reduction in the price of other consumer goods. If , 
h e er , the price increa affects necessities, then this manceuvre 

uld encounter pra tical difficulties, since the population may 
ie unfavourably an increase in real inco mes achieved in this 

wa . Beside at low level , real incomes may actually fall as a 
re ult of uch a price reform. 

If. a a con equence of the above-mentio ned difficulties , real 
income arc not increa ed to a level appro priate to the higher 
produ ction of those consumer goods benefitin g from the increased 
produ ctivity. then obviou ly there will be an increase in stocks as 
tated abo e. 

4. It i lear that an increase in productivit y leading to a better 
utilization of productive capacity will contr ibute to raising pro
du ti n in the whole economy. However , if the additional demand 

r market d es not exi t then difficultie ari se for the balance of 
foreign trade , or in the tockpiling of unso ld commodities. But 
a iding the e unde irable effect lead lo the abandonment of 
increasing production, and therefore to the use of the increase in 
productivity o lely to lower the required level of employment . Let 
u now xamine the circum tance in hich this 'saving of labour' 
bring sub tantial benefit . 

lt i lear that if a country suffers from a general shortage of 
labour i.e. if the labour force and not the productive apparatus 
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2. After making this distinction, it should be noted that the more 
useful kind of increase in a factory's production, through a better 
use of its given productive equipment and workforce, may also 
in practice , present various complications. ' 

First of all, a necessary condition for such a favourable solution 
is additional supplies of raw materials. In view of this, it would 
be necessary to increase production of the appropriate raw ma
terials, and /or expand exports in order to allow for reduced 
exports of those raw materials, or the increase in imports of them 
otherwise the balance of payments would be disturbed. It should 
be pointed out that such a successful co-ordination of production 
(and exports, when it comes to bridging the gap through foreign 
trade) may not always be possible, and in any case will not occur 
automatically in the course of achieving the general aim of in
creasing labour productivity. 

If, as a result of a lack of additional raw materials supplies , the 
goal of increasing production is abandoned, and labour produc
tivity is nevertheless forced up, then the first case turns into the 
second one , i.e. instead of increasing production , a decrease in 
employment will result. If , for example , the increase in produc
tivity is the result of a faster rate of operation by machines, but 
materials supply problems render an increase in output impossible, 
then employment will be reduced to some extent. At the same 
time, part of the productive apparatus will stand idle, when 
previously it was active. This will be offset by the faster operations 
of the machines when active, with the result that the overall degree 
of capacity utilization will stay the same. 

3. Problems with expanding production may arise not only · on 
the side of input supplies , but also on the marketing side. Thus, 
for example, an increase in the production of consumer goods for 
which there is no market demand leads only to a build-up of 
stocks. An increase in production in these circumstances would 
therefore bring no benefit to the economy. On the contrary, it 
would tie up raw materials and render ineffective the foreign 
currency spent on achieving it. 

Arguing in a systematic manner, it is obviously possible to say 
that this danger will not arise, since an increase in the com
modities available allows for a corresponding increase in real 
incomes , through an increase in wages or a decrease in prices . But 
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even then , the matter is ,·ar fr m imple. With higher real incomes , 
h e i an increase in demand not only for those consumer goods 

~hr e upply happen to be increasing as_ a result of higher 
productivity , but al o for t_ho e, _.g. ~ood tuJfs, whos_e supply _has 

t in rea d . This makes mcreas10g mcome more difficult , smce 
?0 

Lhe e condition it lead to di equilibrium in certain markets. 
L1l . b h . 1 . In the ry it i possible to get round thLS y c angmg re atlve 

rice , namely by lowering the ~rice of the surplus commodities 
puffi i ntly in relaLion to the prices of other consumer goods . To 
ecur equilibrium in alJ market however it may n~t -be en~ug_h 

merely to lower the price of the urplu comi:n~ditI~s. This _is 
be u e, a we have already menti ned, the resultmg mcrease m 
real income may ca use an in rease in dema nd for other products 
a well. In this ca e, a imultan ous increa e in the prices of those 
oth r ornmoditie i necessary . The increase in real incomes 
would then ari e a a result of the differenc e between the effect 

f the reduction in the prices of other consumer goods. If , 
howe er, the price increa e affect nece ities , then this manceuvre 
would encounter practical difficultie , ince the population may 
vie unfa ourably an increase in real inco mes achieved in this 
way. Be ide , at low levels, real incomes may actually fall as a 
re ult f ucb a price reform . 

If, a a con equence of the above-mentio ned difficulties, real 
incomes are not increased to a level appro priate to the higher 
produ tion of those con umer good b nefiting from the increased 
producti ity, then obviou ly there will be an increase in stocks as 
tated above. 

4. It i cl ar that an increase in productivit y leading to a better 
utilization of productive capacity will ontr ibute to raising pro
duction in the whole economy. However if the additional demand 
or market doe not e ·i t then difficulties ar ise for the balance of 
foreign trade , or in the stockpiling of un old commodities. But 
av iding these unde irabl effects lead to the abandonment of 
increa ing produ tion , and therefore to the use of the increase in 
producti ity olely to lower the required level of employment. Let 
u · n we amine the circum tan e · in which this 'saving of labour ' 
brings ub tantial benefits. 

l t i clear that if a country suffers from a general shortage of 
labour, i.e. if the labour force and not the productive apparatus 
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is the bottleneck holding up production, then the raising of labour 
productivity is indispensable for the full utilization of that pro
ductive c_apacity. If, howe':'er, there is no general labour shortage, 
then add1t10nal labour-savmg allows working hours to be reduced 
If this is not done, then labour-saving leads to a reduction in th~ 
migrati~n of labour from the rural economy, reduced employment 
of marned women and young workers, and ultimately .to unem
ployment in one form or another. In this case, the increase in 
labour productivity within factories does not raise the social 
productivity of labour, since it is offset by the lower level of 
employment. 

This reasoning does not, however, conclude the subject. Al
though the labour force as a whole may be altogether sufficient 
to man the productive apparatus, in certain sectors shortages may 
occur. Labour shortages may arise in particular branches of 
production, e.g. in mining: among particular age and sex groups, 
e.g. there may be a deficit of adult men, and finally in certain 
regions . In these cases, the application of labour-saving arrange
ments, appropriate to the particular labour shortage, takes on a 
fundamental importance, although this does not necessarily war
rant the implementation of such a policy on the scale of the 
economy as a whole . 

5. Hitherto we have implicitly assumed that we are dealing with 
a given productive apparatus, and we have therefore considered 
the consequences of raising labour productivity in that given 
economic situation . Let us now imagine that we are drawing up 
some long-term national economic plan, and that we are consider
ing the influence that an. acceleration in labour productivity will 
have on our development of this plan. An argument conducted 
along the lines of the one above will here give different results. 

In this case, an increase in labour productivity of the kind that 
leads to improved utilization of productive equipment (whether 
existing or new), takes on a different aspect. Essentially, the 
greater production obtained from a given plant allows the invest
ment required to realize a given programme of production to be 
reduced, and this saving in investment in its turn allows either a 
reduced level of investment and a correspondingly higher level of 
consumption, or the achievement of a greater increase in national 
output with a given level of investment. In both cases, the prob-
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f supplies and madets, which were mentioned in sections 
tem o h 1· . d . h 
2 d 3 will be diminished, if not altoget er e 1mmate , smce t e 

an' · d · b b'd ssary changes in the .structure of pro uction may e o tame 
nece . h · h f to a great extent by the appropriate c angeS m t e structure o 

inve tment. 
In this context, the modernization of old factories acquires a 

special significance. Such modernization enables their productive 
equipment and ~orkforces to be better employed, at the cost of 
relatively small mvestment outlay. , , . . 

As for making arrangements for pure labour-savmg m a_ long-
term plan, i.e. reducing the level of employment correspondm_g to 

given production plan, the matter may be represented m a 
:imilar way to the results of our considerations re!ating to a 
current economic situation, that is, under the assumpt10n that the 
productive capacity_ is given .. The lon~-term. plan anti_cipates_ a 
particular increase m productive capacity which,_ combmed "".1th 
assumptions about the technology to be used, defmes the require
ments for labour. To induce labour-savings to a greater degree 
than is required to obtain such a demand for labour as will be 
necessary to employ the forecast supply of labour may only be 
done in order to carry out a reasonable programme of reducing 
working hours. Moreover, such an induction of labour-savings 
often requires considerable additional investment outlay. 

Obviously we are also concerned here with the demand for 
labour not only in the whole economy, but in particular sectors 
too. In view of this, efforts to raise productivity must be set out 
in the plan differently according to the respective branches of 
industry, sex and age groups, and regions. 

6. Summing up, two cases of increasing labour productivity need 
to be distinguished: (i) when it is linked to better use of productive 
equipment, and (ii) when it constitutes 'pure' labour-saving. 

With a given productive capacity in the first case, it is possible 
to increase production holding the level of employment constant. 
However, this may precipitate problems with the balance of 
foreign trade, or the stockpiling of unsold goods. If increasing 
production is renounced, then case (i) becomes case (ii) 'Pure' 
labour-saving in a situation where there is no shortage of labour 
leads only to a reduced rate of employment, which does not raise 
the ·ocial productivity of labour. 
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In the phase of planning, when we are dealing with an expan · 
f h d · Sion o t e pro uctlve apparatus, case (i) is undoubtedly beneficial · 

that the greater production obtained from given productive '. In 
ll h · ~u~ ment a ows t e construction of new capacity to be dimin · h d 

~t the cost of this savi_ng in investment, consumption m~: eh~ 
m~rease~, or a greater mcrea~e in national output may be ob
ta~ned wf I

1
thbthe same level of mvestment. In case (ii) the acceler

ation o ~ our productivity is useful only to prevent a shortage 
of labour m the economy as a whole, or in some specific sector 
or to carry_ out a reasonable prog_ramme for reducing workin~ 
ho~rs. But It should be borne m mmd that such induced labour
savmgs _may themselves often require considerable additional out
lay on mvestment. 

It follo_w~ from ~his th~t labour-productivity policy ought to 
have a distmctly differentiated and composite character t k" . , a mg 
~nto account the nature of the increase in such productivity d 
t . h . an 

I s reperc~ssi~ns on t e size and str'ucture of national output and 
the situat10n m the labour market. 

In concl_usion it should be added that raising the productivity 
of labour 1~ often_ app~oach~d from the point of view of reducing 
costs and m~reasmg fmanc1al accumulation. In a socialist econ
o~y , these _ issues c~~ be se~tled by applying appropriate pay, 
pnce, an~ _fiscal policies. Pohcy on labour productivity ought to 
be su~oramated to the carrying out of production goals and 
balancmg the demand and supply of labour , while allowing for a 
programme of reductions in working hours . 

A Contribution to the Discussion on the 
Perspectives for Development of 

AgriculturePl 
(1961, 1963) 

I would like to make a comment on a subject which has already 
been discussed by others. I fully agree with the opinion that one 
should not underestimate the state putting-out system in agricul
ture as an element of developing socialism in the countryside. We 
argue that the American farmer is no longer an independent 
entrepreneur but a homeworker within the system of monopoly 
capitalism. The same would be true of a fully developed state 
putting-out system in which the peasant would not be a private 
entrepreneur , but a homeworker within the system of the socialist 
c nomy . 

Of course, it would then be hard to speak of a fully socialist 
agriculture since the income of farmers would still depend on the 
size of their farms. However, it must be noticed that we are still 
far from the implementation of even .such a putting-out system. 
True, the system of state purchasing contracts accounts for a very 
large part of sales of agricultural goods. But the agricultural 
associations, whose assistance is indispensable for rapid develop
ment of peasant farming, are for the time being mainly concerned 
with the mechanization of agriculture. Their activity does not yet 
extend to the introduction of technical progress through better 
use of fertilizers and fodder, the promotion of more suitable crops , 
improved livestock, etc, It must also be noticed that socialism is 
not fully implemented outside agriculture as well. Artisan co-oper
atives and producer co-operatives are often disguised semi-private 
enterprises. The elimination of private ownership in agriculture 
must therefore be considered from the perspective of implementing 
full socialism in the whole economy. 

As regards transition from private farming to agricultural co
operatives, the debate failed to consider one very essential prob
lem-whether members of producer co-operatives are to retain 
their private gardening plots. As experience teaches us, these plots 
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are doubtless an element which internally breaks up the co-oper
ative, since , to the disadvantage of jointly cultivated land, they 
become the object of much work-effort by the co-operative's 
members. Introduction of 'pure' producer co-operatives runs in 
turn into very serious difficulties. Therefore, I agree with those 
speakers who stressed the importance of one-man leadership in 
large socialist farm~estates, for instance some forms of State 
Agricultural Farms. It seems that the successful functioning of the 
agricultural co-operative largely depends on close links between 
its members, and that the future of the socialist economy in the 
countryside belongs equally to various forms of State Agricultural 
Farms and to typical co-operatives. 1 Therefore, I consider the 
improvement in functioning of the State Agricultural Farms, 
which was discussed here at some length, as a very important 
matter. 

In light of the above, I see the following parallel paths of 
stimulating the development of economic activity in the villages: 

1. There is a gradual strengthening of the putting-out system 
which is based on purchasing contracts and agricultural associ
ations. The latter should provide assistance to small farms and 
·therefore cease to focus on mechanization, which plays a crucial 
role only after small-scale commodity production is transformed 
and becomes large-scale production. The agricultural association 
should, above all, provide farmers with the services which they need 
to develop their output and which they cannot provide themselves. 

2. Private farms are either voluntarily associated in co-opera
tives or they gradually disappear (partially due to the migration 

1 One of the speakers argued that the Cuban experience speaks in favour of 
co-operatives as the basic element of change in agriculture . I have spent three 
months in Cuba as an economic adviser and I do not agree with his conclusion. 
The great landed estates, which were previously either plantations or cattle
breeding farms, were indeed not divided among farm workers (this was abso
lutely correct since they have been farm workers for generations and had neither 
any idea of how to manage a private farm , nor any craving for land) . These 
estates have in fact not been transformed into co-operatives ; indeed they are 
state farms with workers ' self-management , much like our State Agricultural 
Farms. Genuine co-operatives were established in estates which had a production 
profile close to ours and in which land was leased to tenant farmers . The creation 
of co-operatives was in this case made much easier by a tremendous increase in 
the incomes of the tenants who previously had to repay two-thirds of their 
income as rent and who now keep it all (as far as I know, there are no gardening 
plots in these co-operatives). 
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t the citil ' ). while the land is· taken over by the 
of the oung · d h h. 
·tate for a compen ation. ll should be notic e t at_ t 1s J~~ce;s 
of tate take-over of declining fa~s e

1
n odun_t~rs senoush 1h 1cut -

·e What appear mo t difficult ' . t 1e e 1S1on on_ w et_ er o 
11 • an ailing farm or contrnue to p rolong its existence 
take o er ' · 1 h 

h O
rne form of relief or a i tance. There 1s a so t e 

throug . f h f roblem of ju c compeosat1 n f r the own ers o sue arms. 
p .. 11 rovi i n must al o be made to ma ke the best use of 

ina ' p · 11 A h. . h the e farm , which are generally fa~rl s~1a . t t is pomt t ere 
· the problem of creating mcent1 e for farmers to hand 

al O an e f-c- · ff' · 1 er their land in an rderly manner such a o ~enng su ~cient y 

t . compen ation for more prospero us farms which are attrac 1Ve . 

d. t to impoveri hed one taken over by the state, m order 
a Ja en bl , h. h 
l e tablish larger tale farm . The e are th e pro ems on w 1c 
agricultural economi t bould focus. 

L annot share one speaker ' s disappoi~tment over the _ econo
. t , failure precisely to foresee our agncultural system m 1980. miss . · • · d 

Outlining general development paths ':itho1:1t ventu~mg mto e-

t ·1 d forecasting of agricultural relations m the distant future 
a1 e . b · d 

ms to me a reasonable approach. However, it must e notice 
~ . ili 
that even within the framework of the puttmg-out_ s~stem . e 

all-scale commodity economy harbours a contrad1ct10n which :Y cause problems in the long run. What I ~ave i~ min? is the 
long working day in this type of econo~y which wi!l be mcreas
ingly hard to accept as living standards mcrease . This very factor 
will in the long run favour the transformation of the small-scale 
commodity economy into a large-scale one. . . 

In the long term, this transition will also be fac1htat_ed by 
development of the national economy _as a whole, le~dmg to 
greater investment capacities . A much bigger accumulation. f1:1nd 
will make it easier to finance the tremendous cost of collectiviza
tion of the agricultural sector. If this operation were to be 
accomplished in the near future, however, then it could either lead 
to a significant decrease in other productive investment-and th1:1s 
to a fall in the rate of economic growth-or to a drop m 
consumption and hence also in the living standards of the popu-

lation . 
Finally, I would like to comment on the relatively s~all growth 

in productivity per worker employed in private agriculture. In 
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consequence, productivity growth in agriculture is much lower 
than in industry, which allegedly is a bottleneck in the develop
ment of the socialist economy: First of all, it must be stressed 
that in a socialist economy growth in labour productivity is not 
an end in itself. It is, indeed, the objective of the capitalist since 
it has a direct bearing on his profits. In a socialist economy, 
however, increasing productivity of labour is only a means of 
increasing the national income and consumption per head of 
populationY 1 

If the rate of growth of national income is not limited by 
shortage of labour, but by limited supply of raw materials (the 
supply of agricultural output included), as is the case in Poland, 
then faster productivity growth in agriculture leads to greater 
migration of labour to non-agricultural sectors without increasing 
their output. Faster productivity growth in agriculture would in 
this case not lead to faster growth of the national income and 
consumption, but to shorter working hours in the non-agricultural 
sectors. This of course creates a tendency to level the production 
cost of food and manufactures: employment in agriculture falls 
and that in industry grows, while the output of both sectors 
remains unchanged. If such a tendency fails to materialize, it does 
not necessarily follow that the prices of food must rise in relation 
to manufactures, since (should such need arise) this trend could 
be off set by turnover taxes and subsidies. 

It is therefore not necessary for agricultural policy to be sub
ordinated to the objective of the highest productivity per worker 
employed in agriculture. It should rather follow the principle of 
maximizing yields per acre of farm-land. The resulting faster 
growth in agricultural output would allow for faster development 
of the whole economy, in which the supply of raw materials 
(including agricultural output) acts, as I have already pointed out, 
as the real barrier to development. 

It must also be mentioned that shorter working hours in agri
culture, which I regard as the most essential factor in transforming 
the small-scale commodity economy into a large-scale one, will 
act towards increasing the cost of farm output. In this sense it 
will offset the effect of higher productivity of labour. The same 
effect will be produced by a higher capital-labour ratio in agri
culture. 

It can therefore be concluded that under Polish conditions 
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-term agricultural po .'icy should not _be co1:1cerned so mu_ch 
long . ·ng productivity· of labour ui agriculture, as with 
with mcreas1 . · ~ 

. the output per acre of farm-land. increasmg 

____________ ............,_ _ _ _ 



On the Causes of Economic Delinquency[11 
(1962) 

1. Economic delinquency is generally studied from the point of 
view of losses which it brings to the economy and to all consu
mers. However, its scope and present nature-organized economic 
delinquency with participation of the management of state enter
prises-make it a first-rate political issue. We witness the emer
gence of a stratum of the criminal establishment which pr.obably 
has a significant share in the purchase of cars or construction of 
residences. The resulting shifts in the distribution of national 
income are all the more glaring in that the dispersion of legal 
incomes in Poland is exceptionally small in all cross-sections: 
urban-rural, white collar-blue collar, management-workers. 
Against the background of relatively small income-differentiation 
in industry and agriculture illegal incomes stand out ostentatious
ly. Under these conditions fighting economic crime ceases to be 
merely a normal corrective in economic life, but also becomes a 
necessary condition of the achievement of socialism. 

The analysis of factors which promote economic delinquency in 
the socialist system is not merely essential to its overcoming. The 
answer to the question on how this phenomenon has come into 
being is also essential since it is often maintained that economic 
delinquency is inherently linked to the nature of the socialist 
system and that 'master's eye makes the horse fat'. As is often 
the case in comparisons between socialism and capitalism, the 
latter is seen in terms of its early nineteenth-century features, 
when indeed the 'master's' , i.e. the individual entrepreneur's eye, 
would 'make his horse fat' . However, it must be remembered that 
this entrepreneur, 'working on his own', is nearly a relict of the 
past, and that today's capitalism is dominated by large concerns 
in which the 'masters ' are mere shareholders and whose operation 
is in the hands of managers. Although it is often supposed that 
these managers have a shate in the profits of their concerns, the 
things are not, as I have shown elsewhere, the way they appear. 
Of course the manager of an enterprise which belongs to a concern 

t 
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he obJ'ective of inr.rea ing it profit , but his main incen-
foll ws t . . b I 
. . keep hi well-paid JO . . . 

ti e I L . h A d my of Sdence ' Research Committee on Social 
The Poli ca e · · d r 

f P 1 Poland started a proJect n economic e m-
[ · ue o eop e · · k M k' ade 

Within the framework of th1 proJect J~ce ar~c l m 
quen Y· . t dy which appeared in Kultura 1 Spoleczenstwo (6/3 
an e_,tcn ;~ho~gh it doe not give a deftt:it ive _answer t~ t~e 
(196-~\ of what i at the root of economic de~mque~cy m _its 
que uo f h' tudy induced me to put forward a workmg 
Pre ent orm, 1 · d F th r . h' h I would like to hare with my rea ers. ur e 
hypothe I w ic fi · h 11 see 

. wilJ of cour e be required to con ,rm it; as we s . ~ ' 
"tudt would have to examine not only the prese~t P?sit10n of 
the . . but al O the past dozen years of its history. 
ec n m1c cnrne , . . 

M h othe i re t essentially on the fact that the ongms ?f 
;· on mi:pdelinquency in the ociali t ystem (and not_ only. i~ 

land an be traced to that stage of it developm~nt m wh~ch ;:e m~hasi i laid primarily (if not uni~uely) on r~pid expansion 

Th' · 0 for in tance m the penod of forced 
of utput. 1 1 

• · y Pl 1950 5 
indusuialization , uch as a large part of th Six- e~r an, -
. Poland . This stage is characterized by the followmg phenomena 
m . d 1· whi h contribute to economic e mquency : 
C) The basic ta k i the fulfilment of the pro duction plan. Costs 

a~d quality arc of secondary importance. As_ a_ result all attempts 
to ontrol these aspects of enterpri e act1v1ty are completely 
negl cted. Becau e of tbe ellers market, buy ers c~nnot be fu~sy 
in their purchases . Mi use of material and reducmg the quality 
of tock cannot be revealed by a lack of pu rchasers. . 
(ii Becau e of wide pread shortages it i ,much, easier to ~e~ 
article stolen from enterprise (the a-called leaks), and at h g 

pric . too. . · f 1 
("') A a result of tbe high share of investment m na iona 
i~~ome and the lag between the developm~nt of industry _ and that 
of agriculmre real wages tend to fall behind the potential of the 

e onomy . . 
The first two factors facilitate economic delinquency while t~e 

bird . . to ·1t At thi tage of de velopment economic t one gives n e . 

. . f E r h Concern' [ Collected 1 See 'Some Comments on the Orgamzat10n o an ng 18 

Works, vol. iii]. 
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delinquency is rather primitive and generally unorganized. Objec
tive circumstances 

I 

require neither great skill nor organization. But 
the extent of this delinquency is enormous. This situation is 
characterized by the saying 'There are no thieves, it's only com
mon people who steal.' Hence comes the tolerant attitude of 
society at large to these abuses, which are regarded widely as a 
legitimate means of supplementing low wages. Moreover, in this 
period there emerges the network of intermediaries and fences 
who pick up and resell goods stolen from enterprises. As we_shall 
see, the existence of this network, the great numbers of those 
involved in stealing and corruption, as well as the tolerant attitude 
of the population, jointly contribute to making economic delin
quency a lasting phenomenon. 

3. In the next phase of development the above factors, although 
not entirely eliminated, are at least greatly attenuated. Increased 
attention is paid not to the volume of output, but above all to 
its quality and cost. Simultaneously, control over the enterprise 
is being strengthened, even though it still fails to keep pace with 
development in the forces of production. Stock control is insuffi
cient and there is still no effective control over the weight and 
quality of goods shipped out of the enterprise by an independent 
inspection agency. With a relative saturation of markets, trade is 
more selective in its purchases of goods. This saturation makes it 
also more difficult to sell stolen goods. Finally, real wages increase 
significantly due to a drop in the relative share of investment in 
national income and the progress achieved in agriculture. 

It would seem that economic delinquency should disappear with 
the elimination of its causes. Unfortunately, reality has as usual 
appeared to be more complex and perverse. There emerged new 
forms of economic delinquency which were better adapted to the 
improved, but still imperfect, control. Instead of an individual 
amateur, on the stage of economic crime there appears an or
ganized group which far better protects itself against control. Such 
a group is not discouraged by increasing difficulties in selling 
stolen goods; the higher per capita turnover which it can secure 
for its members compensates for lower prices in illegal deals 
(anyway, the sale of 'saved' inputs is not always involved; it is 
unnecessary, for instance, in cases of cheating the farmer at the 
purchasing counter, or the consumer in retail trade). Finally, an 
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· provement in living Jtandards could, together with improved 
imntrol drive out of · business the amateurs, but not the more co , - d 
committed 'profession 'als' of the present ay, 

These are facts. What are their sources? What caused one wave 
f crime to be replaced by another? Who has filled the vacu~m 0 

ted by partial elimination of the 'individual' forms of delin
crea cy? The origin of criminal groups may be 'attributed on the 
quen · · d · d' 'd 1 e hand to the activities of the more comm1tte m 1v1 ua 
~~minals; on the other hand , it is instig~ted ~y the network of 
fences and intermediaries. When economic de_lmq~ency _becomes 

ore difficult the more active criminals establish lmks with those 
:ho hold su~h posts as storehouse superintendent, accountant, 
managing director, etc.; intermediaries and f~n_ces al~o _attempt to 
corrupt these persons. 2 This process of orgamzmg c~1mm_al groups 
takes place in the atmosphere of social tolerance mhented from 
the earlier period. . . . 

The criminal group can comprise either people with strategic 
functions in the enterprise, or its whole staff. In the latter case 
most of the members of the group are 'small fry', but are 
nevertheless organized. 

The malversations are then committed in such a way tha~ the 
probability of their coming to light is :7ery slight. The str_es~ 1s on 
transfer of the 'surplus ' without leavmg any trace of 1t m the 
books . Such is the case of fraud practised in t~e ~urchase _of 
slaughtered livestock. The purchasing agents classify 1t below its 
real value and pay to the peasant a sum which is s~aller th~n 
the one for which they account when turning the livestock 1~. 
However they must give a receipt for this smaller sum and this 
does not' check with the sum they receive when they turn the 
livestock in. One could of course have a double system of ~c
counting books, but this would be a 'cheap' trick since the receipt 
in farmer's hands could one day come up as proof of fra~d. How 
do professionals handle this? Agents come t? terms with some 
peasants: they classify their livestock above its ~al~e and s~are 
profits . In this way the 'surplus' is transf~rred. This 1s costly smc~ 
profits must be split, but no proof remams . . 

Reduction of risk through more sophisticated forms of cnme 
which, however, requires splitting gains among a larger number 

2 It must be added that the group s of 'insiders' appear much sooner in the 
co-operatives than in the state enterprises. 

ii 
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of persons, makes harsh repression less effective. The culpri~ can 
always console himself with the thought that he might as easily 
have been hurt in an accident. 

The evolution of economic delinquency resembles the process 
of concentration in a capitalist economy . Under changed condi
tions the petty criminal can barely make it, although he does not 
disappear altogether. His place is taken by an organized criminal 
group just as the capitalist factory replaced the impoverished 
artisans. In some cases the analogy is complete. It appears -that 
the heads of organized crime, who were also top managers of 
enterprises, were known to be very vigorous in their fight against 
petty crime. They played Katonius while destroying their small 
rivals. 

It must also be said that, again much like the artisan in 
capitalism, an individual criminal in favourable circumstances can 
still prosper. As an example one can quote the escorts on delivery 
service to shops, whose frauds are made easier by the fact that 
deliveries take place during the shop's working hours when it is 
extremely difficult to control the delivered goods properly. 

4. As we can see, control does not catch up with the activities of 
delinquent groups. It cannot be ruled out that in at least some 
cases their representatives enjoy sufficient influence to defeat 
attempts to improve control. Such resistance can always be 
dressed up effectively as opposition to bureaucracy and saving on 
costly control regulations. For example, for years the setting up 
of a quality inspectorate independent of enterprise management 
has been under consideration, but nothing has come of it. Of 
course, there may be other motives for opposition to such con
trols. Even those who are not economic delinquents have an 
interest in obtaining a high rate of financial accumulation through 
easy 'savings' of materials and labour, reducing the quality of 
output. In any case, the introduction of more rigorous controls 
is not a matter of reason alone, but a struggle against various 
interest groups. 

However, economic delinquency will not be combated without 
more stringent controls, to which adequate resources must be 
devoted . Just as for each factory output, capacity utilization, and 
new investment are planned in advance, so appropriate forms of 
control over an enterprise's activity by agencies independent of it 
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t ISO be Planned . This control should be supplemented by 
mus a · · · h · t t f · ·1 f the worliers' council representmg t e m eres s o the v1g1 ance o . . ; . . . · d · ) 

k-force which (unless 1t 1s itself a part of organize cnme the wor , . 1 

. pposed to those of the delinquent group. . 
is ~he struggle against economic deli~q~~n~y may be made ea~1er 
b changes recently observed in social at~1tudes. The formation I or anized delinquent groups, who.se members are not the po~r, 
~ut t!e 'upper class' of crime, leads to a sui generis class con~1ct 
between these groups and the broad ~asse~ of the po~ulat1on, 

king it ever more hostile to economic delmquency. ma . 



. A Compari~on of Manual and 
White-Collar Worker Incomes with the 

Pre-War Period[ 1J 

(1964) 

I 
A comparison between incomes of 1 . 
kers in 1960 and in 1937 was dmanduab and white-collar Wor-

f S . con ucte Y the Polish A d 
o c1ences' Research Committee . ca emy 
Poland by Lidia Beskid with my a o_nt Soc1~l Issues of People's 

. ss1s ance 
h !h:S researchh project called for tedious ~tatistical work 

a o pass t rough the following stages. which 

1. Estimation of global incomes of . 
workers in 1937, as well as of the manu::;anual a?d white-collar 
lations (including their families) split . t and ~h1t~-collar popu
and non-active subgroups. This ;llo d 

1
: 

0 
pro ess_wnally_ active 

per head and income er em ~e t e calculat10n of mcome 
and for the whole wo;king p~lpo~~et_m each of the two subgroups 

2 E 
. . a 10n. 

• st1mat10n of the ave · . 
workers, as well as the a~::: m~ome of manual and white-collar 
employed in 1960. Knowing t:: ::~o~e of all persons g~infully 
active and non-active popul t" 10 etween the professwnally 
average income er head a wn we co~ld therefore calculate the 

3. Calculationpof the re~!-te _Pro~ess10nally active population. 
for 1960 taking 193 7 as th 

1
b pnce rndex for goods and services 

. e ase year. 
4. Calculat10n of real incom h 

active population as well e per ead of the professionally 
collar workers. , as separately for manual and white-

5. Estimation of the impa t h . . 
changes in taxation i . c on t_ e md1ces of real incomes of 
well as in incomes ~t:e:otchial secunty premiums and benefits, as 

an wages. 

I 
Part of the detailed results of this a 1 . 

Statystyczny, 10/3 (1963)· the rest .11 ~a ysis ~as already published in Przeglqd 
these publications all b/ L B k·ct e pubhshed there as well [for details of 

' · es 1 ' see p . 353-5, this volume]. 
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6. Estimation of the rate of employment in 1937 and the 
resulting indices of the real i ~come of professionally active manual 
and white-collar workers in 1960. (1937 = .100). 

7. Calculation of the same index for 1manual workers, excluding 
low-paid jobs which existed before th~. War but have by now 
largely disappeared (household servants ano hired- labour in arti-
sans' workshops). ,. 

8. Calculation of the respective indices for workers employed 
in manufacturing and construction industries, as well cas for all 
other workers (again excluding household servants ·and hired 
labour in artisans' workshops). 

We shall now discuss the calculations carried out at each of 
these stages. 

II 

1. To start with, we took the estimate of total wages of manual 
and white-collar workers outside agriculture in 1929, made by 
Ludwik Landau, as well as his estimate of the manual and 
white-collar populations in that year. These estimates were ad
justed after taking into account results of later studies, including 
those of Landau. The total wage bill in 1937 was calculated by 
multiplying the respective wage bills by the corresponding indices, 
or directly from the data available for that year. This calculation 
is in many aspects hypothetical but its result was checked as 
follows. In 1937 there existed the so-called Work Fund which was 
financed through contributions equal to 1 % or 2% of wages for 
various groups of employees. We were therefore able to estimate 
the revenues of this fund corresponding to our estimate of the 
total wage bill of manual and white-collar workers. Thus calcu
lated, revenues of the Work Fund were within a 2% margin of 
error compared with their actual value. 

The approximate numbers of manual and white-collar workers 
were calculated on the basis of the percentage growth of these 
two subgroups compared to 1929. Because the indices of popula
tion growth involved here are rather small, these estimates did 
not significantly affect our calculations of average incomes. 
Finally, the proportion of professionally active and non-active 
population was based on the census of 1931. We thus calculated 
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per capita income for the whole professionally active populat" 
as well as for manual and white-collar workers. Ion, 
. It should also be noticed _that in the calculation of avera 
mcomes the army and the police were omI'tt d · d ge 

·1 bl I-' • e smce no ata we avaI a e 1or either of these groups in 1960_ re 

2. For 1960 the average income per worker outside agricult 
was calculated on the basis of the wages actually paid t ure 
the actual employment assuming that th b f ou and 

d d ' e num er o employed 
correspon e to the number of the professionally active (it 
assumed that small temporary unemployment was offset b was 
employees having two jobs). This assumption allowed us ~os~~e 
c_ula~e the pe~ c~pita income of the professionally active popu~ -
tion, the prehmmary data of the 1960 Census were used t th~
purpose. z The e_stimate of the average per capita inco;: f ;: 
manual and white-collar workers respectively was based 
study of the structure of employment according to income ~n a 
conducted by the Central Statistical Office. g oup 

3. The index of change in retail prices for goods and services in 
1?60 (1937 = 100) was calculated for two variants: one for a fairl 
?isaggregate~ structure of expenditure in 1937, and the other fo~ 
Its structure m 1960. We thus obtained tw . d' . 

b t 900 d h o m ices. one equal to 
a ~u . an . t e other to about 1100 (1937 = 100). Due to a 
radical chang~ ~n the structure of expenditure (in real terms) this 
:as not su_rpr~smg. For our calculations the geometric avera~e of 
t; es\ two i~dic~s Was taken, equal approximately to 1000 (addi
tiona exammat~on showed that this index is appropriate both for 
manual and white-collar workers). 

~- On th_is basis, it was possible to calculate the indices of real 
mcomes ~n 1960 (compared to 1937). A per capita index of 156 
;a~ obtamed for all employed outside agriculture and a slightly 

ig er _one (158) ~er person employed. The index of income for 
pr~fess10nally active manual workers was 205, while that for 
white-collar workers was 81-a serious drop. 

5t: Fromda comparison between taxes and social security contribu-
10ns an benefits before the d . w~r, an taxes (at present employees 

do not contribute to the social security fund) . I . , socia security 
2 

For the time being onl th d , Y e ata on total employment are available. 
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benefits, and payments from the compa1;1-y fund in 1960, it follows 
that the index of per capita income for all employed must be 
further increased by 12¾; from 156 to 175. It is assumed that 
these benefits are evenly distributed among . the professionally 
active population. It should als9 be noted that the data on 
sick-pay benefits before and after the ,war do not include non-cash 
benefits. Retirement pensions are also exclud,ed from our calcula
tions, and hence pensioners are not included iri the professionally 
active population. The index of income per person employed was 
corrected in a similar way, reaching 177 for the whole" profession
ally active population, 230 for manual workers, and 90 for white
collar workers. 

6. The starting-point for estimating employment in 1937 was 
again data on employment in 1929. At the first stage of our 
calculations the numbers of professionally active persons were 
estimated. At this stage we turned to estimating unemployment 
in 1929. For manual workers, the 1931 figures were used, as well 
as the numbers of registered job-seekers. For white-collar unem
ployment the estimates of S. Lewe were used. We could thus 
estimate the number of the employed in 1929. Using the same 
method which enabled us to pass from the total wage bill in 1929 
to that of in 1937, we deduced the corresponding figure of 
employment in 1937. This estimate, and the earlier one of the 
number of people professionally active in 1937, give the percent
age of unemployment in that year. It was nearly 24% for manual 
workers and 13% for white-collar workers, their respective rates 
of employment being 76% and 87%. For 1960 it was already 
assumed that the number of professionally active persons was 
equal to actual employment (the rate of employment being 100%). 
The indices of real income per professionally active person could 
therefore be calculated by multiplying the index of real income 
per employed person by the rate of employment in 1937. The 
following indices were obtained: 175 for manual workers, 79 for 
white-collar workers, and 139 for the whole gainfully employed 
population. The impact of eliminating unemployment on changes 
in income is, of course, not included. 

7. In order to eliminate significant disparities in the structure of 
wages of manual workers, due to the impact of low wages of 
household servants and hired labour in artisans' workshops, i.e. 

/I 
i 

J1 I 
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occupations which by 1960 have largely disappeared, the pre-wa r 
incomes per gainfully employed person were calculated with ut 
these two subgroups. Income per person gainfully employed in 
1960 were calculated in turn for the socialized sector alone 
thereby also excluding these subgroups. This exclusion re ult j~ 

a significant drop in the index of r~al income per emp loyed 
manual worker, down to 145. 

8. Finally, through comparison between wages of manual workers 
employed in 1960 in the so-called industrial sector (inclusive of 
construction) and average wages , inclusive of mining and con
struction (in factories of categories I-VII before the war), we 
obtained the index of real incomes per person employed for this 
category of manual workers. It is equal to 154 (again adjusted 
for taxes , social security contributions and benefits, excluding 
retirement pensions and other additional incomes). 

Since the relevant data on employment also exist, it was possible 
to calculate the index of incomes for workers employed outside 
industry (with the exception of household servants and hired 
labour in artisans' workshops). This index is much lower than the 
one for industrial employment and equals 129. The results of our 
calculations are presented in Table 1. 

As we can see, between 1960 and 1937 living standards of the 
working population have increased significantly. It is the result 

Table 1. Indi ces of Real Incomes for Manual and White-Collar Workers 
outside Agriculture in 1960 ( 1937 = JOO) 

Real income s 

Per head of population 
Per person profession ally active 
Per person employed 
Per person employed (household 

servants and hired labour in 
artisans ' work shops excluded) 

Per person employed in 
manufacturing 

Per person employed outside 
manufacturing (household servants 
and hired labour in artisans ' 

Manual 
workers 

X 

230 
175 

145 

154 

workshops excluded) 129 

White-collar Tot al 
workers employment 

X 175 

90 177 

79 139 
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large growth in living standards of manual workers, 
of _ahvery ly doubled and a. certain fall in that of white-collar 
whic near , . • . . f 

k Thl. s growth 1s largdy due to an mcrease m the rate o 
wor ers. h 1 I · 

1 ent . income growth per employee was muc ess. t is 
ernP oym ' ·· h. 11 k . · h . h for manual workers , but for w ite-co ar war ers 
still quite ig . . "f h . 

h 
·s a significant drop of about 20%. _Fmally, 1 t e mcomes 

t ere i · · · , k h p are 
f h hold servants and hired labour m artisans war s o s 

0 ouse , • · · d d 
1 d 

d then the index for manual workers mcomes is re · uce 
exc u e , 5 01 • f al 

145 This index in turn results from a 5 1 0 mcrease or manu 
~orke~s employed in the industrial sector, _and abo~t 30% 'growth 
f those employed outside industry (agam excludmg househ~ld 
or ts and hired labour in artisans' workshops). The respective 

servan . f h , · h ' · a· s which do not take into account mcomes o t e pana s 
in ice , • 1 · f 1 
of the pre-war period , reflect the approximate evo ut10n o rea 
·ncomes in the same type of occupation. 
1 

An important increase in the income of manual workers an? a 
large fall in that of white-collar workers has _ led to a rad~cal 
levelling of incomes. The ratio of the ave~ag~ mc~me of wh1te-
ollar workers to that of manual workers 1s given m Table .2. 

c A white-collar worker , who in pre-war Poland belonged tt> the 
privileged classes compared to the manual worker, in 1960 earned 
on average little more than the manual wor~er. . . 

Summing up, a very significant increase m the a:erage hvmg 
standards of the working population was accompamed by much 
more modest increases in earnings for comparable work. For 
manual workers as a whole this growth is 75%, while average 
earning~ of white-collar workers fell by abou~ 20%. In conse
quence, the disparity between the average earnmgs of these two 

Table 2. Rati os of Income of White-C ollar Work ers to Manual Workers 
outside Agri culture ( per person employed ) 

ln me of white-collar worker s to income : 

of manu al workers as a whole 
of manual workers excluding household 
servant s and hired labour in artisans' 
workshops 

Ratios 

1937 1960 

2.63 1.18 

2.26 1.12 
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grou~s, which was very large before the w~r (indeed much great 
than m the developed cap_ital~st economies), is now insignifican / 

In order to complete this picture of the changes in incomes 1 
1 "d . f . et us a so provi e some m ormation on growth in the living stand-

~rds ~f t~e farming population, which was not included in our 
m~estiga~10n. Accordmg to other studies, the living standards of 
t~1s section of the population increased in this period by 2.5 
times. 3 

The results obtained, doubtlessly interesting in themselves als 
shed some light on the evaluation of current living standards b 

0 

. . y 
vanous groups of the populat10n who compare them to their 
pre-war standards. It seems that in this field there exists the 
following sociological 'law ' : on the whole people compare their 
rea~ inc?mes with corresponding incomes before the war, without 
takmg mto account the elimination of either unemployment or 
very low-paid work. If someone was not unemployed before the 
war, . or if he was too young to take up employment, then in his 
judgement of the situation he would take no notice of the im
provement in the employment situation. And even if he was 
unemployed, but for a short period only, he would still compare 
his present income with that at full employment before the war. 
The same is true of the increase in the average income of manual 
workers due to the elimination of low-paid work. Those who did 
not belong to these underprivileged classes before the war have 
no personal interest in their elimination. And those who have 
experienced social promotion have become different persons and 
compare their incomes with the pre-war incomes of those em
ployed in their current professions. I have heard that in Elblirn 
there is not a single pre-war inhabitant, yet its present inhabitants 
persistently compare their present material situation with that 
which existed in this city before the war. 

It now becomes clear why the popular perception of income 
changes is less favourable than the actual increase in living stand
ards. First of all, white-collar workers feel themselves to have been 
severely wronged. As for manual workers' incomes , these have 
appreciated greatly even if we take comparable work as a start
ing-point. But this increase is considerably less than the very great 

3 See L. Zienkowski, Poland's Nation al Income in 1937- 1960 Warsaw PWE, 
1963 [in Polish]. · ' ' 
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. e i·n the average living standards of the working population. 
1ncrea. . . • l 
tvfor over, it should b~ borre _m mmd that: (1) even amon~ manua 

k the increase m real mcomes for the same work is rather 
wor ers, . . • ") · d 
small for those employed outside mgl:1stry; and (11 among m_ us-

. 1 workers more skilled and .expenenced workers have gamed 
tna , . , 
less than younger and _unskill_ed workers ~ " . 

This kind of change m the mcomes of non-agncultur~l w~rkers 
and its influence on the attitudes of the urban population 1s n?t 
a specifically Polish ph~n?menon . These changes ar~, ~nd will 
continue to be charactenstic of the devel~pment of socialist coun-

. s starting from a low level of economic development. In these 
tne · · · f th untries even a considerable mcrease m consumption o e 
:asses is largely absorbed by increases in the very low stan~ar~s 
of living in agriculture, by the costs ~f the rural popul~tI~n s 
migration to better-paid urban occupations, and by the ehmma
f n of unemployment and low-paid work in the urban areas 
(:here their existence is a form of disguised unemplo _yment) . 
Under these conditions, only a small part of the overall mcrease 
in consumption can be allocated to raising . real wage ra~e~. Never
theless if, as is quite likely, wage rates are mcreased, this 1s. bound 
to be accompanied by a substantial fall in the real _earnmgs. of 
white-collar workers. The resulting popular perceptions , wh~ch 
have been examined above, can cause serious difficulties durmg 
the socialist development of less developed countries. Neverthe
less such an incomes policy is the only possible pattern of 
eco~omic development that is based on principles of social justice. 
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PART 1 

Growth Theo,ry 

Introduction to the Theory of Growth in a Socialist Economy 

~le book was first published in Polish as Zarys teorii wzrostu g~spodarki 
socjalistycznej, Warsaw, PWN, 1963. The 2nd edn. appeared in 1968 
and the 3rd in 1974. Ch. 1 of the 1st edn. was republished as 'Doch6d 
narodo~y: definicje i zalozenia', in Materialy do studiowania ekonomii 
politycznej socjalizmu: wybor tekstow (Readings in the Political Economy 
of Socialism), Warsaw, KiW, 1964, pp. 175-9; chs 1, 2, 4, 6----8, and 11, 
of the 2nd edn. were republished as 'Definicje i zalozenia teorii wzrostu', 
in H. Cholaj, R. Chelinski, and M . Nasilowski, E¾_ohdrhia polityczna 
socjalizmu: wybor tekstow (Political Economy of Sdciiilism: Selected 
Readings), Warsaw, PWE, 1971, pp . 356----409. 

The 1st edn. of the book had the following tfarislatiohs: Czech 
(Nacrt teorie riistu socialisticke ekonomiky, Praha, Nakladate1stvi Poli
ticke Literatury, 1965, pt. I); Japanese (Shakai shugl keiiai seichoron 
gaiyo, Tokyo, Nihon Hyoronsha, 1965); Hungariati ('A s'zocialista gaz
dasag novekedesi elmelete', in M. Kalecki, Vallaiatv_ezeies-tervezes
gazdasagi novekedes, Budapest, Kozgazdasagi es Jbgi Koilyvkiad6, 1966, 
pt. II); Italian (Teoria de/lo sviluppo di una econdmia socialista, Roma, 
Edi tori Riuniti, 1967); and Spanish (El desarrolld d<? )a economia social
ista, Mexico, Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1968; 2nd edn., 1974). In 
1967 an English translation was produced as a textbook, Introduction 
to the Theory of Growth of Socialist Economy, Warsaw, SGPiS, The 
Advanced Course in National Economic Planning, Teaching Materials, 
vol. 29; it included some of the revisions and developments which 
Kalecki intended to introduce in the 2nd Polish edn. of the book. 
Shortly after it appeared, there followed its English translation, Intro
duction to the Theory of Growth in a Socialist Economy (Warsaw, PWN/ 
Oxford, Blackwell, 1969). Subsequent translations were based either on 
this translation or on the 2nd (or 3rd) Polish edns. The following 
translations were published: Russian (Oczerk tieorii rosta socyalistitches
koy ekonohiiki, Moscow, Progress, 1970); French (Theorie de la croiss
ance en economfe socialiste, Paris, Sirey, 1970); Romanian (Schita a 
teoriei cre1terii economiei socialiste, Bucharest, Stuntifica, 1972); Por
tuguese (lntroduriio a Teoria do Crescimento em Economia Socialista, 
Lisbon, Perla, 1978); German ('Wachstumstheorie der sozialistischen 
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Wirtschaft' , in M. Kalecki, Theorie des Wachstums und der Planung in 
der sozialistischen Volkswirtschaft , Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1982, pt. II)· 
and Thai (Botnam waduaytisdee karnchareontangsethakit nai rabob sang~ 
komniyom , Bangkok, . Thaiwathanapani~h, C~ulalongkorn University, 
1984). The 3rd English edn . was published m M. Kalecki , Selected 
Essays on the Economic Growth of the Socialist and the Mixed Economy 
(Cambridge, CUP, 1972, chs. 1-11); this selection was then translated 
into Spanish (Economia socialista y mixta, Mexico/Madrid /Buenos Aires 
Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1976); the 2nd Hungarian edn. , 'Bev~ 
ezetes a szocialista gazdasag novekedesi elmeletebe' , published in M. 
Kalecki, A szocialista gazdas<ig miik6deser6l: v<ilogatott tanulm<inyok 
1956-1970 (Budapest , Kozgazdasagi es Jogi Konyvkiad6, 1982, ch. ' IO), 
also followed the respective chapters of the 1972 CUP edn. 

The permission of Cambridge University Press to reproduce their edn. 
of the book is gratefully acknowledged . 

The Soviet economist G. A. Feldman is regarded as the forerunner of 
the theory of growth of a socialist economy. His two-sector models of 
economic growth drew upon the theoretical heritage of the 1920s, when 
Soviet economists who worked on national economic planning had to 
address themselves to the problems of economic growth. (Feldman 
model is discussed in E. Domar, 'A Soviet Model of Growth', in his 
Essays in the Theory of Economic Growth, Oxford, OUP , 1957.) 

In the 1930s and 1940s, the problems of aggregate models of economic 
growth were studied by Western economists. But the reliable economic 
statistics necessary to test these models and apply them in practice , were 
not available until after the Second World War, when statistical series 
on the volume and structure of national output, capital stock , employ
ment, and trade provided the growth theorists with more solid empirical 
foundations. The most general growth equation for a one-sector econ
omy 

Rate of Growth = Rate of Productive Accumulation/Capital
Output Ratio 

was first put forward by Sir Roy Harrod (see his The · Trade Cycle, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1936), and subsequently by Evsey Domar (see 
his 'Capital Expansion , Rate of Growth and Employment' , Econom etri
ca, 14/1, 1946). The formula was already implicit in Kalecki 's 1937 paper 
(see 'A Theory of the Business Cycle' , in Collected Works of Michal 
Kalecki, vol. i, Oxford , OUP, 1990, pp. 529-57) . In 1944 he introduced 
the notion of an equilibrium rate of economic growth : 

The question of the equilibrium level of private investment at 
which we should aim in the regime of full employment requires 
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e reliminary remarks about the concept of th~ degree of 
so~ ~ f equipment by wb.ich we mean the rat10 of actual utihzat10n o . ' T · t · 

t the maximum capacity of equipment. . . . o mam am 
outpdut 

O 
of utilization of equipment the capacity of the latter 

the egree . h k' -
nd proportionately to the incr~ase m t e wor mg popu-

m~st expad the· productivity of labour. This gives us the clue as to 
lation an · · t t 

h Id be the level of private investment. Pnvate mves men 
what s ou · f · · t 

t b at a level adequate to expand the capacity o eqmpmen 
mu~ e with the increase in working population and produc
P_a~z pa:~:bour that is proportionately to full employment oµtput. 
l!~~e~ Ways t~ Full Employment', in Collected Works of Michal 
Kalecki, vol. i, p. 365-6.) , 

In the early 1950s, Kalecki used explicit!?' an _aggregate _growt~ eq~
. · ·1ar to the Harrod-Domar equation, m connect10n with his 

at10n simi I E · R t which were k on successive volumes of the Word conomzc epor , . 
wor d under his direction in the United Nations Secretariat. Accord
f;ept:eStanislaw Braun , a friend and close associate of Kalec~i at the ut Secretariat, Kalecki himself wrote the summary of ec~nomic deve~- , 
opment in the socialist countries in 1952-3. In the summmg up of his 
analysis, Kalecki stated : 

The decline in the proportion of resources alloca_ted to investment 
which is planned in all countries. of the area will tend to reduce 
the rate of increase in the nation~! product. Indeed, . on the 
assumption of full utilization of equ _ipment, the rate of mcrease 
in the national product is proportionate to the sh~re of net 
investment in the product, if the relation between net mvestme~t 
and the increment in productive capacity remains constant. This 
will be seen from the following formula: 

Rate of Increase in National Product = (Net Investment/National 
Product) x (Increment in Producti ve Capacity /Net Investment) 

It follows from this formula that the effect of a reduced s?~re 
of investment in national product may be partly offse~ by pohcies 
tending to increase the effectiveness o_f _investm~nt m terms o~ 
adding to productive capacity. Such pohcies have mdeed been pu 
into operation. (World Economic Report 1952~1953, Lak~ Succe_ss, 
UN, 1954, p. 44. In a footnote to this equat10~ Kalecki explams 
that since on the right-hand side of the equation the numerator 
of the first fraction is the same as the denominator of the second 
f ra tion . the formula boils down to an identity between the growth 
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of productive capacity and the growth of aggregate output. Thi 
equation therefore implies full capacity utilization.) s 

. In his_ 1~55-6 paper ,'Dyna~ics of Investment and National Income 
m a Soc1ahst Economy (see his Collected Works, vol. iii, pt. 4) Kalecki 
extended this formul11 to take into account the effect on economic 
gro~th, on the one hand, of the losses of productive capacity due to 
agemg and wear and tear and, on the other hand, of improvements · 
the utilization of existing capacity. In the subsequent two article1: 
published in 1957 and 1958, he made the relationship between the rat' 
of growth in a socialist economy and investment more specific, linkin: 
the construction period of investment with the growth of national 
income and consumption (see ibid.). As with Feldman, however the 
main source of inspiration for Kalecki's research on economic gr~wth 
in a social~st eco~oiny was his di~ect experience of economic planning 
and, especially, his work on the first perspective plan for Polish econ
omic development in 1961-75. This experience resulted in a series of 
articles which gave rise first to his essay on the 'Problems in the Theory 
of Dynamics of a Socialist Economy' (see ibid. and note [1], p. 358 of 
that volume), and then to Kalecki's Introduction to the Theory of Growth 
in a Socialist Economy. A close link between his approach to the theory 
of growth under socialism and socialist long-term planning is also 
reflected in the title of a paper which Kalecki was to read to the Third 
Conference of Polish Economists in 1960: 'Teoretyczne zagadnienia 
wzrostu gospodarczego na tle polskich doswiadczen planistycznych' 
(Theoretical Problems of Economic Growth in the Context of the Polish 
Experience of Planning); in fact, the conference did not meet because 
the authorities expected it would criticize economic policy of the gov
ernment and its tardiness in introducing economic reforms. 

Indeed, the Introduction can be interpreted as generalizations about 
two sets of problems. On the one hand it deals with the methodological 
problems in economic planning, e.g. how to calculate national income 
and its components, what output indicators or prices should be used, 
etc. On the other hand it also puts forward a method of determining 
the rate of economic growth in the plan , allowing for technical and 
organizational barriers to growth, raw-materials supply constraints, 
problems in balancing foreign trade, and the trade-off between current 
and eventual future consumption. 

During the academjq years 1961-2 and 1962-3 Kalecki delivered a 
series of lectures anq seminars at SGPiS on the problems of economic 
growth in socialist ecqnomies. In May 1962 he gave a course of lectures 
and seminars on the same subject at the Social Sciences Faculty of 
Manchester University. Finally, in Sept. 1962, he gave two lectures at 
the Institute of Social Sciences and the Institute of World Politics and 
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· 1·n Belgrade where he outlined the conclusions of the Intro-Econom1c , •. 
. t gether with a graphic illustration of the 'Government Dec1s1on Juct1on, 0 

. . · 1 d · 
, h'ch he used to explam the procedure for rat10na etermma-

Curve , w 1 · • f · ·· th 
. b the central plapners of their target rate o economic grow . 

t1on Y . V T · 'k ·' 'St · t For an account of ~~e~e _lectures, s~~ . . nc ov1c, opa .. ~as a u 
( •· 1· t'ckoi ekonom1J1 1 nJene determmente. osvrt na predavanJe prof. 
soc1Ja is 1 J . d b th .. th 

K l Ckog' Ekonomist, 15/3-4, 1962, an , y - e same au or, 
M ae ' · · ···, Md d. · · nte stope_ rastu u sociJ. alistickoJ ekonom1J1 e unaro m 'Determme . _ . . 

bl · 14/4) At the end of 1963 the Introduction appeared 1n prmt. Pro em1, • ' 

First reactions to Kalecki's theory _ . 

Kalecki's specific approach to the problems of growth theory _ 1~ _ a 
· 1· t economy together with his usual condensed style of expos1tton, socia 1s , . . . ,.. · 

made the Introduction rath~r d_1m~ult ~eadmg (for _a closer e~ai:nmatton 
f h. pproach see J. Os1atynsk1, M1_chal Kaleck1 on a Socialist Econ

o is a ' . h h . ·d d omy London, Macmillan, 1988, pp. 102-4). Event oug 1t was prece _e . 
by his 1955-6 paper which h~ read at th_e Second Congress of Pohsh 
Economists, and which contamed many ideas developed su~sequently 
in his book, Polish economists were not yet ready to discuss t~e 

Oblems of socialist reproduction in such a language and style, dev01d 
pr . · · d · h t d -of long quotations from Marx an~ ~enm, an wit out re~ea _e em 
phasis on the superiority of the social~st system over the cap1tahst o_ne. 
The above-mentioned lectures at SGP1S gathered crowds of economists 
of all generations who were interested in economic theory and attr~cted 
by Kalecki's world-wide reputation_. Yet th~se lectures only margmall_y 
contributed to a better understandmg of his theory: only a few of his 
students overcame the difficulties of following the lecturer's thoughts 
and stayed to the end of his course. . 

At that time there gathered around Kalecki a group of econ~m!sts 
about half of whom were his associates from the Planning Com~1ss1on 
and the Economic Council. Others were mainly staff at the SGP1S and 
Warsaw University. This group undertook intensive re_~earch a~d teach
ing to develop and broaden the appeal of Kale~ki s theories. T~o 
seminar groups started regular meetings: one on Third World economic 
planning and development, and shortly after another ~n~, on the theor~ 
of growth in a socialist economy. The latter was run Jomtly by Kaleck1 
and Kazimierz Laski. 

The members of Kalecki-Laski seminar absorbed Kalecki's growth 
theory relatively quickly. Several of them were fasci~ated b~ its appar _ent 
applicability as an analytical instrument in resolvmg var~?us practical 
economic problems. Outside these circles, howev~r: Kalec~1 s _theory was 
not easily absorbed. Despite widespread recogmt10n of its 1mport~nce 
and originality, for a long time the Introduction ha? only three ~ev1ews 
and hardly encountered any criticism (see K. Laski, Nowe Drog1, 18/4, 
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1964! for its Eng~ish transl~tions , see Polish Perspectives, 715, 1964; J 
Beksiak, Kultura I Spol~czenstwo, 813, 1964; Z. Dobrska, Polityka, 11

27
· 

1964). In 1966 Kaleck1 was awarded a First-Class State Prize for th~ 
book, and a year later, the book won the Oskar Lange Prize f h 
P I. h E . S . o t e 

o 1s conom1c oc1ety. On the occasion of the State Prize award t 
re~iews of ~alecki 's _work appeared , of which that of Wladyslaw Sado:~ 
ski was p~rticularly mterestmg (see Zycie Gospodarcze, 21180, 1966). One 
more review of the 2nd edn. of the Introduction (by J. Beksiak in N 
~siqzki, 20115, 1968) completes the list of its reviews published in Po~i:: 
Journals . 

The author of the first foreign review of the Introduction was Alfred 
Zauberman of the London School of Economics. In a detailed pres _ 
tati_on of -~ale~ki's theory, he emphasized its importance and metho~~
log1cal ongmahty. Ref~rrin~ to the_ l!miting nature of some assumptions, 
~.g. that of con~tant pnces m trans1t10nal processes, the reviewer stressed 
its ?eep roots m the economic realities of centrally administered econ
~m1es. One weakness of the theory was, in his opinion, the lack of any 
lmk-up between the theory of growth and the assumptions regardin 
the syst~m of economic _management. (This weakness had been pointe~ 
out earher also by a Pohsh reviewer .) Despite these limitations , Zauber
man considered Kalecki's theory to be 'a milestone in the literature on 
the subject' (A. Zauberman, 'A Few Remarks on Kalecki 's Theory of 
Growth under Socialism ', Kyklos, 19/3, 1966, p. 422). 

The Russian ed~. of the ~ntroduction appeared with a preface by one 
of the most promment Soviet economists and a member of the Soviet 
Academy of Sciences, Professor T. S. Khachaturov. The preface follows 
below in Annex 1. 

ANNEX 1 

Preface to the Russian edition of the Introduction 
to the Theory of Growth in a Socialist Economyl' 1 

T. S . KHA C HATUROV 

The author of the book under consideration is a well-known Polish 
economist and fellow of the Polish Academy of Sciences Professor 
Michal Kalecki. ' 

[I] 0 h k . .. , . · 
, tc er, tte~ru ~osta socya 1stuch~skoy ekonomiki, pp. 5-11 ; a footnote to 

the. Preface which '!lform~~ the Soviet reader about Kalecki's governmental 
advisory posts and his pos1t1on at the Economic Council, and in international 
economic organizations, is omitted here. Progress publishers' permission to 
reproduce this preface is gratefully acknowledged. 
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ln the preface to the first edition 'of his book, Kalec~i poin!s to having 
centrated upon only a few fundamental and relatively simple prob 

e! ons of the theory of economic growth . Indeed , in his work he discusses 
em · h . I d f . ly some aspects of economic growt m genera , an o economic on . . 

1 owth of the socialist economy m particu ar. 
gr Professor Kalecki focused mainly on selected macro•economic propor
tions which in a major part of his work are exami!}ed with the assistance 
of abstract mathematical models. For ~his p~rpose he u~es_ a number of 
concepts concerning the volume of nat10nal mcome and 1ts·compon~nts , 
the foreign trade balance, the volume of emp~oyment, ~11d the cap1t~l
output ratio . Some o~ these co~cep~s KaleckI defi_nes m a wa~ which 
differs from their use m the Soviet literature . For mstance ; he mcludes 
depreciation in national income, which is therefore a 'gross -national 
income' , equal of course to the final output. He includes non-productive 
investment in consumption, and unfinished construction work in work
ing capital. Although his definitio_ns are known !o be wel! substantiated , 
one cannot fully identify them with the categories used m our country. 

Having established mathematical relations between the various 
categories, and having assumed certain measures of these relations, the 
author examines their functional interdependencies. This in turn enables 
him to draw his various diagrams and substantiate his general conclusions 
concerning the conditions for steady economic growth , its acceleration 
under large reserves of labour supply, the impact of such factors as 
raising capital-output ratio or foreign trade balance on economic growth . 

On the basis of the established mathematical relations Kalecki shows , 
for instance , that accelerated growth of the national income must be 
accompanied by an increasing rate of productive accumulation [see 
equation (7), p . 20]. Let us notice that when the general efficiency of 
the economy improves, then faster growth of national income can take 
place at the same rate of productive accumulation , or this rate can even 
be reduced . On the other hand , there is no clear functional relation 
between rates of growth of national income and the rate of productive 
accumulation: growth in the share of productive accumulation can lead 
to an insignificant increase in the growth rate of national income , or it 
may riot change it at all, since raising the share of accumulation in 
national income leads to a fall in the share of consumption , which will 
depress the productivity of labour. The mathematical relations should 
be supplemented by economic analysis of laws determining the develop
ment of production. 

In other parts of his book [see pp. 17-18 and pp. 53- 5] Kalecki points 
to the interdependence between technical progress and raising the capi
tal-output ratio , i.e. the investment outlay necessary to produce an 
additional unit of national income. This interdependence is not only 
discussed in the text, but is also emphasized in the title of Ch. 7. 
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However, as the author himself admits [see p. 17), it do~s not need to 
take place at all. It all depends on the extent to which new tech · f d · · . . . mques 
o pro uct10n mcrease productivity of labour and the volume of O t 
If the latter is sufficiently large to outweigh additional outlay necu put. 

h
. d · . essary 

~o gener~te t IS pro . uctio~, then _investment outlay necessary for the 
mtroduction of new techmques will lead to a reduction (instead f 
rise) of the capital-output ratio. This is the very tendency which t~kt 
place at rr_ior~ advanced stages of economic development. With contem~ 
porary s~1entific and technical revolution, constant growth in the rate 
of _techmcal progress depends on the re_duction_ of the capital-output 
rat1_0. The lon~-term tendency of the fallmg capital - output ratio in the 
Umted States 1s very revealing in this respect. · 

The pre~ent~tion of gen_eral concepts and examination of their inter
dependencies is necessary m studying the processes of economic growth. 
!n th~ course of the !ast few decades , this problem has also been 
mvesti~ated by bourgeois economics. It is characteristic that this analysis 
has shifted from the stu1y of micro-economic behaviour of individu 1 
, . ' . a 
economic agents to macro-economic phenomena of the capitalist econ-

om~ as . a whole, encom~assing such macro-economic concepts as 
national mcome , accumulation, total consumption, employment, and the 
processes of reproduction of the national economy as a whole , etc. 
. To some ~xtent the influence of the Marxist theory of reproduction 
1s reflected m such a macro-economic approach. However , the interest 
that bourgeois economists now take in dynamic macro-economic issues 
in no way implies. that they are ready to question the basic notions of 
bourgeo_is_ econ?~i~s , _such as the theory of marginal utility, marginal 
productivity, d1mm1shmg returns , not to mention discarding them al
together. Macro-e~onomic proportions and dynamics of the economy as 
a whole are exam~ned from a purely quantitative point of view, as if 
thes~ w~re mechamcal processes, while essential features of the economy 
and its mternal causal relations remain obscure . Deriving economic laws 
from mathematical analysis, without exhaustive examination of econ
omic interre~ations and social determinants of economic development, 
l~ads to forcmg actual economic development into simplistic and primi
tive schemes . 

Most contemporary bourgeois economists more or less follow the 
tradition of Keynesian economics. Both Keynes and his successors-A. 
Hansen, R . Harrod , E. Domar, and others-study the dynamics of the 
na~ional income and its distribution between consumption and accumu
lat10n (and the resulting increase in output and employment) in order 
to establish conditions which are necessary for steady economic growth. 
These enquiries have led to the discovery of the so-called acceleration 
and multiplier principles , and to many econometric models which show 
quantitatively the determinants of economic equilibrium and balanced 
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th Those are the origins of the concepts of investment productivity, 
gr w · ·tal-output ratio the share of productive accumulation in 
the capi ' 1 f h • 1 i·ncome etc . Roy Harrod demonstrates that the rate o growt. 
nat1ona , . 

t 
t is equal to the quotient of the share of productive accumu-

of ou pu . • 1 · • d the marginal capital-output rat10 . This formu a to a certam 
lation an . · h · 

t rep
resents actual processes if · these categones are given t e1r 

exten . . 
roper social and economic meanmg . . 

p Let us notice that a similar formula can 'be foun~ m Professor 
v 1 ki's book (equation (7)) who , however, takes 1t further than 
~a ec . h" 1 Harrod by introducing additional limitations to it. In t 1s cont~xt, et 

call here the well-known Cobb-Douglas formula, according to 
us re . · f · t 

h
. h the rate of growth in the social output 1s a function o mvestmen 

w JC d" . 
outlay and of inputs of labour. Again , in this formula t_oo '. con it10ns 
of real production are to some extent reflected , yet 1t 1s merely a 
simplified scheme. This is not ~o imply that the _search for a formula or 
economic growth is unscientific. The great importance that Mar _x 
attached to mathematical interpretation of economic phenomen~ 1s 
commonly known. Marx's famous schemes for expa~de~ reproduct10~, 
based on scientific analysis of the conditions of reahza~10n, expr~ss _m 
mathematical terms processes which actually take place m the cap1tahst 
economy. The theory of growth of the socialist economy should ab_ove 
all depart from extended analysis of Marx ' s schemes of reproductI?n, 
and not from abstract functions of production, all arguments of which 
are already predetermined instead of being themselves treated as un-

known variables. 
Soviet economists also express economic phenomena in terms of 

formal analysis ; they construct models of economic development and 
discuss economic growth in mathematical terms. In the Soviet literatu~e 
A. I. Notkin attempted to discover the value of absolute economic 
efficiency of investment , linking it not only to the volum~ of _investm~nt 
outlay , but also to the productivity of labour. But even m his equ_ati_on 
it is not clear why the indices of investment outlay should be multiphed 
by those of labour productivity, and why weights attributed to ea~h of 
these types of indices should be the same . The attempts to establish a 
relation between the rate of growth of national income and the share 
of productive investment in national income, and the efficiency coeffi
cient, were also undertaken by the author of this preface. The interde
pendencies between growth factors have been studied in one way or 
another by W. S. Niemtchynov, W. W. Novozhylov, L. W. Kantoro
vitch, and other Soviet mathematical economists. 

The problem is not whether we are to use these or other formulae , 
which more or less reflect actual relations , but whether they also reflect 
their true ec.onomic and social context and real rules of development, 
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whether they contribute to scientific analysis of the laws of motion f 
the economy. The lack of socio-economic examination of their conte : 
dis~lay~d t? a l~ss~r or greater _ex~ent by the above formulae, redu::~ 
the~r sc1ent1fic sigmficance and hmits the scope of their practical ap li-
cation. p 

In our opinion,_ all t~ese c:itical comments apply also to the book of 
Professor Kale~k~. ~aymg tribute to his contribution to the analysis of 
macro-economic mdicators, essential to the explanation of general eco _ 
omic interrelations and proportions, one cannot fail to notice that h~s 
mathematical formulae ~re iri most cases of an abstract and schematic 
nature, and any exhaustive analysis of their social and economic con
tents is missing. 

In fa~t, a boo~ ~hich seeks to enquire into basic problems of growth 
the?ry m a s?ciahst economy should above all deal with its specific 
socio-economic features, as well as its superiority over the capitalist 
e~onomy. The anal!s_i~ ?f growth factors in the socialist economy, which 
discloses the possibilities of accelerating this growth, is one of the 
objectives of political economy of socialism and other economic sciences 
which deal with the socialist economy. 

The socialist economy's capacity for the attainment of high rates of 
growth is above all determined by socialist ownership of the means of 
production, an end to exploitation of man by man, and production 
geared directly to satisfying consumers' needs, i.e. the needs of the whole 
society. These factors constitute the foundation of macro-economic 
planning, which decides, among others, on the superiority of the socialist 
economy, and on the use of economic instruments as well as material 
and moral incentives for increasing the efficiency of social production. 

The question is how to make the best use of all the opportunities 
?ffered by the socialist mode of production. This explains the great 
importance _attached to economic reforms in all socialist countries. Is 
the pace at which these reforms are introduced to the systems of national 
planning of economic incentives, etc., not an important factor of econ
omic growth? Should these important undertakings in the socialist 
countries be omitted in the analysis of determinants of economic growth 
under socialism? 

Of course, the great impact that optimum proportions of the national 
economy have on the rate of economic growth, enabling the full use of 
the existing capacities and resources, is in no way questioned here. This 
impact is especially pronounced with respect to proportions of distribu
tion between accumulation and consumption. There is no need to stress, 
however, that this is not limited to the problem of the share of accu
mulation in national income. Economic growth is clearly also influenced 
by the growth of consumption which affects growth in the productivity 
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of labour, especially when the soci~list principle of remuneration linked 
to labour input is respected. Hence it is necessary to find the optimum 
ratio of accumulation to consumption, corresponding to each phase of 
devel pmcn t. . 

The proportions between Departments I and II of social production 
are also extremely important. They should be established in relation to 
growth rates of output, labour productivity, constant improvements in 
the structure of the national economy, and in the living standards of 
the population. A very important role is also played by the optimum 
industrial structure, compatible with requirements of technical progress. 

Scientific and technical progress and its practical implementation also 
are important growth factors of the socialist economy. One must cor
rectly select the most efficient directions of scientific and technical 
development, which should fully serve the needs of increased efficiency 
of social production. In · this case economic calculation and economic 
analysis have the foremost role to play. One must also correctly assess 
the volume of outlay necessary for development of science. In developed 
capitalist countries it amounts to above 3% of the national income. The 
distribution of this outlay between basic research and development 
studies is also very essential. 

However, the problem does not end here. It is necessary to plan the 
development of new technologies, to stimulate it through economic 
incentives, and rapidly and fully to use their effects in practical appli
cations . This leads us to the problem of the system of management of 
enterprises, the rational organization of technological processes, and the 
scientific organization of work. All these factors have their impact on 
economic growth. 

An exceptionally important role is played by skills of the labour force. 
No effort must be spared to increase them, to properly train the 
managerial staff, and to deploy it rightly. It is necessary to plan outlay 
needed for training and education of management, and increasing its 
professional qualifications. The economic efficiency of this outlay must 
be precisely assessed, including its social significance. 

The enquiry into all these growth factors in the socialist economy is 
of an exceptional theoretical and practical importance. The identifica
tion of these factors, the way they influence the growth of the socialist 
economy, their optimum combination in accelerating growth, etc., all 
constitute the object of concern for scientists, managers, economists, 
and all working people. For an economist it is a matter of great 
importance to be able to provide comprehensive answers to these 
questions. Otherwise, it is difficult to reach practical conclusions that 
would go beyond the obvious. 

Professor Kalecki's book presents us with a mathematical apparatus 
necessary to study the whole system of functional relations between 
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different factors of production. Ho~ever, this apparatus cannot replace 
the theory ~f expanded reproduction of a socialist economy. On the 
ot~er han~, it must be admitted _that the book throws light on a number 
of inte~esting and v~luable relations. The mathematical analysis used by 
Kalecki may be of interest both to specialists who deal in more d t ·1 
with the laws of ~xpanded repr~duction, and to those which apply t~e:~ 
laws. to the practice of economic planning. 

This preface, written by one of the most prominent Soviet econom· t 
. d. h h . is s, 
in icates t a~ t e _Soviet academic economists were prepared to receive 
~he Introductwn with reserve, and even coolly. The summary of the book 
in Khachaturov's preface Kalecki considered unfair; in a letter to 
Progress publishers be wrote: 

Dear editor Pavlov, 

Thank you for the proofs, which I return with some minor 
corrections. The tra_nslation seems to be very good. 

Since the proofs include also the preface by a fellow of the 
Soviet Academy of Sciences, T. S. Khachaturov, I must let you 
know that I do not agree with him on a number of points. Among 
others, the Pr~face occasionally misrepresents the sense of my 
argument. For mstance, [at the bottom of page 243] it is said that 
in _my b~ok technical progress involves a rising capital-output 
~atio, while actually the book is largely directed against such an 
1~ea_ (see e.g. pp. [17-18]). For me personally this is of no great 
s1gmficance as the reader will have the full text of the book and 
will be able to form his own opinion about it. 
(Undated draft of the letter to the editor of Progress publishers surviving 
in Kalecki's files.) 

1:· S. Khachaturov 's opinion was partially balanced by a favourable 
review of the book published in the journal of the Soviet mathematical 
econ?mists which , however, only had a narrow readership. The reviewer 
considered the book an excellent and simple introduction to the theory 
of macro-economic modelling and suggested complementing Kalecki's 
theoretical considerations with empirical examples drawn from the econ
omic practice of the socialist countries (see S. M. Wishnieye, 'M. 
Kalecki: Otcherk tieorii rosta socyalistitcheskoy ekonomiki', Ekonomika 
i Matematicheskiye Metody, 711, 1971). · 

I~ Cze~hoslovakia interest was quicker and more widespread, but 
again mamly among non-university economists. This was apparently 
associated with the considerable economic difficulties experienced in 
Czechoslovakia at the start of the 1960s, and the hopes of some 
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O
mists (mainly from the Czechoslovak Planning Commission and 

econ . d f s · ) the Institute of Economics of the \Czechoslo:ak Aca emy o c1en~es 
h t Kalecki's theory might help them to diagnose the causes behind 

!h: failures in economic policy. (For a discussion of the atte_mpts to test 
empirically Kalecki's model, undertaken by these economists, see pp. 

271-2 below.) . . . 
In the early 1970s Kalecki's theory attracted great interest in the ~e~t. 

G. R. feiwel published two articles which presented the Introductwn in 

detail (see his 'Towards a Theory of Growth of a Centrally 
some , . h K l k., 
Planned Economy', Soviet Studies, 2~/1, 197?, _and Mic al a ec. i s 
Introduction to the Theory of Growth in a Socialist Economy : A Review 
Article', Journal of Economic Literature: 9/~, 197_1). ~ - !· MacFarla~e 

resented the main theses of the book in his article Michal Kalecki s 
~conomics: an Appreciation' (Economic Record: 47/1, 1971). ~ompre
hensive reviews of the book's English translation ~ere _P~bhshed _by 
R. F. Harrod in Kyklos (24/1, 1971), and by H. Flakierski in Canad1_an 
Journal of Economics (4/3, 1971). A review of the book's Spanish 
translation appeared in the Mexican journal Comercio exterior (19/1~, 
1969). Reviews of Kalecki ' s volume Selected Essays ~n the Econo~zc 
Growth of the Socialist and the Mixed Economy, which were mainly 
devoted to the problems presented in the Introduction, appeared in 
Economic Journal (83/1, 1973), and in Kyklos (26/2, 1973). 

Few reviews and scarcely any discussion of the Introduction in Polish 
economic journals in the years immediately after its publication were 
partly compensated by animated debates during Ka~ecki's unive_rsi_ty 
le ture , and especially at the above-mentioned Seminar on Soc1ahst 
Growth Theory. The school of thought which consolidated around this 
eminar differed from other approaches to the theory of growth in a 
ocialist economy due to its close links with the basic principles of 

long-term planning and its concern with improvement in the _livi_ng 
standards of the population; this it considered to be the key obJective 
and a yardstick by which the broadly conceived efficiency of the socialist 
economy was to be measured. l3esides the inspiring role of Kalecki's 
theory and his moral integrity, the creation of this school of thought 
was promoted through the organizational efforts of his associates. 

A good, although not exhaustive, illustration of this school's achieve
ments is the output of the Seminar on Socialist Growth Theory. It was 
started at the SGPiS in autumn 1964 and was run until the end of the 
academic year 1967-8. It met every _other Monday and was run joi~tly 
by Kalecki and Laski. It was attended every year by about thirty 
economists, about half of whom continued to participate until the 
Seminar's end. About half of participants were Kalecki's associates from 
the Planning Commission and the Economic Council, and the rest were 
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predominantly research students from Warsaw University and the 
SGPiS. 

In its fi~st year of operation the Seminar focused on studying Kalecki's 
Introductwn. Among several papers discussed in the second year there 
were two by Wladyslaw Sadowski, who was one of the first to ex · 
h · · f amme ! e transit10n ram one_ rate of steady growth to another (see his 'Change 

m the Rate of Economic Growth' Ekonomista 51/6 1958 and 'A 1 . ' , , , cce er-
at10n of Long-Term Growth of the Socialist Economy' Ek · 4 • . , onom1sta 
5 14, 1961 (both m Polis~)), ~ paper _w~ich examined the applicability of 
the Cobb-Douglas function i~ explammg the economic development of 
post-war Poland (see M. Nasilowski, 'Production Function as an A 
l~tic T?ol in the Theory of Economic Growth', Ekonomista, 61/5, 1~~ 
(m Pohsh), and ~ study which investigated the relationship between the 
~urve of produ_ction and the ~arginal recoupment period, used in Poland 
m the calculat10n of the efficiency of alternative investment projects ( 
C. J6zefiak, 'Production Curve and the Marginal Recoupment Per· ;,e 
Ekonomista, 58/6, 1965 (in Polish)). 

10 
' 

Th~ 1966-7 academi~ year was dominated by discussions of extensions 
and improvements which Kalecki intended to introduce in the revised 
edn. of the Introduction, and which concerned mainly various aspects 
of the Golden Rule of Accumulation in the context of socialist growth 
theory. Pos_sibly equall~ important, however, were the related debates 
on the choice of techmques of_ production under unlimited supply of 
labour .. ,The problem had_ practical relevance for developing countries. 
Kaleck1 s arguments agamst M. Dobb (see his Essay on Economic 
Growth and Pla~ning, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1960) and 
A. K. Sen (see his Choice of Techniques, Oxford, Blackwell, 1960) were 
refined ~nd_ developed by_ Z. Dobrska (see her Choice of Techniques of 
Productwn __ m the Dev~lopmg Economies, Warsaw, PWE, 1963 (in Polish) 
and A. Muller (see his Optimization of Techniques of Production in the 
Developinf! Countries, Warsaw, PWE, 1966 (in Polish)). 

In the fmal year o~ t~e-Semina_r's existence the debates focused mainly 
on proble~s of optim1zmg capital-output ratios and the life-span of 
~apital eq_mpment. 1:hey were examined thoroughly by W. Sadowski (see 
Th~ Opti~um Cap1t_al-Output Ratio and the Optimum Life-Span of 

Eqmpment, Ekonom1sta, 59/4, 1966; 'Technical and Restitution Opti
mum', Ekonomista, 60/3, 1967; and 'Steady Growth' Ekonomista 61/4 
1968 (all in Polish)), and C. J6zefiak (see 'Increasi~g Capital-Outpu~ 
Ratio under Unlimited Supply of Labour', Ekonomista 6017 1967· 
'Technical and Restitution Optimum under Steady Growth', Ek~nomis~ 
ta, 62/4, 1969; and Technical and Restitution Optimum in a Socialist 
Economy, Warsaw, PWE, 1971 (all in Polish)). 

The lim~ted importance of the concept of optimum rate of capital 
accumulat10n was demonstrated by Joanna G6mulka and Stanislaw 
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G6mulka (see 'On the Relative.Nat_ure of !he Optimal Rat~ of Accumu
lation', Ekonomista, 60/4, 1967 ~m Pohsh) ). !he r~lat10ns between 
alternative classification~ of techm~al progress,. mcludmg that use~ b~ 
Kalecki, were in part reviewed and m part established by Alberto Chilos1 

d Stanislaw G6mulka (see 'Technical Progress and Long-Run 
~owth', Rivista di Politica Economica, 59/3, 196~)- . · . . 

The work of the Seminar was preceded'by publications of Kaz1m1erz 
Laski. His two a~ticles ('The Influence of Foreign Trade on the Rate of 
Economic Growth', in International Trade and Development-Theory and 
Policy, Warsaw, PWN, 1966, and 'Temporary Deceleration ?f Growth 
and the Dynamics of Consumption in a Socialist Economy', Ekonomista, 
57/4, 1964 (in Polish)), drew from Kalecki's theory and substantiated 
certain aspects of it. Laski's book An Outline of a. Theory of Socialist 
Reproduction, Warsaw, KiW, 1965 (in Polish), which until 1968 was used 
as a textbook, provided an introduction to Kalecki's theory and con
tributed to its systematization (see also K. Laski, The Rate of Growth 
and the Rate of Interest in the Socialist Economy, Vienna/New York, 
Springer, 1972). 

The output of Kalecki's Growth School also includes a study by 
Wiktor Herer, Growth Processes in Agriculture, Warsaw, PWE, 1970 (in 
Polish), and some papers which were not discussed at the Seminar's 
meetings but were prepared under Kalecki's or Laski's direct supervision 
and which aimed at extending Kalecki's theory into some specific areas 
or comparing it with other theories. To this group belongs an attempt 
to apply Kalecki's theory to the international division of labour among 
the CMEA countries (see J. Osiatynski, 'International Division of La
bour and the Growth of National Income and Consumption in the 
System of Socialist Countries', Ekonomista, 62/4, 1969 (in Polish)), and 
a comparison of Kalecki's theory of growth with that of the Neoclassical 
Economics (see A. Chilosi, 'The Theory of Growth of a Socialist Econ
omy of M. Kalecki', Economics of Planning, 11/3, 1971; see also A. 
Chilosi, S. G6mulka, 'Technological Conditions for Balanced Growth: A 
Criticism and Restatement', Journal of Economic Theory, 915, 1974). 

The factor which limited the influence of Kalecki's Growth School 
was the attitude of the Communist Party and government authorities 
which well remembered Kalecki's unyielding and principled position in 
the Planning Commission and especially his 'indisposition' to persons 
highly placed in the Polish power-structure, in the course of the debate 
on the 1966-70 Plan (see Collected Works, vol. iii, pp. 419-27). Never
theless, Kalecki's theory soon became incorporated in many Polish 
textbooks on the political economy of socialism (see e.g. M. Pohorille 
(ed.), Political Economy of Socialism, Warsaw, PWN, 1968; M. 
Nasilowski (ed.), Political Economy of Socialism, Warsaw, KiW, 1972, 
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1974, 1975; J. Gorski et al., Political Economy: A Popular Out/" 
4 edn., Warsaw, KiW, 1967 (all in Polish); for foreign populari_.zznaet: th 

M A d · 'Th M · ions sefe e.Sg. . -
1
. gEasi, e am Features of Kalecki's Model of Growth 

o a oc1a 1st conomy', Planovo sto'Panstvo 23/4 1968 1·n B I · 
G R · , ' ' , u ganan · 
.... Fe1wel, ?row_th Determinants, Processes and Barriers in a So~ 

ciahst Economy, Kew_,Economic Studies, 7/I, 1970). Even in the years 
1968--:73, when_ !<-al~ck1 s theory was sharply criticized, it maintained a 
pr_o~meTnht _pos1_tion m the books written or edited by some of his ardent 
cntics. 1s widespread and possibly unrivalled 'textbook' s 

I ·, . · uccess of 
Ka eck1 s theory contnbuted probably as much to its propagation th 
work of the Kalecki Growth School. as e 

Among early Polish responses . there was a certain .critical reaction t 
h h . , no 

so ~uc to t ~ Introduction itself as to its equation for economic growth 
w_h1ch Kaleck1 had ~!ready advanced in his 1955-6 paper and used in 
his work on the Pohsh Perspective Plan. This line of criticism des 
I . . . erves 

c oser . exan_imat10n smce, as it will be seen, it was widely used and 
vulganzed m attacks on Kalecki's theory after March 1968 . 
. fo Kal~cki's ~asic e~uation for economic growth the link between the 
mcrease m nat10nal mcom~, . on the one hand, and the changes in 
en_iployment and the product1V1ty of labour working on particular gener
atio~s. of pla_nt an_d _equipment, on the other hand, does not appear 
exp~1c1tly. This ~m1ss10n made Jozef Pajestka consider Kalecki's model 
a smgle-factor, mvestment model of economic growth' (see J. Pajestka, 
Employme~t, In~estment and Economic Growth, Warsaw, PWE, 1961, 
pp. 33-4 (m Pohsh) ). However, in his book Pajestka first removes from 
!<-alecki'~ basic equation those coefficients which determine the level of 
1~come m the already existing generations of equipment because of 
e~t?er 'the great difficulty of their econometric testing', or, ;the impossi
bility to assume . • . that production growth attributed to these factors 
is some ~unctio~ of the _volume of output', which implies 'serious 
pro~lems m the mterpretation of the a and u coefficients' (ibid., p. 33). 
Havmg thus removed the non-investment growth factors from Kalecki's 
model ~ajestka ~nds its main shortcoming in this that 'production 
growth 1s deter~tned by ~ne factor only-investment' (ibid., p. 34). 

Does Kalecki s model mdeed fail to take account of labour as a 
growth factor? In the first formulations of Kalecki's model, available 
supply of labour enters as a limiting factor: 

A rate of growth of investment that is faster than that of national 
~ncom~ leads t~ a faster rate of economic growth. This strategy 
1s feasible provided that some reserve of labour is available. But 
after it has been exhausted, the rate of growth is bound to fall 
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ba k to a level appropriate to ~he current ?alanc~-. in the labour 
market. (Collected Works of Michal Kaleckz, vol. m, pp. 135-6.) 

In the Introduction Kalecki revised his app~oach _and used two e~~a-
. to determine the rate of growth_, of national mcome. In add1t1on 

uon "fi d k . t h the earlier equation (slightly modi 1e to ta e mto accoun c anges 
~o ·rculating capital) there now appears a second equation; defining the 
Ill Cl d. . . d f t of growth as· a function of growth of labour pro uctlv1ty a an o 
;:oewth of employment P, or, somewhat simpli~ed,_ in the form 
r == a + p. The interrelation between the two Kaleck1 sees as follows: 

Thus, the rate of growth of national income r is determined join_tly 
by a, which depends upon technical progress, and ~ (which 
depends upon the natural rate of growth of the labour force). On 
the other hand, given the parameters m, k, u, and _a, the rate of 
growth r determines the constant sh_are _of product1v~ accumula
tion, i, in the national income, which 1s necessary m order to 
sustain it, on the basis of the equation 

r = (1/k)i- (m/k)(a - u) 

[p. 28, this volume] 
Thus, rearranging we get: 

r=a+~ } 
i = rk + m(a - u)lk 

[1] 

[2] 

The first of these equations defines the rate of growth r on the basis of 
labour supply and productivity growth, while the second defines the 
share of productive accumulation in national income necessary to 
achieve this r. 

The original form of equation [1] facilitates a direct analysis of the 
effects on the time-path of national income and consumption of raising 
the rate of economic growth through the elimination of unemployment 
and through accelerating the growth of productivity by mechanization. 
Since the Introduction focuses mainly on these problems, Kalecki used 
equation [1] rather than its rearranged form in the system of equations 
[2]. However, since [2] is only a formal representation of the quotation 
from Kalecki cited above, the assertion that his model is 'a single-factor 
investment model of economic growth', which fails to take into account 
labour as a factor of production, is unfounded. 

Research on the growth theory in a socialist economy flourished in 
Poland from the mid-1950s to the late 1960s. Kalecki's theory was only 
one among many. At least three other approaches can be distinguished 
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by their methodology and scope. These were the aggregate, the multi
sector, and the historical-descriptive models of growth (see C. J6zefiak 
'Problems of Economic Growth', in 'The Condition and Tasks of 
Economics', Ekono~ista, 74/6, 1981, p. 1144 (in Polish)). The aggregate 
growth models rehed on aggregate production functions (see e.g. J. 
Pajestka, Employment, Investment and Economic Growth). The multisec
tor models partly originated from Marx's schemes of reproduction and 
modern input-output analysis (see e.g. Oscar Lange, Theory of Repro
duction and Accumulation, Warsaw, PWN, 1969), and partly (in later 
years) from J. von Neumann and similar dynamic equilibrium models 
(see J. Los, 'Mathematical Theory of von Neumann Economic Models: 
Report on Recent Results', Colloquium M athematicum, 4012, 1979). 
Finally, the historical-descriptive models of growth were rooted in 
extensive empirical investigation (see S. Kurowski, The Historical Pro
cess of Economic Growth, Warsaw, PWN, 1963 (in Polish)). This fruitful 
period was broken off at the end of the 1960s. (S. Kurowski's study 
was already a target for non-scientific accusations shortly after its 
publication .) In 1968 Kalecki's theory came under an uninhibited wave 
of attacks, which also spread to other fields of research . 

The wave of criticism in 1968-73 

The root of economic strains, and the consequent political tensions 
which culminated in the events of 1968 and 1970, was the abandonment 
at the start of the 1960s of 'attempts to carry out fundamental economic 
reforms leading to greater autonomy of enterprises and developing 
workers' self-management. This manifested itself in the change · of pol
itical climate around the Economic Council, followed by the termination 
of its work in 1963, as well as the neutralization of the workers' councils 
a few years earlier. 

On the face of it, these circumstances might have strengthened Ka
lecki's position. At the time he attached possibly greater importance to 
limiting the arbitrariness of economic decision-making by the central 
authorities, and to the creation for them of conditions for rational 
choice, than to fundamental systemic changes in economic planning and 
management. In reality, however, the reverse was the case. He was 
defeated over the methodology of constructing the 1961-7 5 Polish 
Perspective Plan and its main targets, and forced to resign from his job 
in the Planning Commission in 1964 ( Collected Works, vol. iii, p. 398). 

Nevertheless, an important achievement of Kalecki and his team 
working on the perspective plan consisted in providing premisses for 
non-arbitrary decisions to be taken by the central planner on what, how, 
and for whom to produce. Kalecki's point of reference was the desire 
to increase not every output, but that destined to meet some well-defined 
consumer needs (see ibid., pp. 393-8). Among other factors, this 
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. uted the main strength of Kalecki and his associat~s in t~e 
constl~ . . forcing their opponents to substantiate their 
Planning Commission, . . 

t r- ropositions in a similar rianner. . 
coun e te~m which then gathered arou)ld Kalecki at the M_am Scho~l of 

The_ and Statistics continued to develop the theoretic~! premisses 
Planm;~-economic decision-making on the general prop~rtions of pr?
of ll1:a d the r~te of economic growth, which were first set out m 
duction an t ' 1 emisses 

lecki's Introduction. Attempts were ma~e to create r~ iona pr 
Ka d · · ns from the point of view of matenal balances, the 
for these ecisio . . 1 b . t wth 

· t de balance, technical and organizat10na arners o gro . , 
forei:: e~fany the dynamics of consumpti?n in the short and long run. 
an;he ~ocial tension and student protests m March 1968 were ~he _result 

f factors including non-economic ones. From the begmmng of 
0 e~t~~s dissatisfaction and frustration were expresse~ ab_out methods 
th d 1· . s of the authorities towards culture and scientific research. 
an po icie . . W G lk d 

osition towards the authoritarian way_ m which . om~ a an 
~i~passociates governed, emerged in the rulmg Party apparatus itself. At 

h t . me in the government and the Party structures there was a 
t e same i ' ' 1· l t ' I these · l f demands to 'cleanse' the Party of a ien e emen s . n 
reviva o • d · th ond half 
circles, an aggressive 'anti-Zionist' campa1~n starte m . ~ sec . . 

f 1967. Without entering into an analysis of these vanous pol_1t1cal 
~actors and tendencies (see e.g. N. Davis, God's Playground: A Hzsto? 

P l d 2nd edn Oxford Clarendon Press, 1982, pp . 589-91), it 
of o an ' ., , f h" . t t the 
should be noted that neither Kalecki nor any _o 1s _associa e~ a 
Main School of Planning and Statistics were directly involved m these 

feuds and factional antagonisms. . 
The campaign which aimed at breaking up . centres of md~pendent 

economic thought and eliminating their leadmg representatives was 
initiated by a conference organized in early May of 19_68 by the CSP 
(Central Party School) at the PUWP's Central _Com1~11ttee (the a,uth
orized contributions of its participants were published m a. volume ~he 
Situation in the Political Economy of Socialism', i~ a se~ies Materzaly 
· D k · CSP KC PZPR no 1 Warsaw, 1968 (m Pohsh)). z ys us1e, , , . , ., d 1 sed of 

In a paper introducing the discussion Kalecki s mo e was accu 
being 'a twin copy of the Harrod-Damar mo_del'. ~ik_e th~se t~o 
authors Kalecki was found to be 'confined by capital fetishism, ignoring 
the ele~entary fact that, despite appearances, the funda~ental factor of 
production is not capital but the human being, the d1~e_c~ creator of 

· 1 d ' ("b"d p 23) His model was also cnt1c1zed for an matena goo s 1 1 ., . . 
'astructural character' (p. 24). 

Another participant advanced the thesis that after 1956 a number of 

Polish theoretical economists: 
· · d t k ff rts to obliterate the difference 

in full awareness and premeditation un er 00 e O 
• h h . h · · · Models were created wit a 1g between bourgems and Marxist economics .. • • 
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degree of_ ro
1
_rmal thh~ohretical pbre_cision, 'that were equally applicable to capitalism 

as _to socia ism, w !c must rmg much comfort to our ideological opponents 
This comment applies above all to theory of growth in a the socialist econo · 
. . . The t~eory of ~rowth ~s publis~ed by s_on_ie of our theoreticians fulfils nei~:; 
af pro_duc~iv~, n_or_ ideolobg1cal funct10n. If 1t 1s possible to detect any ideological 
unction m it, 1t 1s pro ably . . . to soften up socialism' (pp. 44-5) . 

Another participant asked: 

Can_ ~e con_si_der without qualifi~a~ion as the top achievement of the Marxist
Lemmst poht1cal e~onomy_o~ socialism, and an example of Marxist analysis, the 
theory ?f growth i~ a socialist economy, which stems from Kalecki's concepts 
an~ which has_ dunng the _last few ~ears been the most fashionable current in 
Pohsh economics, penetrating even mto economic textbooks? 

And he answered: 

I do not th_ink that_ t~e answer could be in the positive. The fashionable theory 
of ~rowth m . a s_ociahst economy, as developed by M. Kalecki, K. Laski, and 
their follo~ers _giv~s ground to a number of critical reservations concerning its 
sources of mspirat10n, methodological premisses, relevance to the actual process 
of growth . and development of the socialist economy, etc ... . We may doubt 
whether ~h1_s theory of growth, as wel! as a large part of the theory of functioning 
of a soc~ahst_ economy,_ can be c~nsidered to represent a creative development 
of :rviarxism i~ economics. There is no doubt, however, that uncritical identifi
cation of the 1_deas advanced by Kalecki, Brus, or Laski with creative develop
ment of Marxism was wrong and has lead to significant damage (p. 56). 

Th~ participant~ of ,this conference planned to organize future meetings 
of this type, which would allow us to reveal and critically examine 
!nd!vidual erroneous concepts in specific fields of political economy, 
mdicate neglected problems requiring concentrated research efforts and 
provide an opportunity to draw up a constructive programme of ;con
omic research ' (p. 52). This resolution gives the context of the meeting 
?f the Executive Board of the Polish Economic Society where similar 
ideas were put forward (see J. Pajestka 'At a New Stage of Progress', 
Zyci e Gospodarcze, 23/22, 1968 (in Polish)) . This was followed by a 
conference at the Main School of Planning and Statistics where Kalecki 
and many of his associates taught and did research. 

The latter conference organized on 17- 18 March 1968 by the Rector 
and the School's Party Executive Committee dealt with 'The Main 
Problems of the Political Economy and Teaching It ' . The discussion was 
started by presentation of four papers (see Dymitr Sokolow, 'Problems 
of Political Economy and its Development in People's Poland ' , a toned
down version of which appeared in Zyci e Gospodarcze, 23/25-6 , 1968; 
see also his 'Political Economy', Trybuna Ludu, 21/170-1 , 1968; Janusz 
Gorski, 'Problems in the Theory of Economic Growth under Socialist 
Economy', Zycie Gospodarcze, 23/27, 1968; Henryk Cholaj , 'Comments 
on the Agrarian Theory ' , SGPiS, 1968, mimeo.; Bronislaw Mine and 
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Ry zard Chelinski, 'Political Eco_nomy of S~cialism: T~eoret~cal Prob
l of a Lecture Course', SGPiS, 1968, mimeo . (all m Pohsh)). The 
fi: t two papers were devoted spe~ifica~l~ to ¥ ,alecki's the~ry of g~owth . 
Both implicitly elaborated upon its cr~tical a~sessment gi~en earlier by 
the branch executive board of the Pohsh Umted Workers Party: 

The Chair [of Political Economy] was conc~rned wi~h ~ theory of economic 
rowth which was highly abstract and f~rmahzed. This h~gh degree of a~strac

~ had a negative impact on the teachmg process, causmg students to ignore tion . . , 
or misunderstan1 _the phenomena which actually took pl_~ce m o~r economy. 
w·thout undermmmg the advantages of Professor .Kalecki s theory, the Execu
f 

1
e Board of the Party organization considers that in this Chair there prevails 

;~ atmosphere of worship around this theory and Professor ~alecki himself. 
(Report of the PUWP's Executive Board at the Faculty of Foreig~ Trade of the 
Main School of Planning and Statistics to a gen~ra! Party m~etmg on 9 May 
1968, pp. 10-11 (in Polish); a copy of the report 1s m Kaleck1 s papers.) , 

Without distinguishing between Kalecki's theory of economic dyna
mics in a capitalist system and his theory of growth in a socialist 
economy, Sokolow observed that the latter methodologically drew from 
the former, especially in its formulations. This, in turn , he criticized for 
failing to allow for long-run supply constraints on production in a 
capitalist economy. He also reproached Kalecki for the ' investment 
nature' of his theory of socialist economic growth. But he mainly found 
fault with Kalecki's closest associates who , instead of 'winning over to 
Marxism this scholar brought up in ihe progressive wing of bourgeois 
economic thought' had 'capitulated in the face of a stronger scientific 
personality'. . 

A violent criticism of Kalecki's theory was next advanced by Janusz 
Gorski . He concentrated on Kalecki ' s theory of growth in a socialist 
economy, taking as the butt of his attacks Laski's book, An Outline of 
a Theory of Socialist Reproduction. Not long before, in a review of this 
book, he praised it for its methodology and originality, as well as skilful 
and bold use of modern research methods, and he wrote that it con
stituted 'a good theoretical generalization of many economic phenom
ena, as well as the basis for many practical decisions ' (J. Gorski, 'The 
Theory of Growth in a Socialist Economy ', Polityka , 10/8, 1966 (in 
Polish)) . Now Gorski criticized Laski and Kalecki for failing to appreci
ate the Marxist origins of contemporary theories of growth. Kalecki in 
particular was accused of 'not indicating as well the relationship between 
his own intellectual construction with those of Harrod and Domar, 
formulated in 1947-50 , a few years earlier therefore than Kalecki's 
growth formula ' . 

This latter accusation was strange in so far as, in 1964, in Zakopane, 
at a conference of the Political Economy Chairs, Kalecki stated outright 
that the growth equation which he used for the socialist system was an 
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extension of the Domar equation. He also indicated the similarities and 
differences between his formu1ati6n of growth factors in a capitalist 
economy , and those of Harrod and Domar, as well as the Marxian 
schemes of reproduction . Ironically, this comment was made by Kalecki 
in the course of the discussion on a paper by Gorski himself. (See 
Collected Works , vol. ii, p. 559) . In 1971, in the above-mentioned review 
of the Introduction , Roy Harrod also pointed out that Kalecki modified 
the Harrod-Domar equation without reference to the original formula
tion ; Branko Horvat, in his Economic Journal review of Kalecki's 
Selected Essays on the Economic Growth of the Socialist and the Mixed 
Economy notes that 'what Kalecki did was to dynamize the familiar 
Harrod-Domar model by introducing coefficients a and u', and that 
bearing one institutional assumption Kalecki 's model 'is a perfectly 
general piece of analysis with nothing particularly socialist about it ' (p. 
256). (For Kalecki's view on this point, see p. 260 below.) 

Furthermore, Gorski criticized Kalecki's theory for its alleged ex
cessive formalism , lack of realism and potential for empirical verification 
and practical application, a declining marginal utility of its further 
development, succumbing to bourgeois economics ' influence, lack of 
analysis of the social factors and conditions of growth in a socialist 
economy, and detachment from the theory of functioning of a socialist 
economy. (This last point had been made earlier by Wlodzimierz Brus
see e.g. his 'Growth and the Model' , Zycie Gospodarcze, 1412, 1959 (in 
Polish)-and following him, by other economists concerned with these 
matters. The irony was that precisely those economists were now charged 
with the responsibility for the inadequate integration of socialist growth 
theory with the theory of its functioning.) 

In conclusio·n Gorski wrote: 

A complete theory of growth of a socialist economy, like Marx's theory of 
growth, cannot limit itself to a formal and ahistorical analysis of general growth 
functions presented exclusively from the point of view of an investment model 
of growth .. . . This kind of merely mechanistic argument leads in fact to a lack 
of appreciation of the fundamental growth factor-human labour. ('Problems', pp. 17 and 19.) 

At the end of his paper, Gorski suggested that the social determinants 
of labour productivity under socialism should be explained in a general 
theory of growth. Empirical research on a number of topics should be 
undertaken to test the abstract hypotheses of the theory, and the 
university curriculum in economics in Poland should be rearranged in 
order to enable such research to proceed. 

Kalecki firmly rejected this critique. His contribution to the de
bate , which he made on the first day of the conference, follows in 
Annex 2. 
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ANNEX 2 

Contribution to the Deb ~te on 'The ~ain ,[11 

Problems of Political Economy and Teachmg It 

to oor health I am unable to par~icipate in the whole debate. f ~all t~erefore limit myself to evaluat10n ~f the_ presente~ pap~rs: 
s Id draw the attention of a sociologist or a historian, 

These wou · • ·1 large part . an economist, they are of lesser mterest to me . . n . 
bemg rbose vague and their economic reasonmg is of low 
they are ve , ' d ·th 'f 
standard Specific criticism is unfortunately concerne w_i . ram-
. ' mys~lf Wlodzimierz Brus , and Jerzy Tepicht , and It is, lau:
mg , 'romisin young men' who have not lived up to t _ e 
~e~s bihaf had b!n invested in them. Some restraint _ has sti!l 

p h '"or me but in the case of Brus and Tepicht their 
been s own 1

' ' d 1 ·th pty 
.d shave been rendered truly devilish . I shall not ea wi e~ . 
i e~osity but restrict myself to specific charges. I shall u~t 
:::mine ~he criticism of my theory and then pass to the demom
zation of Brus and Tepicht. h Id 

The argument put forward in Sokolow's paper does not ~ 

together. Growth of a socialist economy is linked here ~o effective 
demand, which makes no sense. He accuses me of_ ~n mvestm~nt 
formula of growth, but fails to mention the coe~ficie?t u_, which 
represents non-investment growth factors. G6rski mamtam; that 
my model is a two-factor one since 'elements . of a two- actor 
construction show through in the way product10n m_ethods are 
selected which influences in turn the value of the capital-output 
ratio' . I~ is unclear what this is sup~o_sed t? mean. 

The proper object of Sokolow's critique is my theo~y of dy~ai 
mies of the capitalist economy. My demand-con~tramed mo e 
Sokolow contrasts with his own supply-constramed mo?el of 
Ion -term development of this economy_. '!'he argument whi~~ we 
finJ on pages 7 and 8 of G6rski's paper is md~ed _a perfect cnt~que 
of Sokolow's model. I do not aspire to this kmd of M~r~~sm, 
which in fact obscures the contradictions ?f ~onopoly capita i~:~ 
The essence of Marxism consists of elucidat~n~ these cotr~

954 tions. From 1933 to 1968 I worked on explammg them. n 

h. h · d ·n Kalecki's files. At 111 Published following handwritten notes w I~ survived. t b t 
the time of the conference Kalecki was recovenng from ia e es. 
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I showed how they were naturally resolved in a socialist econom 
I. did not cl~se my eyes to the way in which government expe~~ 
d1ture, especially on armaments, overcomes contradictions und 

. 1· d er 
capita ism, an I showed that they are in no way removed 
automa~ically, but as a result of the struggle between monopolies 
~nd the_ir representatives. This is the subject which I investigate 
m my httle book The Last Phase in the Transformation of Capi
talism. [2l 

The analogy between my theory and those of Keynes and 
Domar, made in Sokolow's paper, is wrong. Keynes failed to 
make a distinction between investm!;:nt and investment decisions· 
he also did not show that capitalists' profits, rather than som; 
nebulous propensity to save, are the mainspring of economic 
decisions. 

As for monopoly on economic theory, I know nothing about 
cas~s of muting criticism in the Chair [of Political Economy] in 
which I worked together with Sokolow. I was a member of the 
editorial board of Ekonomista. I do not recall a single case of 
Sokolow writing for Ekonomista something which was rejected. 
Did Bronislaw Mine . have any problems in criticizing Brus? He 
attacked him with great zeal and no one tried to stop him. When 
the ~a~~lty ~oard _deliberated on the creation of a professorship 
spec1ahzmg m busmess research, I voted for it and for giving 
Sokolow the Chair. 

I now turn to G6rski's paper. On pp. 4, 6, and 8 he points out 
that Laski and myself failed to acknowledge the origins of my 
growth formula. First of all, the formula is so straightforward 
that I do not consider it to be a new discovery on whose pedigree 
it is necessary to expatiate. It is simply an identity expressing the 
balance of the increase in productive capacity. I introduce this 
formula on one and a half pages in a book 120 pp. long. It is 
merely a canvas for subsequent analysis, which is completely 
different from either reproduction schemes or Harrod-Domar 
models. The latter are concerned with the capitalist system and 
are therefore supply and demand models, while my appfoach . is 
only supply analysis. Moreover, in my theory investment and 
capital - output ratios are expressed in gross terms. But even in the 

!
2

l The book was published in English by Monthly Review Press, New 
York /London, 1972. 
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fi Id of supply and · demand . models of the Harrod-Domar type, 
ld no t need to cite them for the reasons put forward by 

I wou · · · h d . h E . Professor Austin Robinson in an article pubhs e m t e cono__mzc 
Journal of Mar. 1947. . 

The favourable evaluation of the Cobb-Do1:1glas_ f~nction to me 
seems unjustified. As a static curve of product10n, 1t 1s _not neede~; 
if it is used to study changes which take place over ~1m~, then it 
can neither serve for separating the effects of substI!ut10n from 
h Of technical progress, nor be used for extrapolat10n. In fact, t ose . f . 

in advocating the use of the Cobb-Douglas unct10n one propos~s 
to integrate into Marxist analysis the worst type of economic 
· ts l3l mstrumen . d 1 

J Gorski maintains that we have had enough of formal mo e s 
d the time has come for our theory to include social factors. 

~:is seems to be in contradiction with his suggestion to promote 
research on the Cobb-Douglas function. 

Is the time of the aggregate growth theories over? In accordance 
with what I have written, I think that the theory of ~rowth of a 
socialist economy will be of broad scol?e and c~mplex1ty. What I 
have put forward up to now is ten~ative and mcomplete. There 
is a suggestion that the argument which c_oncludes _that an acceler
ation in economic growth requires an mcrease m the sh_ar~ of 
productive accumulation in national income is_ a_nachr~mstic. _I 
consider this suggestion to be erroneous. In fac~ 1t 1s p~ec1sely, th1~ 
'formalized' argument that proves the assertion _which Gorski 
advances without any substantiation on p. 20 of his paper. . . 

However, his assumption about increasing labour pr?duct~v1ty 
and the coefficient u, which is put forward later on, 1s entirely 
arbitrary. Such an assumption means increasing labour produc-

[3l This critique of the Cobb - Douglas function see~s per~aps too harsh . 
Kalecki also made use of a certain function of pr_oduct10n,_ which he ~ailed t~e 
'production curve ' . Due to specific features of his theor~t1cal analysis, he did 
not need to specify this function; he only need~d that. 1t postula~ed con_s!ant 
returns to scale. There are many production funct10ns which. n:ieet this con~itwnf 
including that of Cobb-Douglas. The difficulty of eml?mcal sepa~atlon . 0 

substitution from technical progress applies to all product10n curves, m~ludmg 
that of Kalecki In practice one can only observe the actually selec!ed pomt~ ex 

· · · · th ·ton of pomts post facto, and there is no way of precisely determmmg e poSI 1 . d 
which have coexisted at a given time but have not been selected (md~e , 

· · · f"'° f ' ' t hn · al progress from the subst1tu-empmcal separation of the e 1ect o pure ec 1c 
tion effect has been proved to be impossible). 
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tivity ?n paper only. If this productivity can be increased wh 
has this not been done before? It was precisely beca I ' y h 1 • . use exposed 
sue vo untansm, mamfested in raising plan targets on pa h 
I had to leave the Planning Commission In the ar per, t at 
forward on p. 20 of Gorski's paper no acc;unt is take!u;ett ~ut 
trade. ~llowing for this factor ~ould fundamentally alt ore1hg_n 
conclus10ns. er 1s 

I~ my theory detached from real life? If one is not to be 
a_r~1trary, then assumptions about the growth of labour produc
tivity must be ~ased on the development of science and education 
That. too reqmres outlay .. The results of this outlay should b~ 
exammed. Such an analysis ought to constitute an integral part 
of the theory of growth. However, it would make the formal 
m~d~l more complex. In my opinion we must first improve the 
ex1stmg model. 

This abrupt eruption of criticism is strange. Gorski co-authored 
the boo~ Political Eco~omy: 1 Popular Outline. The book broadly 
populanzed my theones, which have thus 'reached the m , I h' · ., asses. 
n _is review of Laski s book, Gorski wrote among other th· . 

'.Pohsh economic science has during the last few years madmgs. 
t 'b · e an 1mpor ant contn ut10n to the development of growth th · · }' eory Ill a 

s~c1a 1st economy. These achievements must above all be at-
tnbuted to the . works of Professor Kalecki and the team f h' 
1 . ' W 11 0 IS c ose. associate~. e , voluntary judgements are much more 

effective when ~t _comes to_ changing one's opinion than in raising 
labour productivity, also m scientific research . 

!here ar~ tw~ re~s_ons why I can act as a referee for Wlodzi
m1erz Brus s sc1entif1c contribution. First of all I ha · d d . , ve never 
cons1 ere changes m the economic model as a panacea for all 
p~oblems. Secondly, I did not share all of Professor Brus's opi
mons, _and I t~ok .part in many conferences and debates which 
gave b1rth to his book. 

The ext~eme dec~ntralization is characterized by three main 
features: _(1) ~nterpn~es ~et t?eir own prices for goods they pro
duce, ':hich m practice 1mphes monopolistic competition; (ii) the 
wage .?.111 and the profits ar~ n~t set for an enterprise in advance; 
and (m) complete decentrahzat10n of investment is allowed (only 
the total out~ay on productive investment may be limited, while 
each enterpnse finances investment out of its own funds or 
contracts credits which it must repay with interest). 
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The model proposed by Brus has none of these features and 
does not vary much from official policy in respect of them. 
Moreover, in its abstract form this model features less elements 
of the command-type economy than the present practice, but it 
makes provfaions for replacing incentives with directives should 
the need arise . On the other hand, the declared principles of 
government policy rather point towards decentralization. 

Therefore I see no fundamental difference between the ideas of 
Brus and the principles of official policy. Thus, there is no reason 
for making Brus into a demon of decentralization. In economic 
writings one can find much more extreme ideas than those of Brus 
and yet they are not found to be so outrageous. 

The same is true of Jerzy Tepicht. He is accused of not going 
far enough in his critique of the concept of collectivization during 
the Six-Year Plan. This accusation is unfounded as no one had 
undertaken a more trenchant criticism than Tepicht. Indeed, had 
he wanted to go further, he would have to cite what happened at 
that time in the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Romania, and so forth, 
since what was done in Poland did not fundamentally differ from 
the experience of these countries. What then would Mine say, who 
in his paper criticizes Mieczyslaw Mieszczankowski fo'r conside
ring the collectivization in the USSR and in other socialist coun
tries as based on the concepts of Stalin and Larin, and contrary 
to the principles of Marxism-Leninism? 

At present Tepicht favours a combination of a putting-o~t 
system and agricultural associations. These ideas conform to 
government policy both in the short and in the long run. They 
also conform to the ideas of Henryk Cholaj. 

It is only recently that there has emerged the problem of taking 
over declining private farms by state farms-an issue which it is 
to be hoped will be handled with caution. The ultimate pattern 
of the agrarian system seems as yet undecided. Cholaj is worried 
about the indifference of peasants who work in putting-out 
schemes. He probably would not therefore want to force them to 
associate in co-operatives or to surrender their farms to the state. 
We do not know, however, when the farmers will themselves come 
to the conclusion that they want to turn their farms into co-oper
atives or state farms. Criticizing Tepicht for offering no comments 
on the future prospects is therefore out of place. 
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The 'devilish' nature of Brus's and Tepicht's ideas is nolhi n 
but a myth. 

I have said what I found to be most important about the pa . . . pers 
and w~at I could de_al with m this_ already too lengthy speech. 
You will draw from it such conclus10ns as you see fit. 

!he organiza!ional consequen~es of this action appeared very quickly 
m the breakmg up of the ~ir~le of economists which Kalecki had 
gat?ered around _himself. Kaz1m1erz Laski, lgnacy Sachs, and a few of 
the1_r and Kaleck1's clo_se associates and pupils were dismissed from the 
Mam ~chool ~f Plan~mg a_nd S~atistics. At the beginning of Oct. 1968 
Kaleck1 submitted his res1gnat10n to the Minister of Learning d 
Higher Education, Professor Henryk Jablonski: an 

After co~sidering the events which took place at the Main School 
of ~lannmg and Statistics in the academic year 1967/8, I have 
?ecided to leave the school in the current academic year, and not 
m the next one, after the [retirement] age of seventy. 

I therefo:e ask to be discharged from my post of full professor 
at the Mam School of Planning and Statistics, starting on 30 
September 1968. (A copy of the letter is in Kalecki's files.) 

The resignation was accepted. 
Earlier, on 12 Apr. 1968, the Scientific Secretary of the Polish Acade

my of Sciences accepted Kalecki's resignation from the chairmanship of 
the Research Committee on Social Issues of People's Poland (for more 
on these ~ctivities of ~alecki, see pp. 338 and 342, this volume). Within 
a short time Kaleck1 was removed from the scientific board of the 
Research Institute for Developing Countries (28 Oct. 1968), the Editorial 
Board of the Gospodarka Planowa (15 Mar. 1969), from the Committee 
for Science and Technology (30 June 1969), and from the Editorial 
Board of Inwestycje i Budownictwo monthly (30 Jan. 1970). 

In the next few yea~s the wave of criticism practically died down, but 
at the. turn of 1973 1t reappeared. At that time it was stimulated by 
except10nally good economic performance by the Polish economy in 
197 ~ and 1972, with industrial and agricultural output, investment, 
foreign trade, and personal incomes substantially exceeding plan targets. 
The abundance of those two years and a simultaneous acceleration of 
investment and consumption growth seemed to confirm the criticism 
that Kalecki's 'investment theory' did not take sufficient account of the 
critical role of the human factor in the growth processes (see e.g. W. 
Iskra , 'The Basic Factor of Development', Zycie Gospodarcze, 27/43, 
1972 (in Polish)). 
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Furthermore, this success gave rise at that time to a phenomenon that 
Kalecki had always warned against years of except~onal~y _good ?arvests 

d g
ood performances iri other spheres of economic act1v1ty which were an t" • • 

sed by a coincidence of favourable but 1ortmtous circumstances 
cau • · d · rather than long-term development trends, msp1re an impetuous wave 
of 'hurrah-optimism' in setting future development targets. F_or mont~s 
the daily press, as well as Zycie Gospodarcze ~nd Nowe _Drogz (the mam 
Polish economic weekly and the Party's mam theoretic~! m?nthly re
spectively) conducted a discussion as to whether t~ proJect an . a~nual 
economic growth rate for the next twenty years of 101/o ( or at a mm1mum 
7%). 'Summing up our conclusions', wrote one of the leaders ?f ~hese 
projects , 'it must be repeated once more that we should not be ·retic~nt 
·n envisioning Poland's future. Let us set for ourselves more danng 
~asks. Let intentions be the measure of our potential. Intentions shoul_d 
run ahead of the potential. This is what mobilizes us. A young, d~nam!c 
Polish generation must face difficult but feasible tasks. Tasks which will 
give it a chance. The favourable conditions are there.' (Z. Rurar~, 
'Premisses for Accelerating the Country 's Development', Nowe Drogz, 
26/10, 1972; see also by the same author 'A Half Percent More', Zycie 

Gospodarcze, 29/12, 1974 (both in Polish).) . 
Against this background a critique of the foundations of ~aleck1 's 

theory was put forward . Referring to Pajestka 's popul _ar view that 
investment also stimulates consumption in the short run, 1t was argued 
that at a certain stage of development of a socialist economy the 
contradiction between investment and current consumption disappears 
altogether. Therefore, Kalecki's alleged mistake consisted in failin~ t? 
take into account the fact that 'investment pays for itself'; once this 1s 
realized, argued the critic, it is possible to explain the simul~aneous 
growth of investment and consumption, and understand the illusory 
nature of the contradiction emphasized by Kalecki's theory. (See An
drzej Krawczewski, 'The Errors of Theory an,d the Correcti?ns ~f 
Practice ', Zycie Gospodarcze , 29/49, 1972, and Models_ a?d H1~~o~y, 
Zycie Gospodarcze , 30/46, 1973, by the same author. Similar cnt1c1si_n 
of Kalecki's theory was advanced by W. Iskra, 'The Theory of Economic 
Growth in Economic Textbooks', Nowe Drogi, 26/12, 1972, pp . 88- 9. 
Krawczewski's argument, which was based on a mechanical transposi
tion to the socialist economy of the relations between investment and 
consumption in a developed capitalist economy, already discu~sed b~ 
Kalecki in his pre-war publications , was criticized by M. Nas1lowski, 
'On Alleged Errors in the Theory of Socialist Accumulation' , Zycie 
Gospodarcze , 3012, 1973, and J . Osiatynski , 'The Contradictions betwe~n 
Investment and Consumption' , Zycie Gospodarc ze, 31/13, 1974, (all m 

Polish)) . 
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The criticism , advanced by Krawczewski, Rurarz and others ind · 
h h d . · f ' icates 

t at t e . irection o attacks upon ~alecki's theory had now changed· 
whereas m 1968 he was held responsible for overinvestment in the p 1· h, 

. . , · 0 is 
economy, _ conJun?g up a ~oloch of Investment', now he was accused 
of_ excessive caution_ m this respect. As readers will find themselves 
neither _the Introduction nor his other writings substantiates any of thes ' 
accusations. e 

In concluding a more detailed account of the criticism of Kalecki's 
theory from 1968 to 1973, the present commentator found this criticism 
to have been: 

prearranged , inspired by ext~a-~cientific m~tives, and aimed at discrediting the 
~ch~larly ~uthonty of Kalec_k~ ?Imself ~nd his closest associates . Having achieved 
its 1mmed1ate goal, the ~nt1c1sm_ rapidly faded away. This activity also had 
long-term adverse effects m that 1t broke the continuity of theoretical analysis, 
and che~ked ~he development of the scholarly disciplines affected by these 
pu~ges, mcludmg the theory of growth in a socialist economy. (J. Osiat · k. 
Michal Kalecki _on a So_cialist Economy, p . 116; see also G. R. FeiweU:n~h~ 
Intelle ctual Capital of Michal Kalecki , Knoxville University of Tennessee p 
1975, pp . 447-55.) ' ress, 

Further debate on Kalecki's model 

In the first half of the 1970s a number of attempts were made to develo 
Kalecki ' s growth theory or to construct a new one that would rely 0 ~ 
a different research methodology. 

Wieslaw Iskra tried rep~atedly to increase the number of growth 
factors and arrange them differently from the way in which they operate 
in ,Kalecki 's_ model. He constructed a so-called 'energy and raw materi
als economic growth formula, but it was shown to have been based on 
a ci~cular argument (see W. Iskra , 'Raw Materials and Energy Factors ', 
Zyc1e Gospodarcze, 30/ 13, 1973, and C. J6zefiak, 'Raw materials-Fac
tors and Theory ', Zycie Gospodarcze, 30/26, 1973 (both in Polish)). A 
'labour growth model', announced by Iskra at the end of the 1960s 
which was to oust and supersede Kalecki's 'investment model' turned 
?u~ to be li_ttle dif~e_r~nt from the latter, while the changes int~oduced 
m it were widely cntic1zed (see W. Iskra, The Human Factor in Economic 
Development of the Socialist Countries, Warsaw, PWE , 1974 and M. 
Nasilowski , 'The Use of Kalecki's Formula in the Analysis of Economic 
Growth ', Ekono_mista, 68/5, 1975, p. 1031 (both in Polish)). 

The need to mcorporate a limited supply of raw materials into the 
theory of e~onomic g:owth , and thereby to create an operative theory 
of economic calcul ation , was postulated by Marian Ostrowski and 
Zdzislaw Sadowski (see their 'Comments on the Role of the Raw 
Materials Bottleneck in Economic Development', in J . Lewandowski and 
W . Siwinski (eds.), Growth and Functioning of a Socialist Economy, 
Warsaw , PWE , 1978 (in Polish)). 
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Kazimierz Secomski, too , argued in favour of expanding Kalecki's 
classical model. He s·uggested that its growth equation should include 
not only the growth of material production, but the increase in social, 
cultural , and other non-material services. He also proposed to allow for 
structural and qualitative development affecting economic growth. In 
addition to investment in material production , he suggested taking ,into 
account non-productive investment. Moreover, he wanted the impact of 
non-investment factors of growth to be made more specific (through 
modernization of the economic infrastructure , stimulation of innova
tions, international division of labour and the economic integr~tion of 
the CMEA countries, improvements in the system of economic · organ
ization and planning, etc.). He also argued for a partial optimization 
approach to the above factors. (See K. Secomski, Elements of Politi cal 
Economy, Warsaw, PWE, 1972; 'Modern Socio-Economic Development 
and the Classic Model of Economic Growth', Ekonomista, 68/5, 1975; 
Socio-Economic Policy : an Outline of Theory , Warsaw , PWE , 1978 (all 
in Polish).) However, carrying out these extensions encountered several 
difficulties, mai11ly connected with measuring the intensity of the effects 
of individual factors, let alone their optimization. Similar problems arise 
in practice in attempting to measure the contribution of non-productive 
investment to economic growth . 

Another approach to the theory of growth of a socialist economy was 
tried by Jozef Pajestka. He argued for _the rejection of traditional growth 
theory based on the analysis of particular growth factors, in favour of 
a systems analysis of models whose aggregate behaviour would be 
determined by the interactions of their parts. (See his Determinants of 
Progress: The Factors and Interr elationships of Socio-Economic Develop
ment, Warsaw, PWE, 1975; and 'On the Margins of the "Theory of 
Economic Growth'" , Zycie Gospodarcze, 33/1, 1976, both in Polish.) 
Pajestka 's approach belongs to the school of thought which started in 
the 1960s in the United States, and whose concept of system dynamics 
was outlined in 1970 by J. Forrester within the 'Project on the Predi
cament of Mankind ', and was later used for the elaboration of the first 
report of The Club of Rome (see D. L. Meadows et al., The Limits to 
Growth, New York, Universe Books , 1972. For latter developments in 
system dynamics, see K. E. Boudling, Ecodynamics , Beverly Hills/Lon
don, Sage Publications, 1978.) 

In relation to Kalecki 's theory , Pajestka maintained his earlier criti
cism that it was too narrowly investment-based. In addition, he accused 
it of excessive formalism , and a failure to take into account social factors 
in general , and the . 'human factor' in particular (see The Determinants 
of Progress, pp. 29-32, 66- 7, 257 ff.; for a criticism of this allegation, 
see W. Herer and W. Sadowski , 'The Theory of Growth in a Socialist 
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Ec?nomr Fa~e~ New _Problems', Zy_cie Gospodarcze, 33/1, 1976; see also 
PaJ~stka s reJo_mder m the same issue of Zycie Gospodarcze (all in 
Polish)). In this context Pajestka writes: 

Returning to our scheme of interrelated development, it should be pointed 
that the eff~ct of the distribution of income on economic growth cannot 0~: 

un~erstood m the s~nse that only that part of national income which is devoted 
to mvestment contributes to economic growth. The part allocated to con · I "b • . . sump-tlon a so contn utes to 1t, espec!ally, but not exclusively, through its influence 
on _the human factor. In a!gebra1c growth formulae based on investment as the 
mam gr_owth factor, the higher the rate of investment, the faster is the rate of 
econo~1c growt~ . .. ·. Fu?damental characteristic features [of the classic model 
of the mtherre

1
1_atk10nbsh1ps m. the development process] attribute decisive signific

ance to t_ e m etween mvestment ~nd the growth of production, , treating 
consumpt10n as a resultant effect, ~h1ch comes out beyond the development 
model . ... It would b_e more appropriate to state that increasing the satisfaction 
~f human needs con~n?utes to _e~onomic progress and is a necessary condition for 
ll , rather than that 1t 1s a suff1c1ent reason for it. (The Determinants of Prog 
pp. 66-8; italics by Pajestka.) ress, 

This appears to be a misrepresentation of Kalecki's theory in so far 
as consumption in Kalecki's model is not a 'resultant' variable, but one 
from the determination of which the process of planning alternative 
rates of growth of national income indeed begins. Nor is it true that 
Kalecki wholly neglected the feedback effects from increases in the 
standard of living_ on the growth of labour productivity, or the import
ance of what he himself called 'socialist awareness of society'. The main 
difference between Kalecki's and Pajestka's approaches can be reduced 
simplifying somewhat, to differences in the objective functions that thei; 
respective theories postulate for a socialist economy . 

I~ Kalecki's theo~y the objecti_ve func~ion is the level and growth path through 
time of consumption over a given penod. In effect, in his paper at the Second 
Confer~nce of Polish Economists in 1956, and subsequently in his Introduction, 
Ka!ec~1 p~t forward consumption as the basic aim of economic activity under 
~oc1ahsm,_m place of ~conom1c growth, industrialization, and so on. This change 
1~ ~~e obJectiv~ func_t10n was reflected in the clear and unequivocal analytical 
d1v1s10n of nat10nal mcome into that part of it which is consumed, which was 
the purpose of economic activity, and that part which was accumulated, and 
the~eby was the means to the realization of that purpose. Hence the importance 
~h1~h he attached _to 'transitional processes' and the significance of his formal-
1zat_1~n of the choice of the rate of growth, in the form of the 'government 
dec1s1on curve'. 

In many_ subsequent critiques of Kalecki's theory, there appeared a renewed 
concentration on the rate of economic growth itself and even a certain fetishism 
of it. If we leave aside their verbal declarations ,;e find at the centre of their 
interest n_ot the human being as the subject ~f history, nor even personal 
consu~ ption as the purp_ose of economic activity, but the 'human factor ' as the 
~ost important_ factor m economic growth. Consumption is obviously also 
important but, m these approaches, its importance is primarily in so far as it 
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contributes to economic growth. 'Investment in human capital' is important not 
in itself but primarily because it increases the effectiveness of thi_s most important 
growth factor, and so on. (J. Osiatynski, Michal Kalecki on a Socialist E,:onomy, 
pp. 120-1.) .,, 

The economic strains of the second half of the 1970s, culminating in 
the Polish economic crisis of the 1980s, prompted Pajestka to revise his 
views on the relationship between investment and consumption. Presen
ting his own diagnosis of the causes of errors in the economic policy in 
the 1970s, he wrote: 

A battle Was also fought over the share-out [of national income] between the 
central authorities and the society, which we have previously described as a 
conflict between the development mission of the authorities and the consumption 
aspirations of the population . For a while it appeared as if both sides were 
winning: investment was rising rapidly, as well as earnings and various social 
benefits. Historical experience showed us that this was not so: both sides were 
losing, and the nation lost. (J . Pajestka, The Polish Crisis of 1980-1981 : Its 
Causes and Consequences, Warsaw, KiW, 1981, p. 90 (in Polish).) 

Another course of research inspired by Kalecki's theory is represented 
by studies aimed at a better integration of this theory with the analysis · 
of the functioning of the socialist economy . This work was systematically 
pursued in Poland in the 1970s by C. J6zefiak (see his articles 'The 
Conditions for Stimulating Non-investment Factors of Economic · 
Growth', Ekonomista, 69/5, 1976, and 'Functioning and Growth', Zycie 
Gospodarcze, 34127, 1977 (both in Polish); for another line of research 
in this field, stimulated by the works of J. von Neumann, R. F. Harrod, 
and M. Kalecki, see J . Kornai, Growth, Shortage and Efficiency, Oxford, 
Blackwell, 1982). J6zefiak also undertook a pioneering attempt, in the 
literature of the socialist countries , to define the maximum permissible 
level of foreign debt for a centrally planned economy, using Kalecki's 
model (see C. J6zefiak, 'The Profitability of Foreign Investment Credits', 
Ekonomista, 7213, 1979 (in Polish)) . Together with Jan Mujzel, he also 
put forward an interesting reinterpretation of Kalecki's concept of 
'barriers' to economic growth (see their Reproduction in a Socialist 
Economy, Warsaw, PWE, 1974 (in Polish)) . 

Abroad, in the 1970s, Kalecki's theory was elaborated by many of his 
students and former associates. Kazimierz Laski used Kalecki's model 
in a thorough examination of the applicability of neoclassical growth 
models and investment programming for the theory and practice of 
planning in a socialist economy (see K. Laski , The Rate of Growth and 
the Rate of Interest in the Socialist Economy; see also his 'Les import
ations des capitaux et d'equipement et la croissance dans !es pays 
socialistes', Revue d'etudes comparatives est-ouest , 10/4, 1979; 'Uber das 
Wachstumstempo der Abteilung I und II ' , in Socialismus, Geschichte und 
Wirtschaft: Festschrift fur Eduard Marz, Vienna, Springer-Verlag, 1973). 
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Stanislaw G6mulka took up the problem of technical progress in Ka
lecki's model, disaggregating it in order to take into account not just 
the 'natural age' of particular vintages of productive equipment, but 
also their 'technological age' (see S. G6mulka, 'Inventive Activity 
Diffusion, and Stages of Economic Growth', Arhus, Monographs of th; 
Institute of Economics, 1971, no. 24; 'Do New Factories Embody Best 
Practice Technology? New Evidence', Economic Journal, 86/4 1976· 
'Growth and the Import of Technology: Poland 1971-1980', ca:nbridg; 
Journal of Economics, 2, 1978; see also: S. G6mulka and J. D. Sylwest
rowicz, 'Import-Led Growth: Theory and Estimation', in F. L. Altman 
0. Kyn, H. J. Wagener (eds.), On the Measurement of Factor Product/ 
vities: Theoretical Problems and Empirical Results, Gottingen/Ziirich, 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1976). For a general appraisal of Kalecki's 
theory, see M. White, 'Kalecki's Theories of Economic Growth and 
"Development"', Journal of Contemporary Asia (Stockholm), 7/3, 1977. 
For examining the relevance of Kalecki's theory of growth in a socialist 
economy as seen from the perspective of the late 1980s, and mapping 
out directions for further research, see D. M. Nuti, 'Michal Kalecki's 
Contribution to the Theory and Practice of Socialist Planning', Cam
bridge Journal of Economics, 10, 1986, and J. Osiatynski, Michal Kalecki 
on a Socialist Economy, pp. 125-8. 

The empirical testing of Kalecki's model 

The first empirical verification of the model put forward in the Intro
duction was obviously in the confrontation between Kalecki's perspective 
plan and the actual economic outcome of the years 1961-75. There was 
a close coincidence between economic development as projected in that 
plan and actual performance, despite some quite fundamental changes 
in economic policies during the 1970s (see Collected Works , vol. iii, 
pp. 399-401). This seems to indicate that the model, when properly 
used, can serve as a practical instrument for economic planning and 
forecasting. 

In the mid- l 960s a number of attempts were made to test Kalecki's 
model not as a forecasting model, however, but ex post facto, using it 
to explain actual growth in the long term and the quantitative contribu
tions of particular factors to the overall rate of economic growth. The 
1960s also saw the rapid development of econometric and statistical 
studies of this kind. Most of them, in the West as well as in the centrally 
planned economies, used simplified production functions of the Cobb
Douglas kind. The first attempts to use Kalecki's model in this type of 
analysis were made in Czechoslovakia , where the model was used as an 
alternative to Cobb-Douglas and similar production functions which 
inspired many methodological and other reservations. 
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I generalizing his experience of perspective plan°:ing in his outli°:e 

f 
n th theory Kalecki integrated mi.cro-econom1c elements of his 

o grow ' · · · 1 · d t · th 
model (for example productive invest~e~~ m part~cu ar m _us r~es, e 

·t 1- utp··· ut ratios in particular act1V1t1es, the mcrease m different 
cap1 a o . · ffi · ) 

k nd reserves various non-investment improvements m e 1c1ency stoc s a , · • 
into overall economic aggregates. It therefore became nec~ssary, m 

· the model empirically . to disaggregate some of his general testmg . ' 
categories. · ·1 · 

The Czech economists J. Goldman and J. Flek were pnman y mte~-
ested in isolating the effects of changes in the. system of e~onom1c 

1 
·ng and management on the rate of economic growth. This enter-

p anm - · f · 
· e was in part associated with attempts at economic re orms m 

r~:choslov~kia at the time. Goldman and Flek disaggregated th~ coef
ficient u, which in Kalecki's model represents the efffehc~ of nofnf-mvtest
ment growth factors. They separated out the effects o t 1s set o . ac ors, 
more narrowly defined, as well as the influence of superfluo_us mcre_ase 
in stocks and reserves, and that of unspecified factors ca_usmg cy~h~al 
fluctuations in the volume of investment and output m a s?c~ahst 

my. (See J. Goldman, 'Model hospodarskeho rustu za sociahsmu 
econo . , . , . ., Pl , Hos:po-
a kriterium efektivnost1 soustavy planov1teho hzem , _anovane. 

d ,, tvi 19/3 1966- 'Economic Growth in Czechoslovakia: Experimental 
ars ' ' ' k s · · l D t ' E on Application of Kalecki ' s Model to Czechoslova tatlstica a a , c -

omics of Planning, 6/2, 1966; see also J. Goldman, 'The System of 
Planning and Management and Economic Growth', Zycie Gospodarcze, 

22/7, 1965 (in Polish).} . . . . 
Another Czech economist went in a similar direction, d1s~g~reg~tmg 

the coefficient of the increase in stocks and reserves. He d1stmgu~shed 
in it the ratio of the increase in productive reserves to th~t of ~attonal 
·ncome u and the ratio of unfinished investment to nat10nal mcome, 
I , 1' . 1 k'h O t , 
u

2 
(see V. Nachtigal, 'Modifikace zakladni r?vmce v_ ~a ec e ,o rus ?:e~ 

modelu socialisticke ekonomiky rozlozemm koef1~1ent~ µ , Polztzc~a 
Ekonomie, 14/8, -1966). After introducing these ~od1ficat1~ns, Kaleck1 s 
formula was applied to the analysis of economic growth m Czechoslo
vakia in 1950-60 (Nachtigal) and 1950-65 (Goldman and Flek) respec-

tively. . 
The results of these experiments were rather unsat1sf~ctory._ In the 

autumn of 1966, Kalecki's Socialist Growth Theory Semmar d1sc1:1ss~d 
the Goldman and Flek study. Various shortcomings were fo1:1nd 1~ it, 
including those of linear regression techniques. Prior _to this discussion, 
in his letter to J. Goldman , of 21 June 1966, Kaleck1 wrote: 

Dear Goldman, 
Now that my recovery has advanced considerably an? I have 

managed to cope with the arrears resulting from my illness, I 
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studied carefully your two P<lp!!r§, £r:onomic Growth in Czechos
lovakia and The Kalecki's Madel of Growth under Socialism. I have 
no objections as to the latter; however, there are some points 
which are not clear to me in the former paper. 

(i) I f~il to understand at all how ~ou pass from equation (1) 
to equat10n (2) on p. 8 of the English MS. To my mind you 
should have 

r' == (1/m)(IID) + U1 + u2 - a 

U1 + U2 - a== 5.04 - 0.8lt 

while you equate u1 + u2 - a with - 0.8 which I cannot fathom. If 
as you assume u1 == 1.3% and a== 1 %, it follows that 

U2 == 4.74- 0.8lt 

(ii) This would be true if r were approximately equal to r' 
which, of course, is not the case, in particular because the actual 
trend is far from linear. Therefore, I think, the linear trend 
assumption must be used only for obtaining m. Thereafter u

2 
may 

be represented as 

u2 == r - 0.481/D - (1.3 - 1.0) == r - 0.48 /ID - 0.3 

and I believe that it is this series to which the economic analysis 
should apply. This analysis should show the reasons for changes 
in the utiliz!3-tion of equipment .different from ui, such as shortages 
of raw materials and labour, deterioration in the quality of pro
duction (if this is reflected in the statistics of national income), 
etc. In such analysis the problem of 'cyclical' changes may be 
considered (which you cover by the factor u

4
). · 

(iii) I do not think that your factor u3 is relevant to equation 
(1 ). Excessive increase in inventories or in the capital under 
construction does not affect the relation between r and JI D if / 
represents the value of the fixed assets coming into use in a given 
y~ar. These factors will, however, affect negatively consumption 
given the rate of growth of the national income. 

I discussed .this subject with Brus and he agrees in general with 
my opinion. 

Yours very sincerely 
P S: I am leaving in ten days time for a health resort so that the 
letters arriving after that day will reach me with some d,elay. 
(Unsigned manuscript of the letter is in Kalecki's files.) 
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These and similar. problems of statistical na~ufe encountered in first 
attempts of empirical testing of Kalecki's mod~! discouraged fu:t?er 

pirical studies. This can only be partly explamed by the scepticism 
e1:1th which Kalecki's closest associates in the 1960s regarded .the meth
w1 f . h dological validity of disaggregating the overall rate o economic growt 
? to separate components. Among Kalecki's circle, as among . the circle 
Ill ound Keynes in the 1930s, interest in constructing . theoretical models 
aras not strongly linked to attempts at their empirical testing. However, 
while in the 1930s it was Kalecki who tested statistically many of the 
~eynesian theory's propositions, the statistical verifi~ation of Kal~c~i's 

rowth theory was left undeveloped in the 1960s. This lack of empmcal f es ting, combined with the failure_ to explain fully the shor_~comings ?f 
the pioneering Czechoslovak studies, rebounded on Kaleck1 s theory m 
1968. Among the criticisms of it that were then advanced was one that 
'The advocates of Professor Kalecki's model have not undertaken any 
empirical attempt to check it against data on the economy .... Such 
attempts were made in Czechoslovakia, albeit without much success. It 
should be made clear if the shortcomings of this verification were the 
outcome of inept analysis, or the unsuitability of the model itself for 
empirical testing' (J. Gorski, 'Problems of the Theory of Growt~', -~· 23). 
Some time later, in the same wave of criticism, the very poss1b1hty of 
statistical testing of Kalecki's model was put into question. 

At the same time the critics of Kalecki's 'one-sided, purely investment
based' approach advocated the analysis of the effects of various growth 
factors using the methodology of E. F . Denison (see his The Sources of 
Economic Growth in the United States and the Alternatives before Us, 
New York, Committee for Economic Development, 1962 and Why the 
Rates of Growth Differ, Washington, Brookings Institution, 1967; see 
also the debate in Zycie Gospodarcze, in 1969-70). But the results of 
such analyses were meagre compared to the hopes that were invested in 
them. It proved impossible to work out a method of measuring the 
factors in such a way as would not arouse serious methodological 
questions. This also gave rise to scepticism about the actual results 
obtained, which only contributed marginally to a knowledge of reality. 
(For a criticism of Denison's method and a defence of Kalecki's, see 
W. Herer and W. Sadowski, 'Capital Intensity and Technical and Or
ganizational Progress', Zycie Gospodarcze, 27/9, 1970, and J. Osiatynski, 
'How Much and Why', Zycie Gospodarcze, 27/18, 1970 (both in Polish).) 

It was only later on that Mieczyslaw Nasilowski made another attempt 
to test statistically Kalecki's equations. The purpose of Nasilowski's 
studies was to estimate the effect of increases in productive capacity on 
the potential rate of growth of net output in a socialized industry. This 
potential growth rate was obtained from the investment projects com-
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pleted in a given year. T~e di_fference between it and the actual growth 
rate was then corrected m minus to take account of the fact th t 

I t · d · a new 
Pb a~ s . enter pdro uction throughout the whole year, and not at its 

egmnmg (an even after they enter, for a number · of reason th · . . . . s e1r 
cap~~1ty 1s not 1mme~1ately fully used), and in plus to account for 
~ddrt10ns to th~ pote?~rnl _growth rate resulting from projects approach
mg full capacity utihzat10n, but completed prior to the per · d · 
question. According to Nasilowski, only on the basis of such · a 

10 
· m 

· f · . . n expan-
s10n o the mvestment term m Kalecki's growth formula is it p 'bl 

. . OSS! e 
to estimate the impact of the so-called non-investment factors 

'd I . h as a 
res1. ua m t e rate of growth of production or national income (s M 
Nas1lo~ski, 'Kal _ecki's Formula Expanded and the Idea of a L:~ou; 
Model, f!konomista, 6314, 1973; An Analysis of the Factors of Economic 
Grow_th ~n the Polish .teople's Republic, Warsaw , PWE, 1974; 'The 
Apphcat10n of Kaleck1 s Formula to the Analysis of Economic Devel
opment', Ekonomista, 65/5, 1975 (all in Polish)) . 

These studie~, and subsequent research by J. Goldman, provided a 
better foun~at10n for Kalecki's model (see J. Goldman, 'The Rate of 
Investment m the Context of the Kalecki's Model of Economic Growth 
under Socialism', in Economic Growth and Resources, Trends, and Fac
tors, Proceedings of the Fifth World Congress of the International Econ
omic Asso ciation, Tokyo, 29 Aug.-3 Sept. 1977 vol. ii Lond n 
M ·11 ' , 0 ' acm1 an, 1980; see also A. Szopa, 'Adaptation of M. Kalecki 's 
C!rowt~ Formula to the Empirical Analysis', Ekonomista , 72/5-6, 1982 
(m Po!1sh), and W. Kozinski, 'An Estimate of Michal Kalecki's Growth 
Equation: The Case of Polish Economy, 1961- 1980', Oeconomica Polo
na, 13/2, 1986) ). However, as with the earlier studies of Goldman Flek 
and Nachtigal, the subsequent investigations concentrated on 'a fe; 
selected elements in the Kalecki model only . 

Directions for furth er research[!] 

Kalecki's theory of growth, or-in accordance with his own views-an 
outline of this theory , arose in opposition to the 'hurrah-optimistic' 
approach that saw a sufficiently high rate of accumulation as the 
means to realize . even the most ambitious plans to increase living 
~tandards. Kaleck1 showed that, if the planners' objective function is 
1?deed the growth of consumption , then not every strategy accelera
tmg the growth of national income must benefit consumption in the 
lo?~ run . Moreover , it is not necessary to accept every strntegy for 
ra1smg the rate of economic growth even if it promises benefits for 

Pl Th ' . d I 1s sect10n raws argely on J . Osiatynski , Michal Kalecki on a Socialist 
Economy, pp . 125-8 . 
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consumption in the long term. It is _always necessary to set future benefits 
against current costs·. Any conclusion that arises from such a calculation 
must depend on a political assessment of the relative value of incremental 
and opposite changes in consumption today and tomorrow. 

This is the central theme of the Introduction, as it was the central 
problem in assessing economic development policies in Poland during the 
1950s, and in defining their theoretical foundations later _.on . In formu
lating and solving this problem lay the strength as well as the weakness 
of the Introduction. The assumptions and analytical tools that Kalecki 
deployed in this book were developed by him in order best to serve its 
central theme , and not the problems of socialist economic growth in 
general, or the actual problems that revealed themselves many years later. 

For example , Kalecki was convinced that the socialist economy has 
virtually unlimited possibilities of expansion , but he never studied this 
issue. In the late 1970s, the rate of economic growth in the centrally 
planned economies slowed down, and a recession followed in the late 
1980s. In examining the causes of this , a reading of Kalecki 's Introduc
tion turns out to be of little help ; the issues tied up with the long-term 
possibilities and barriers to economic expansion of the centrally planned 
economies are not investigated here, nor in his other works . It is also 
unclear whether his analytical model can be successfully adapted to the 
study of these problems. 

A second set of problems which is not found in Kalecki's analysis, 
but which is related to the previous one, is how the theory of growth 
in a socialist economy links up with development theory, that is, how 
economic growth is tied in with regional development, structural prob
lems, the social distribution of income, environmental protection, and 
so on. In some of Kalecki's studies (generally not those directly 
concerned with the problems of economic growth) it is possible to find 
signposts on the direction of his thinking about particular issues, which 
indicate that he was aware of their significance (see e.g. Part 3, this vol
ume). But he did not concern himself with the problems of socialist 
economic development. 

More intensive studies aimed at integrating the theory of growth with 
development theory were undertaken only in the 1970s. These used 
analytical tools taken from systems theory and the concepts of entropy 
and negentropy. Great hopes were attached especially to systems theory 
which was seen as a useful way of codifying the main economic variables 
and relationships . Yet the first theories of socialist economic growth 
based on system analysis and rejecting the causal relationships postu
lated by Kalecki have their own serious limitations. The conclusion that 
in a system of interlinked elements, everything interacts with everything 
else, whatever the number of individual elements seems somewhat trivial. 
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Each element that is identified in such a system becomes a growth factor. 
Without introducing what are in the nature of things arbitrary criteria 
of division into primary, secondary, and other factors, a causal analysis 
of growth becomes, on this approach, impossible. 

The above-mentioned and rather wide-ranging problems are not dealt 
with in the Introduction, ahd indeed could not be found in it since at 
best, the theory that it advances could be only a part of a more gen~ral 
theory devoted to explaining these problems. But the Introduction is also 
based on two very specific assumptions which, although related more 
to growth theory than to the theory of socialist economic development, 
nevertheless have important consequences for the latter . Maintaining 
these assumptions distances Kalecki's theories from the problems which 
more recently became critically important for the growth of socialist 
economies. The first of these is the technical progress function; the 
second concerns the motivation and behaviour of economic decision
makers; both are intimately interlinked. 

In Kalecki's theory, technical progress is determined exogenously. The 
distance between isoquants of production in time t and t + 1 may change 
with the capital intensity of production (this in fact constitutes the 
criterion for identifying various types of technical progress). But regard
less of the kind of technical change, the question remains as to what 
determines the distance between one curve of production and another. 
If we reject the assumption that technical progress falls indiscriminately, 
like 'manna from heaven', then we are faced with two fundamental 
questions. 

First of all, we have to define a function which would link the rate 
of innovation in socialist enterprises with the stream of new inventions. 
The latter in turn would need to be linked to the level of expenditure 
on basic and development research, patent and licence purchase policies, 
and so ot1. (Indeed, Kalecki spoke of the need to incorporate these 
factors into his growth model during the conference at SGPiS, in 1968, 
see p. 262 above.) 

Secondly, it requires a definition of the conditions under which, 
broadly speaking, the demand for new inventions would meet the supply 
for them. (In fact, in improving the efficiency of production processes 
and introducing improvements in the quality of output in the course of 
production , distinguishing between supply and demand factors makes 
little sense. In such cases, the way in which the economy functions will 
determine the enterprise's interest in innovation at all stages.) These are 
the conditions that would link the attitudes of enterprises towards 
technological advance with their reward systems, the way in which they 
are supplied with fixed and circulating capital, credits, and labour, and 
the rules governing government intervention in the production and 
investment activity of enterprises . In other words, the way in which 
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technical progress proceeds would h,ave t~ be_ integrated with the ways 
in which enterprises operate (for an exam1Datw::1 of s~me consequences 
of lifting Kalecki ' s assumption of exogenous techmcal progress, see 

pers by S. G6mulka quoted on p. 270 above). , 
pa At this point, the problems of growth again link up _w"~th the proble~s 
of how an economy operates , and they :equir_e the hft1Dg uf Kale~ki s 
second assumption. That is, that the ~ay ID ~hich an economy functions 
in a given period is a neutral factor in relation to the growth of labo~r 

roductivity, technical progress, and so on, on the one hand; and ID 

p lation to the rate of increase in employment, on the other hand;_ or, 
~fe t that it merely affects coefficient u in Kalecki's growth equation. 
i no' · h 1· h f Undoubtedly this assumption can no longer be defen~ed ID t e ig t o 
more recent experience of the USSR and other countries of Central and 

Eastern Europe. 

[2] 
See Collected Works of Michal Kalecki, vol. 111. 

~;arting with the paper in which he has challenged the dogma on th~ 
primacy of development of Department I_ ~ver De~artment II, K~le~ki 
remained persistently opposed to propositions which would max1~ize 
consumption over the long run, but would seriously reduce consumption 
in the short run. In many debates he opposed the mechanical following 
of the golden rule of accumulation in economic planning. T~is gro~th 
path, he argued, could prove to be unacceptable fr?1?. the po1D~ of view 
of current consumption. For similar reasons he cnt1cized the ~ccu~u
lation equation' of Bronislaw Mine and Waclaw Przelaskowski, wh~ch 
he viewed as a crude attempt to justify the high share of productive 
accumulation in national income with the expected beneficial impact on 
consumption in the long term. Kalecki's criticism of these ideas follows 

below in Annex 3. 

ANNEX 3 

Accumulation and the Maximization of 
Consumption[ll 

1. Nearly two years ago I was shown a study on the determina~io~ 
of the share of investment in national income through the max1m1-

l11 The article was first published as 'Akumulacja a rr_iaksymalizacja_sl?ozycia' , 
Ekonomista, 55/2, 1962. In the same issue of the Journal the reJomder of 
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zation of total consumption over the period of a long-term plan. 
When subjected to a mathematical analysis , this method yielded 
effects which were rather unexciting. Over a twenty-year period 
productive investment should amount to about 80% of national 
income. This is not as strange as it would seem. The high share 
of productive investment in the first few years of the long-term 
plan allows an acceleration in the rate of growth of national 
income and raises it to such a level that the volume of consump
tion is higher not only in the period of growth acceleration but 
in fact throughout the whole long-term plan period, compared to 
what it would have been if the share of investment had been lower. 
However, things which are understandable are not always desir
able. Even if someone did not mind the suffering of the unfortunate 
population in the first years of the long-term plan, he would still 
have to realize that given the initial level of living standards corre
sponding to this exorbitant share of accumulation in the first few 
years of the plan, the population would quickly die off and thus fail 
to fulfil this plan. I therefore suggested that the author should be 
strongly recommended to refrain from publishing his paper. 

2. The idea of a relationship between the period over which 
consumption is optimized and the share of productive investment 
in national income resurfaced in a new form in a recent article 
of Mine and Przelaskowski. 1 

The authors limit themselves to establishing a functional rela
tion between the two variables and to calculation of the period 
for which consumption is optimized under the current Polish 
conditions. They derive the following equation 

B. Mine and W. Przelaskowski appeared ('Once Again on Accumulation and 
Maximization of Consumption' (in Polish)) . Its authors pointed out that the 
main purpose of their article was 'only to show the functional relation between 
the share of net productive accumulation in national income (x) , and the time 
(t), given the length of the investment construction period and the efficiency of 
investment a' (ibid ., p. 710). In conclusion , they maintained their criticism of 
ideas that ' the high share of investment in national income in the socialist 
countries leads to the current generation making sacrifices for the sake of the 
future one . .. . It was demonstrated that this period is much shorter and invest
ment gives consumption effects already within 11 years, i .e. during the current 
generation's lifetime . . .. This is also confirmed by observation of the reality. 
The great efforts of People 's Poland during the Six-Year Plan (1949- 55) are 
giving consumption effects which are already tangible ' (ibid., p. 721). 

1 See their 'Accumulation Equation: Accumulation and the Maximization of 
Consumption ', Ekonomista , 54/6, 1961 [in Polish] . 
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atx2 __ a(t - l)x + 1 = (l + ax)' -r 
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· the share of net productive investment , in national here x is "· , · f 
w · the coefficient of efficiency of investment (a rat10 o 
income, a is · · f · t t) • t ·n national income to one zloty o net mves men , an mcremen i . . . • d A 

d t · the period over which consumption is maximize . ssum-
~n f is p 1 nd in the years 1957-60 that x = 11. 7% and a = 1/3, 
mg or O a Th" lt ( ·t from this equation they obtain t = 11 years. _is re_su as ~ 
f 11 from their argument on p. 1218 of the articl~) is ~pproxi-
o :w~his is a very rough approximation indeed , smce m fact t 

~a le. to ei·ght years This error is not fundamental, however. 
1s c ose · • d"d 1 1 t The real drawback to their study is t~at they i not ca cu a e 
h lue of t for other values of x smce, as we shal_l see, s~ch 

~a~c:~tion sheds more ligh~ on t~~ applic~bility of their_ equahon 
'for the practice of economic decision-makmg and plannmg of the 

national economy'. 2 

3_ I made such a calculation, the results of which are as follows: 

The share of net productive The period of optimization 
investment in national of consumption, t 

income, x (in years) 
(in %) 

close to 0 
11.7 
34 
50 
65 
75 

close to 7 
8 

10 
12 
15 
20 

Plotting x as the abscissa and t as the ordinate, we can draw the 
relations between them, as in Fig. 42. . . 

It appears that the fantastically high shares of mvestm~nt m 
national income are necessary not only for the twenty- or fifteen
year periods of maximization of consumption . Already for twelve 
years x is equal to 50%, and even for t~n _yea_rs x = 34%. On ~he 
other hand , if the present peri~d of max11!11zat10n of consumption 
is reduced by just one year, 1.e. from eight to seve~ years, the 
share of investment falls to zero and simple reproduct10n becomes 
optimum. 

2 Ibid ., p. 1219 
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It directly follows that the criterion of maximization of con
sumption 'for economic decision-making' is completely useless. 
Heroic efforts must be made in order to obtain only a modest 
extension of the optimization period. Is it worth while to increase 
x to 34% in order to extend t from eight to ten years? The answer 
is probab!y in the negative since the benefits from maximizing 
consumpt10n over ten years instead of eight will not be considered 
as very impressive, whereas the share of investment will have to 
soar from 11. 7% to 34% of national income, which is a very large 
increase indeed. With such an approach it becomes debatable 
whether it is not worthwhile to maximize consumption over seven 
instead of eight years, and to get rid altogether of net investment 
as such. 

Thus, an article which apparently was supposed to justify the 
high share of accumulation in national income through its impact 
on maximization of consumption in the long run, paradoxically 
leads to quite opposite, and at the same time false, conclusions. 

4. Furthermore, the argument put forward in this article is based 
on the tacit assumption that in order to accelerate the growth of 
national income it suffices to increase the rate of accumulation 

' provided that the coefficient of efficiency of investment is con-
stant. Such reasoning is correct only in the case when acceleration 
of growth does not encounter any physical barriers, and especially 
a shortage of labour. If it does, such a barrier can of course be 
overcome through an increase in investment outlay. However, we 
then have to abandon the assumption that the efficiency coeffi-
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· t a 1·s constant and the whole argument becomes much more c1en ' 1· · 
complicated. The authors, who failed to tatce th,ese com_p_ 1cat10ns 
into account, should in any case have been _more spec1f1c about 
the character of their assumptions. 

Kalecki's criticism of the standard concept o~ the golden r~le. of 
mulation notwithstanding, his own approach 1s based on a s1m1lar 

accu · 1· · h · f th rule. While the former stresses the max1m~m 1mit to t e mcr~ase o . e . 
share of capital accumulation in nati?~al mcome from_ the P?l~t of view 
of a rise in national income, Kalecki mtroduce~ a stncter hmi~ beyo?d 
which increasing the share of capital accui:nulat10n does not ~aise mam-
t · able consumption levels. Moreover, his rule holds also m a model 
am h' · t 1 of an open economy with technical progress, as long as t 1s 1s ne~ ~a 

· Kalecki's sense i.e. when the rate of growth of labour productivity 
Ill , N . 'M" h l is the same for all capital-output ratios (see D. M. utt, 1c a 
Kalecki's Contribution', p . 338). 

In contrast to the golden rule concept, Kalecki argues that his concept 
of a maximum limit to the share of capital accumula_tion should n_ot 
necessarily be met since the central planners may consid~r the benefits 
of higher consumption in the long run, due to accelerat10~ of growth 
of national income, not to outweight the costs expressed m terms of 
short-run cuts (relative or absolute) in consumption. (The process of 
weighting short-run costs against long-run benefits is rep~esented in the 
Kalecki's concept of central planners' 'decision curve' which assu~es an 
increasing supply price of savings expressed in terms of accelera!10n of 
growth of national income.) According to Nuti, however, Kalecki's rule 
is also debatable, since: 

Kalecki's contentions about either the golden rule limit of the planners•. incr~asing 
supply price of savings have no general validity_ [although] he was_ right m the 
specific conditions of Eastern Europe at t~e t1m~ .... The a~opt10n ?~ more 
capital-intensive techniques than . those which_ sat1~fy. [Kaleck1 s] cond1t1on . .. 
cannot be regarded as necessarily mistaken: m pn~c1ple-as long as the new 
technology is not absolutely inferior ... -that pohcy can always _ be _rever~ed 
and will lead to a higher consumption than with the less c~p1tal-m!ens1~e 
technique throughout the period of transition back to that techmque. This. gam 
in consumption may be considered as insufficient to compensate f?r the sacnfices 
incurred during the transition to the more capital-intensive techmque _and before 
the policy is reversed; but this is a political )u,dg~ment , not a_,techmca_l m1;e a,s 
Kalecki would have us believe. (D. M. Nut!, Michal Kaleck1 s Contnbut10n , 
p. 390 .) 

In 1985 the very relationship between the share of capital accumulation 
in national income and the rate of growth of national income was put 
into question in two different institutional settings. The first refers to 
the post-war Latin American economies, where the rate ~f g~o~th _was 
determined by demand conditions rather than by capacity hm1tations 
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(see J. Lopez, 'The Post-War Latin American Economies: The End of 
the Long ,Boom', Banca Nazionale de! Lavoro Quarterly Review, 7/154, 
1985, pp. 237-8; Lopez's findings, however, are not surprising in the 
context of Kalecki's own ideas, see e.g. his 'Theories of Growth in 
Different Social Systems', this volume, and his works on the 'mixed 
economies', Collected Works, vol. v). 

The second objection ~xplicitly addressed the setting of a centrally 
planned economy. It pomted out a partial, ex ante disequilibria in 
monetary and physical flows of national product and national income 
which gave rise to such behaviour of individual firms and household; 
that undermined the relationship between gross capital formation and 
the economic growth rates, as well as between the capital-labour ratio 
~nd labour productivity, which is assumed both by central planners and 
m the standard growth theory (see L. Zienkowski, 'Theory and Practice 
of Macro-economic Planning', Gospodarka Planowa, 40/10, 1985; see 
also n. 1). 

[4] 
In the Polish editions of the Introduction there follows a note in which 
Kalecki explains that in his earlier 'Problems in the Theory of Growth 
of a Socialist Economy' (see Collected Works, vol. iii) he used a different 
typology, calling technical progress capital-intensive, neutral, and capi
tal-saving if the capital-output ratio actually increased, remained con
stant, or declined respectively (this did not prevent him from examining 
there the case when after an initial increase in the capital-output ratio 
it was maintained at a stable level, and therefore the rate of growth of 
labour productivity was temporarily reduced). 

When compared with Kalecki's earlier typology this change in the 
criterion of classification caused some confusion. Many years after it 
was published, one could still encounter studies attributing to Kalecki 
the criteria which he had since long abandoned . This was partly because 
the earlier definition was simpler. It was also better adapted to the 
interpretation of statistical series on the volume of capital, investment, 
output: national income, etc.; it represented economic policy choices 
made m the past and from which one could reconstruct the actual 
growth path of a given economy. In this sense, the old definition looked 
at the past. The new definition, on the other hand, looked into the 
future. In line wit~ the general philosophy of the Introduction, its 
purpose was to provide the central planner with criteria of choice to be 
made among the alternative growth strategies. 

For a comparison between Kalecki's classification of technical pro
gress and those of J. R. Hicks and R. F. Harrod, see e.g. A. Chilosi 
and S. G6mulka, 'Technical Progress and Long-Run Growth', and K. 
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Laski, The Rate of Growth and ,the J.ate of Interest in the Socialist 

Economy, ch. 3). . 
On the difference between Kalecki's in~erpretatic:in of techmcal pro-

gress and that of G. A. Feldman, Kalecki wrote: , 

for Feldman, technical progress has a mean~ng whic? is differ_ent 
from · the standard use of this te~~- ~n his meanmg tec~m~al 
progress refers mainly t~ a better u~ihz~t1on of the ~lre~dy existmg 

P
ital equipment and its modernization. Otherwise it would be 

ca • · l 
hard to understand why for Feldman _techm~al pr~gress i~ a ways 
reflected in increased efficiency of capital or i~ fallmg c~pital-out-

ut ratios. (Excerpt from Kalecki's unpublished review of ft:· 
i.ukaszewicz's thesis on 'The Problem of Accelerated Growth m 
a Socialist Economy and G. Feldman's Theory'; undated draft of 
the review is in Kalecki's files.) 

[S) · · · f · 1 · · f t t d f The problem of joint optimizat10n o capita mtensity _o ou pu ~n . o 
durability of equipment was taken up by W. Sadowski and C. _Jo~efiak 
(see p. 250, this volume). Sadowski attacked _the problem ~ithm the 
framework of his own theoretical construction characterized by a 
specific method of measuring .stocks (of capital a~d labour) ~nd flo':"s 
(of output, national income, and investment); thi,s resu~ted, znter aha, 
in rather unusual relations between the models variables (see W. 
Sadowski, 'The Optimum Capital-Output Ratio and the Optimum Life
Span of Equipment', and 'Technical and Restitution Optimum'). ~6z~
fiak, on the other hand, searched for a solution _to this problem_ withm 
the framework of Kalecki's model and ended with somewhat different 
results from those of Sadowski. Discussing his results J6zefiak also 
attempted to explain the differences in the two approaches (see his 
'Technical and Restitution Optimum under Steady Growth'; for the 
subsequent debate between the two authors, see Ekonomista, 58/5, 1965 

(both in Polish)). 

~ . A . 
In June 1965 Kalecki took part in the Reunion of Latin merican 
Schools of Economics, in Mexico City. At the Higher School of Econ
omics, in Mexico City, he read a paper on 'Determining t~e Rate of 
Growth of a Socialist Economy under Conditions of Unlimited Supply 
of Labour' . Its revised Polish version appeared as 'Zagadnienie okres
lania stopy wzrostu gospodarki socjalistycznej w warunkach nieograni
czonej podazy sily roboczej', Prace i Materialy, Centre of Rese~rch on 
Underdeveloped Economies, 4/2, 1966, pp. 5-17, and then, as Tempo 
wzrostu gospodarki socjalistycznej w warunkach nieograniczonej 
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podazy sily roboczej a kapitalochlonnosc', in Ekonomista, 59/6, 1966 
P_P· 1269~?8,_ T_he Germa~ translation, 'Das Problem der Wachstumsrat~ 
emer soziahst1schen Wirtschaft unter der Bedingung enbegren t 
Ar~eitskrafteangebots' was published in Jahrbuch fur Wirtschaft:g:~ 
schzchte, 8 1967, pt. 2, pp. 51-64. The English translation appeared 
'D . . f as 

ete:~mat10n o . th~ Rate of Growth of a Socialist Economy under 
Conditions of Unhm1ted Supply of Labour' in Essays on Planning d 
Economic Development, vol. iii, Warsaw, PWN, 1968, pp. 19-34. ;~e 
Portugu_ese tr~n~Iation, 'Determina9ao da taxa de crescimento de uma 
econo~ia sociah_sta s_ubdesenvolvida', was published in J. Miglioli (ed.), 
Kaleck1 Economia, Sao Paulo, Editora Atica, 1980. 

Chs. I, II, and III of this article, which served as an introduction to 
the problem, were in fact a brief summary of the corresponding frag
ments of the 1st edn. of the Introduction. Beginning with the 3rd 
paragra~h ~f Ch. IV of the article, Kalecki incorporated its text (with 
small ed1tonal changes) in sections 6 to 8 of Ch. 10 of the 2nd edn. of 
the Introduction. Thus, in its first five sections, in which Kalecki con
fronts his argument with that of Dobb and Sen, Ch. 10 of the Introduc
tion differs from this article (this explicit confrontation was altogether 
absent from the 1966 version of the article). 

U~til the mid-1950s, the debate on the choice of techniques of pro
duct10~ under abun_dant supply of labol.lr, characteristic of developing 
countne~, w_as do?1mated by the view that they should rather opt . for 
low cap1tal-mtens1ve techniques. Oskar Lange even defined an unde
~eloped eco~omy as such 'in which the available stock of capital goods 
1s not sufficient to employ the total available labour force ,on the basis 
?f modern production techniques' ('Some Problems concerning Planning 
m Underdeveloped Countries', in 0. Lange, Problems in Economics and 
Sociology, 1930-1960, Warsaw, PWN, 1970, p. 171). 

This idea was first challenged by W. Galenson and H. Leibenstein 
('Investment Criteria, Productivity and Economic Development', Quar
terly Journ~l of Economics, 69/3, 1955) and then by M. Dobb (An Essay 
on Economic Growth and Planning, London, Routlege & Kegan, 1961) 
and A. ~- Sen (Choice of Techniques, Oxford, Blackwell, 1960). Dobb 
~~d- Sen introduced a new element into the debate: assuming that the 
m1t1al level of real wages in no case may be lowered, they demonstrated 
that the economic surplus (in the sense of a difference between the 
national income produced and the total wage bill) is an increasing 
function of th~ capital-output ratio. In their opinion, this justified 
(wherever possible) the use of capital-intensive production techniques 
under conditions of a surplus of labour (while Dobb was resolutely 
committed to this solution, Sen considered it to be merely a viable 
option). 
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It seems that Kalecki's critique ~f the Dobb-Sen solution in one point 
fails strictly to reflect their · ideas: When he · demonstrates . that once 
technical progress is taken into acc?unt the choice of rela_tively mor~ 
capital-intensive methods of production becoml?s Jes~ attractive, Kaleck1 

sts his argument on the assumption that Dobb and Sen had in mind 
:e single 'recasting' of capital ~tock into more capital-intensive meth_ods 
of production, and he exammes the 01.ncome of such a conve_rs1on. 
However, it may be argued that they thought rather of a continuous 
selecting of ever more capital-intensive meth~ds of pro~uction, in every 
uccessive generation of investment. Allowmg for this factor would 

~omplicate Kalecki's argument, but would not significantly alter his 
conclusions on the advantages of the solution favoured by Dobb and 
Sen. 

Despite his critical position on the 'Dobb-Sen solution', K_alecki 
highly praised Dobb's contribution to the debate on the choice of 
production techniques in developing countries, and _arde?tly sponsored 
attempts to give Dobb a honorary degree of the Umvers1ty of Warsaw. 
In his opinion of Dobb's scientific achievements he wrote inter a/ia: 

His main contribution to the field of planned economies was his 
analysis of advantages which capital-intensive techniques of pr~
duction may offer to countries with a surplus of labour. This 
theory was presented in his book An Essay on Economic Growth 
and Planning (1960). Although I have myself been critical of the 
possibility of practical application of Dobb's theory, it is never
theless one of the most interesting and most original contributions 
to the theory of growth in a socialist economy, which largely 
expanded the scope of debate on the problem of choice of 
techniques of production. (Kalecki's files; typescript dated 3 June 
1967. In the aftermath of the March 1968 events in Poland the 
initiative of Kalecki, Brus, and Laski to give Dobb a honorary 
degree could not be pursued.) 

Among the Polish contributors to the debate there were mainly 
Kalecki's students (see e.g. Z. Dobrska, The Choice of Techniques of 
Production in Less Developed Countries, Warsaw, PWE, 1963; A. Mul
ler, Directions of Optimization of Production Techniques in Less De
veloped Economies, Warsaw, PWE, 1966; K. Laski 'On the Choice of 
Production Techniques in Less Developed Countries', Ekonom~sta, 59/3, 
1966, and his 'Investment Criteria in Developing Countries', Economies 
et Societes, 4/1, 1970; A. Rybczynski, 'Criteria of Choice in Production 
Techniques in a Developing Economy', Ekonomista, 6714, 1974 (all in 
Polish)). 
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(7) 
Th~\is 'aTshlighCtly revised and e?ited version of Chs. 2 and 3 of Kalecki's 
arftllc e t e u~ve ofS Pr_od

1
_uct10n and the Evaluation of the Efficiency 

o nves ment m a ocia 1st Economy' (see pp. 160-6 and 314 th· 
volume). ' 

18 

Theories of Growth in Different Social Systems 

(1) 
The article was first published in English in Scientia, 105, May-June 
1970, pp. 1-6. Its 2nd English edn. appeared in the Monthly Review 
23/~, 19;1, P~- 72-9. T~e article appeared in the following _translations'. 
Italian, Teone dello sviluppo in sistemi sociali differenti', in the Italian 
edn_- of, Mo~thly Review (E~izione Italiana, 4/11, 1971, pp. 10-12); 
Polish, Teone wzrostu w r6znych systemach spolecznych', Zycie Gos
poda~cze, 31/16, 1976; Portuguese, 'Teorias do Crescimento em Diferen
tes S1stemas Sociais', in M. Kalecki, Crescimento e ciclo das econ om· 

· 1· s- p zas capita 1stas, a? aul?, Hucitec, 1977, ch. 11, pp. 123-30; 2nd edn., 
1980; German, Theonen des Wachstums in verschiedenen Gesellschafts
sys~e~e~', in M. Kalecki, Theorie des Wachstums und der Planung in der 
soz1ahs~1schen Volkswirtschaft, pp. 17-23; Hungarian, 'A kulonboz6 tar
sadalm1 rendszerek novekedesi elmelete', in M. Kalecki, A szocialista 
gazd~sa~ ':1iikode~er?l: valogatott tanulmanyok 1956-1970, pp. 297-306. 

Sc1entza s perm1ss10n to reproduce this article is gratefully acknow
ledged. 

In the ~umm~r of 1_969 Kalecki read this paper at the Faculty of 
Econom1_cs of the Umve~sity of Cambridge. In the autumn of that year 
he read 1t a~so at a semmar run by Cezary J6zefiak and Jerzy Los at 
the Computmg Centre of the Polish Academy of Sciences. 

The paper in a sense represented Kalecki's response to that criticism 
after _th~ March 1968 events in Poland, in which his growth theory of 
~ socialist eco~omy was accused of being universal in character, making 
it equally applicable to growth in any social system (see pp. 258-62, this 
volume). 

(2) 
For a substantiation of this thesis, see Kalecki's 'Observations on the 
Theory of Grow~h' (Collected Works, vol. ii). 

PART 2 

Efficiency of Investment 

Generali:ed Formula of the Efficiency of Investment 

(1) , . . , . . .. , 
The paper. entitled 'Uogolmeme wzoru ~fek_tywnosc1 mwest~CJl, ap-

ared simultaneously as an in-house pubhcat10n of the Planning Com-pe · h K ... 
ission, Prace i Materialy Zakladu Badan Ekonomzcznyc om1s11 

;lanowania, 4/17, 1959, pp. 1-16; an article in Gospodarka Planowa, 
14/11, 1959, pp. 4-7; and in Inwestycje i Budownictwo, 9/11, 1959, 

pp. 6-9. . ' . . 
Its English translation, entitled Generahzat1on of the Pattern for 

Effectiveness of Capital Investment', appeared in Eastern European 
Economics: A Journal of Translations, IASP, 1/1, 1962, pp. 20-5. An
other English translation, 'Generalized Formula of the Efficiency of 
Investment' was published in M . Kalecki, Short Papers on Economic 
Growth, Warsaw, Central School of Planning and Statistics, the Higher 
Course in National Economic Planning, Teaching Materials, vol.i, 1962, 
pp. 42-52; 2nd edn., 1964. The same translation then appeared in !""· 
Nove and A. Zauberman (eds.), Studies on the Theory of Reproduction 
and Prices, Warsaw, PWN, 1964, pp. 189-201, and was later repr. in 
A. Nove and D. M. Nuti (eds.), Socialist Economics, Harmondsworth, 
Penguin, 1972, pp. 252-62. The Spanish translation, 'Formula generali
zada de la eficiencia de la inversion', appeared in the translation of the 
book edited by Nove and Nuti, Teoria economica del socialismo, Mexico, 
Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1978, pp. 235-44. 

The PWN 1964 English edn. of this paper is followed in the present 
volume. The publisher's permission to reproduce this edn. is gratefully 

acknowledged. 

Up to the mid-1950s, work on the theoretical foundations of investment 
efficiency calculation in Poland and in other communist countries lagged 
considerably behind practical requirements. Unable to find any support 
in theory, various methods of partial optimization were used in practice. 
These were based on criteria such as the lowest admissible rate of 
internal accumulation ( or the lowest profitability norm), the pay~back 
period of additional investment outlay entailed by the choice of a more 
capital-intensive project, and so forth. 
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The debate on the theoretical foundations of economic calculation 
of investment efficiency in a centrally planned economy first started 
in the Soviet Union. In its first phase (1946-54) there were four ident
ifiable approaches. The first was associated with the practice in invest
ment design bureaux which applied 'financial accumulation norms', 
set arbitrarily by the central economic authorities, and similar yard
sticks for calculating the return on investment. It was proposed to 
refine these norms and base the methods used for calculation of invest
ment efficiency on some universal standard such as the average 
rate of return. A second view was put forward primarily by S. Strumilin. 
He proposed to base calculation of efficiency on the notion of depreci
ation payments for the use of productive equipment. He laid spe
cial emphasis on allowing for the time factor in the calculation. 
Then, there were various partial standards of investment efficiency 
that were widely used in Soviet investment design bureaux, such as 
the profitability period, and the pay-back period. These too had 
many supporters and were advocated by, among others, A. Lurie. (I,t is 
worth noting that, as early as 1946, he had pointed out that in a 
socialist economy, the national economic plan tells one what to pro
duce, and investment efficiency calculation tells one only how to pro
duce it. In his opinion, the latter calculation ought to secure the 
conditions for maximizing the growth of labour productivity in every 
industry and hence in the economy as a whole.) Finally, there were the 
advocates of a macro-economic approach to investment efficiency ap
praisal, who pointed to the necessity for comprehensive research on the 
effects of investment activity on various aspects of social and economic 
life. 

In Poland, it was these last two approaches that won most support. 
In 1955-6 Bronislaw Mine and Kazimierz Secomski advocated the 
macro-economic approach to investment efficiency theory. Jozef Pajest
ka and, especially, Mieczyslaw Rakowski, although working within the 
framework of the fourth approach, were more inclined towards practical 
applications, and in this sense were closer to the third one. Kalecki 
entered this debate in the fall of 1956, when the parliamentary debate 
on the 1956-60 Five-Year Plan was postponed until the spring session 
of the Diet in 1957, and a special team under his direction was set up 
in the Planning Commission to work on improvements "to the draft of 
this plan (see Collected Works, vol. iii, pp. 407-8). Among the achieve
ments of this group was a thorough examination of economic effi
ciency of about thirty key investment projects in that plan. The results 
of this work were reported in Kalecki's article which follows below in 
Annex 4. 
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ANNEX 4 

How to Mitigat~ a Contradiction betw~e1?-
t d Consumption? (On Exam1n1ng 

Jnvestmen an . )lll 
the Efficiency of Investment · 
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Review Reserves in the Five-Year P~an, appointed 
The Tea~ to nin Commission and workmg under my 
last fa~l-m the ~1:;co; leted its work. The most important of 
supervision,_ has JU . th~ examination of the efficiency , of some 
its accomph_shments is . t in this plan . This analysis 'Yas 

thirtdy ktedy ~nyv;~t~::si~~:~ ~eview Group headed by MI. Barltd-
con uc e · th · work here wou 

• • [21 Of course I cannot summanze eir : . f 
mch . ' .. . . 1 s of the successful application o 
only like to give some examp e 

their tudies. . tl 
. t dy of the efficiency of mvestment ou ay 

1 Comparative s u 1 h t llocating 
ff~cted or planned in various collieries reve~ s t a a rea b 

e . 1960 lead to an increase zn the coal output y 
of mputs may by 'thout increasing the planned total 
one million tonnes per annum wi 

capital outlay. h d to economize the 
2 This analysis laid great stress on t e n~e Th st 

. h. h would allow an increase zn exports. e mo 

:,: 0;~:i0:~d :rtcient investme~t in t~i;!~~,~~;s~~•~~ ii~~~~~; 
ing_ new equ~pmentr~or t~::~ eii:~:ation of pebbles and sorting, 
to improve 1ts qua i Y . for its users) and replace
which provides important economies ' . h re 
ment of obsolete and highf ~oal-in~ensit·vhee psuopwperyp~;:~a~~~a:~le 

d Th. way o mcreasmg 
mo ern on~s. 1~ more profitable than investment in new col
for export is muc · d lower or no 
. . much shorter construction peno s, 

henes due to . . d"ff lties of recruiting workers 
operating costs, and avmdmg the i icu 
in coal-mining. 

. . s ' . westycje-konsumpcja? (0 
[IJ First publishe? as 'Jak lago~z1c sprz:<:f~o; ;: Warszawy, 18 Ma!' 1957. 

pracach nad badamem efe~tywnosc1 mwe;t\! )~ethodological work earned out 
The results of this analysis as. ~e~l as 1 t~e Planning Commission led to the 
at the Economic Research D1v1s1odn o,, £ff; . cy of Investment: Methods and 
publication of the manual The S~u Y 0~ '.!Jicien 
Examples (Warsaw , PWE, 1957 (m Pohsh)).f the Evaluation of Investment 

[21 It was called t~e Group ?f. E~p~rt~ 96~ _9 it operated as the Bureau of 
Projects at the Planmng Commission, m . 
Experts for Evaluation of Investment ProJects. 
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3. The analysis demonstrated high efficiency of processing in iron 
metallurgy, such as production of zinc-coated sheets welded pi 
c d fil · ' pes, . urve pro 1 es, wire, rope, etc. It is interesting to note that 
mvesti~ent_ o~tlay per dollar earned in foreign trade through a 

, reduction m imports or growth in exports is much lower at th' · 
t f . h . IS sage o processmg t an m primary metallurgy. 
4 .. The examination of the chemical industry pointed to 

rela~1~ely low efficiency of the present method of producing nitroge: 
fertilizer~ throug~ coke-processing. This is mainly because the 
world pn~e of mtrogen fertilizers is low in relation to the price 
o~ coal,_ smce they can be cheaply produced as by-products of 
oil-refimng. 

Another method of efficient production of fertilizers, as well as 
of ~ther products of organic chemistry, is to base their output on 
~okmg and _natural-gas processing. The analysis of efficiency of 
mvestment m the fertilizer industry shows that the Polish gas 
res~urces, so far used only for heating purposes, should become 
an important factor of development in the chemical industry. It must 
also be_ added th~t, as _in metall~rgy, investment in the processing 
of semi-products znto final chemical products, such as plastics, is 
often more effective than investment in industries which produce 
these semi-products. 

The results _of this work were taken into account in the new 
draft of the ~1ve-Y ear Plan, in which the structure of investment 
was cha?ge? m o~der to _increase its economic efficiency without 
necessan!Y_ mcreasmg capital outlay (for example, in coal-mining), 
or to m1t1g~te the con_sequenc~s of reduced investment outlay 
t~rough r~t1o~al sele~tion of mvestment projects, However, a 
wider aJ?phcat10~ of mvestment efficiency analysis is crucial to 
~ersp~ct1ve planmng and the construction of future five-year plans 
smce m the pre_sent one the majority of the projects are already 
under construction, largely predetermining the structure of invest
ment. 

It is not by chance that this analysis has been initiated now. In 
the course of implementation of the Six-Year Plan, especially up 
to 1954, the trend was to spend generously on investment since not 
e_nough attention was given to attaining high levels of consumption 
zn the short 1:un. At present the contradiction is clearly seen 
between a desire to reach the highest living standards, even in the 
shortest term, through a large share of consumption in national 
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· ncome and a rapid growth in income and consumption, ~hich in 
~urn requires a high share of investment. For instance, 1? order 
to increase current consumption invest~ent is reduced. This slows 
down the future rate of economic development and thereby the 
possibilities of consumption growth in the long run. One of the 
main ways of overcoming this contradiction lies in increasing the 
efficiency of investment outlay, which makes it possible to reach 
the same rate of economic development with a smaller share of 
investment and a greater share of consumption in national income. 

Up to 1959 Kalecki himself d~d li~tle systematic ~ork on the ~ethodo
logical foundations of calculatmg mvestment_efficiency, ex~e~t-m super
vising the research conducted in the Economic Research J?1vis10n of the 
Planning Commission (mainly by Mieczyslaw Rakowski). In 1957-9, 
however Kalecki spoke at a number of meetings of the Planning 
Commis~ion's Board about the efficiency of various investment projects 
in the 1956-60 and 1961-5 Five-Year Plans, such as organization of the 
sulphur basin (see Record No. 4 from the session of the Planning 
Commission's Board, on 14 Jan. 1958, AKPRM, ref. no. 10/4), and on 
oil transportation. On this last subject there survived his written opinion: 

Note on deliveries of oil through various means of transport 

Included you will find the note of Mr B. Wojterkowski, from 
which the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. With respect to transporting oil from the USSR, a compari
son of efficiency of investment shows beyond doubt that sending 
it by means of a pipeline-even from Briest, with Soviet deliveries 
to Briest by rail-is the best option. It is obviously much cheaper 
than transport by rail, and the efficiency of shipping it by sea is 
very low when compared to the pipeline. 

2. However, in order to gain some flexibility in deliveries of oil 
it would be worth while to construct in Gdynia a relatively small 
oil terminal, which could annually handle some 1 million tonnes, 
and the capacity of which could be expanded. While the cost of 
a terminal capable of handling 2 million tonnes of oil per annum 
is estimated at zl. 250 million, that of a 1 million tonnes capacity 
should be some zl. 160 million; it cannot be ruled out that 
expanding it to the capacity of 2 million tonnes in the second 
stage would cost slightly less. 

3. An oil terminal of 1 million tonnes corresponds to the ca
pacity of six tankers 18 000 d.w.t. each. The purchase of these 
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tankers does not involve such a high risk as construction of the 
terminal since they can be chartered out. From this point of view 
the purchase of more tankers may be considered. 

4. Given the above, it seems reasonable to accept the Shipping 
Ministry's order for at least six tankers, as well as to prepare 
specifications for an oil terminal with ultimate capacity of 2 million 
tonnes, the construction of which should be split into two phases. 
The first phase, consisting of construction of a terminal handling 
1 million tonnes of oil shouid be kept relatively inexpensive. 
(AKPRM; ref. no. 10/12.) 

Between 19 56 and 1959 a large number of studies of the economic 
efficiency of investment projects in various industries was completed. 
Most of them followed the methods of calculation recommended in the 
General Guidelines for Examining the Economic Efficiency of Investments 
(prepared in 1956 in the Planning Commission by a team headed by 
Mieczyslaw Rakowski). These studies provided ample material for test
ing and revising the General Guidelines. This task was undertaken by 
Kalecki who was asked to take charge of the Methodology Section of 
the Second Conference on Investment Efficiency Analysis. In the course 
of that work Kalecki and Rakowski prepared a new and radically 
different set of rules for calculating the efficiency of fovestment. 

The conference was preceded by another meeting, held in Warsaw on 
15-16 June 1959, and devoted to three subjects: (i) the proposed changes 
in the methodology of calculation of the efficiency of centralized invest
ment, (ii) the methods of calculating the economic efficiency of decen
tralized investment, and (iii) the directives on measures to be applied to 
the scaling down of investment outlay for 1959. The conference was 
opened by Kalecki; the proposed changes (following the theses put 
forward in the 'Generalized Formula of the Efficiency of Investment') 
were outlined by Rakowski. 

Compared with the General Guidelines, the new draft of the manual 
recommended that , in addition to the productive effects promised by 
alternative investment variants, account was now to be taken of their 
respective savings in inputs of resources and foreign exchange, of their re
spective degree of capacity utilization, of economic efficiency indica
tors not only for the durability of the plant as a whole, but also for 
shorter subperiods and even individual years. Attempt was also made 
to eliminate price deformations in estimating the value of output, e.g. 
through the use of the so-called net foreign exchange earnings, etc. The 
results of the second stage of the Soviet debate on investment efficiency 
analysis were also taken into account in the new proposals. 
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. hteen speakers took the floor to comme~t on th~ propos~d new 
Eig d 1 of investment ·efficiency calculation. Their attent10n fo-

meibo ~ ~;fin into account the factor of time . Many _of th~~ _suggested 
cused o ~ f the new guide-lines· many heavily cntic1zed them 

rious extensions o ' . . d · 
va d k Pl wa 14/8 1959 and InwestyC]e l Bu ownzctwo, 
( Gospo ar a ano , , ' . . . . d h 
;;;~ 8, 1959 (both in P?lish) ). K~lecki 's contribution, which close t e 

debate. follows below m Annex . 

ANNEX 5 

On the Methodology of Exami~ing the Efficiency 
of Investmentl 1 

1 would like to start by clearing up some misunderstandings. First 
f 11 unlike medical doctors, we cannot study the consequences 

~f :a~ious options. In order to see what is going to happen to 
the economy which opted for one path of developme~t and not 
another , we have to wait fifteen years, and even then if w~ note 
some improvement it does not necessarily follo': that th~s was 
because the right method of evalua~ing _the efficiency of mvest
ment was selected. The methodological issues have to be solved 
on the basis of some theory. . 

Secondly, in my opening address I said that met_hods of exam-
ining the efficiency of investme~t. are an essential e~ement of 
rational economic calculation. This 1s doubtless the ~a.se, however, 
we should not overestimate their role. The examming the effi
ciency of investment is in fact restricted to two cases. The first 
one is the possibility of attaining a given use-value through 
alternative methods , for instance, we can produce the same nu_m
ber of various ceramic objects in various ways and we examine 
which of them is the most efficient . The second ca_se concerns 
foreign trade, e.g. is it more profitable to export pipes or ma
chinery? In this case we must also reme~ber, howev~r, that 
although our calculation may show product10n of machinery _to 
be more profitable than that of pipes, it does not necessarily 

[ll First published in lnwesty cje i Budownict'! o 9/7-8 , 195~, pp .. i - 1~ in 
Polish), as an unheaded contribution by Kalecki to the ~ebate, ;he/~ e O t_ ~ 
summary of the whole debate, 'W sprawie metod~logu badan e_,e tywn?sci 
inwestycji', was used by the present editor ~s _the headmg for Kalecki s contnbu
tion. Publisher 's permission to reproduce 1t 1s gratefully acknowledged. 
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foll~w that we shall export machinery, because it may be hard to 
sell 1t on world markets. 

Thirdl _y, in the course of discussion it was claimed that a high 
rate of mterest slows down technical progress. This is not tr t . . h ue, 
or mstance, wit respect to the power industry where the use of 

~uge aggregates not only reduces the unit cost of fuels, but also 
mvestment outlay ~er unit of output. In · this case high interest 
rates have no negative effect on technical progress since technical 
progres~ does not lead here to a higher capital intensity of 
product10n. 

The case of hydroelectric power plants and that of electrification 
of ~he r~il s~stem is different. However, it must be noticed that 
settmg high mterest rates is not something entirely revolutionary 
com~ared to the methods currently in use, since in the decision
m~k~ng process we have so far been taking into account both the 
~ffic1ency and the capital intensity of production. Even at an 
mterest rate of 7% only, investment in hydroelectric power plants 
~ppeared to be ~f a doubtful profitability. If a higher rate of 
mterest was set, it would not be necessary to take into account 
the value of the capital-output ratio. 

Moreover, high interest rates often do not eliminate certain 
variants, but may even lead to their improvement. Let us look 
for instance, at electrification of the rail system: even at an old 
rate of interest t_he ~fficiency of this project was not encouraging. 
Its f~rther _exammat10n gave birth to the idea of a system of large 
arterial railroads on which the electrification effort would be 
concentrated. · 

. I wi~l now turn to the idea which was brought up in the 
discuss10n. No one advocated discarding interest cost altogether 
i.e. t~ apply an interest rate equal to zero . However , there emerged 
two ~deas, supported mainly by the power industry, which are 
practically eqmvalent to each other. The first one is that of a 
'progressive depreciation' , calculated in such a way that the sum 
of depreciation charges and interest on non-depreciated assets is 
constant. The second idea is that of cost-discounting. In the case 
of constant operating costs, both ideas lead to identical results. 
First of all, the use of the 'progressive depreciation' method 
appears to me unnecessary. It is an artificial method the main 
purpose of which is to render the same result as in ;he case of 
cost-discounting . 
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The cost-discounHng method consists of calculating the current 
lue of investment ·outlay and operating cost throughout the 

:hole period of the plant 's operation. This value is ~hen divi~ed 
by the value of the plant 's total output thro~ghout its operatm_g 
period at current pri~es: I am not a~vocatmg the use of this 
method since in a socialist economy with full employment I see 
no theoretical justification for it. 

This method is appropriate to a profit-maximizing capitalist 
enterprise which compares the profitability of investment in fixed 
capital with investment in bonds offering a c?nstant :ate of ~eturn, 
in order to find the most profitable solution. It is possible to 
imagine a socialist economy in which the discount method could 
be used. This would be an economy with unlimited labour re
serves, whose aim would be the maximization of accumulation. In 
reality, however , full employment may be assumed in a socialist 
economy, and its aim is the maximization of national income. 

Let us suppose, nevertheless , that we decided . to use the dis
counting method. Immediately, there arises the problem of what 
rate of discount should be used. It was suggested that the rate of 
interest equal to the rate of accumulation of fixed capital should 
be used for this purpose. This seems to me to be a confusion of 
two different concepts. 

Such an interest rate could be incorporated into current prices 
in order to spread the burden of accumulation in proportion to 
fixed capital in each industry. However, why should that rate of 
interest be suitable for comparing the efficiency of different in
vestment projects? I consider this idea to be as dogmatic as the 
one that there should be no interest charges on fixed capital at 
all. Should the supply of labour have no bearing on the interest 
rate used in the selection of investment projects? For a given rate 
of capital accumulation, should the same rate of interest apply, 
regardless of the growth of labour supply? 

I now turn to the draft of the manual. The formula for the 
efficiency of investment must above all allow for rational choice 
between investment variants , of which one is more capital-intens
ive but has smaller operating costs. 

The proposed rate of interest is derived from the recoupment 
period of outlay on mechanization. Our experience shows that 
within five years the outlay for mechanization can be paid back. 
Taking this period as a limit will protect us from choosing 
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labour-s~vi11g projects in cas_es where these savings cost more. The 
assumpt~on tha~ o_utlay destmed to reduce operating costs should 
p~y for itself -~ithm ~ve years is equivalent to a 15% interest rate 
with a durability penod of equipment equal to twenty years. 

I used to have ~ome doubts about the applicability of this 
formula to ~cono°:ies ~f raw materials since their extraction can 
encoun~er difficulties of a technical and organizational nature. I 
now thm~ that this formula can be applied there· too, since I 
expect pnces of raw materials to be set at a level which takes 
these difficulties into account.l 2l 

What I have already said does not exhaust the subject of interest 
on fix~~ capit_al sin~e my argument is precise only as long as the 
~urabihty penod n is the same for all investment projects, e.g. it 
1s equ~l ~o twenty ye~rs. The matter becomes much more compli
cated if m one case 1t equals twenty, and in another forty years. 
It appears to me that in order to take into account differences in 
the durability period it may be necessary to make the rate of 
interest depend on n and to apply lower interest rates to plants 
of a longer life-span. This is a very important question and it 
sho~ld_ be_ further examined by the working group. If my hypo
thesis is nght, then the formula would have to be corrected . 

There remains the problem of prices. The manual settled for a 
compromise solution. A price reform, based on rational economic 
criteria, is to follow soon. However, it is doubtful whether these 
prices will include interest on fixed capital. The proposed com
promise_ met_hod requires t~at interest at intermediate stages of 
product10n is charged. This may cause difficulties for project 
analysts and therefore it would be useful to provide them with a 
table of capital-output ratios for more important products. Until 
the pr~ce reform is introduced, the prices tentatively estimated by 
the Pnce and Cost Department of the Planning Commission can 
be used in the investment efficiency calculations. It is also possible 
to work out a separate price list specifically for calculation of 
investment efficiency; these prices would take into account the 
rate of interest used in those calculations. 

In conclusion I can say that the guide-lines submitted under 
consideration can be accepted after some corrections. 

r21 See Kalecki's 'Observations on Pricing of Basic Raw Materials' Collected 
Works, vol. iii. ' 
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h Work and discussions led in the course of the next few months 
urt er . . . . .. 

to the drawing up in the Plantimg Comm1ss10n, und~r the super~1s10n 
f Kalecki and Rakowski, of a new General Instruction on the Metho

~ lo y of Analyses of the Economic Efficiency of?nvestri:ent (Warsaw, 
:or!isja Planowania przy Radzie Ministr6w, 1960 ~m Pohsh) ). !he new 
instruction provided more thorough me_thodolog1cal foundations for 
such calculations, primarily in the followmg respects: 

(l) The criteria for assessing the efficiency of particular projects are n:iore 
closely linked to the gener~l pro~lems of ~xten~ed reprod_uction, and _especially 

th 
maximization of nat10nal mcome with given matenal and labour reso~r-

to e · · · f ffi · h h ces. This allows the replacement ?f many arb1t~ary cnte~1a o e 1_c1ency w 1c 

Used hl.therto with those which have a solid theoretical backing. were . · d f · (2) In examining particular i1;1~estment proJe~ts, allowa~ce 1s ma ~ or ~an-
ations in their subsequent conditions of operat10n and their economic env1ron-

m(~;-The general methods of analy~ing efficiency are modifie_d and adapted_ to 
articular activities such as international trade_ and co-ope_rat10n, the extens10n 

~nd modernization of existing industrial capacity, an~ agnc~lture. . 
(4) Attempts are made to apply input-output analy_s1s and lme~~ progran:1mmg 

in the analysis of infrastructural invest~ent, t~e OJ?t1mum con~1t1ons for 1~d_us
trial co-ordination between plant of widely d1ffenng economic charactenst1cs, 

and so on. . . 
(5) Studies of investment efficiency in t~e develo~ment of whole mc:iustnes 

and economic sectors over long-term penods of time are undertaken. (M. 
Rakowski, 'Introduction' to the Efficiency of Investment, Warsaw, J'WE, 1961, 

pp. 3-4 (in Polish).) 

The General Instruction revealed even more dearly the complexity of 
methodological and accounting problems involved in examining invest
ment efficiency and showed that sometimes these problems ~ltogether 
precluded an unambiguous solution. This is because the effectiveness ~f 
an actual investment undertaking is always tied up with future economic 
conditions which cannot be forecast precisely. There are also difficulties 
in summarizing economic relationships in any regular mathematical 

functions. 
Soon after The General Instruction was published, in his letter of 20 

Aug. 1960, Kalecki wrote to Stanislaw Braun on the application of 
investment efficiency calculations in a socialist economy , and on further 

research in this field: 

Dear Stach, 
Thank you for your long letter which I read with _i~t~rest. I 

don't quite see why your chapter has been so much cnt1c1zed. It 
appears to me to be well written, although I would myself express 
some ideas in a different way. Especially, you could have placed 
more stress on the fact that determining the main directions of 
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development through efficiency of investment calculati·ons k .f h . ma es 
no sense even 1 t e pnce system were perfect. 

Let ~s _imagin~ an economy in which: (i) technological methods 
of attammg a given result are predetermined ·(ii) the econo · 
1 d d (" · ·) ' my is c ose , ~n n~ the structure of consumption is determined for 

each pomt ~n its development path. Then , for such an economy 
the calculat10n of the efficiency of investment would b 1 ' 
S h 1 1 

. . e use ess 
uc ca c~ ation is applicable only to: (1) the choice of the bes~ 

technolo~ical method o~ attaining a given production effect; (2) 
~he ~election of appropnate export-orientated or import-substitut
ing mvestme~t; (3) the achievement of an appropriate structure 
of consumpt10n. 

This last objective is very difficult since it requires the kn l
edge of the price elasticity of demand for various consump~:n 
goods. Therefore, so .!ar we have concentrated on (1) and (2). (An 
extract from Kalecki s letter, a copy of which is in his fi"le (. · 
Polish).) s m 

In Oc~ober 1960 Kalecki left Poland on a three-month mission to Cuba 
(~or his report on the Cuban economy, see Collected Works, vol. v) On 
his way back he st~pped ~n Oxford, where from mid-January to ~id
Ma~ch he lectured_, ~nter alza, on ~he ef0ciency of investment. (His paper 
on mvest_me~t efficiency calculat10ns m a socialist economy prompted 
one of his. hs~eners, Mr J. Black, to compare the criteria put forward 
by Kalecki with the profit-maximization criterion used in the market 
economy; :"1r Black's not_e survived in Kalecki's files.) 
. The ~rtlcle o_f Kalecki an? . Rakowski, together with the general 
mstructi?ns on mvestment efficiency calculation, published in 1960 and 
1962, stimulate? further research on the subject, both in Poland and 
abroad. Kale~ki foun_d the attempts of an Indian economist, P. C. Sah 
to be of particular significance . In a letter to Kalecki of 4 May 1964 
Sah wrote: 
Respected Professor Kalecki, 

Trust this will find you in the best of health and [good] cheeL I intend going 
over to Warsa_w after July 1965 in order to complete my work towards a PhD 
degree for wh1c~ you very kindly consented to guide me. I shall be extre~el; 
gratefu~ to you if you cou_ld let me know the exact time when I should come 
dep~ndmg on your convemence . I am looking forward eagerly to the day when 
I will start work under your able guidance. 
~~ a part _of my thesis, I wish to develop a criterion for comparing the 

efficiency of mves~ment o!1 the analogy of the formula used in Poland. I feel, 
however, that while considering the effect of differences in the durability of 
plants one fact has been ignored in the formula : when a plant requiring Jess 
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capital is selected, the b_alance_ ?f the· capital c~n be invested in some o!her 
project which will result m a~d1t1ona_l output; this fact _has not been taken mto 
consideration. Because of this fact m some cases while the fo~mula may fa
vour one plant, it may be advantageous to adopt the other one; m the attached 
note I have worked out some such examples. In the first case I have worked 
out the formula for the economy in which there is no increase in investment. 
The last example, however, assumes the rate of increase in investment equal 

to 7%. I shall be extremely grateful if you would kindly go through it and ~avour me 

with your comments. 
With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 
[signed : Pramod Chandra Sah] 

(The letter and the note mentioned therein, are in Kalecki ' s files. In 
1968 Sah got his degree for the thesis on the 'Evaluation of the 
Efficiency of Investment in Underdeveloped Economies with Surplus 
Manpower'; Kalecki considered Sah's thesis outstanding.) 

Amit Bhaduri found the standard approach of 'present-value maximi
zation' or 'internal rate of return' calculation in project selection to be 
'based on assumptions rarely fulfilled in an actual planning situation . 
For such methods to be acceptable the price system must correspond 
to relative scarcities (defined with respect to an "objective function") and 
a suitable "time-rate of discount " must be accepted . Such information 
is almost invariably lacking in actual decision-making.' For this reason 
Bhaduri based his own argument on 'a more rough-and-ready method 
... used by Professors Kalecki and Rakowski, which was later embodied 
almost entirely in the official instruction on project-selection in Poland' 
(A. Bhaduri , 'An Aspect of Project-Selection: Durability vs Construction 
Period', Economic Journal , 78/2, 1968, p. 344). 

Research into the methodology used in Poland to evaluate the effi
ciency of investment was also undertaken by D. M. Nuti who in 1964 
wrote a paper on the 'Recoupment Period and Investment Criteria in 
the Socialist Economies' (its parts were later incorporated into is his 
Ph.D. thesis on the 'Problems of Investment Planning in Socialist 
Economies ' , University of Cambridge, 1970; see also his article 'The 
Evolution of Investment Planning in Poland ' , Jahrbuch der Wirtschaft 
Osteuropas, 3/3, 1971). With respect to Nuti ' s interpretation of some 
elements of the paper by Kalecki and Rakowski and of The General 
Instruction of 1962, Kalecki wrote to Nuti in a letter of 18 Apr. 1967: 

Dear Mr Nuti, 
I sent in the last days of January a positive opinion on your 
qualifications to the Appointments Committee and I received a 
confirmation of its receipt. I hope that you got the job. 
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On this occasion I studied your paper 'Recoupment Period and 
Investment Criteria in the Socialist Economies'. Although m 
general opinion of the paper is favourable (as I stated in my 
note for the Appointments Committee), I have a number J 
comments and I should like to communicate to you the most 
important ones. 

1. Let me . start from the end of p. 50 and say that you 
completely misread the meaning of the life-span of equipment n. 
In the Polish Instruction (and in the paper by Rakowski and 
myself) n does allow for obsolescence . This is easily seen from pp. 
86-9 . of the Instruction where it is made clear that n is not a 
durability norm, but that the life-span is determined at the opti
mum level corresponding to the relation between investment I and 
current cost K of a given variant. 

2. With reference to pp. 36 and 37, it is clear that we considered 
in the paper in question the recoupment period T as the tool for 
balancing the supply of labour for new plant with the demand 
for it. When we say that T = 6 years on the basis of the existence 
of many opportunities of cheap modernization and mechaniza
tion, we are quite conscious that this is but the first approxima
tion. It really means that with a large stock of opportunities of 
this kind we are unlikely to run into a labour shortage and 
we anticipate further enquiries which might have led to the shor
tening of the recoupment period. The concept of the recoupment 
period is more precisely presented in my essay on the production 
curve which you also quote in your paper but in another context. 

3. Your argument on pp . 33 and 34 on scrapping of old 
equipment does not take into account that this equipment, if not 
scrapped at a given time, would not exist as long as new equip
ment so that the problem of the different life-spans which you 
consider in your section X arises here. In the Instruction this 
problem is treated accordingly. 

4. I have some doubts with regard to your argument on p. 44 
concerning qz. If T has been determined by supply of and demand 
for labour, it seems to me that qz may differ from 1/T because T, 
as you use it in your argument, is that T which would ensue 
provided you had actually carried out 'defreezing'. 

5. You use everywhere in your paper a continuous production 
curve, not only for the economy as a whole (as I do in my essay 
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on the curve of ~roduction), but also for the single commodity 

S 
which is n~t warranted by the facts because only a few 

group . 
variants may be available. 

With best regards 
Yours sincerely 

[M. Kalecki] 

op of the letter is in Kalecki's files; see ~l~o his article 
1
The C1:1rve 

of Production and the Evaluation of the Efficiency of Investment in a 

Socialist Economy', this volume.) 

Many years later Nuti returned to his differences with Kalecki on _the 
latter's implied use of the rate of interest. Notin~ that the m_argin~l 
recoupment period T implied a. definite r~te of interest , Nutt _again 
raised the question why the locking up of investment re_sources in the 

f 
of a longer gestation period should be treated any differently from 

orm . · t 
locking up investment resources in the form of a higher investmen 

intensity. 
When I put this question to Michal Kalecki he insisted that 1/ T a1:d q were 
different concepts and could differ; the only ~ay I could accept this was by 
looking at them respectively as linke~ to no!1ona~ long-term and s~o~t-term 
· terest rates. Kalecki insisted that their near-identity was a mere comc1den_ce, 
:ut seeing that they were so close he saw no . poi~t in discussing the quest10n 
further. (D. M. Nuti, 'Michal Kalecki 's Contnbut1on ' , p. 344.) 

Next Nuti points at the third rate of interest implied in Kale~ki an~ 
Rakowski's treatment of plant durability , and concludes that in their 

approach: 
no less than three shadow rates were introduced , implicit in T, q, and in the 
use of g to calculate In and Zn- Shadow rates were fairly close (15.7% for T, 
15% for q, 7- 15% for g) but the approach was untidy a?d messy. Why 
did Kalecki become so involved in it? Presumably the answer 1s tha~ he would 
have liked to introduce an actual interest rate in invest~ent sele~t1on • • • but 
was operating within the system dominated by a Soviet practice (that of 
recoupment period) difficult t~ c~ange ; he ~}so specifically did _not want . to 
introduce interest and profitability m the selection of are~s ?f capac1t~ expanswn 
... ; at the same time he wanted to improve th~ ex1stmg planmng system, 
practice prevailing over theory in his concern . (Ibid. , p . 346; see also P· 328 

below.) 

[2] . . 
A correction is made here in the original formulation by Kalecki and 
Rakowski which was as follows: 'The advantage would be highest in the 
case of a = o i.e. in the case of simple reproduction . Then Zn = nlns. 
For a= O, h;wever, the fraction: { 1 -[1 /(1 + a)t} / { - [(l + a)t'} is un-

defined. 
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A Rejoinder to Mr A. Swi<~cicki 

[l] 
Published as 'W odpowiedzi A. Swi~cickiemu', Ekonomista, 54/5, 1961 
pp. 1173-7 . The publisher 's permission to reproduce this article i~ 
gratefully acknowledged . 

The solution propos~d- by Kalecki and Rakowski in their 'Generalized 
Formula of the Efficiency of Investment' , and also in The General 
l~struction of ~960, was original and ingenious . It seemed also theore
tically approl?~iate to _the centra~ly planned economy. Yet their approach 
~o t~e durab1hty period of cap1_tal equipment fro_m the very beginning 
~nspired many _ doubts, and not Just because of misapprehensions about 
1t. The Kaleck1 and Rakowski method encouraged additional investment 
outlay that merely lengthened the life-span of plants. This seemed 
incomprehensible w~en , arguably, these resources could have brought 
great~r benefits apph~d elsewhere. Although this deficiency was pointed 
out , its cause was still undefined. It was suggested that it might have 
been due to the fact that the individual parameters of the Kalecki 
~nd Rakowsk! for~ula_ were derived separ ately and then successively 
mcorporated mto 1t, without allowing for their reciprocal action (see 
Cezary J6zefiak , 'Polemically about Investment Efficiency Calculation ' 
Zycie Gospodarcze, 1514, 1960 (in Polish)) . Other critics , A. Swi~cicki 
among them, argued that if two alternative investment projects differed 
f~om each . othe~ only in their life-span, then the project with a longer 
hfe-span, 1mply~ng lower depreciation per unit of output, should be 
selected (see A. Swi~cicki, 'On the Generalized Formula of the Efficiency 
of Inves~~ent'): Appreciating the advantages of long durability of a plant , 
these critics failed to take into account moral depreciation of capital
the greater, \he longer the life-span of equipment. 

Although Swi~cicki's argument contained a serious error which was 
severely criticized by Kalecki, it should be noticed that the author of 
this error was also close to the idea that, given the values of the other 
variables concerned , the investment efficiency formula reaches a mini
mum value only for a given production life-span . This was in fact the 
key ~dea behind the ne_w solution proposed shortly after this exchange 
of v1~~s by ~akowsh It consisted of deriving the optimum plant 
durab1hty period from the formula of investment efficiency itself; for 
this optimum durability period the formula reached its minimum value 
(see Miczyslaw Rakowski, 'The Durability Period in the Investment 
Efficiency Formula ' , Gospodarka Planowa, 16/ 10, 1961 (in Polish)) . In 
fact, it is to this article , and not to the Generalized Formula that Kalecki 
made reference in his 1962 paper on the 'Efficiency of ;n Investment 
Programme' (see this volume) ; this solution was then incorporated in 
The General Instruction of 1962. 
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Many of these misal?prehensions and _disputes could pr?bably have 

01.ded had it been realized that, m the final analysis , there was 
been av ' · d I d" · t one issue but two . Having reJected the go! en-ru e 1scount 
not JUS ' • · bl f method , Kalecki and Rakowski rightly co_ncentrated on the p~od)emBo 
setting a rate of interest (or a normative recoupm~nt penho d. udt 

dless of this there is the problem of the accountmg met o use 
regar ' · · h d ke the inputs and outputs of various production met o s com-
to ma f. d · th mensurable once the discount rate has been 1xe . m one ~ay or a;.f er f 
With different plant durabilit~ periods and d1~ferent time-pro 1 es o 
· ts and outputs correspondmg to the alternative methods of produc-
mpu • · I · 1 · 1 t tha 
tion , the discounting method 1s supen_or. t 1s_ a so sf1mph er Ko 

1 
us; . ~ 

the method proposed in the successive vers10ns o t e a ec 1 an 

Rakowski approach . . . . . 
· The method used by Ka!ecki and Rakowski was _ cntic1zed along 
similar lines to those of A. Swi~cicki by Bronislaw Mme who wrote: 

There is no theoretical ground to assume a standard plant du:ability period 
for investment projects equal to twent~ ye~rs thro1:ghout _the nat1ona~ economy 
(on the contrary, these period s vary m d1_fferent mdu~tnes) . There 1s also no 
ground for adjustment of investment effic1e~cy coefficients for pla_nts ~f non
standard durability periods, or for product10n _ cost th: o~gh special ?1scount 
rates. ('The Economic Efficiency of Inve stment m a Socialist Economy Ekono-
mista, 54/3, 1961, p. 525 (in Polish)) . 

Mine also argued that the rate of discount had to ?e_ set arbit_rarily, 
and suggested his own method of calculating the ~ffic1ency of mvest
ment. It consisted of comparing the 'annual outlay ' , 1.e. the sum of total 
investment outlay and operating costs in a given production process, 
divided by the life-span of this process . This met~od also favoured 
processes with long durability of equipment, forgomg moral obsol~s
cence of capital. Moreover , it neglected altogether the problem of choice 
between investment outlay and la·uour, which in Kalecki 's approach was 
precisely the key criterion of choice of investment ~r?jects. i;iowever , 
while Minc's approach was rather geared to determmmg the absolute 
efficiency' of a given investment project, !<-alecki consider~d the search 
for the absolute efficiency as methodolog1cally erroneous Ill a c,entra_lly 
planned economy , and proposed instead to co_ncentrate on the relat!ve 
efficiency' based on alternative variant, of capital and labour producmg 

the same use-value . 

Efficiency of an Investment Programme 

(1) . , G 
This article appeared as 'Efektywnosc "programu" inwestycyJnego , os-
podarka Planowa, 17/3, 1962, pp. 9-12. The publisher's permission to 

reproduce it is gratefully acknowledged. 
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In the annual report on his research in 1960, Kalecki among other 
things wrote: 

At present I continue my work on the efficiency of investment. 
An attempt at a general theory of this problem was put forward 
in my article written jointly with M. Rakowski .... We now work 
on the issue of efficiency of modernization in old plants. (Ka
lecki's files.) 

Another extension of this theory was his attempt to apply it to the 
appraisal of the investment efficiency of industrial development pro
grammes ('investment programmes'). This was brought about by the 
need to establish criteria for assessing the efficiency of long-term pro
grammes of investment in different sectors of the economy. (In his later 
works on the theory of economic efficiency of investment Kalecki rnade 
no reference to this attempt.) Also, in the Planning Commission Kalecki 
continued to supervise studies on economic efficiency of various invest
ment and foreign trade projects (see e.g. Record No. 29 from the session 
of the Planning Commission's Board of 2 May 1961, AKPRM, ref. no. 
54/113). 

The outcome of all these activities was the drawing up, in 1962, of 
draft regulations on methods of appraising the economic efficiency of 
investment. This draft completed and expanded (especially in the area 
of modernization and small-scale irtvestment) The General Instruction 
that had been used in investment planning in Poland since 1960. On 2 
Apr. 1962 the draft was discussed by the Planning Commission's Board. 
In the course of discussion Kalecki outlined the most important changes 
put forward in the new guide-lines. He also pointed out that one of 
its aims was to induce investors to undertake more modernization 
schemes, to reduce the preference for capital-intensive works, and there
by to save on investment resources. Following the discussion, the new 
instruction was officially approved (see Record No. 26, AKPRM, ref. 
no. 75/105). 

Compared to The General Instruction of 1960, its 1962 version modi
fied some of the parameters of investment efficiency calculation as well 
as the synthetic formula of the efficiency of investment. The problem 
of adapting this formula to the analysis of special cases (completion of 
new investment by stages, expansion of the already existing plants, 
international specialization, and so on) was also solved differently. 
Together with the new General Instruction, another manual, the Guide
lines on Efficiency of Small Investment Projects, and Organizational and 
Technical Undertakings ( especially related to the Enhancement of Tech
nical Progress, Export-Orientated or Import-Substitution Production) was 
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. d It · eluded among others things, simplified methods recom-
ubhshe • m ·' . . • 

p nded for the analysis of small m~estment ~roJects. . 
me . . f the new instructions for .. mvestment appraisal was 

The issumg o bl' · (' · d wi'th their earlier versions, by the pu ication m 
compame , as . . d 

ac f · sed and extended set of studies m the theory an prac-
1.963) 0 :::::ment efficiency calculations (for the book_'s Engl~sh 
t1ce of. M Rakowski (ed) Efficiency of Investment zn a Soczal-
t nslat10n see • · ' '.fl' . • . h · 
ra ' W PWE 1966). Besides exammmg rhe t eor. etl-. t Economy, arsaw, , . d 

is d th dological foundations of The General lnstrlclctwn, an 
cal an me O · · d d t d f ·d· examples of the practical apphcat10n of metho s a ap e • or 
Prov1 mg . · · t tors of 

1 · of i·nvestment efficiency m more importan sec . 
the ana ysis · · d b 

the book also dealt with some problems not covere Y 
the economy, • k f 11 · 
The General Instruction. Kalecki's Preface to this boo o ows m 

Annex 6. 

ANNEX 6 
Prefacel 1l 

[to The Efficiency of Investment] 

The Efficiency of Investment can be regard_e~ ~s a summing up_ of 
work done by the Economic Research D1v1S1on of the Plann111;g 
Commission at the Council of Ministers of t~~ People'~ Republic 
of Poland on the theory of studies on the efficiency of mvestment 
and its applications. This work was to a great e_xtent connected 
with the preparation of the new General Instruction on ~ethods 
of Studies of the Economic Efficiency of lnvest1?ent pubhs?ed b_y 
the Planning Commission in 1962. The tea_m which dealt with thi_s 
problem in 1959-60 and which I headed mcluded M._ Rako"'.ski, 
J. Czarnek, z. Knyziak, and others; however, the m~m contribu
tion to the concept presented in The General Instruction was made 

by M. Rakowski. . . . .. 
In view of my participation m bnngmg prec1~1on to these 

theories I am not in a position to comment on theu v~lue. I can 
only note that we have made an honest effort to at~am at least 
the first approximation in solving t~e extremely complicated pro?
lem of comparing the efficiency of mvestments. I t?ok_ no part m 
the writing of this book but I acquainted myself with its text and 
can say that it is of great educational value. 

llJ Efficiency of Investment in a Socialist Economy, pp. ix~xi. 
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. In this book the theory of studying the efficiency of investment 
~s presented ~uch more fully than in The General Instruction and 
m the theoretical commentary to this instruction. A characteristic 
feature of the theory can be seen clearly: the close connectio 
between the efficiency of a given enterprise and the overall deve~ 
opment of the national economy. 

The authors wish to point out the approximate nature of the 
solutions and _t~e possibility of different approaches, etc.; they 
frequently anticipate doubts which may arise in the minds of 
readers and provide answers for them. 

The book is rather an account of a search than an ossified 
doctrine proclaimed ex cathedra. Attention should be drawn to 
the vital importance of examples which indicate how well thought 
out a study of the efficiency of investment must be even when an 
arsenal .of formulae is available. 

Apart from discussions closely connected with The General 
Instruction the book also contains several chapters expanding this 
subject. They are devoted to the efficiency of development in 
branches of production and services, and the efficiency of invest
ment relating to trade and international co-operation. These chap
ters present formulations which are not yet of a completely 
'official' character and which concern subjects less elaborated but 
undoubtedly equally interesting as those in The General Instruc
tion. This makes it possible to map out the direction of further 
studies, the results of which it will be possible, at least in part, 
to incorporate in supplements to those instructions. 

The question arises as to whether studies on the efficiency of 
investment are of practical importance, whether equivalent results 
can really be achieved in this way by means of much smaller 
outlays. This depends entirely on a number of different variants 
being submitted for every investment undertaking. This effort 
cannot, unfortunately, be replaced by any theory of the efficiency 
of investment. If such a task is not undertaken, the application 
of the theory becomes barren for there is no problem of choice 
where there is only one variant; for this problem is not important 
enough if all the variants are similar to each other. The examples 
submitted in the book permit the statement that calculation of 
the efficiency of investment can ensure considerable savings when 
production variants that differ sufficiently are taken into account. 
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In my opinion The Efficiency of Investment may be of interest 
not only to persons who d~al with s~udies on_ t~e ~fficiency of 
· vestment by virtue of their profess10n, for 1t 1s m general a 
10 hool of, what I call, 'variant thinking'. Whoever reads it and 
:cnderstands it, will surely accept the principle that nothing m~st 
be accepted uncritically but a study should be ma~e t_o find which 
of many possible roads yields the greatest benefits m the devel-
opment of socialist economy. 

The formulae for calculating investment efficiency adopted in T~e 
General Instruction of 1960 and that of 1962 were not the only ones m 
Polish literature at that time. Besides the already mentioned m~thod 
of 'annual outlays' there was also a method based on a rate of mter
est discounting the flows of inputs and outputs for each investment 
pr~ject. While it left unsolved the problem of how to set the discount 
rate itself, it was much the same as the method of the 1962 General 
Instruction (see Henryk Fiszel, The Efficiency of Investment and the 
Optimum Production in a Socialist Economy, 2nd edn., Warsaw, KiW, 

1963 (in Polish)). . 
Similar investment selection criteria were used in the 1960s m the 

other CMEA countries. Regulations about choosing between investment 
variants were usually based on the methods applied in the Soviet 
Union (see Tipovaia Metodika Opriedielenya Ekonomitcheskoi Effiektiv
nosti Kapitalnyh Vlozheniy i Novoi Tiechniki v Narodnom Khoziastvie 
SSSR, Moskva, Gosplan SSSR, 1960 and Metodika Opriedielenya Ekon
omitcheskoi Effiektivnosti Vniedrieniya Novoi Tiechniki, Mechanizacji i 
Avtomatizacji Processov v Promyshlennosti, Moskva, Gosplan SSSR, 

1962). 
Only in Poland and Hungary did investment regulations depart signi-

ficantly from the Soviet method by introducing a uniform recoupment 
period or .target rate of return in place of recoupment periods differen-

tiated by industry. 
An important weakness of the method used by the Planning Com-

mission, which was not eliminated in subsequent years, and which it 
shared with other methods of calculation proposed at that time, was 
that it was insufficiently comprehensive. With the current state of 
economic knowledge and techniques of calculation, it was impossible to 
perform a calculation which would account for all interdependencies 
throughout the economy. That is why the calculation stopped at partial 
optimization which, it was believed, approached an overall economic 
optimum, and which was undoubtedly an improvement on using hardly 
any calculation at all. There was also the problem of the reliability of 
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~he informatio~ necessary to calculate the efficiency coefficient of each 
mvestment project and, associated with the estimation of the proj t' 
cos~, the problem of devising a sufficiently large number of altern:~v: 
pr_oJects. Then there was the problem of the faulty price system under
lymg a~l these calculations, and so on. All these considerations made 
Kalecki treat the results of these calculations with much scepticism. 

After leavi~g the Planning Commission in 1964 Kalecki's work on the 
t?eory of mvestment efficiency ~alculations was increasingly loosely 
l~nked to current n_eeds for drawnig up new regulations and instruc
tions on the_ practical choice of investment variants. He was more 
concerned with theoretical issues, such as the basis for optimi·z· 
d"ff · · mg i erent v~nants of_ the structure of consumption , improved methods 
of ac_countmg ~or _differences in the time-profiles of inputs and out
puts m alternative mvestment variants , and the link between the th 

f ff ' . f . . eory 
o e 1ciency o mvestment and the theory of growth in a socialist 
economy. 

The above_-ment_i~ned convergence of the methods used in comparing 
~he . economic efficiency of investment among the CMEA countries 
mclmed the Econ_omic Commission of the CMEA to regard the results 
of these calculations as a basis for international division of lab u 
among socialist countries. Kalecki, who from the autumn of 1 ~5; 
onwards, argued at many meetings of the CMEA Economic Commission 
~or the co-ordi~ation of the perspective plans for economic development 
m these count~ies (see Collected Works , vol. iii, pp . 401-5), hoped that 
the re~ults of i_nvestment efficiency calculations, carried out according 
to the,~ respective methodologies in each of the CMEA countries , might 
be_ a? ~~p?rtant st~p t?wards s~ch a co-ordination. Thus he supported 
this mitiative, ,albeit with three important qualifications. 

T~e first referred to the methodology of calculation of investment 
effici~ncy. In the CMEA Economic Commission and in its special 
workmg party set up to look at the issue, the view prevailed that first 
of all fu~~amental theoretical research on the methodology of invest
me?t efflcienc~ calculation should be conducted . Only after having 
arnved _at a umform_ ~e~hodology, should it be applied in international 
compansons of specific mvestment undertakings. 

Kalecki_ regarde~ this approach as mistaken. He proposed instead a 
compromise solution under which the Soviet methodology and the 
standar~ _recoupment periods proposed by the Soviet delegation should 
~e pr~vis~on~Hy accepted, without going into their theoretical justifica
tion (mdicatmg only that the methodology used in some countries 
differe~ from t?e Soviet one) . He feared that attempts to achieve 
theoretical consistency and uniformity between countries would only 
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d t P
rotracted ac;ademic discussions about subjects on which there 

lea O · d' · d 1 . 
were significant differences of opinion , ~10t onsly a~oUng ~n iv~hua C~~~ 

• b t within them as well, notably m the oviet mon . e 
tnes, u h' b ·t bl " f · Commission did not seem to im to e a sm a e 1orum or 
Economic .. h discussions. He thought the objective of the Commission was not 
sue . for a uniform theoretical position, but to formulate some 
to stnve . · · Id b ·d d methods of calculat10n of mvestment efficiency that cou e 
stan ar . .. . 
used in practice . Moreover , Kalecki was aware that efforts to arnve at 
such uniformity almost certainly would have del_ayed work on the actual 
international comparisons that were the underlymg purpose of ,th~ w~ole 

· and the basis of the long-term programme of speciahzat10n. 
enterpnse, . . 
(See Report of the Polish Delegation to the Vlth Meetmg of the CMEA 
Economic Commission in Warsaw, 19-20 Oct . 1961, ~KPR!-'.1, ref. no. 

3
0119. Although Kalecki managed -. to push ~hrough ~1s_ pos1t1on at t~e 

October 1961 session of the CMEA ~cono~ic Com~1~s10n, later on his 
ideas got bogged down in serious difficulties; see 1b1d. and AKPRM, 

ref. no . 301/12.) 
The second qualification concerned the methods used to calculate the 

efficiency of investment advocated in the standard methodology. Two 
general methods were recommended : the •~tage ~fficiency' method, and 
the 'cumulative efficiency' method. Kaleck1 considered them both to be 

wrong. . . 
According to the first method , all mputs of matenals were calc~lated 

at prices of the country whose money was used as _the stan~a~d, 1.e. at 
soviet prices . This was reasonable since the cal_culat1on o~ efficiency was 
meant to apply to a given phase of product10n. (For mstance, when 
considering a project for a machine-building factor~ ther_e was ?o need 
to be concerned with the efficiency of steel production smce this could 
be imported if necessary.) However, in the case of materials whi~h could 
not be traded on international markets, or whose transportat10n cost 
was high, this method was clearly deficient and had to be supplemented 

by the second method. . . 
The second method consisted of calculating the matenal mputs and 

the value of investment at their production cost. This too could not be 
applied in all cases . Where costs of transport were ins~gnifica_nt, . the 
efficiency of investment should not be calculated accordmg to it. smce 
machines and material inputs needed for the operation of a particular 
plant could be imported. If, for instance, in some country the ~ost of 
producing textile machinery was ~ery big~, then t~e cal~ul~tJon of 
investment efficiency should not pomt to this country s t~xtile mdust:Y 
as being inefficient. The question of inefficient production ~f _textile 
machinery should be reflected in the division of labour -~1thm the 
engineering industry, and not in the appraisal of profitab1hty of the 
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country's textile industry. If a country produced expensive cotto · 
ld l 

. n, It 
wou not fo low that 1t should not develop its textile industry and th 
it should be de~eloped in _countries which do not produce cot~on at a~~ 
At the most, this calculat10n should perhaps result in a conclusion that 
cotton should not be produced in this country; however, even then 
K l k' . d · ' as ~ ec 1 pomt~ out, the situation in this country's balance of payments 
might alter this conclusion. In his opinion, the method of 'cumulati 
efficiency' should therefore be applied only to goods needed eithve 
d . h · m urmg t e co~struct10n of a given plant or when it was operating, and 
for go?ds which are not internationally traded and without high trans
portat10n costs. 

Moreover, according to Kalecki, the approach of the proposed meth
odol~gy to the problem ~f efficiency of combined investment projects 
was mcorrect because of mconsistencies in the calculation of material 
~osts. When the second method was adopted then a country's combined 
mvestments over a given period should be taken into account. When 
the first method was used then the outlay on all investments should be 
calculated at the prices of the country in whose money all prices were 
expressed. 

The third of Kalecki's reservations concerned the use of investment 
efficiency calculations as the basis for deciding the division of labour 
among the CMEA countries. He wrote: 

It may be expected that cross-country comparisons of the effi
c_iency of a given inv~stment project would only play an insigni
ficant role . For even if a particular country was found to be less 
efficient than oth_er countries in all spheres of investment activity, 
no one would thmk about stopping its development. 

For instance, a comparison as to efficiency in constructing 
power plants. show_s, that it is low in the GDR and high in 
Czechoslovakia, while Poland and the USSR take an intermediate 
position. To say nothing of shortcomings in the method of cal
culation .. . no conclusion can be drawn from this comparison . It 
should n~t be su~gested therefore that the GDR should stop the 
~onstruction of its power plants based on lignite deposits and 
~nstead import. electricity from abroad. Thus, for the time being 
it would be wise not to come to any final conclusions on the 
future application of efficiency coefficients. (AKPRM ref. no. 
301/12.) ' 

At the same time, in all these debates Kalecki insisted that interna
tional specialization should in principle not affect the balance of trade 
of any partner. 
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The above debate_s did not lead to the adoption of any standard 
thodology for investment efficiency calculation and ended, as was 

mle ady mentioned in a stalemate which lasted until the end of the 
a re ' , 
cMEA Economic Commission's existence in 1971. 

The Problem of the Optimum Structure of Consumption 

~iis paper was read by Kalecki at a conference held a~ the Main School 
of Planning and Statistics in 1963, and first published as 'Zagad
nienie optymalnej struktury spozycia', Gospodarka Planowa, 18/7, 1963, 

PP· 3-7. . . . 
The Russian translation, 'Problemy optimalnoi struktury potneble-

niya' was published in Ekonomika i Matematicheskiye Metody, 1/1, _1965, 
pp. 54-61. The English translation, 'The Problem of the Optimum 
Structure of Consumption' appeared in Mathematical Studies in Econo
mics and Statistics in the USSR and Eastern Europe : A Journal of 
Translations, 1/4, 1965, pp. 3-16. The Hungarian translation, 'Az opti
malis fogyasztasi szerkezet problemaja' was published in M. Kalecki, A 
szocialista gazdasag mi.ikodeserol: valogatott tanulmanyok 1956-1970, pp . 

99-113. 
Publisher's permission to reproduce this article is gratefully acknow-

ledged. 

Since the late 1950s Kalecki had been pointing to the need for including 
in calculations of investment efficiency the problems of the choice of 
the structure of consumption (see his letter to Stanislaw Braun, of 20 
Aug. 1960, p. 297-8, this volume). The debate on the 1961-5 Five-Year 
Plan, and the 1961-75 Perspective Plan, in the course of which there 
occasionally appeared some risky propositions concerning the optimiza
tion of the consumption structure (as illustrated by the example quoted 
in the first paragraph of Kalecki's article) caused him to look at this 
problem more systematically. Part of the research on the optimum 
structure of consumption was conducted under the auspices of the 
Research Committee on Social Issues in People's Poland, at the Polish 
Academy of Sciences (see Kalecki's reports on the activities of this 
Committee in 1963 and in subsequent years, copies of which are in 
Kalecki's files; see also pp . 338-43, this volume). . 

After this article was published in Poland, Kalecki sent its Eng
lish translation to I. M. D . Little (no copy of the accompanying let
ter survived in Kalecki's papers). In his reply of 5 Mar. 1964, Little 

wrote: 
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Dear Kalecki, 

I am sorry that I have kept your article so Ion b f; . . 
I warned you that this was likely to happen. g e ore readmg it, but at least 

Y~u ask_ed me whether I thought there was any point in seekin . 
published m England. It is mainly devot d t . . g to get 1t 
ways that are likely to be more accept!ble oi:r~~~~~da\;ell-tnown resu!ts in 
Western approaches to the same conclusions M . ~n t e conventional 
here wou)d ~ot find this tremendously interesting.y .fi:~11g t~nt:at moJt ~ead_ers 

~~::e~!o~ ' i~n ,~~~ ~~n'~::~:::nc;~~i;ve: is/robablf 'y Ridentic~f:itt:~::
1
~] 

Economica, 1948 . Y m erms O evealed Preferences' , 

it ~i\:: j:::::i, tt~~s n~~lth:~ ~~~\~~Ji~ut:~:l ~oyu v:~ul ads lbik~ to hsubmit 
word. emg t e last 

(The letter is in Kalecki's files. Professor I. M . D. 
to reproduce it is gratefully acknowledged .) 

Y_ours sincerely, 
[signed: Ian Little] 

Little's permission 

1 Kalecki's concept of the 'curve of equivalent consumption bundles ' . 
~ so. m~thodologically akin to D. G. Champernowne's conce . t of is 
;:am mdex 0 ~ capital ' (see his 'The Production Function p and !~~ 
195

e3or4y of Clapital, a Comment ', Review of Economi c Studi es 21/2 
- · see a so G C H s ' , , · · arcourt, ome Cambridge Controversies in the 

Theory o( C~pital, Cambridge , CUP, 1972, pp . 29-34). 
I~ the mdifference curve concept of welfare economics the subjective 

pre _erences of consumers and their optimizing behaviou; determine the 
e~mvalen~e of ~onsumer-goods baskets which therefore may be ver 
diff er_ent m the~r stru~ture. Th_e equality of the price ratios and th~ 
r~rgma~ quantity ratws, dx ldy = - dpxldPy in the standard notation 

0 ~ws rom consu~ers' choices. In Kalecki 's concept of the 'curve of 
eqmvalent consumpt10n baskets' on the other hand i·t · th I 

l h d · ' , 1s e centra 
Ph anner ~ o ecides on the equivalence of different baskets and it is 
!he equal~ty of the price ratios and the quantity ratios which makes 

em eqmvalent. (Both these concepts may be traced to the L b 
Theory of V l d ' . . a our 

. a ue, a~co_r mg to which m equilibrium market-clearin 
pnces are equal _ to pnces. of production'. Incidentally, in calculatin: 
costs of pr~ductwn ~a~ecki used in this context the simplified formula 
for ~al~ulatmg the _efficiency of investment.) To satisfy his condition of 
~qu~a ence K~l~cki needed only minor and counterbalancing differences 
m t e ~ompositlon of the baskets compared . Keeping to the principle 
of makmg s~all ~nd_ ~ounterb alancing changes across the whole range 
of _ goods (w_hich JUStlfted neglecting as insignificant changes in relative 
p~ic~s resultmg_ fr?m alterations in the composition of baskets), Kalecki 

t
oh taibnedda ~ham mdex of equivalent consumption structures. The curve 

ere y enved was concave. 
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Both the welfare· economics' approach and Kalecki's suffer from some 
well-known theoretical weaknesses . However , the solution proposed by 
Kalecki has an additional drawback ~s well (which also applies to his 
ideas on the choice of alternative investment projects, see p. 333 below). 
His approach does indeed take into account the interdependencies 
between the physical composition of consumer output and market prices, 
but there is a third variable which interacts with the other two. This is 
the rate of interest (conceptually equivalent here to the rate of discount, 
or the normative recoupment period used in the calculation of invest
ment efficiency). In Kalecki's argument , the starting-point is the rate of 
interest that has been set, and which influences the long-run costs. Given 
these costs , one arrives at a structure of production in which (taking 
into account the price elasticity of demand) price ratios are equal to 
Jong-term cost ratios. There is therefore a definite procedure followed 
through. 

This procedure, however , is open to criticism. The rate of interest 
itself depends on the composition of the final output to be produced. 
But we must choose this rate in advance, since without it the long-term 
costs cannot be determined. Only subsequently can we find that struc
ture of production whose price ratios are equal to its cost ratios. But 
the composition of production thereby arrived at may . be different from 
that used to determine the rate of interest. In other words , there may 
be a different rate of interest appropriate to the final composition of 
output. If so, then the long-term cost ratios need to be changed and a 
new structure of production with its corresponding price ratios must be 
sought. It is uncertain, however, whether a repetition of this procedure 
would bring us closer to a solution; the 'capital controversies' suggest 
that even small changes in the structure of production can give rise to 
large changes in relative prices , and vice versa, and that monotonic 
changes in interest rates may be associated with non-monotonic changes 
in relative prices. In the light of these debates, convergence does not 
seem a likely possibility. 

The practical significance of this problem is not obvious. Kalecki's 
approach would suggest that it is not great . However , it is not clear 
whether he ever reflected on precisely this issue, although he wrote in 
this paper also of the need to resolve many issues before computers can 
choose for us the best consumption variant. 

In 1964 the English translation of Kalecki's article was discussed in 
the Department of Planning of India's Statistical Office (see the letter 
of S. M. Knasal to M. Kalecki, of 29 Dec. 1964, and the comments of 
T. N . Srinivasan, and Kalecki's reply of 18 Jan . 1965; all in Kalecki's 
files). 
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The Curve of Production and the Evaluation o• the E'•r.· . ·• 
I. t . s . . '.I './JlClency OJ nves ment m a oczaltst Economy 

[1] 

~h_is article __ ~rst appeared as 'Krzywa produkcji a rachunek efekt . 
c1 mwesty~JI ' Ekonomista, 58/ 1, 1965, pp . 3-14. ywnos-

k It~t ~us;rn~ tr~~slation, 'Krivaya proizvodstva i rastchot effiektivnosf 
~pt ~ ov oz emy' first appeared in Ekonomika i Matematiche sk . I 

. et~ Y, ~14,. 1966, pp . 510-19 , and then as 'Kriva a roizvo zy~ 
tteona efftektivnosti kapitalovlozheniy' 1·n r· . y P . dstva I 
. h k , iempy z proporcyz socya/" 

tztc ~s ogo vosp:oizv~dstva, Moskva, Statistika, 1968, pp. 116-27 rt 
English ~ranslat10n, The Curve of Production and the Evaluati~ e t~ Ef~ciency of Inv~st~ent in a Socialist Economy', appeared in c~ ~f 

emstem (ed.) , Soc1alzsm, Capitalism and Economic Growth· E . 
presented to Maurice Dobb, Cambridge CUP 1967 87 1.00 ssays 
F h t 1 · , ' ' ' pp . - The 
. renc _ rans at10n, Courbe de production et calcul d 'efficacit~ de 
~nvesttss~ments' was published in Economies et Societes 4/1 1970 F s 
mformat1?n on parts of this article incorporated in the App;ndix t~ t~; 
Introductzon to the Theory of Growth in a S . /" E 
this volume. ocza zst conomy, see p. 286, 

. Thetpferlml issiokn of Cambridge University_ Press to reproduce this article 
1s gra e u y ac nowledged. 

p . . . ) 
nor to pubhcat10n , the article was presented to th C ti 

Political Economy Chairs in Sept 1964 at Z k eThon ~rence_ of 
· d ' · ' a opane. e d1scuss1on 

was mtro uced by Kalecki's 'Theses on T h . I p . 
Types' , which follows below in Annex 7. ec mca rogress and its 

ANNEX 7 
Theses on Technical Progress and Its Typesr11 

I. An incre~ent in the national income, whose volume and 
s~ructure. are given, can be produced through different combina
tions of mvestment_ outlay and labour. If investment inputs are 
plotted as the . abs_c1ssa, and labour inputs as the ordinate, then 
t? each ~ombmation of these two factors there corresponds a 
smgle pomt. L~t us discard all combinations for which the input 
of one factor is greater while that of the other is not smaller. 

[lJ F' t bl ' h d ' · irs pu is e as Uwag1 o postc,pie tech . . . 
Zes zyty Naukow e Uniwersy tetu -L6dzkiego, 1965 n{~~;/i~o1 Jego5~y6pach (tezy)', 

, ' pp. . 
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p int corresponding to c<;,rribinations which survived this selec
tion lie on a falling curve which we call the production curve. 

2. Construction of a specific curve of production can be repre
sented as follows. In ord~r to choose from among alternative 
variants of producing a given good, we first determine a given 
recoupment period T, the same for all branches of the economy. 
Then we select for every good produced the variant for which the 
commensurable total inputs, or the respective sums (IIT)l + C, 
are the smallest. It may be shown that t_he sum of investment 
outlay and labour inputs for all the chosen variants must be 
represented by a point on the production curve; that is the chosen 
variant for producing a given increment in the national income 
does not include any combination of investment outlay and labour 
that would be absolutely inferior to some other combination. 
Gradually changing the recoupment time T we arrive at a pro
duction curve. 

3. Moving to the right along this curve , we increase the capi
tal___:output ratio of national income increment m and the recoup
ment period T, and decrease the inputs of labour in new plants, 
that is we increase the productivity of labour there . 

4. Technical progress is reflected in a continuous downward 
shift of the production curve. This allows for a continuous growth 
in labour productivity without increases in the capital - output 
ratio. An additional increment in labour productivity can be 
attained through simultaneously moving to the right of the pro
duction curve. However , this additional increment in labour pro
ductivity requires an increase in the capital-output ratio. 

5. If the production curve shifts downwards in such a manner 
that all its ordinate values fall in the same proportion, then this 
type of technical progress can be described as neutral. The an
nual growth in the productivity of labour (in new plants) in this 
case does not depend on the capital-output ratio m. If the rate 
of growth of labour productivity is higher , the higher is m, i.e. 
when the values of the abscissa decrease faster for the higher 
values of the ordinate, then such type of technical progress can 
be described as 'encouraging capital intensity'. In this case , mov
ing to the right along the production curve produces not only a 
single increment in labour productivity in the new plants, but also 
increases the rate of growth of this productivity at a newly given 
capital-output ratio. Finally, if the rate of growth of labour 
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productivity is the lower, the greater is the value of m th h' 
f · , en t 1 ~ype o_ techmcal progress can be described as 'discouraging ca ·t 

1 mtens1ty'. P1 a 

_6. The prevailing t~pe of tech~ical progress does not predeter
mme . actual changes ~n t~e ca~1tal----0utput ratio. Under neutral 
t~chmcal progress c~p1tal mtens1ty may increase if we move to the 
ng~t of.the p~oduct1on curve. With technical progress encouraging 
c~p1tal _mtens1ty, m ca~ nevertheless. re_main. unchanged, although 
wit~ this ~ype of techmca~ pr~gress _it 1s easier, ceteris paribus, to 
decide to mcrease t~e capital mtens1ty of output since this would 
lead not only to higher levels of labour productivity (in ne 
plants), but also to a higher rate of its growth. w 

Kalecki's introductory 'Theses' were followed by a paper by Ka · •. 
L k · 'T z1m1erz 

as 1,. e~porary. ~eceleration of Growth and the Dynamics of Con-
sumption m a s.oc1ahst Economy'. Then, in the discussion Kalecki said 
among other thmgs: 

In the ex.tre~e cas~ of an awl, it becomes necessary to turn to 
more cap1tal.-1?tens1ve techniques of producti_on if any progress in 
the productivity of labour is to be made at all. In this cas 
transition to ma~hine production means technical progress no~ 
because the awl 1s not very capital-intensive, but because it can 
hardly be improved. Using the awl we are condemned for ever to 
t?~ sam~ productivity of labour. In order to make any produc
t1v1ty _ gams we must turn from the awl to the machine. This 
explams why moving along the curve is crucial to technical 
progress. 

If ~very increase in the productivity of labour is regarded as 
techmcal progress, then we may soon be making a wrong kind of 
judgement. For _instance, in Poland we have had a demographic 
boom and we will have to opt for more labour-intensive and less 
c_apital-intensive investment projects. This will not be a retarda
tion; neverth~less the rise in the productivity of labour will be 
slower than 1t would have been if the investment variants had 
been . selected according to a different instruction. Moreover, 
!echmcal progress by no means needs to result in reducing the 
mputs of only one factor. Indeed, it may lead to lower inputs of 
other factors of production as well. For instance there are new 
inventions ':hich focus only on capital intensity a~d in which the 
cost of casmg and housing is being cut down. Such technical 
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ogress has noth.ing to d,.- with a reduction in the inputs of 
pr · 1 · . f t labour. It only reduces the· capita mtens1t_y o outpu . . 

The transition from the awl to the machme represents techmcal 
gress which particularly encourages capital-intensive tech-

pro · h ' h b d niques since the use of methods of product10n w 1c are · ase 
on an awl, a hammer, or a shovel, ~ardly leaves _any _room f?r 
new inventions and in this case techmcal progress Implies a. shI_ft 
along the production curve; without it there would b~ no nse m 
the productivity -of labour. In some cases, however, _th~s ~r.gument 
may be of only limited applicability. One can use pnm~tlve ma-
hines for which technical improvements may theoretically be 

;ossible, but the application of such sol~tions to. some_ less a~
vanced socialist countries has attracted httle considerat10n. It IS 
therefore difficult to say anything more specific on this subject, 
especially as the examples of improvements made in primitive 
machinery are not very numerous . 

The ratio of economies in the inputs of direct labour to inputs 
of capital is taken into account in the procedure of construction 
of the production curve through the marginal recoupment period 
T. The recoupment period represents the ratio of additional 
capital inputs to economies in direct labour. 

On the other hand, there is no point in comparing the recoup
ment period and capital inputs over time (instead. of co~pari~g 
them for any two already existing investment vanants), smce m 
that case technical progress enters the scene and the recoupment 
period can take a negative value. The calculatio~ of recoupm~nt 
periods does not make sense when the product10n curve shifts 
downwards and the capital-output ratio remains unchanged, since 
in this case the recoupment period is equal to zero, that is, labour 
productivity rises with unchanged capital intensity of production. 

The ratio of capital inputs to savings of direct labour inputs is 
a typically static concept which serves to derive the production 
curve. If we want to go for more capital-intensive equipment, then 
we must lengthen the recoupment period imposed by our invest
ment instructions and, contrariwise, we must shorten it when we 
decide to go for less capital-intensive techniques. This does not 
need to be done only when economic calculation [ of the efficiency 
of investment] has not been yet applied, and its very introduction 
can lead to important economies in the capital intensity of pro
duction through selection of less capital-intensive projects. How-
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ever, since we assume that such calculations have been made ~ r 
every investment project , then in order to move on to another 
capital-output ratio we have to change the recoupment period. 

Taking into account conditions of work, safety, etc., calls for 
introducing a new parameter which never previously entered our 
formula. Of course, the purpose of increasing the capital-output 
ratio may be to eliminate some unsafe or particularly hard labour. 
This, however, is not taken into account in the evaluation of 
efficiency of investment variants since these additional capital 
outlays do not follow from our optimizing procedures but from 
wholly different premisses . , . . When projecting a plant, we have 
to know what capital-output ratio is needed to make some given 
savings on labour inputs; however, for all alternative projects we 
must also determine in advance specific restrictions and reject 
those projects which require tedious labour or fail to meet safety 
regulations. 

If we plan to reduce work hazards and to eliminate tedious 
types of labour, this must be binding on all investment projects. 
Then a minimum requirement has to be met by every variant and 
we do not need to consider this requirement separately when 
examining the efficiency of investment projects. True, there can 
be certain differences, for instance the plan 's targets may be better 
met in the case of one variant rather than another , but in principle 
the requirements of the plan simply have to be met by all variants . 

The recoupment period should not depend on particular work 
hazards in a given industry since in every investment variant these 
would be more or less the same and the differences would not be 
reflected in the respective capital-output ratios. Indeed , it can be 
argued that this problem should not be taken into account in our 
calculations when possible economies in the inputs of labour are 
considered, since work safety is an end in itself. As other social 
facilities, this factor is independent of the selection of investment 
projects. It simply must feature in every investment variant. 

Can the introduction of new types of equipment be represented 
on the same diagram if production factors in the t + 1 period 
always differ since they represent the use of better quality ma
chines and intermediate inputs , which is the basic precondition of 
growth in the productivity of labour? We assume that investment 
outlay is expressed at constant prices . If the cost of machines (at 
constant prices) is the same and their performance is better, this 
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itself represent a smalle: increase in capital intensity : !hese 
v ould b · , t the same capital - output ratio the h. are better ecause a b 
mac m~s . of labour rises. Increased labour skills can also e 
producti~1ty h . 1 progre ss provided that they are assumed not 
included m tee mca . , 

he homogeneity of labour inputs. . 
to alter t be largely dependent on growth m 

T hnical progress can T h • 
ec intensity, but this is a different type of prog:ess. ec m-

labour be defined as making capital equipment more 
al progress may h orkers 

c t" although it remains unchanged; t e same w , 
produc ive . more skills become more productive . .. . If the 
once they h~~~u;;; the same o~tput requires fewer inputs of labour , 
same :a~a~ be considered a better machine; if wi~h the same 
the:tal-labour ratio the same labour is more produ~tive, then th~ 
cap ur is more skilled. Using the same labour a high_er produc 
l~~o then be achieved without increasing the capital-output 
tivity may 

ra~t however not the quality of production factors, but the 
iity of out~ut changes, then the productive resul~, are _not the 

qua d we obtain an increment in a different national mcome. 
:;:r:ment rests on the assumption that moving along the sa;e 

duction curve always implies the same volume of output. _e 
pro · th ality of output is agree that measuring changes m e qu 
:;iicult. But if we know how to ~easure it, then our_ argument 

is still valid because with the same mputs of _labour _and m~r~:~:: 
we obtain a larger output, of a better quality. This wou d . 
third case which is represented by movement along the pro _uction 
curve· from the same combination of factors of pro~uct10n we 
obtai~ a greater output since, expressed at constant p~1c~s, 1~}::~ 
means reater. However, we may not compare two w o Y . 
ent pro~ucts such as a metre of crude linen and a metre of /of lm. 
If with the s~me inputs poplin is manufa~tured wher~ cru e men 

d d b fore then this is a technical revolution . (Zesz y ty 
was pro uce e , 
Naukowe Uniwersytetu L6d zkiego, PP· 24-S.) 

. . t d that Kalecki's argument 
In the course of discussion it wa~ su~ges e roductivit must be 

rested on . the assu~p~ion that _a nse tmu;:~~~: t~erefore hi~ argument 
accompamed by a nse ~n the cap1tal-ou past than to present conditions, 
was found to be apphc~ble ra_ther todp . f hips led to declining 
when automation and mdustnal pro _uct~on ° c 
capital-output ratios. In reply Kalecki said: 
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Let us not go back to Robinson [Crusoe] and talk in such abstract 
~erms. I do not see how such productivity can be had without 
mvestment outlay: If we want to start new production, we build 
a new plant. Why cannot we then say that these investment · 
and 1 b t · . . mputs 

~ our genera e an mcrement m the national income? Without 
the_se mpu~s we ma~ only speak of productivity of manual labour 
This explams _why mv~stment inputs must accompany labour; th~ 
whole reasonmg consists of showing how much of th · 

d
. ·d . ese mputs 

are nee e to obtam a given level of productivity . 
We can use the concept of a production curve-I have in mind 

the c~rve of a net rather than gross output-to explain also such 
techmcal prog:ess _whic~ leads to growth in labour productivit 
and lesser ~ap1tal _mtens1ty of production . In this case, technicJ 
progress will consist ?f a shift of the production curve. Nuclear 
~ower plants are a sign of progress when compared to conven
tional t~ermal ones. 8:owever, the former could not enter in the 
pro~u _ct1on curv~ until they were invented. Even if one had 
unlimited financial means, one could not build nuclear power 
plants ':hen n? one thought of them. Such progress does not 
co~trad1ct the 1?ea ?f a downward-shifting curve of production. 
It 1s _good ~hat 1t shifts that way since it implies the discovery of 
new mv~nt1o~s, such as power plants of the future, in which both 
lab?ur mtens1ty and capital intensity of production will be less 
(Ibid., pp. 28-9.) . 

In the de~ate _there emerged the question of increasing national income 
through gams m the productivity of labour without additional invest
ment outlay , t?at is, _through the better .,use of the old plant s. With 
reference to this question Kalecki explained: 

My ~aper deals with an increase in national income which can be 
obtame~ ~hrou~h t~e construction of new plants , and not through 
productivity ga~ns m the old ones. However, we could incorporate 
t?e old plants mto our general formula. This would be an addi
t10nal complication since there would then exist investment vari
ants whose -~api~al intensity would be equal to zero. 

Ful!er util~zat10n . of the old capacities is a slightly different 
que~tlon. I~ 1s nothmg else than a choice of the least capital-in
tensive variant, e~cept that there is no rise in the productivity of 
labour.. Then this productivity of labour and zero investment 
outlay m the old plant are compared with the construction of a 
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new plant which entails investment outlay but where the produc~ 
tivity of labour is also higher.; It ~ay then , apJ?ear that fuller 

tilization of the old plant, although 1t can be considered obsolete, 
~s a better deal , since it is better to us~ the ~lready existin_g plant 
than to build a completely new one, even 1f the product1V1ty of 

labour were much higher there. 
Thus, the calculation of efficiency of different variants of pro-

ducing an increment in the national income can also take into 
account growth in the productivity of labour both in the old and 
new plants . However , then this calculation loses its precision. The 
idea of a production curve refers to an increment in the national 
income obtained in new plants, which implies a different type of 
argument : it is assumed that it was decided to undertake invest
ment, and the question is which investment variant should be 
chosen. It should be remembered that in our formula for deter
mining of the rate of growth of national income there is a 
coefficient which represents improvements in the utilization of the 

old plants. (Ibid., p . 27-8 .) 
Then, in relation to the problem of discontinuity in the production 

curve, Kalecki said: 

The use of the production curve for two variants only, as it is 
usually assumed in Western economics , is not correct. However , 
when combinations of all variants of producing an increment in 
the national income are taken into account, this renders a curve 
which refers to a large aggregate , and this makes it suitable for 
macro-economic analysis. The continuity of the curve stems from 
the fact that it represents aggregate categories, which gives it an 
advantage over a one-product curve . . 

The quoted example of shovels is extreme and one does not 
need to think of shovels when considering movements along the 
production curve. In some cases, not altogether exceptional ones, 
shovels are useful, but we should not go to extremes as there may 
be less striking differences, as in the case of choice between high 
and low mechanization. Let us suppose that some very modern 
machine was invented and put to work in the United States 
because American capitalists found it appropriate. We use a less 
modern machine. Does it follow that we must at all costs intro
duce the American machine and that all which is less modern is 
to be condemned? We have heard here some well-justified criticism 
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of solutions pr~posed b~ the _technicians. In the factories we often 
?bserve gre~t d1s~roporttons m technical advance: high technology 
1s demonstrated m the showrooms and at the same time k . , , , sac s 
are earned_ on peoples backs from one workshop to another. Just 
as economists have a weakness for calculation, technicians want 
to ~ave the latest technical toys and we should not hold this 
agamst them, but we do not need to offer them these t 
immediately. (Ibid., p. 35.) oys 

. In the course of debate Cezary J6zefiak put forward a somewhat 
d1f~erent approach to the _determination of the marginal recoupment 
penod T when the rate of mvestment is given and the available sup I 

fib ·r·d · PY ~ a our 1s 1m1te . There are different ways of allocating a given 
mvestme~t fund between the modernization of the old plants and the 
constructton of new ones. Modernization of old plants increases th · m· d m e 1ciency an th~reby_ mak~s additional labour available for new plants. 
The effects obtained. in this way would be large in the beginning, but 
~o~ld graduall~ declme as newer production plants underwent modern
ization. On this basis J6zefiak constructed a curve of substitutio 
b . n 

etween inputs on modernization of old plants and labour made avail-
able thereby for_ the new plants. Every point on this curve represented 
two effects: less investment outlay on new plants (due to increased outla 

d . . f y 
on ~o ermzat10n o the old ones), and a corresponding increase in the 
available labour. 

. Acc~r~ing to J6zefiak, such a programme of constructing new plants 
1s reahsttc and the best available, and is represented by the point of 
tangency between the production curve and his curve of substitution 
between the modernization outlay and the additional labour made 
~edundant in the old ~!ants. This point corresponds to an equilibrium 
m the factor markets; it therefore also determines the optimum volume 
of ?ational income and the desired level of the marginal recoupment 
period. _(As_ long ~s the ~wo curves intersect, it is profitable to expand 
~oder~izat10n which shifts the curve of production upwards through 
mcreasing output. The slope of the point of tangency of the two curves 
determines the marginal recoupment time T. Of course, this optimum 
refers only to a given investment plan. See ibid ., pp. 35-6.) 

In the course of t_he debate Kalecki dismissed J6zefiak's approach to 
the determination of the marginal recoupment period. (However, he later 
d~op~ed_ some of his reservations, and encouraged J6zefiak to publish 
his fmdmgs; see C. J6zefiak, 'Production Curve and the Marginal 
Recoupment Period'.) Referring to J6zefiak's ideas, and also to the 
paper of Laski, Kalecki said: 
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If we want to switch the econo1".ly to a higher capital-output ratio 
we must introduce a· longer -T and allow the investment design 
bureaux to choose more capital-intensive projects. The opposite 
procedure must be followed if we want to reduce the ~apital-out
put ratio; then T must be red_uced. 1:heref ~re, the relation between 
the subject of Professor Lash's cons1derat10ns and the recoupment 
period is as follows. If we decide to accelerate growth through 
gradual 'recasting' of fixed capital to a higher capital intensity, 
then we introduce a longer T which would be binding until further 
notice and which would promote the selection of more capital
intensive investment projects. When it is decided to 'recast' fixed 
capital to a lower capital-output ratio (in order to improve 
consumption), we make T shorter and apply it for some time. 

A characteristic feature of these models is that once it has been 
decided to 'recast' the capital equipment to ·higher capital intens
ity, then investment will be more capital-intensive, for a return to 
a lower capital:....output ratio would entail productivity losses. On 
the other hand, once capital equipment has been 'recast' to lower 
capital intensity, it will continue unless there is demographic 
pressure to change it. Since selection of investment variants largely 
depends on it, the recoupment period T is an instrument for 
guiding the economy towards one type of development or another. 
(Ibid., pp. 36-7.) 

Closing the debate Kalecki said: 

No coefficient of efficiency can solve the problem of social se
curity, work safety, and so on. It does not follow, however, that 
we -should refrain from calculating the efficiency of investment. 
But we should discard those variants which fail to meet the 
accepted standards of work conditions. The formula for efficiency 
of investment cannot by itself adversely affect work and safety 
conditions, etc., since the necessary precautions in this field must 
be included in every investment project. If some project stipulates 
additional investment to reduce work hazards, then this outlay 
should be calculated and included in the costs of the project. Any 
project which does not conform to acceptable work safety norms 
should be discarded altogether. It may well prove that another 
project, which does not involve equally dangerous types of work, 
is better, since it does not require additional outlay. If all invest
ment design bureaux used this calculation, this would contribute 
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to the choice of the best available methods of obtaining an 
increment in ,the national income at a given value of T. 

Much of what was said in the debate had nothing to do with 
the formula for selection of investment variants. The formula is 
sound and it is the people, a:nd not the formula, who should be 
held responsible for the end-results. Did the socialist countries not 
calculate the efficiency of investment, they would select capital
intensive investment projects and consumption would be low. If 
as a rule only a single investment variant is submitted, it means 
that the efficiency of investment is not calculated. 

Furthermore, one must not confuse continuous curves, derived 
for an increment in the national income as a whole, with particu
lar variants which relate to a specific product or process of 
production, of which one is selected at any given T on the basis 
of our formula for minimizing total outlay. 

Total investment outlay, which is the sum of investment outlay 
of the selected variants, and which enables us to achieve a given 
increment in the national income, will be represented by some 
point in the plane of capital and labour intensity of output. This 
point will have a property such that any other combination of 
unselected investment variants would be represented by points the 
position of which will be worse. At a given T this first point is 
therefore the best. Increasing T, we allow more capital-intensive 
variants to be selected. Thereby we derive a curve which represents 
the best combination of investment outlay and labour inputs to 
produce a given increment in national income. The production 
curve is a set of points which represent optimum variants at given 
values of T. All this refers to an increment in the national income 
and has nothing to do with selection of the right point, lavish use 
of labour resources, and so on. The proof of this is set out in my 
paper. 

The value of T depends on the assumed volume of the increment 
in national income and the available supply of labour. If with a 
given supply of labour we want to achieve a greater increment in 
national income, we must opt for higher labour productivity in 
new plants. We then choose a higher value of T and select more 
capital-intensive investment projects; over a period equal to the 
average life-span of capital stock they will be 'recast' to a higher 
capital intensity. During this period, say twenty years, there will 
be an additional growth of labour productivity due to this recon-
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· This is on top of productivity gains resulting from the 
version. d sh1'ft in the p~oduction 'curve under the impact of 
downwar ·. , · · · 1 d th 
echnical progress. Sometimes it may be benef1c1a to o . e 

t -1 1· e to 'recast' capital equipment to a lower capital oppos1 e, . • d · ·t 
. ·t In this case the rate of growth in labour pro uctivi Y 
mtensi Y· d t·on will 
will be lower, but so will investment, an consump 1, , 
increase correspondingly. To achi~ve this we red~ce T and recast 
ca ital equipment to a lower capital-output ra!10. 

i'h s the choice of the point on the product10n curve depends 
not oun 'some threshold values, but on the ge?er~l strategy o_f the 
1 -term plan-what time-path of consumption is to be achieved 
t~~iugh 'recasting': is lower consumption in the short-ru?, ?but 
h. her in the long-run the favoured strategy, or the opposite. In 

ig k' · h' h o sump the extreme case mentioned by Professor Las _1, m w 1c c n -
tion is lower not only in the short but also m the _long run, such 
a 'recasting' simply will not be carried_ out. ~f exammed only from 
the viewpoint of the dynamics of nat10nal mcome a_nd consump
tion, the decisions on the marginal recoupment. penod T, or the 
capital-output ratio m, are of a macro-econo~1c nat~re and do 
not require any threshold values. They a_re ~imply mst~uments 
serving to reach given objectives. These obJectives ar~ ~ecided by 
the authorities and must be kept within reaso?able hm1!s. If, for 
instance, we strive for a very high consumpt10n level 1_n ~~enty 
years' time, nevertheless we must n?t allow for a sigmf1cant 
reduction in the dynamics of consumpt10n over the next ~ew year~. 

When constructing economic theories we try to exp~a_m what 1s 
actually happening, what are the consequences of decis10ns taken 
by those who, knowingly or unknowingly, run th_e whole economy. 
The purpose of the production curve concept is to demonstrate 
that such a curve indeed exists and that at every _mom~nt we are 
at some point on some production curve, ~rov~ded mvestme~t 
design bureaux use our formula in calculatmg mvestment. effi-
ciency. . 

This justifies the incorporation of the . pr?duct~on curve con
cept-independently of its practical a~phcat10~---:--m growth t~e
ory, and the use of this concept m explam1_ng our P?hcy 
measures-such as examining the effects of changmg t~e capital
output ratio, or leaving it unchanged. The construction of _the 

· 1 · th e effects A theoretical production curve helps to exp am es · 
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concep~ used . to explain what actually happens, but based 
00 

somethmg which does not exist, would be erroneous. 
The appropriate value of T is determined as follows. Initi II 

we choose T arbitrarily, say, at its present level. Then we cha ky 
h . fi .h ec ow 1t its wit the planned increment in national income d 
with the available supply of labour. If we find that it corresp/nd 

b
. . n s 

to our o ~ectives, we keep it; otherwise we have to look for a n 
T by trial and error. This would be the essence of the ab ew 

· d , , . ove 
men~10ne , _game with the investment design bureaux, although 
the ga~e itself would have to be simplified. However, macro
economic i_nanagement_ through determining appropriate parame
ter~ must mdeed co~s1~t of a mutual game with the investment 
design bureaux. A similar problem appears in the work on the 
01:timizati~n of foreign trade turnover, when attempts to deter
mme a rat10nal, marginal rate of exchange are made. (Ibid., pp. 
43-4 and 47.) 

Observations on Mieczyslaw Rakowski's Recent Approach to the 
Problem of Efficiency of Investment 

[1] 

First publis~ed as 'Uwagi o ostatnim podejsciu M. Rakowskiego do 
·problematyk1 efekty~nosci inwestycji', Gospodarka Planowa, 2217, 1967, 
pp. 15- 17. The pubhsher's permission to reproduce this article is grate-
fully acknowledged. , 

For further comments and explanations by M. Rakowski see his 
paper, 'The Efficiency Calculation and the Optimization of .Economic 
Development', Gospodarka Planowa , 22/11, 1967 (in Polish) . 

Basic Problems in the Theory of the Efficiency of Investment 

[1] 

The article first appeared as 'Ob osnovnych problemach tieorii effiektiv
nosti kapitalovlozhenyi' , Ekonomika i Matematicheskiye Metody, 6/5, 
1970, pp. 683-94. The English translation, entitled 'Some Basic Problems 
in the Theory of Effectiveness of Capital Investment', was published in 
Matekon: Translations of Russian and East European Mathematical Econ
omics, IASP, 7/4, 1971, pp. 349-69, and, later as 'Basic Problems in the 
Theory of the Efficiency of Investment', in M. Kalecki, Selected Essays 
on the Economic Growth of the Socialist and the Mixed Economy, pp. 
124--44 (for translations of this collection, see p. 238, this volume). The 
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German translation, ,'Die H:,,uptprobleme einer Theorie der Effektivitat 
der Investitiorien', appeared in M_. Kalecki , Theorie des Wachstums und 
der Planung in der sozialistischen Volkswirtschaft, pp. 133-50. The Hun
garian translation, 'A beruhazasi hatekonysag elmeletenek alapveto 
problemai', appeared in M. Kalecki, A szocialista gazdasag mukodeserol : 
valogatott tanulmdnyok 1956-1970, pp. 73-98. 

Permission by Cambridge University Press to reproduce this article is 
gratefully acknowledged. 

In 1967 Kalecki wrote a paper 'On the Choice of Techniques in a 
Socialist Economy' which he contributed to a volume commemorating 
the 80th anniversary of an outstanding Polish mathematician Hugo 
Steinhaus (see Zastosowania Matematyki, 10, 1969, pp. 257-64; a short 
summary of Kalecki's paper appeared in The Balances of the National 
Economy, Warsaw, GUS, 1968, p. 165 (in Polish)) . The first seven 
sections of the first part of the paper 'Basic Problems in the Theory of 
the Efficiency of Investment' are a revised version of Kalecki 's paper 
of 1967; its important extension can be found in the last section of this 
part (where the problem of modernization of existing capital equipment 
is considered), and in pt. 2, on the 'Assessment of different variants of 
the expenditure on materials and of the role of foreign trade'. 

The editor of the volume in honour of Hugo Steinhaus, Professor Jan 
Oderfeld, found Kalecki's model realistic and its mathematical solution 
correct and elegant (see Oderfeld's letter to Kalecki of 29 Sept. 1967; 
Kalecki 's files). 

A copy of the typescript of the 1967 article Kalecki sent to Nuti, who 
in reply of 12 June 1968 wrote: 
Dear Professor Kalecki, 

I spoke to Frank Hahn as soon as I was back , and I have now just heard 
from him, confidentially, that of course there should not be any trouble in 
changing the date of your visit, if you so wished. A formal decision will have 
to be taken by a College Committee in a few days , and you shall be hearing 
from Hahn in due course. I do hope you will decide to come soon : at the moment 
at our Faculty there seems to be some kind of silent (on not-so-silent) struggle
neo-Keynesian versus neoclassical economists , left versus right , with overlapping 
between the groups-and I am sure your presence could be most useful, and 
you would enjoy your stay. 

I have read with great interest your paper on the choice of techniques under 
socialism. Unfortunately in my copy drawings are missing, and I am not sure 
whether I have been able to reconstruct them correctly . It would be helpful if 
you could let me have the missing drawings . I have only two minor points to 
make, both related to the notion of a and the process of scrapping: 

1. You call the proportion of total output produced on currently scrapped 
machines, a, the 'coefficient of scrapping' . If a is kept (provisionally) constant, 
and the investment-output ratio i is taken as a variable, then the proportion of 
existing equipment scrapped (however this is measured) would vary with i even 
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if a was constant. Usually , the opposite approach is followed, and a .constant 
proportion of equipment is assumed to be scrapped, and in this case the 
proportion of total output produced on currently scrapped machines (your 
'coefficient of scrapping') would vary with the value of i. I wonder what are the 
relative merits of the two approaches, but I am perfectly aware that this is not 
really a problem. 

2. I presume investment in replacement will be carried out in the economy 
you are considering according to the rules to be found both in capitalist 
textbooks and in the Instruction of the Polish Planning Commission. Machines 
will be replaced up to the point where investment expenditure in replacement is 
recouped in a number of years equal to the standard recoupment period chosen 
for the purpose. In your symbols: 

i,I (x1 - c1) = 11£ 

from which we have 

Xt = Eit + Ct 

This is the same as the capitalist rule for replacement, under which full cost on 
new plant (£it+ Ct) should be equal to prime cost on the oldest plant in use, 
Xt. This equation would determine the scale of scrapping. If one accepts this 
rule, and I do not see at present why one should not, then the 'coefficient of 
scrapping' a is fully determined by past history as reflected by the structure of 
coexisting vintages, and by the speed and bias of technical progress (given the 
wage rate, the price of investment goods and the recoupment period). If this is 
correct , a cannot be taken as an arbitrary constant or as a policy variable , 
otherwise the system would become overdeterminate . The same problem oc
curred to me in my paper on the recoupment period , but there I take T as a 
variable and the coefficient of scrapping as an independent variable , so I do not 
think I am a variable short . 

As I said these are only tentative comments, and I hope I will have the 
opportunity to. discuss these points further, possibly after I have seen the missing 
drawings. I have sent you a copy of the final draft of my paper on the degree 
of monopoly in the Kaldor - Mirrlees model, and I would be delighted to have 
your comments. 

(Kalecki's files; D . M. Nuti's permission to reproduce his correspond
ence with Kalecki is gratefully acknowledged.) 

In his reply of 27 June 1968 Kalecki wrote : 

Dear Mr Nuti, 

Thank you very much for your letter of 12 June. I have received 
in the meantime an invitation from Churchill College to come 
whenever I like in the years 1968- 69, 1969-70, or 1970-71, for at 
least one term tip to a whole year. I have not yet decided wheri 
or for how long I would come. 

I enclose the diagram which I forgot to append to my paper. 
As to the points you make with regard to it, the coefficient a 

is really the same concept as in my theory of growth, and I think 
that this approach simplifies considerably the problem I deal with. 
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As to your second point, I disagree with your treatment of the 
' replacement problem'. I criticized your approach already in my 
letter of 18 April 1967, commenting on your paper. I wrote there 
in my point 3: 'Your argument on pp . 33 and 34 on scrapping of 
old equipment does not take into account that this equipment, if 
not scrapped at a given time would not exist as long as new 
equipment, so that the problem of the different life-spans which 
you consider in your section X arises here . In the Instruction this 
problem is treated accordingly.' It is just this view upon the 
problem that led me finally to adopt a as an independent variable 
for a given branch. 

I am still not ready to comment on your paper on the Kaldor 
Mirrlees paper because I could not spare the time to study it 
thoroughly, but I hope to do it in the near future. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Unsigned MS dictated by Kalecki to his wife; Kalecki's files.) 

In the summer of 1968 Kalecki spent two months in Cambridge as a 
Visiting Fellow of the Churchill College. At a seminar of Lord Richard 
Kahn, . Kalecki gave a lecture on the choice of production techniques in 
a socialist economy. It was based largely on his paper 'Basic Problems 
in the Theory of the Efficiency of Investment'. 

The Scope of the Evaluation of the Efficiency of Investment in a 
Socialist Economy 

[1] 
This note first appeared as 'Zakres zastosowania rachunku efektywnosci 
inwestycji w gospodarce socjalistycznej' , in Problems in the Theory of 
the Socialist Economy, Warsaw , PWN, 1970, pp. 111-16 (a volume in 
honour of Professor Aleksy Wakar , who died in 1966 (in Polish)). It 
was later reprinted in Gospodarka Planowa, 26/5, 1971, pp . 270-1. 

The English translation, 'The Scope of the Evaluation of the Efficiency 
of Investment in a Socialist Econoiny ' , was published in M. Kalecki, 
Selected Essays on the Economic Growth of the Socialist and the Mixed 
Economy, pp. 119- 23 (for translations of this collection, see p. 238, this 
volume). Its German translation, 'Der Anwendungsbereich der Effekti
vitatsrechnung in der sozialistischen Wirtschaft' appeared in M. Kalecki , 
Theorie des Wachstums und der Planung in der sozialistischen Volkswirts
chaft, pp . 129-32 . The Hungarian translation entitled 'A beruhaza si 
hatekonysag ertekelesenek problematikaja a szocialista gazdasagban ' 
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was published in M. Kalecki, A szocialista gazdasag mukodeserol: valo
gatott tanulmanyok 1956-1970, pp. 67-72. 

The permission of Cambridge University Press to reproduce this article 
is gratefully acknowledged. 

At the end of the 1960s, partly in relation to the discussion in the 
European centrally planned economies on various projects of economic 
reform, which aimed at a widespread use of financial incentives and 
monetary categories related to profits and profitability of the enterprise, 
considerable criticism was made of the criteria for assessing investment 
efficiency. These criteria called for comparisons of combined outlay and 
costs per unit of output expressed in natural terms. However, this was 
at variance with the principle of conducting each calculation in value 
terms only. Furthermore, the criteria used in .calculation of efficiency in 
the investment phase, different from those used for calculating the 
efficiency of the subsequent production phase, meant that economic 
calculation in the former was separated from that in the latter. Conse
quently, a new approach to economic calculation was eagerly searched for. 

New principles for evaluation of investment projects were first intro
duced in Czechoslovakia in 1967. The methodology used up to that 
time, based on Soviet instructions, was replaced by calculation based 
on discounted flows of inputs and outputs in the whole production 
process, starting from first investment outlay right up to plant retire
ment. In Poland, the first changes were introduced .in 1969. These 
covered calculation of investment efficiency not just in the choice of 
production methods, but also, albeit limited, in the field of enterprises' 
decisions concerning the composition of output (see 'Resolution No. 103 
of the Council of Ministers of 7 June 1969, on Appraisal Methods and 
the Classification of Newly Commenced Industrial Investments in 1971-
1975', in Polish, and Regulations on Planning and Investment, Warsaw, 
Urz~d Rady Ministr6w, 1969 (in Polish)). 

Kalecki was decidedly against such an extension of the scope of 
investment efficiency calculation. He considered that, in a socialist 
economy, it was methodologically appropriate to calculate the relative 
efficiency of substitution between production factors required to pro
duce a given use-value. Therefore he consistently opposed attempts to 
replace this type of calculation with a micro-economic calculation of 
absolute efficiency whose rationale is exchange value. In his opinion, it 
was primarily the plan which should decide the volume and structure 
of use-value. In 'An Outline of a Method of Constructing a Perspective 
Plan' Kalecki wrote: 

It should be added that the calculations of efficiency should be 
applied as thoroughly as possible for the purposes mentioned 
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above . ... On the oth~r hand\ there is no point in applying them 
for anything else but the choice ·of technological alternatives or for 
the examining of the. structure of foreign trade. The structure of 
output in a planned economy cannot be determined apart from these 
two aspects by considerations of efficiency .... For, as follows from 
the above argument, with a given rate of growth of the national 
income, a given relation between unproductive investment and con
sumption, and a given structure of consumption, the industrial 
structure of output would be fully determined by the technical 
coefficients of production. (Collected Works, vol. iii, p. 274.) 

As in Czechoslovakia, new regulations on the appraisal of investment 
efficiency in Poland did not use the concept of a marginal recoupment 
period. Its replacement by a discount rate of 12% cannot be considered 
merely as an extension of the recoupment period from six to eight years. 
In fact, . this was the first step towards a change in the methodological 
foundations of investment efficiency calculation and a consequence of 
its extended scope. Furthermore, due to this extension, new regulations 
divided investment into five categories depending on their importance 
to the economy as a whole. This signified the awareness of limitations 
which arise when, in a centrally planned economy , all investment pro
jects are reduced to a single common denominator based only on market 
criteria in an otherwise non-market environment. It also meant, how
ever, that the calculation would resort to subjective criteria used to 
classify investment into the various categories, thus weakening its inter
nal coherence. 

Similar changes in the practice of investment efficiency calcula~ion 
were introduced in the Soviet Union (see e.g., L. W. Kantorovtch, 
W. N . Bogachev, and W. L. Makarow, 'Ob otsenkie effiektivnosti kapital
nikh zatrat', Ekonomika i Matematicheskiye Metody, 6/6, 1970). Under 
the methodology for evaluation of the economic efficiency of investment 
introduced in the Soviet Union in 1977, the uniform norm of efficiency 
of investment outlay was called the 'normative rate of profit' (see 
'Metodika opriedieleniya ekonomicheskoy effiektivnosti ispolzovaniya v 
narodnom khoziaystvie novoy tiekhniki', Ekonomicheskaya Gazieta, 
17/10, 1977). 

The new principles of investment efficiency evaluation were introduced 
in Poland in 1975 (see 'Outline Instructions on the Method for the 
Economic Appraisal of Productive Investment Proposals for Technical 
and Organizational Progress, Scientific Co-operation, and Proposals 
Entailing the Use of Foreign Licenses', Inwestycje i Budownictwo, 2419, 
1974 (in Polish), and The Economic Appraisal of the Efficiency of 
Investment and Other Development Proposals: Handbook of Instructions, 
Warsaw, PWE, 1974, in Polish). They were based on discounting the 

II 
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flows of future costs and revenues. They linked investment efficiency 
with the financial system of the enterprise through the repayment of 
investment credits and through the interest paid on credit outstanding. 
The purpose of the new rules was to standardize and improve methods 
of cal_culating investment efficiency, and to link them with efficiency 
appraisals of current production and the financial systems of firms. The 
enterprise director was supposed to be responsible for the economic 
performance of his enterprise, contingent upon proper economic calcu
lation. In practice, the responsibility of the directors turned out to be 
illusory and the experiences of the investment process of the 1970s 
substantiated the criticism of the methodological foundations of the new 
guide-lines, which was voiced much earlier (see M. Rakowski, 'On Some 
Fundamental Problems of the Development of Investment Efficiency 
Calculation', Gospodarka Planowa, 2714, 1972 (in Polish); for a defence 
of the new guide-lines, see J. Czarnek and P. Glikman, 'On the New 
Method for the Economic Appraisal of Investment Efficiency', Jn
westycje i Budownictwo, 1972, no. 1 (in Polish)). 

The method of determining the investment efficiency norm, or the 
standard rate of interest, aroused most serious reservations. According 
to Kalecki's approach, the marginal recoupment period used in the 
Polish investment regulations in the 1960s was a macro-economic 
category. It was set in the course of balancing the demand for labour 
and its supply in a given period, while minimizing investment outlay -in 
the economy as a whole. In the 'Outline Instructions' of 1975 the 
target rate of efficiency of investment was not based on any such 
considerations, but was made equal to the rate of interest then ap
plied by the central bank to credits that it granted. However, it was 
not clear why it was exactly this target rate of investment efficiency, and 
what instruments were to be used in conjunction with it in order to 
balance the supply and demand of resources which had previously been 
balanced by setting an appropriate marginal recoupment period. More
over, at the heart of these doubts there lay a more fundamental difference 
between the two approaches to investment efficiency calculation. 

Kalecki sought to give economic calculation under socialism a social 
dimension. In his view, the rationale for socialism was that different 
criteria of social rationality should be used in economic decision-making 
from those used under the capitalist system. In particular, sectional 
and/or individual interests should be subjected to the overall social 
interest, defined by the central planner. On this basis, Kalecki gave 
prominence to the use-value in economic calculation under socialism. 
The aim, according to him, was to maximize the volume of national 
income of a given structure (determined by the central planner) rather 
than its exchange value. 
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The instructions introduced in the 1970s led to quasi-market solutions 
and sought to eliminate overall social considerations, like those impl_ied 
by the marginal recoupment period, from efficiency calculation. In place 
of maximizing the volume of national income of a given structure, they 
proposed to maximize its exchange value. The changes aimed at adapt
ing a market mechanism in such a way that this mechanism, and not 
the central planner, ultimately decided questions about the structure of 
production. These attempts were partly inspired by a belief that as long 
as investment efficiency calculation merely determines relative-and not 
absolute-efficiency, it is impossible to break away from the command 
economy. 

Market prices, which in the new system were to function as objective 
criteria for efficiency assessments, are in fact relatively objective indica
tors of social production costs only under competitive market condi
tions. Yet, the prices used in investment efficiency appraisals in Poland 
during the 1970s, like the other parameters of these calculations, were 
manipulated and distorted to suit the preferences of the central auth
orities and monopolistic industrial structures. As a result, 'absolute' 
efficiency indicators were based on elastic but arbitrary prices (arid 
rarely on world prices) and other manipulated parameters. The effect 
was to make investment efficiency calculation more voluntary than even 
before. 

Apart from these methodological problems, the application of invest
ment efficiency calculation also ran into serious practical difficulties. 
This was true both of the 1960s, when investment projects were assessed 
according to Kalecki's approach, and of the 1970s, since the changes 
introduced in this respect were less than modest. An effective choice of 
investment variants .requires the availability of at least two inde
pendently elaborated projects for each investment. In the absence of 
competition, this in turn calls for appropriate organizational and institu~ 
tional arrangements to secure the drawing up of alternative projects, 
and to allow the selection of the best variant from the overall social, 
and not necessarily narrow, branch of industry point of view. Kalecki 
laid great stress on this institutional requirement: 

I think it is essential to create a central agency which, employing 
well-trained engineers and economists, would not only evaluate 
the submitted investment projects, but also at least outline its own 
counter-proposals. This seems to be the only way of introducing 
common use of variant investment planning. The existence of such 
an institution could contribute to increasing the level of elementary 
consistency of the submitted projects (independently of the exam
ining of their efficiency). It is only by elaborating one's own 
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project, even in the outli~e only, that one can get a grasp of 
fundamental data which in the presently submitted projects is 
politely speaking, not always precise. ( Collected Works, vol. iii: 
p. 249.) 

In practice, however, sectional interests prevailed, manifesting them
selves in pressures to apply the most modern and highly automated 
techniques of production, regardless of the financial and social costs 
and the actual possibilities of adapting these techniques to conditions 
of production in the co-operating plants and industries. Investors were 
primarily interested in securing for themselves the greatest possible 
resources , since bonuses , rewards , and other material incentives for 
management and work-force depended on the size of their investment 
commitments. 

The proposal to create institutional foundaticms for the elaboration 
of alternative and competing investment projects threatened those par
ticular industrial interests and was strongly opposed by them. There was 
al~o opposition from the central economic authorities, since Kalecki's 
proposal would also subject their decisions to more rigorous accounting. 
In consequence, the subsequent institutional reorganization went counter 
to Kalecki's advice . Decisions concerning new investments were not 
handed over to enterprises but were left with the central planner. Instead 
of creating a central institution which could elaborate alternative pro
jects for major investments, it was decided in 1969 to close the Planning 
Commission's Bureau of Experts for Evaluation of Investment Projects, 
because one or another of its decisions were found to be questionable. 
Thus, in the 1970s, at the time of the greatest post-war investment boom 
in Poland, there was no institution which could independently examine 
the _social profitabil _ity of various investment projects. The two agencies 
for mvestment efficiency appraisal which were established in 1978 found 
themselves largely redundant due to a very serious reduction in the 
number of new investment projects in that year, on the verge of the 
coming_,economic cris~s. Various reserv~tions notwithstanding, applying 
Kalecki s method of mvestment appraisal would have helped to avoid 
~any ~istake~ i~vestment decisions that were made during those years, 
if only mdustnal mterests and the arbitrariness of the central authorities 
could have been overcome. (For a discussion of the relationships be
tween the substance and the institutional foundations of investment 
efficiency calculations, as proposed by Kalecki, see J. Osiatynski, Michal 
Kalecki on a Socialist Economy, pp. 155-6.) 

PART 3 

Some Economic and Social Problems of People's 
Poland 

Observations on Labour Productivity 

[1] 
This article was first published as 'Uwagi na temat wydajnosci pracy', 
Zycie Gospodarcze, 15/31, 1960. With some minor editorial changes it 
was reprinted in M. Kalecki, On Economic and Social Problems of 
People's Poland, Warsaw, PWN, 1964, pp. 41-8. 

The Hungarian translation, 'Megjegyzesek a munkatermelekonyseg 
kerdesehez', appeared in M. Kalecki, Vallalatvezetes-Tervezes-Gazda
sagi novekedes , pp. 33-9 and in M. Kalecki, A szocialista gazdasag 
miikodeserol : valogatott tanulmanyok 1956-1970, pp. 288-96. The Ger
man translation, 'Bemerkungen zur Frage der Arbeitsproduktivitat', was 
published in M . Kalecki, Theorie des Wachstums und der Planung in der 
soz ialistischen Volkswirtschaft , pp. 171-6. The English translation, 'Ob
servations on Labour Productivity', appeared in M. Kalecki, Selected 
Essays on Economic Planning, Cambridge , CUP, 1986, pp. 54-9 . 

The permission of the Cambridge University Press to reproduce this 
paper is gratefully acknowledged. 

A Contribution to the Discussion on the Perspectives for Development 
of Agriculture 

[1] 
This is a synthesis of Michal Kalecki 's contributions to the discussion 
at the two sessions of the Agricultural and Forestry Sciences Section of 
the Polish Academy of Sciences on 29 May 1961 (see On the Perspectives 
for Development of Agriculture, Warsaw, PWRiL, 1961, pp. 74-6 (in 
Polish)), and on 22 Apr. 1963 (see Further Comments on the Perspectives 
for Development of Agriculture, Warsaw, PWRiL, 1964, pp. 98-9 (in 
Polish)), supplemented by his comment on the question of labour 
productivity gains in agriculture. This synthesis, entitled 'Glos w dys
kusji o kierunkach perspektyw rozwoju rolnictwa', first appeared in For 
a Socialist Development of the Agriculture : A Discussion, Warsaw , KiW, 
1964, pp . 504-8 (in Polish); and again, with some editorial changes , in 
M. Kalecki , On Economic and Social Problems of People's Poland , pp. 
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77-82. This latter edn . is used in the present volume. The publisher's 
permission to reproduce this article is gratefully acknowledged . 

The Hungarian translation , 'Hozzasz6las a mezogazdasag fejlodesi 
·iranyar61 sz616 yitahoz ', appeared in M. Kalecki, Vallalatvezetes-ter
vezes-;-gazdasagi novekedes , pp. 63-7. 

The problems of development of the socialized sector of Polish agricul
ture had been taken up by Kalecki late in 1955, when he prepared for 
Hilary Mine a project of a system of subsidies for agricultural producer 
co-operatives . The essential idea behind this project was to provide state 
guarantees for a part of the income of these co-operatives. It was hoped 
that this would provide additional incentive to co-operative 's members 
to work on its behalf . (See Kalecki 's notes: 'A Subsidy for Producer 
Co-operatives ' and 'Credits Assistance for Producer Co-operatives ' , both 
in Polish; Kalecki 's papers and the Archives of the Council of Minis
ters, ref. no. 3/106, GM/MK/19/55.) In Kalecki's papers there also 
survived a copy of the draft resolution of the government's Presidium 
on. special financial assistance to agricultural producer co-operatives, 
which took account of Kalecki's suggestions presented in the above
mentioned notes . Its substance coincides with Resolution No . 74 of the 
Presidium of the Council of Ministers of 4 February 1956, 'On Special 
Financial Assistance to Agricultural Producer Co-operatives ', which 
granted special credits to the newly established co-operatives, as well as 
to those whose membership increased rapidly , to provide them with 
higher earnings. A special fund was also created for the government's 
assistance to agricultural producer co-operatives (see Monitor Polski, 
34/17, 1956, item 243; see also Trybuna Ludu, 18 Jan. 1956 and 8 Feb. 
1956). 

Another of Kalecki 's contribution to the discussion on the prospects 
of Polish agriculture was his comment on Wiktor Herer 's paper on 'The 
Impact of Agricultural Development on Economic Development' 
presented at the Conference of Political Economy Chairs , in Sept. 1964, 
m Zakopane. In the debate on this paper Kalecki said: 

The main thesis of the paper is that the development of agricul
tural production lags behind that of industrial production since 
there are some important barriers to increasing agricultural out
put. These barriers, however, are bound to appear in any econ
omic system. In the developing countries one additionally 
encounters the problem of a backward agricultural structure and 
specific land-tenure conditions. In highly developed economies 
difficulties in expanding farm output would appear even if there 
existed a market for this output. At such levels of development 
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at which income elasticity of demand for farm products is very 
low, high growth rate of farm output is no longer necessary 
nor indeed should it be high in relation to the rate of growth 
of national income. Otherwise, there appear problems of find
ing markets for agricultural goods, farmers' strikes, struggle for 
sales' outlets, production quotas (as in the United States), and so 
on. 

The question of training farmers, which- as has been said 
here-makes sense only after basic institutional reforms have been 
carried out, is an additional argument in support of Herer's thesis 
that one cannot quickly expand agricultural output because far
mers cannot be trained rapidly. This training must be later applied 
in practice. The agrotechnical knowledge is acquired gradually; 
this process should be accelerated but one should not expect it to 
give stunning results in a short period of time. 

Saying that jumping from one agricultural strategy to another 
is wrong, is not enough; we must find what was behind this error. 
The cause is mentioned in the paper : the desire to reach a rate 
of growth which was too high in relation to the objective possi
bilities. This in turn incited the search for a 'wonder cure', and 
the constant switching from one strategy to another. In realistic 
planning, the rate of growth of agricultural output must not be 
set at too high a level; it must be founded not on miracles , but 
on the interaction of all growth factors. Trying to account for 
mistakes through errors and foolishness is not a scientific expla
nation of human behaviour; we must yet unveil the causes behind 
them. The importance of this paper consists of its focus on 
barriers to agricultural development; it warns us against overam
bitious plans and at the same time also points to the need for 
co-ordination of all available growth factors. It also warns us 
against planning a fantastic rate of growth on the basis of faith 
in the absolute efficacy of some single factor and, as a result, 
getting an actual growth rate that was considerably lower than 
one that could have been achieved with realistic planning of 
agricultural development. (Zeszyty Naukowe Uniwersytetu Lozkie
go, series III: Economic Sciences, 10/10, 1965, pp. 83--4; see also 
Collected Works , vol. iii, pp. 382-93.) 

[2] 
More on this subject , see 'Observations on Labour Productivity ', this 
volume. 
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On the Causes of Economic Delinquency 

[1] 

First 1?,u~lished as 'Pr6ba wyjasnienia zjawiska przest~pczosci gospo
darczeJ, m Kultura i Spoleczenstwo, 6/3, 1962, pp. 73-7, and in Zycie 
Warszaw_Y, vo!. 19, 4_ an? 5 Oct. 1962, nos. 236 and 237. Then repro
duced with mmor ed1tonal changes in M. Kalecki's On Economic and 
Social Problems of People's Poland, pp. 83-90 . 

The Hungarian translation, 'Kiserlet a gazdasagi biinozes jelensegenek 
magyarazatara,' appeared in M. Kalecki, Vallalatvezetes-tervezes-gaz
dasagi novekedes, pp. 68-74 . 

The Polish Scientific Publishers' permission to reproduce this essay is 
gratefully acknowledged . 

The Research Committee on Social Issues of People's Poland was 
created in 1960 in the Polish Academy of Sciences. Its objective was to 
conduct complex and interdisciplinary research in the field of various 
present-day social and economic phenomena in Poland. Kalecki become 
the _Committee's chair~an (see decision of the Scientific Secretary of the 
Pohsh Ac~de~y ?f Sciences of 12 _Apr. 1960; Kalecki's files). During 
the _Co~m1ttee s f1r~t term (1960-2) its research focused on the following 
topics: (1) changes m the distribution of personal incomes as compared 
wit~ the . ~re-war period , and their impact on the perception of social 
real~ty; (~1) the J?~oblem of economic delinquency; and (iii) the causes 
behmd high fertility rates in Poland. 

A working gtoup was set up under Kalecki's direction to study various 
aspects of the problem of economic delinquency. The materials were 
supplied by representatives on the group of the Highest Chamber of 
Control (the b?dy re~p_onsi~le in Poland for overseeing the proper 
conduct of pu~h_c adm1m~trabon), the Chief Audit and Control Inspect
orate of the Mm1stry of Fmance, and the Institute for Internal Trade. At 
the request of the working group, the Institute for Internal Trade con
ducted a survey of various corrupt practices in the retail trade. This 
survey took over six months to compile. It was initially conducted in 
Warsaw and later ~xtended to Poznan and Katowice, as well as some 
sm~ll towns and villages . For the purposes of the study a number of 
t~p1cal ~our-person families (teacher families were selected) were pro
:1ded _with a non-repayable sum of zl. 2000 to be spent within a month 
m vanous shops (the average monthly wage rate net of taxation in the 
'socialized sector' of the economy was zl. 1619 in 1961 and zl. 1671 in 
1962). The buyers were obliged not to protest when they noticed they 
wer~ cheated; they were only asked to present at one of the controlling 
stat10ns ~hat they had bought and how much they had paid for it. At 
these stations experts on quality , prices, and weight examined the extent 
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of fraud . This method ensured that the results were unbiased. They 
pointed to the fact that even with a most liberal interpretation of 
fraudulent practices in the retail trade , they represented at least 2% of 
the total value of sales, in some product groups (meat, fruits) reaching 
even 6%. 

On the basis of this and other information (court accounts of criminal 
cases) Dr Jacek Marecki prepared a report which was discusse~ by the 
working group, and then at a session of the Research Committee on 
Social Issues of People's Poland. After some revisions and improvements 
the -report was accepted by the Committee and circulated to all parties 
concerned , both in economic ministries and in the Ministry of Justice 
(see 'Economic and Organizational Problems of Economic Delinquency' 
(in Polish); Kalecki's files). It was hoped that the report would beco~e 
the basis for further studies, and especially for a search for preventive 
measures. These , however, had to be undertaken by a specialized in
stitution since Kalecki's working group, after conducting this prelimi 
nary pio~eering work, could at best only carry out a co-ordinating role 
(see 'Polish Academy of Sciences' Research Committee o~ Social Issu_es 
of People's Poland, Report on Activities in 1960-2' (in Pohsh); Kaleck1's 
papers). . ., 

In the same issue of Kultura i Spoleczenstwo, together with Kaleck1 s 
article , there appeared a paper by Jacek Marecki , 'Economic D~lin
quency: The Mechanism and Preventive Measures', which conc1s~ly 
summarized the report. This practically marked the end of the Commit
tee's work on economic delinquency. Its continuation was also not 
assisted by the reactions it drew from some of the economic ministries 
concerned. In his letter to Kalecki, of 20 Apr. 1962, the Minister of 
Construction and Construction Materials Industry wrote: 

The report 'Economic and Organizational Problems of Economic Delinquency' 
accompanied by your note of 5 May 1962 prompts me to make some comments 
on the problem. 

The Ministry fully appreciates the significance of the study undertak~n by the 
Polish Academy of Sciences on economic qelinquency, the causes behmd econ
omic corruption , and measures of preventing these highly harmful phenomena . 

Correct conclusions of any such study depend, among o!~er thmgs, on t~e 
methods used to conduct it. In my opinion, one of the condit10ns for success is 
establishing close Jinks with the economic ministries concerned in o~der to b~ne~it 
from their co-operation both at the stage of gathering information and m its 
evaluation. 

I take it for granted that any research undertaken under the auspices o~ the 
Polish Academy of Sciences is based on the principle of complex and ?on-b1~sed 
analysis and that this rule extends to all researchers entrusted to examme a given 

topic . · 1· 
· In the report on 'Economic and Organizational Problems of Economic _De m-

quency ' which you have sent me there is a chapter entitled 'The Mechamsm of 
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Economic Delinquency in the Construction Industry ' In · · h" 

~;ex:t:~:dt~~~~~;:a;;::r~~o ~~ J?rincte of co~pl~x an~yu~b:;;~~ 'g:t~ei:; 

report, Mr Marecki , solicited ~ro~n~~? M:is~~ye;:tt:~c;h~hat the authdor of the 
tation or asked fo · • necessary ocumen
pictur~ drawn b ~ co-oper~t10n in its evaluation. Mainly for this reason the 
the causes of ec~no:i~~:~:o does not correspond to re~lity, does not point to 
of th · h h quency, and does not take mto account the extent 

hi 
is P

1 
e?omenon w en related to all our construction activities Moreover 

s cone us10ns are unsubstantiated . · ' 
The acceptance of such a repo t b th c · · 

the top level r_ y e omm1ttee and its circulation among 
s I - .d governm~n _t e~onom1c administration and other high-ranking per-
ons cons1 . er to be mJunous to the construction industry 
In these circumstances I deem ·t h" hi d . : 

possibil ity of cond . t" . . I ig y . es1rable to discuss with you the 
which relate direct¥yc ::gt: Jomt and J?rof?und study of those issues in the report 

e construction mdustry and which could be examined 
together by ~ ~earn of researchers. represent ing the Polish Academy of Sciences 

(~~ni:~:r ~n~~~st~!ct~~ns:~~ctwn and ~onstruction Materials' Industry. 
GM/2/ 10/25/62· the I tt . . K 1Con_struct1on Materials ' Industry , ref. no . 

, e er 1s m a eck1's files.) 

Kalecki turned these comments to Marecki who replied: 

In the chapter on the mechanisms of economic del" 
most typical cases and methods of channell" }~quency I showed m~rely the 
payment Th fi mg o unaccounted matenals and 
theft of ~ater~a~:~ort re erred to legi~la~ion ~nd regulations due to which the 
least facilitated. nd payment of artific1ally mflated earnings is possible or at 

At the same time the Ministr ' 1 · · 

j~~J~~u~~~tt~~~~~fa~~t~~~\~~~~\~!~~1~~h~~i:~: i~~~~~ti~o~n~~;u:;_i~~~:~~ 
were listed in the report. ' w ic are not applied m practice , 

b 'i~e al!~n~u~lined the causes behind !hese delinquencies; they were confirmed 

~fu:?~~:r~F:!pii;~~:pto:1_:nvst:e:d;tro~;thx:h::~-i~~~n~a~~~~l~~u;:~J~:o~;r~fe~ ~~~ 
. ese causes. 

The estimate of material losses i th · · 
is substantiated by the documenta~ione rri;;;r~ i~l~-nly ~n app~oximation , but it 
of un~uthorized construction sites disclosed i~1 /;;9 m;i:c~~~sh The bn~:?er 
matenaJs were allocated (except for brick and so ' . die to UJ !ng 

~;~~o~o:t!;~;;f~n b:i~e~~g::e~n i?~o m~;~t, !~i~~~:O s;~f~t~hrieru~~s '1:;t/~%~ 
disclosed there. ses O ese matenals were 

!~e documentation . of t_he Urbanization Committee must 

~}~:t!~c~~~o~ri~r:;~~~ ;r;~!}e~:so:~~!~~:~t~~~h::t:~!:~: ratt:/~oo~; 1!~k t~~ 
The chapter on the construction indust II · 

!~!{i!t qt~i~:ii.i~;:i: ~ffi~~~:i:i§;:1p~;,1t~t~; 
On this basis , in a letter of 14 Aug . 1962 K J k" 
f a ec 1 wrote to the Minister o Construction: 
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In reply to your letter of 20 June 1962, I would like to make the 
following points: 

1. The letter which accompanied the report stated that neither 
the Committee, nor its author regarded it as a 'complete and 
exhaustive explanation of the phenomenon of economic delin
quency ' , which means that the report is considered only as a 
preliminary enquiry into the problem. 

2. The chapter on the construction industry was based on a 
thorough examination of twenty-two court cases, as well as on 
the documentation of the Urbanization Committee on unauth
orized construction, which points to the existing scope for leaks 
of construction materials. Moreover, the author of the report 
made several unofficial enquiries, consulting a number of highly 
competent people in the sphere of construction. 

3. In our work we did not request any documentation from the 
economic ministries because, to the best of our knowledge, they 
have not conducted any in-depth studies on economic delinquency. 
In these circumstances it was doubtful whether they could provide 
us at short notice-as our pioneer study had to be conducted 
quickly-with information which would shed some light on the 
problem. I would like to add here that among the court cases 
examined by the author of the report , not a single one was 
discovered and brought to court by the ministry concerned. 

4. The working group which under my direction studied the 
problem of economic delinquency included representatives of the 
Highest Chamber of Control, of the · Chief Audit and Control 
Inspectorate of the Ministry of Finance, as well as Professor 
Kazimierz Secomski, the deputy chairman of the Planning Com
mission, who oversees the sector of investment and construction. 
The report of Jacek Marecki was discussed during numerous 
meetings of the working group and at the plenary meeting of the 
Committee, and all comments which were made there were taken 
into account in preparing the final version. 

5. After receiving your letter, I asked the head of the relevant 
department of the Highest Chamber of Control for detailed 
comments on the matter. Judging from the number of his com
ments, he was very scrupulous in his role as reviewer . Having 
examined these comments at length , I must state that they did 
not refer to the most essential points of the report and, moreover, 
they appeared to me in general rather doubtful. 
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6. Furthermore, I would ,like to add that from some readers of 
the report ~ell acquai?ted with the construction industry, I have 
heard that it not only is not injurious to the construction industry 
but, much to my regret, that it is 'naive'. 

7. A~ was state~ in the accompanying letter, the Research 
Committee on Soc:ial Issues in People's Poland of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences, regards this report as the st~rting-point for 
fu_rther _studies which, _however, cannot be pursued by the Com
m~tt_ee _itse_lf. Conductmg such studies by the various economic 
mimstnes is most praiseworthy. These studies could benefit from 
th~ co-operati~n of the specialist research centres established for 
this_ purpo~e m such institutions as the General Prosecutor's 
Office, _Institute of Law at the Polish Academy of Sciences, and 
~h~ Mam Sc~ool of Planning and Statistics. (A copy of the letter 
is m Kalecki's papers.) 

The initiat~ve to est~blish a research institute which would systemati
cally d~~l with questions o_f economic delinquency, as mentioned by 
Kaleck1 m the last part of his letter to the Minister of the Construction 
Industry,_ was not taken up. In a letter of 30 June 1962, the chairman 
of the Highest Chamber of Control wrote on this issue to Kalecki: 

In reply t~ your letter of 5 May 1962 I regret to inform you that after thorough 
cons1d~ra~10n of all the problems presented in the report on 'Economic and 
Org~mzat1onal P~oble~s . of Economic Delinquency' I find it would not be 
pos~ible to orga~m: w_1thm the Highest Chamber of Control such a research 
mst1tute as ment10ned m your letter. 

The Hig_hest Chamber of <?ontrol has neither the statutory powers, nor other 
means_ "'.h1ch wou~d enable 1t to organize and operate such an institute (Th 
letter 1s m Kaleck1's files.) · · e 

Kalecki would have found the conclusion of this letter rather unex
pected since in earlier discussions with the chairman of the Highest 
Chamber of Control the latter expressed his readiness to establish , such 
a research agency on~e the_ report on 'Economic and Organizational 
Proble1:1s of Econ_om1c Delmquency' was approved by the Research 
Committee on Soc1~! Issues in People's Poland; in fact, the question of 
who c?uld be appomted as the director of this new research agency was 
also discussed. 

T?ere were a nu~ber of reasons for the change in the opinion of the 
chatrman of t?e Highest Chamber of Control, and the reluctant attitude 
?f t_he potentially c?ncer~ed ec_ono_mic ministries. Sooner or later, any 
mstitut10n syste~atzcally. mvesttgatmg economic delinquency was likely 
to com_: up ~gamst the mterest groups to · which reference is made in 
Kaleck1 s article. There was also a climate of disapproval towards 
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establishing such an institution, arising from the contradiction between 
the results of the report and Kalecki's tentative conclusions, and the 
official view of the Highest Chamber of Control and the General 
Prosecutor's Office, according to which economic delinquency was de
clining. The studies undertaken under Kalecki's supervision indicate? 
that the actual trend was the reverse of this, and that the cause of 1t 
was the absence of proper economic controls. 

In 1967 a special commission was set up to examine the whole system 
of economic control. No action resulted from this until 1971, when the 
Council of Ministers passed a resolution on organizing · 'functional' 
control by individual ministers; its essence was the checking of enterprise 
decisions not only for formal conformity with the law, but also (and 
indeed, above all) for their impact on enterprise economic performan~e. 
Obviously such controls make sense only under conditions of a genume 
autonomy ·of enterprises. (For a follow-up discussion of economic _de
linquency in Poland, see 0. Gorniok, Economic Delinquency, Katowice, 
Uniwersytet Sl~ski, 1986 (in Polish)). 

A Comparison of Manual and White-Collar Worker Incomes with the 
Pre-War Period 

[l] 'k · . 'k' First published as 'Por6wnanie dochod6w robotm ow i pracowm ow 
umyslowych z okresem przedwojennym', Kultura i Spol~czenstwo, 8/1_, 
1964, pp. 35-40; after some minor editorial changes repr. m M. Kalecki, 
On Economic and Social Problems of People's Poland, pp. 91-101. 

The Hungarian translation, 'A tnunkasok es szellemi dolgoz6k_jove
delmenek osszehasonlitasa a haboru elotti idoszakkal', appeared m M. 
Kalecki Vallalatvezetes-tervezes-gazdasagi novekedes, pp. 75-83. 

The ;resent edn. takes into account some further revisions which 
Kalecki intended to incorporate in this article when he prepared the 2nd 
edn. of his collection On Economic and Social Problems of People's 
Poland (shortly after the 1968 attacks on Kalecki's theories the Polish 
Scientific Publishers decided against the new edn. of the book). 

The publisher's permission to reproduce this article is gratefully ac
knowledged: 

The empirical work on the volume and structure of social income and 
consumption had attracted Kalecki's attention from the early 1930s: In 
his research at the Institute for the Study of Business Cycles and Pnces 
with the outstanding Polish economist and statistician Ludwik Landau, 
Kalecki estimated Polish national. income in the years 1929 and 1933. 
These estimates were at that time unique in the world in that they 

,I 

jl 
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divided the consumed part of income into th . 
classes and strata (see M . Kalecki and L e shares of p~rttcular social 
Incom e in 1929 and M K 1 k" · · Land au, An Estzmate of Social 
and the Basis Jo~ Periodic S;u~~e; :;~hL. Lan~au, Social Inc~me in 1933 
Works, vol. vi). The results of this anges m /~come , both m Collected 
materials for the examination of dif;ork re~am a valuabl~ source of 
various population groups in p I elences m the economic status of 
busi?ess cycle: in 1929, when th: a;ortt ;wo turnin~-points in t?e 
maximum in terms of hi h ers consumpt10n reached its 
1927-37 , and in 1933 in\h;~ges ahndflowh unemployment in the period 

Th . ' roug O t e 1929-33 crisis 
ese studies of the income level f . . 

in 1929 and 1933 h . s O ~anual and white-collar workers 
scale ,of income gr::~ ta:d

st
s~:~~;~;tnt for K~le~ki's anal~sis _ of !he 

in Poland after 1945 H' r· . 1 changes m mcome d1stnbut10n 
· is irst studies on chang · k , . between 1937 and 1954 es m wor ers mcomes 

. were conducted at the end of 1955 
his advisory work for Hilary Mine His r . . as part of 
some interesting information on a .periode~ort f~_r :~nc, which contains 
and distribution of workers ' income i t?r lw 11c ata on the volume 
in Annex 8. s par icu ar y scarce, follows below 

ANNEX 8 

Comparison of Incomes per Head of the 
Working Population in 1954 and in 1937rI1 

The co~parison between present and the - . . . 
onf prehminar~ est~mates and therefore :;:t ~:r :::r~=~ I~:i;s:~ 

~n 
1
;~: :~~j;;;~at10n. The results, however, may shed some light 

~R~9s3s7 INCOME PER HEAD OF THE WORKING POPULATION 

In 1929 the average income per head of th k" 
(that is, of workers and their famir e wor ,m~ population 
of living index (1929 = 100) for 19~~)w:as zl. 9~5. Smee t?e cost 
expressed at 1937 · s 62, this average mcome 
. . pnces was zl. 610. Such would be the value of 
mcome per head of the working population had its real value 

[I] A . 
report wntten for Hilary Mine 'Por , . 

pracuj~cej w roku 1959 i 1937' ref ~ G':/~me dochod6w na glow~ ludnosci 
1 See M. Kalecki L Landad A ·. Eo .. K/ 1/56; Kalecki 's files. 

' · ' n st1mat e of Social Incom e in 1929. 
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remained unchanged throughout the 1929-37 period. We will 
demonstrate below that in fact it increased only slightly. 

The total earnings of the working population in 1929 were 
zl. 6.6bn. 2 It appears that the total gross earnings of manual and 
white-collar workers in big and medium-size industry in real terms 
remained more or less constant. 3 In 1929 it was zl. 2.4bn. From 
the data on changes in real wages of employees in the state 
administration (excluding the army and the police), allowing for 
a very small change in the number of jobs there, . it can be 
concluded that the real earnings of this group increased by some 
30%. We assume that this growth is true of the whole public 
sector, taking into account that incomes in the army and the 
police rose faster, while those in rail transport and the post offices 
rose slower than the average . Therefore, out of total earnings 
equal to zl. 6.6bn., in 1929 the real wage bill paid out in big and 
medium-size industry , i.e. zl. 2.4bn., remained unchanged; the real 
value of the total earnings of employees in the public sector ; equal 
to zl. 1.9bn.,4 rose by some 30%, while the remaining part, or 
zl. 2.3bn., was probably somewhere between these rates of growth. 
Let us therefore assume that the real value of incomes of all the 
working population rose by 10% to 15%. 

This preliminary estimate can be partially checked against data 
on the contributions to the Work Fund in 1937. According to our 
preliminary estimate, the nominal total earnings of the working 
population in 1937 would range between 6.6 x 1.10 x 0.62 = 
zl 4.5bn ., and 6.6 x 1.15 x 0.62 = zl 4.7bn ., of which 1.9 x 1.3 x 
zl 0.62bn. zl would correspond to the earnings of those employed 
in the public sector (as was mentioned earlier , the cost of living 
index in 1937 was 62, taking 1927 = 100). Since the contributions 
of those employed in the private sector were set at 2% of their wages 
(1% paid by the employee and 1% by the employer), while of those 
employed in the public sector were set at 1 %, the above earnings 
correspond to total contributions to the Work Fund of zl. 75-Sm. 
In reality, these contributions were zl. 71m. in the financial year 

2 Ibid. 
3 See Small Statistical Yearbook , years 1937, 1938, 1939, vols. 8, 9, 10, 

respectively, Warsaw, GUS (all in Polish). 
4 See L. Landau, Incomes of Hired Labour in 1929, Warsaw , Institute for the 

Study of Business Cycles and Prices, 1934 (in Polish). 
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1936/7 and zl. 79m. in the year 1937/8,5 which would mean 
zl. 77bn., fo_r 1937. Correspondingly, the growth in real incomes 
of the workmg pop~lation in 1927-37 can be estimated at 13%. 

Total employment mcreased over that period by 10%. From 1929 
to 1933 the number of the employed grew by 3% to 4%.6 During 
th~ ne_xt four years this growth was doubtless higher (due to 
migratwns from t~e rural areas), since in 1933 the crisis was at its 
~~rst._ Over the eight-year period, 1931-9, the population of big 
~Itles mcrease~ ~y 12%,

7 
but the employment situation certainly 

improved, w~Ile m the ~ears 1929-37 it was deteriorating. 
From a 13 ~ growth m the real earnings and a 10% growth in 

employI?ent It follows tha_t rea_l income per head of the working 
populat~on grew by 3%. Smee m 1929 this income was zl. 610 at 
1937 pnces, then for 1937 we get 610 x 1.03 = zl. 630. 

NET INCOME PER HEAD OF THE WORKING POPULATION 
IN 1937 

In 19_37 the sum of ~l. 550m. was deducted for income tax, social 
secun~y ~barges, retI~ement funds, and contributions to the Work 
Fund. Smee_ accordmg _to t~e above estimate, the gross income 
of the workmg populat~on m this year was some zl. 4.6bn., it 
means that these deduct10ns constituted 12% of that income. 

~t fo!lows that the net income per head of the working popu
lat1_on 1~ 1937 could be estimated by deducting 12% from zl. 630 
which gives zl. 555. ' 

COMPARISON OF REAL NET INCOME PER HEAD OF THE 
WORKING POPULATION IN 1954 AND IN 1937 

According to preliminary estimates of the Central Statistical Of
fice, the cost of living index for 1954, taking 1937 as 100 · 
800 Th i • ,.1s some 

• . ere ore net mcom~ per head of the working population in 
1937, m terms of 1954 pnces, can be estimated as 555 x 8 i 
4 440. . . ' or Z1. 

: See Small Stat_istical Yearbook, 1939. 

St d~ee ~-CK'halecki, _L. Landau, Social Income in 1933 and the Basis for Periodic 
u 1es o1 anges m Income. 

w~s ~i;!1e~hfn~~c?~i~ns~f-:O~~~t~n).hose population grew extremely quickly [it 
8 See Small Statistical Yearbook, 1939. 
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In 1954 average net income per worker was zl. 11 700. Assuming 
that the number of family members per worker was on the average 
1.2,9 we have an income per head of the working population of 
11 700: 2.2 = zl. 5 320. Compared t"o 1937, this means a 20% 
growth. 

This growth was due to an increase in the rate of employment 
of the working population; real net income per employee in fact 
did not increase, and probably even fell. Indeed, the average gross 
income per worker employed in manufacturing industry in 1937 
was zl. 1 717 .10 Subtracting 10% for various deductions, we are 
left · with zl. 1640. -At 1954 prices, it would correspond to 
1 640 x 8 = 12 300. In 19 54 average earnings per worker employed 
in manufacturing industry amounted to zl. 13 36011 or, after 
average deductions for income tax (6%), it was zl. 12 500 in net 
terms. This means that average earnings increased by 2%. How
ever, compared with the pre-war period, average earnings of wor
kers in general were lower than those in the manufacturing 
industry . 

It must be added that very significant shifts took place in 
income distribution between manual workers and white~collar 
workers. For instance, compared with 1937, in 1954 the net real 
earnings per worker in manufacturing industry were 17% higher, 
and those in mining were 20% higher. At the same time, net real 
earnings of white-collar workers employed in manufacturing in
dustry fell by 49%12 (also see ;\ppendi?Cl 

IMPACT OF CASH BENEFITS, SOCIAL SECURITY PAYMENTS, 

AND PENSIONS 

We have not yet considered incomes from social security benefits, 
insurance, and pensions. In 1937 these transfers were equal to 

9 See F . Blinowski, The People's Government's Struggle for the Welfare of 
the Working Masses, Warsaw, Prasa, 1953 (in Polish). The data quoted there is 
for 1952. It could therefore decrease further · in 1952-4, but not significantly. 
However, a rough independent estimate for 1954 ranges between 1.2 and 1.3 .. 

10 Estimates of the Central Statistical Office; construction industry excluded 
(in present statistics it is not included in manufacturing industry). . . . 

11 Estimates of the Central Statistical Office; for better comparab1hty with the 
pre-war period, fire-fighters, some jobs in services outside industry, and so on, 
were excluded. 

12 According to estimates of the Central Statistical Office. 

Ii 
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zl. 530m.13 that is some 13% ~f total net incomes of employees, 
which according to our estimates were slightly over zl. 4bn, 

In 1954 similar transfers amounted to zl. 9.66bn. while the total 
net wage bill was zl. 66.16bn.; the corresponding share was 
therefore 14.6%. The inclusion of these transfers does not there
fore seriously affect comparisons between 1954 and 1937, increas
ing the index of real incomes per head of the working population 
from 120 to 122. It should be noticed that the structure of 
transfers largely changed: the share . of pensions and disability 
payments dropped significantly, while that of sick-care benefits 
increased; substantial family allowances were also newly intro
duced. 

APPENDIX 

Table 3 shows changes which took place in the distribution of 
workers' incomes in manufacturing industry, compared to the 
pre-war period. The enormous levelling of earnings of white-collar 
workers and manual workers is striking. The differentiation be
tween earnings of workers employed in various industries was also 
reduced, although on a much lesser scale and less consistently. In 
the industries where wages were very low before the war, i.e. in 
the mineral, timber, and clothing industries, wages grew signifi
cantly (especially in the mineral and timber industries) when 
compared with the average growth in manufacturing industry as 
a whole. The opposite took place in industries where prior to the 
war wages were higher (metal and chemical industries). Finally, 
in those branches in which the level of wages was close to the 
average (textile, paper, and leather industries), after the war wages 
dropped significantly below the average in the textile and paper 
industries while they rose relatively in the leather industry. Com
pared to the average for the whole manufacturing sector, wages 
in the food-processing industry remained at about the same level 
as before the war. The sum of deviations from the average, also 
when weighted according to the total wage bills in the individual 
industries, was undoubtedly reduced (see Table 3). 

In the coal-mining industry, the comparison in workers' earn
ings is as follows. In 1937 the annual gross earnings of workers 

13 See Small Statistical Yearbook, 1939. 
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Table 3. Differences in Gross Earnings in ' 
Manufacturing Industry _in 1937 and 1_954_(average 

earnings per worker zn manufacturing - 100) 

Type of employment 

White-collar workers in 
manufacturing industry 

Workers in industries: 
· mineral 
metal 
chemical 
textile 
paper 
leather 
timber 
food 
clothing 

1937 1954 

302 

74 
141 
121 
95 

102 
98 
57 
81 
73 

126 

96 
113 
95 
75 
79 

115 
82 
81 
78 
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Table 4. Average Annual Wages of Blue- and White-Collar Workers in 1937 
and J954a 

Industry Manual workers 

1937 1954 

White-collar workers 

1937 = 100 1937 1954 1937 = 100 

Mineral 1 080 12 593 1 166.0 3 456 15 674 ~~~:~ 
Metal 2 064 14 005 678.5 5 112 18 418 274.0 
Textile 1 492 9 703 697 .1 5 388 14 764 
Timber 828 10495 1267.5 2460 13542 550.~ 
Food-processing 1188 10 428 977.8 3 468 13 584 391. 

. . I-VII in manufacturing industry (see 
a Data for 1937 include wages m plants of cattg~r;es F 1954 wages of manual workers 
Small Statistical Yearbook, 1939, P· 134, T~bde t \ 

0
;egor/while those of white-collar 

are represented by wages of workers 0 f
1
the t u:e~~ni~:l engi~eering, administration, and 

workers by average wages of those emp oye m , 
office jobs. 

employed in the collieries, including paid holidays and4 ~?a~:!lon:; 
ances, but net of family allowances, was zl. 2165_.9 . 
earnings of these workers: after deductions fo;

7
~~~r~nt:• 1~~: 

Unemployment Fund, and mcome tax, were zl. 1 . . . 

. . f h M" ·stry of Industry and Commerce, 
14 According_ to the stati stics O t e 1?1 

• k 1937 (Statistics of 
k p 1 ~ lowego w Panstwie Po/skim za ro . 

Statysty a rzemys u . ~g I d . 1973 Warsaw Ministerstwo Przemyslu i 
Coal-Mining Industry m Po an ' m ' • ' l 2 320 42 and the 
Handlu (in Polish)), p. 145, average annual earnmgs were z. . . 

family allowances were zl. 154.48- Fund were calculated on 
is Deductions for insurance and the Unemploy_ment . th t 11 33/. of 

t d · 14 above which estimates em a · 0 

the basis of the sou_rce quo e m n. as. calculated at a rate of 2.2%, which 
aver~ge gross _earn~ngtsh. ~n~~~; 1~ ;acket see Dziennik Ustaw R.P., Warsaw, 
applies to earnings m e , 
7 Jan . 1936, p . 2. 
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1954 1955 1956 Ratios 
the average annual gross wage of industrial workers in collieries Sector 

4:2 5:4 
executed planned expected planned 

was zl. 19 343 and their net wage was zl. 17 718.16 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

The average annual wages of manual and white-collar workers 
boarding-houses in the years 1937 and 1954 are shown in Table 4, while transfers for vocational 105.3 105.0 from the s(ate budget to the population are given in Table 5. training 182.3 105.2 192.0 201.6 

reformatories 15.6 23.6 23.5 24.0 150.6 102.l 

Table 5. Transfers from the Stat e Budget to the Population , Net of 
Higher education 120.2 143.3 143.3 159.8 119.2 111.5 

Repayments ( wages and wage-related earnings excluded ; in ;:I. million) of which: 
Sector 1954 1955 1956 Ratios student hostels 55.2 65.4 65.4 74.8 118.5 114.4 

executed planned expected planned 4:2 5:4 subsidies for 75.0 122.5 110.3 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) canteens 55.5 68.0 68.0 

Housing 972.6 993.6 993.0 1 050.1 102.1 105.7 student 
9.9 10.0 104.2 101.0 

vacations 9.5 9.9 of which : 
361.0 99.0 114.6 

housing subsidies Culture and arts 318.0 356.0 315.0 

in the Ministry of which: 
of Communal subsidies covering 
Services 172.1 248.8 248.2 305.3 144.2 123.0 planned deficit in 

housing subsidies publishing and in 

in remaining cultural services 

ministries 800.5 744.8a 744.8a 744.8a 93.0 100.0 (theatres , operas 
315.0 361.0 99.0 114.6 

etc .) 318.0 356.0 
Education 919.0 968.0 960.9 1 003.7 104.6 104.4 

Health and physical of which : 1 717 .3 1 899.2 2 007.9 2 116.0 116.9 105.4 
education 

nursery schools of which : 
103.9 in cities 396.2 431.2 427.0 463.2 107.8 108.5 

hospitals 790.l 877.4 885.0 920.0 112.0 

nursery schools centres for 108.3 104;8 and creches in mentally disabled 129.3 132.9 140.0 146.7 
villages 38.1 40.7 39.0 ' 42.0 102.4 107.7 

youth centres 
TB prevention 

248.0 260.9 261.0 266.7 105.2 102.2 
centres 

with free meals 65.0 68.5 68.l 69.2 104.8 101.6 114.0 137.8 135.0 155.2 118.4 115.0 
creches 

boarding-houses health prevention 103.4 for secondary 3.0 3.0 2.9 3.0 96.7 
schools' students 15.2 16.8 16.8 17.6 105.2 104.8 centres 

orphanages 215.2 220.5 218.0 218.0 101.3 100.0 
subsidized 

483.0 580.0 620.0 134.9 106.9 
medicaments 429.8 

summer . camps health centres 4.4 129.0 11.0 and holiday for children 3.1 4.2 4.0 
centres 189.3 190.3 192.0 193.7 101.4 100.9 280.0 285.0 285.0 320.0 101.9 112.3 

Social security 
Vocational training 260.2 263.0 259.5 268.l 99.7 103.3 of which: 

of which : sanatoriums and 99.0 101.9 92.5 
job-training spas 105.0 107.0 107.0 

centres 62.3 44.3 44.0 42.5 70.6 96.6 subsidies for 209.0 101.8 125.9 
workers' holidays 163.0 166.0 166.0 

Christmas and 
16 With 8.4% deducted for income tax on earnings from zl. 18 600 to zl. 19 800, 

Easter holiday 
12.0 12.0 12.0 100.0 100.0 

see Dziennik Urzrdowy Minister stwa Finansow, Warsaw , 2 Feb . 1953, p . 4. 
subsidies 12.0 
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Sector 1954 1955 1956 Ratios 
executed planned expected planned 4:2 5:4 (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Other social· security 124.7 147.0 142.3 148.2 114.1 104.1 of which: 

nursing centres 80.0 99.7 96.0 101.2 120.0 105.4 social assistance 
to foreigners 5.6 7.2 7.0 7.0 125.0 100.0 subsidies for 
employees' 
canteens 18.0 17.3 17.3 18.0 
allowance in 

96.1 104.1 

cash and in kind 21.1 22.8 22.0 22.0 104.3 100.0 
TOTAL 4 712.0 5055.1 5 106.9 5 426.9 108.4 106.3 
a Due to lack of data execution for 1955 d 
to what was planned for 1955. an targets for 1956 are assumed to be equal 

. In order t~ calculate r~al avera~e income per head of population 
m non-farmmg occupations, which were quoted in the theses of 
the IXth, Plenum of the Central Committee of the Polish United 
Workers Party, the following indices were used: 

Cost of living 
Number of non-working persons 

1938 1949 
(first half) 

100.0 404.7 

1953 
(first half) 
804.8 

per person employed 1 91 1 66 
· · 1.39 

F~rthermore, in the archives of the Council of Ministers and in Kalecki's 
pnvate papers_ there also survived a draft of Kalecki's calculation of the 
mdex of real mcomes for workers and peasants in 1949 and 1955 ( 
refd. 1.1°· 3110

1
6, GM!MK/3!56). However, the method of the calculati:: 

an Its resu t are uncertam. 

th;ht9~:fi~~al/at~ on ~e ac~ual changes in real wages in the period of 
. - . IX- ear an m Poland has never been published and 

possI?ly mI~ht not have been officially estimated. According to 'some 
workmg estimates made .at the time at the Planning c · · · h 
period· 1949 55 th 1 . ommiss10n, m t e 

- . e rea wage rate mcreased by 6%. Yet, since in 1950 
due t~ ex~ept10na~ly favourable economic results, it increased by about 
10-11,~, _m 1955 It reached only about 95% of its 1950 level (see A 
~arpm~k1, 40 Years of Planning in Poland, Warsaw PWE 1976 68. 
(m Polish)). ' ' , p. 

Furthe~ studies on changes in incomes of manual and white-collar 
workers m Poland were conducted by Kalecki within the framework of 
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the Research Committee on Social Issues of People's Poland. Next to 
the analysis of causes behind economic delinquency (see pp. 338-43, this 
volume), in the initial period of the Committee's work Kalecki had 
already moved into the problem-area of comparisons of wage rates and 
their industrial structure. In 1962 under his supervision Lidia Beskid 
conducted a statistical enquiry discussed at the Committee's session (see 
her essay 'The Level of Real Incomes of the Working Population in 
Poland in 1960 as Compared to 1937', Przeglqd Statystyczny, 10/3, 1963 
(in Polish); see also M. Kalecki, 'A Report on Research Activities in 
1962', in Kalecki's papers, in Polish), and in the following year another 
enquiry (see L. Beskid, 'The Level of Real Wages of Workers in 
Manufacturing and in Construction Industries in 1960 and 1937', 
Przeglqd Statystyczny, 11/1, 1964 (in Polish)). These studies provided 
the foundations for Kalecki's summary article 'A Comparison of Man
ual and White-Collar Worker Incomes with the Pre-War Period' (see 
Kalecki's report on his research in 1963, Kalecki's papers; see also L. 
Beskid, 'Real Wages per Employee in 1960 as Compared to 1937', 
Przeglqd Statystyczny, 11/3, 1964 (in Polish)). 

In the early phase of the Committee's existence, on Kalecki's initiative 
an effort was also made to re-examine the preliminary results of analyses 
of workers' household budgets in the years 1937-8 (see Kazimierz 
Romaniuk, 'The Preliminary Results of the Study of Workers' House
hold Budgets in 1937', Przeglqd Siatystyczny, 912, 1962 (in Polish)). 

At the same time, attempts were made to estimate changes which had 
taken place since the pre-war period in the incomes of the farming 
population. Research on farmers' incomes before the war was conducted 
by Leszek Zienkowski (see his Poland's National Income 1937-1960); the 
post-war period was examined by researchers from the Institute for 
Agricultural Economics, who also intended to study changes in family 
incomes in the 1955-63 period). Unfortunately, these studies did not go 
beyond their initial stage. 

In 1965 Lidia Beskid in consultation with Kalecki examined the 
differences between the results of the comparison of workers' incomes 
before and after the war conducted by the Research Committee on 
Social Issues of People's Poland and of a similar study made by the 
Central Statistical Office, which was based on materials not available 
at the time to the Committee, i.e. on empirical surveys of employment 
and wages in 1937. The correction which she considered concerned the 
estimate of earnings of white-collar workers in 1937. However, as 
Kalecki wrote in the preface to the intended 2nd. edn. of his collection 
of essays, On Economic and Social Problems of People's Poland: 

In the present edition these indices were slightly revised to take 
account of the newly available statistical data. These rev1s1ons, 
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however, do not change the general pattern and therefore our 
conclusions did not require any significant changes . (Kalecki's 
files.) 

The revised average wage of a white-collar worker in 1937 was 
zl. 258.5 instead of the previous zl. 274.0, which in turn led to a fall in 
the average wage of all employed persons from zl. 133.8 to zl. 130.6. 
Some slight corrections in the indices of changes in wages for the 
1937-60 period followed. All these revised indices of average wages 
rates and their rates of change were introduced in the present edn. of 
Kalecki's paper. 

Kalecki 's article had two reviews (see 'The Social and Cultural Pro
motion of the Countryside: Incomes of Manual and White-Collar Wor
kers Today and before the War', Trybuna Ludu, vol. 17, 26 Mar . 1964, 
and 'Real Incomes Before the War and Today: An Interesting Compar
ison ' , Zycie Gospodarcze, 19/15, 1964 (both in Polish)). 

In the years 1965-7, within the framework of the Research Committee 
on Social Issues of People's Poland, Kalecki extended his studies on 
changes in the incomes of manual and white-collar workers to cover the 
1956-65 period. These studies were planned to be of a much wider scope 
than before . Their purpose was to evaluate growth and changing pro
portions in the real incomes of the working population outside agricul
ture , as well as a comparison of their growth and dispersion with 
incomes of the farming population . Only the first purpose was achieved, 
however (for the basic conclusions of the study, see L. Beskid , 'The 
Real Wages in Poland in the 1956-67 Period', Ekonomista, 61/6, 1968 
(in Polish)). 

First of all, this research showed that ratios between the average wage 
rates of manual and white-collar workers were very stable (over the 
1956-,---65 period the least disparity between them was in 1959). Secondly, 
differences in the dynamics of real wages for high-income and low-in
come brackets of manual and white-collar workers were examined. This 
confirmed the hypothesis on the large differentiation in the dynamics 
of average wages and wages of marginal income brackets in Poland in 
1956-65. Thirdly, the impact of the differentiation in the cost of living 
on the dynamics of real wages was taken into account. For the first 
time in Poland , not only differences in the level and dynamics of wages 
of manual and white-collar workers , and of the lowest and highest 
income brackets, but also differences in the changes of respective prices 
at which these wages are realized, were considered. 

The Committee's planned comparative survey of incomes of the urban 
and rural population was carried out , however . The research on changes 
in the incomes of various types of farms in the years 1956-65, initiated 
under Kalecki's supervision , as well as research on changing incomes of 
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the rural population, the result of w~ich, ~ccording to the plan ~~t:~e 
Committee's research , were to be published ~n 196~, were_ not comp u~ 
Besides lack of data and methodological difficulties, this was al~o hd 

to Kalecki's illness and later to the events in consequence of ~hie _on 
' · , h · His res1gnat10n 

30 Mar 1968 he resigned as the Committees c airman. . . f he 
. t d n 12 Apr. 1968. The resolution of the Pres1dmm _o t 

was accep e o · t d the existence 
Polish Academy of Sciences, of 28 Feb. 1969_, termma , e 

Of the Research Committee on Social Issues m People s _Po. land. 11 
· f · 1 t on as we as In-depth research on incomes of the armmg pop~ a 1 ' . 1 1 

comparative studies of incomes in agricultural and ~n. non-~r:~u tu~: 
occu ations were not taken up by Polish economists un~i ~ mi -
l 970~ (See 'L Beskid The Study on the Dynamics and Social Differ en
tiatio~ of Re~l lnco.:Zes in Poland, p. 13. In another st_udy the same 
author observes that while in 1937 the ratio of consumption of fahrmt ersf 

1 . 1 5 and of farmers to t a o to that of manual workers was • • , . . . 
white-collar workers was 1 : 5.2, in 1967 the respective ~ati~s w;7 ;d· 
1.1 and 1 : 1.6; see L. Beskid , (!hanges in Consumption m o a , 
Warsaw PWE , 1972, p. 82 (in Polish).) . 

As B;skid recalls within the framework of the Research Committee 
on Social Issues or' People's Poland Kalecki in~ended to stu~y also t~e 
distribution of very high personal incomes , which w_ere not mcluded 1? 
the standard statistical surveys . On the basis of v~no~s ~xtern~~ ~at~~ 
festations of wealth he wanted to test the convent10na views a u b 
numbers of the cou~try's richest people . This research has also not een 

undertaken by Polish economists. 
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accumulation creating new production 
po ten tiali ties 113 

basic 189, 192 

circulating 203 
cost of 151 
depreciation of 134, 137 
freezing of 44, 136 
increase in, per worker 17 
outl ays 8, 16, 17, 43, 44, 46, 114 
productive 140 
retooling of 114 
under construction 9, 18, 36 n ., 130 
volumes 139, 140 
working 15; interest on 137 

capital equipment 15, 16 n., 136 
aggregate 60, 70 
change in the use made of 104 
durability 4 
existing equipment 180, 181 
new 9 
recasting 56, 70 
rejuvenating 74, 79 

capital intensity 53, 58, 60, 63, 78, 82, 
83, 122, 166 

cho ice of 72, 94; key problem in 67 
fostering 169 
of new production 116 
optimum 70, 79, 80, 81 
reducing 91 
technical progress and : discouraging 

54, 55; encouraging 54, 55, 57, 70, 
72, 73, 74 

variants 5; least 196; less 92, 161, 163; 
lower 68, 92, 93, 94, 205; more 94, 
108-9 , 162, 163, 164, 169-73 passim, 
177 

capital investment 183, 184, 194, 195, 
197 

aggregate 187 
volume of 191 

capital-output ratio 18-19 , 22, 24, 38, 
114, 116, 124-7, 140 

acceleration of increase in labour 
productivity by raising 50--9 

choice, under conditions of unlimited 
supply of labour 81- 96 · 

constant 17, 37 
higher, in agriculture 218 
in the investment sector 98-9 , 100 
optimum 5 
raising 29, 60-81 
technical progress and 243--4 
value of 34 
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capitalism 16, 17, 215, 218, 224 
comparisons between socialism and 220 
laisser-faire 111, 112, 113, 114 

Central Europe 277 
central planning authorities 160, 167, 

191, 192 
Central School of Planning and Statistics 

(Warsaw) 4 
centrally planned economies 202 
classes: 

privileged 231 
underprivileged 232 
upper, of crime 225 

closed economy 8, 50, 183, 195, 202 
CMEA countries 251, 267, 307, 310 

Economic Commission 308, 309, 311 
coal 44, 205 
Cobb-Douglas function 245, 250, 261, 270 
coefficients of scrapping 185, 187-92 

passim, 194 n., 198 
Collected Works (Kalecki) 

(vol. i) 238, 239 
(vol. ii) 258, 286 
(vol. iii) 209 n;, 221 n., 240, 251, 253, 

254, 270, 277, 282, 288, 296, 308, 
331, 334, 337 

(voL v) 282, 298 
collectivization 217, 263 
Colloquium Mathematicum 254 
Comercio exterior 249 
Committee for Science and Technology 

264 
commodities 49, 106-7, 109, 147-58, 204, 

210 
groups 159-64 passim, 167-73 passim, 

176, 177, 180, 199-200 
more profitable 154 
small-scale 216, 217 
surplus 21 I 

Communist Party 251, 255 
compensation 217, 218 
computers 158 

construction 36 n. , 121, 123-5, 130 
instantaneous I 24 
long periods of 44 
new capacity 214 
plant 123 
volume under 9, 18 

consumer choice 151 
consumption 14, 21, 42, 43, 103, 116, 

203, 214 
abrupt reduction 35 
accumulation and maximization 277c...86 
average rate of growth 62- 7 passim, 

72-3, 77, 79 
broad sense 97 n. 

cheapest structure 204 
collective 9, IO 
considerable increase, of the masses 233 
contradiction · between investment and 

289-93 
current, prohibitive deterioration in 35 
division of 117 
drop in 217 
effects of higher or lower rate of 

growth upon 31 
faster long-run growth 71 
highest possible 81 
increase in 78; additional 66 75· 

greater 74; maximum onc:-fo;-all 79 
materials 184 
non-currency materials 198 
non-essentials I 15 
non-productive investment 243 
objections against reducing, in the 

short run 32 
per capita 70 n. 
proportionate increase 39 
raw materials 197, 200 
real value 157 
relative share 19, 20, 31, 33, 38, 39, 72, 

84, 96; decline in 30; down to zero 
70; higher 95 

restraining 36 
rises only as a result of increasing 

employment 89 
sacrifices of 80, I I 5 
short period and long period , conflict 

between 32 · 
structure of 202; optimum 147-58, 

311-14 
contracts 216 
co-operatives 215, 216 
copper 205 
corruption 222, 223 
costs 129-31, 133, 141 

correctives for output and 125 
labour 14, 135, 143 n., 180, 183, 192; 

growth in 184; unit 188 
larger flow of 127 
long-run 151 
new plants 132-3 
operating, economies on 136 
plant put into operation 142 
production 140, 176; aggregate 127, 

154; food and manufactures 218 
raw materials 135, 143 n. 
reducing 122, 192, 214 
secondary importance 22 l 
unit 142, 154, 156, 157, 188 
wage 112, 124 
see also aggregate costs; current costs; 

production costs 
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Council of Ministers 330, 343 
Planning Commission 241, 249, 251, 

255, 262, 288-9, 297, 305, 307-8, 
328, 352; Archives (AKPRM) 291, 
292, 304, 309, 310, 336 

crime, see economic delinquency 
CSP (Central Party School) 255 
Cuba 216 n., 298 
current costs 106, 122, 128, 140, 143 n., 

162, 165, 170, 172 
annual 138 
integrated 161, 176 
lower 136 

curve of production 5, 51, 52, 55, 85, 89 
and evaluation of efficiency of 

investment 106-10, 159-74, 314; and 
observations on Rakowski's 
approach 17 5--81 

cyclical fluctuations 111, 113 
Czechoslovakia 248-9, 270-1, 273, 310, 

330, 331 

decision curve 47, 65, 67, 68, 72, 77 
government 34, 37, 46, 48 

degree of utilization 17, 116, 239 
demand 116, 205 

effective 17, 111, 112 113, 114-15 
expansion of certain industries and 114 
for imports 43, 44 
income elasticities of 204 
increase in 211 
labour 179, 185, 213, 214 
labour force 187 

Department I/II, 247, 277 
depreciation 7, 9, 136, 170, 171, 192, 243 

capital 137; fixed 124; moral 134 
conventional norm 172 
lower rate 171 
see also parameter of depreciation 

Diet 288 
discounting of outlays 132, 133 
disequilibrium 211 
Dobb-Sen theory 5, 82, 84, 89, 90, 91, 

285 
Domar equation 258 
durability 4, 132, 145, 170, 178, 192 

differences in 181 
non-standard 125-9 
problem 191 
standard 131, 133-9 passim, 142, 143 

earnings 168, 231, 233 
Eastern Europe 277 
Economic Council 241, 249, 254 
economic delinquency 2'.W-5, 338-43 
Economic Journal 249, 258, 261, 270, 299 
Economic Record 249 

Economics of Planning 251, 271 
Economies et Societes 314 
efficiency of investment 5, 119-206, 

287-334 
basic problems in the theory 183-201, 

326-9 
evaluation of . 52; curve of production 

and 106-10, 159-74, 314; scope 
202-6, 329-34 

examining 289-93 
generalized formula 121-31, 287-8 
new Polish approach 171-3 
Rakowski's approach to the problem 

175-82 
simplest form of formula 121- 3 

Ekonomicheskaya Gazieta 331 
Ekonomika i Matematicheskiye Metody 

248, 311,314,326 
Ekonomist 241 
Ekonomista 68 n ., 123 n. , 134 n ., 250, 

251, 254, 260, 266, 269, 274, 277, 
278 n., 283, 284, 285, 302, 303, 314, 
354 

Elblag 232 
employment 8, 27, 85, 103,179 , 211, 228, 

232 
aggregate 26 
agricultural 2 I 8 
decrease in 17,209,210 
estimating 229 
excess of labour force over 38 
full 27, 28, 29, 74-81, 112, 238 
high level of 113 
increases in 25, 29, 30, 89, 91, 95 
proportionate to the wage bill 168 
rate of expansion 93 
reduced 26, 212, 213 
services 27 
small temporary 228 

England 312 
enterprises: 

management 220-1, 224 
semi-private 2 I 5 

entrepreneurs 220 
equilibrium 112, 211 

balance of labour 124, 166, 177, 181, 
182 

private investment 238 
equipment 97, 103, 189 

acceleration of the increase in 68 n. 
aggregate 68 
better use of 17, 213 
capacities of, introduced in the interval 

190 
complete replacement of 194 n. 
degree of utilization 17, 116, 239 
existing 18 7, 198 
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equipment (cont.): 
life-spans 30 n ., 60, 74-81, 106, 160, 

161, 170-1, 172, 174; optimum 173; 
shortening 50-9; unaltered 23 n. 

most modern 11 7 
new 92, 194 n ., 199 
obsolete 15, 56, 191; complete 

replacement of 194 n.; modernization 
of 181; scrapping 116, 177, 178, 181, 
192 

old 26, 191; modernization of 122; 
scrapped 92 

outmoded 128 
productive 7, 97, 210, 213, 214 
recasting 68, 91 
under-utilization 117 
used to produce goods 98 
volume 36 n. 
which should be scrapped 196 
see also capital equipment 

exchange rate 11, 12, 13 
expenditure: 

aggregate 185 
calculated, on a unit of output 196 
constant wages 187 
labour 183, 185, 193, 194- 5, 197, 198 
on materials 194-201 
on repairs, spare parts, and other items 

192 
exports 9, 202, 210 

excessive 200 
expansion 50 
imports and 10, 42, 43, 45, 204 
increase in 42, 49, 103, 114 
output 13 
pattern 205 
potential 44 
promoting 44 
real 12 
total production for 104 n. 
volumes 12, 13, 45 

family budgets 157, 204 
farms : 

more prosperous 217 
private 215, 216 
small 216 
state take-over of 217 

faulty products 16 
fences and intermediaries 223 
fertilizers 215 
final products 51, 159 
fiscal policy 115 
Five-Year Plans 288, 289, 290, 291, 311 
fixed capital 7, 19, 25, 51 n., 91, 192 

accumulation 69 
adjusting to a higher capital intensity 83 

aggregate , capital made younger 74 
depreciation 124 
existing 188 
in the investment sector IOI 
investment 9, 85 
recasting 56, 58, 60, 79, 8 l 
reduced life-span 75 
rejuvenation 57, 58-9, 76, 79, 81 
stock 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 125, 129 
transformation 81 

fodder 215 
food 115, 211, 218 
forced industrialization 221 
foreign credits 13, 42 
foreign currencies/exchange 11, 12, 13, 

45, 202, 210 
foreign trade 81, 94, 98, 103, 203, 205 

balance 13-14, 37, 42-50 , I 14, 211, 213 
role 194-201 
structure 104, 105, 199, 200; most 

efficient 147 
frauds 223, 224 

gardening plots 215, 216 n. 
GDR (German Democratic Republic) 310 
Gdynia 291, 346 n. 
'golden rule' 67, 70, 250 
goods 153 

agricultural 215 
capital 200 
consumer 10, 18, 151, 200, 210, 211; 

cutting down imports of 103 
equipment used to produce 98 
exportable 43 
finished 9, 18, 104 n., 200 
home-made, substituting 4 
imported 13, 14 
individual consumption of 9 
investment 18, 97, 104 n. , 136, 200 
less profitable 45 
non-investment 9 
scarce 50 
stolen 222 
unsold, stockpiling of 213 
value of 7 

Gospodarka Planowa 122 n., 145 n., 
175 n., 264, 282, 287, 293, 302, 303, 
31 I, 326, 329, 332 

government intervention 111, 113, 115 
grants 42 
gross national product 124 
growth theory 3~117, 169, 170, 237-311 

see also uniform growth 
GUS (Central Statistical Office) 228, 327, 

345 n., 347 n., 353 
Small Statistical Yearbook 345 n ., 

346 n., 348 n ., 349 n. 
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Harrod-Domar equation 239, 255, 258, 260 
homeworkers 215 
household servants 229, 231 
Hungary 307 

IASP (International Arts and Science 
Press) 287, 326 

illegal deals, see economic delinquency 
imports: 

consumer goods , cutting down 103 
demand for 43, 44 
exports and 10, 42, 43, 45, 204 
foreign-exchange value of 11, 14 
machinery 103 
raw materials 9, 104 n. 
real 12 
replaced by home production I 14 
substitution 43, 44, 45, 50, 195, 202 
volumes 12, 13 

income: 
manual and white-collar worker, 

comparison with pre-war period 
226-33 , 343-4, 347 

pariahs' 23 I 
per capita 157 
policy 233 
real 210, 211 
redistribution 117 
see also national income 

increased labour productivity 29, 35, 135, 
166, 188, 218, 244 

additional 75 
annual 26 
average 24, 74 
by raising capital-output ratio 60 
in new plant 61, 71 
normal 68, 69 
overall 27 
proportional 80 
rate of 37, 45, 46, 48, 49, 84; changes 

in 95; equal 167; higher 71, 73 
resulting from technical progress 17, 

82, 84, 86 
steady 18 

India 313 
indices: 

change in retail prices for goods and 
services 228 

changes in taxation 226 
efficiency 186, 193 
efficiency of investment 185 
employment of government officials 8 
export /import prices 12 
incomes: manual workers 231; per 

capita 229; professionally active 
manual workers 228; workers 
employed outside industry 230 

industrial employment 230 
Jabour productivity in new plant 85 
manual workers 227, 229 
real incomes 226, 228; manual and 

white-collar workers outside 
agriculture 230; per employed 
manual worker; 230; per 
professionally active person 229; 
professionally active manual and 
white-collar workers 227 

workers employed in manufacturing 
and construction industries 227 

indifference curve I 51 
inflationary pressures 115, 1 I 6, 117 
Institute for Agricultural Economics 353 
interest I 36, I 3 7 
intermediaries and fences 222 
inventions 54 
inventories 19, 51 n. , 91 

average period of turnover 18 
increases in 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 20, 

21, 36 n., 61, 85, 97 n. 
volume 18 

investment 16, 17, 22-6 , 52, 60 n., 113 
aggregate I 85 
capital 183, 184, 194, 195, 197; 

aggregate 187 
correct level of 200 
decline in resources allocated to 239 
direct 124 
economy in 200 
efficiency of 52, 106-10, 119-206, 

287-334 
feasible, in import-substitution 45 
fixed capital 9, 85 
freeze of resources 121, 136 
government 115 
greater capacities -217 
high 115 
high share of, in national income 221 
higher, reduced life-span of fixed 

capital and 75 
increase in 112 
intensity 184, 186, 193, 194 
methods which involve Jess 91 
minimization of 185, 199 
more rapid expansion 97 
new 4, 56, 59n., 159,177,179 
non-investment sector 102 
non-productive 9, 10, 243 
private 238, 239 
privileged industries 169 
productive effect 15, 116 
productivity of 132 
relative share of 97, 98, I 03, 104, I 05, 

222; greater I 00 
replacement 192, 194 
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Investment (cont.): 
savings in 199, 212, 214 
sector 97, 100, 101, 103, 104; 

expansion of 98; productive capacity 
of 102, 105 

structure of 18, 19, 96-105, 203 
summing of labour costs and 180 
term 36 n. 
unproductive 202-3 
volume of 190, 191, 203 
yields 127 
see also investment outlays; productive 

investment 
investment outlays 22, 51, 97, 106-10, 

128, 135-6, 138-9, 141, 164, 169-82 
additional 39, 122, 214 
aggregate 110, 165, 169, 171, 173, 176 
freeze of 123-5, 141-2 
greater, associated with lesser labour 

force 159-60 
joint labour and 106, 108, 161, 172 
partial 123 
relatively small 213 

Investment Review Group 289 
Inwestycje i Budownictwo 264, 287, 293, 

331, 332 

Jahrbuch der Wirtschaft Osteuropas 299 
Jahrbuch fur Wirtschaftsgeschichte 284 
Journal of Contemporary Asia 270 
Journal of Economic Literature 249 
Journal of Economic Theory 251 

Kaldor-Mirrlees model 328, 329 
Katowice 338 
Keio Economic Studies 252 
Keynesian theory 244, 273 
KiW (Educational Books) 237, 251, 252, 

269, 307 
Kultura i Spoleczenstwo 221, 242, 338, 

339, 343 
Kyklos 242, 249 

labour: 
absorption of excess 39 
abundance of 115 
availability of 94; by scrapping 

obsolete equipment 178, 179 
decline in quantity 55 
demand for 179, 185, 213; and supply 

of labour 214 
economies in 192 
equilibrium in the balance of 181, 182 
expenditure on 183, 185, 193, 194--5, 

197, 198 
fuller utilization of existing resources 

82 

hired, in artisans' workshops 229, 231 
improvements in organization of 16-17 
intensity of 26, 170, 171, 184, 188, 194, 

196; highest 187, 191, 192; less 173; 
more 91 

joint investment and 106, 108, 161, 
172, 18 I; reduced inputs 136 

lesser input 175 
market 209, 214 
migration of 212, 218, 233 
more, methods which involve 91 
organization of 24 n., 25 
outlays 14, 43, 44, 46, 51, 52, 53, 114 
reduction of 166 
reserve 29, 30, 50, 68; limited 38-42, 

48, 77; unlimited 41, 49, 65, 67, 72 
savings 213, 214 
shortage 29, 30, 37, 42, 97, 211, 212, 

218; overcoming 102 
supply 42, 137, 177, 178, 187; large 

reserves 243; unlimited 5, 29-37, 38, 
42, 45, 64, 81-96 

surplus, in agriculture 29 
unskilled 14 n., 107, 168, 174 
see also costs; productivity of labour 

labour force 29, 106, 107, 165, 169 
composition 168 
decline 171 
decreases 109, 170 
demand 187 
equilibrium 124, 166, 177, 204 
excess of, over employment 38 
growth 184, 189; natural 28, 45, 48, 

84 
increases in 185; natural 70, 81, 91, 93, 

96; rate of 50, 72 
increment of 190, 191; aggregate 185 
lesser, greater investment outlays 

associated with 159-60 
new additions to 59 n. 
newly accruing 56, 60 n. 
reduction of 173 
substitute for 124 
uniform 160, 161 

laisser-faire capitalism 111, 112, 113, 114 
land 217 
Latin America 281 
laundries 8 
'leaks' 221 
liquidity preference 137 
livestock 223 
living standards 67, 217 

manual workers 231 
working population 230, 231, 232 
improvement in 223 
average 231, 233 
growth in 232 
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farming population 232 
very low, in agriculture 233 
once-for-all increase in 96 

loans 13, 204 
London School of Economics 242 
losses 220 
low-paid work 232, 233 

machinery 18, 24 n., 26, 210 
production 7 
productivity 10 
surplus 205 

manpower 20, 27, 29, 194, 197, 199 
see also labour 

manual workers 226-33, 343-4, 347 
markets 213 

disequilibrium in 211 
finding JI I, 112 
foreign 45-6, 200, 205 
internal 200 
less favourable 45 
less profitable 43 
overseas 16 n. 
relative saturation of 222 
sellers' 221 

mark-up 10 
married women 29, 212 
Marxism 244, 245, 255 n., 257, 259 
Marxism-Leninism 256, 263 
materials: 

consumption 184, 198 
'currency' 195, 199 
economy of 199 
home-produced/imported 7 
misuse of 221 
'non-currency' 195, 196, 197, 198 
see also raw materials 

Mathematical Studies in Economics and 
Statistics in the USSR and Eastern 
Europe 311 

mechanization 39, 122, 137, 216 
merchants 115 
Mexico City 283 
migration of labour 212, 218, 233 
mixed economies 117 

under-developed 115 
modernization 180, 183, 193, 194 n., 196, 

201,213 
higher scope for I 92 
obsolete equipment 181 
old equipment 122 

money lenders 115 
Monitor Polski 336 
Monographs of the Institute of Economics 

270 
monopoly 112, 215 
Monthly Review 286 

national income: 
accelerated growth 20, 61, 81, 96 
definition of 7 
depreciation in 243 
determined growth path 202 
high share of investment in 221 
increment of 159, 160, 161; 162, 166, 

169, 173, 175, 176, 177, 180; 
assumed 165; due to new investment 
56; planned I 82 

long-run changes in 7-110 
planned growth of 202 
problem of optimization of 147 
rate of growth 29-42, 60-81, 203, 218 
relative share of investment in 222 
shifts in distribution 220 

necessities 115, 116, 117, 211 
net national produ9t 123, 124 
new plant 181 

average productivity in the economy 
close to that in 78 

increased productivity 21, 26, 27, 60, 
61 62· changes in rate 95; faster 70; 
higher' rate 71; once-for-all 57; 
proportional 82; regular 55 

investing in 180 
lower unit cost of production 135 
rate of increase in employment 25 
total cost incurred in 132-3 

non-essentials I 17 
non-investment sector 99 
Nowe Drogi 241, 265 
Nowe Ksiqzki 242 

obsolescence 15, 56, 103, 178, I 94 n. 
resulting from technical progress 191 

occupations 44, 233 
Oeconomica Polona 274 
oil 205 
open economy 9 
ordered functions 179, 180, 181 
organizational factors 114, I I 6 
Oskar Lange Prize 242 
output 16, 22-3, 50, 56, 60 n., 134, 239 

aggregate 23, 240 
agricultural 218, 219 
calculated expenditure on a unit of 196 
capital, increased 75 
constant 130 
correctives for 125 
determination of 153 
distribution I 30 
export 13 
flows of 127, 139, 140, 141 
individual plants 144 
investment goods 136 
long-run costs per unit 151 

IJ 
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output (cont.): 
national 209, 212, 214 
produced by new plant 24 
rapid expansion of 221 
rate of growth 129 
raw materials 99 
reducing the quality of 224 
variability 129-31 
volume 130, 133 

Oxford 298 

'paradise' 81, 114 
parameter of depreciation 15, 21 n., 

30 n., 58-9, 62 n., 75-8 
increase in 51 

peasants 115, 223 
plans 17, 212, 213, 214 

five-year 288, 289, 290, 291, 311 
fulfilment of 16 n., 221 
long-run 157 
methodological problems 240 
national income 182, 202, 203 
perspective 202, 204, 252, 254, 311 
reconstruction 200 
six-year 221, 263, 278 n., 290, 352 

planning authorities 113, 116, 202 
Planning Commission, see Council of 

Ministers 
Planova stopanstvo 252 
Planovane Hospodafstvi 271 
plant 121-2, 124, 138, 140, 141, 143, 145 

non-standard durability 125-9 
older 139 
oldest generation 23 n. 
output 134; and costs 129-31 
profits 134 
see also durability; new plant 

Poland 125, 250, 253, 263, 269, 275, 
278-9, 287, 312, 316, 330, 331, 333, 
334 

crude oil imports 205 
envisioning future of 265 
March 1968 events 285, 286 
Perspective Plans 252, 254 
productive investment 126 
Research Committee on Social Issues 

31 I, 338, 339, 342, 353, 355 
some economic and social problems 

207-33, 335-55 
university curriculum in economics 258 
see also Council of Ministers; GUS; 

IASP; KiW; PUWP; PWE; PWN; 
PWRiL; SGPiS 

Polish Academy of Sciences 221, 226, 
242, 264, 286, 311, 335, 338, 339, 
342, 355 

Polish Economic Society 242, 256 

Polish Perspectives 242 
political decisions 114 
Politicka Ekonomie 271 
Polityka 242 
power plants 310 
Poznan 338 
Prace i Materialy 283, 287 
'preliminary' period 36 n. 
prices 138, 142 

constant 11, 12, 43, 147, 151, 157, 
166-7, 183, 194, 202 

decrease in 210 
export 12, 43, 45 
factory 10, 11, 12, 14 
food 218 
foreign-exchange 11, 14 
high 221 
import 12, 14 
long-run flexibility 112, 117 
market 10, 149, 154 
realization 148-9, 150, 151, 153-4, 

156-7 
relative 211 
temporary short-period rigidities 112 

production 15, 138, 206, 209 
aimed at reduction of imports 195 
alteration of structure 200 
bottleneck holding up 212 
capacity 189, 190, 192 
capital intensity of 5, 116 
changes in methods 4 
constant proportion of capacity 192 
consumer goods, increasing 210 
different methods 51 
effect of new investment 177 
expanding, problems with 210 
export 104 n. 
export- and import-substitution 199 
finished investment goods 18 
fulfilment of plan 221 
goals 214 
goods 7, 8, 10, 27; capital 200; 

investment 10, 99, 184 
greater 214 
growth rate 183, 185, 188 
home, substituting for imports 44, 50, 

114 
increasing, abandonment of 21 I 
labour intensity of 188, 191, 196; less 

capital- and more 91 
machinery 7, 103 
new potentialities, capital accumulation 

creating 113 
non-investment sector 103 
possible to increase 2 I 3 · 
primary 98 n. 
raw materials 98 
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services 7 
small-scale commodity 216, 217 
steel 7 
surplus, capital goods 200 
goods 7, 8, 10, 27; capital 200; 

investment 10, 99, 184 
techniques 74, 90, 116, 203; most 

efficient 147; newly discovered 54, 
55; primitive 91 

variants 162 
volume of 183 
see also curve of production; 

production costs 
production costs 134, 144, 176, 218 

aggregate 127, 153, 154 
current 140 
least 151, 152, 154 
lowest 158 
unit 135, 140, 152, 153 

productive accumulation 10, 13-15, 18, 
21, 43, 203 

rate 37, 47, 61, 66, 67, 80, 82, 84, 91, 
243; increased 35, 45, 62, 68, 71-2, 
75; considerably 76-7; necessity of 
32, 64--5; steady 69-70; fall in 65 n.; 
value of 34 

share of 82, 245; constant 28; relative 
19, 20, 30, 35, 36, 38, 39, 41-2, 69, 
72, 93-7 passim 

productive capacity 76 n., 159, 213 
aggregate 65, 68, 79 
capital intensity of 65, 79 
contraction 15 
growth of 239-40 
idle 29 
increment constant in 239 
investment sector 102, 105 
new 112 
scrapping 58, 74--5 
shrinkage 116 
utilization 16 n., 17, 116, 211, 212 
volume 17 

productive investment 8, 10, 14-15, 21, 
61, 100-1 

aggregate 185 
rate of growth: acceleration 36 n.; 

annual 126, 134 
relative share 97, 99 
significant decrease 217 

productive potential 115 
productive targets 202, 204 
productivity of labour 10, 14, 28, 38, 

209-14, 239, 245, 335 
absolute decline 94 
acceleration of 50~9, 212, 214 
average 22, 24, 60, 70, 74, 75, 78, 80, 

82 n., 92-3; rate of increase 46, 71 

effect of increase in capital intensity on 
63 

existing plants 25 
growth 36, 70, 87, 92-3, 218; relatively 

small 217 
lower 93 
new plant 21, 26, 27, 60, 61, 71; 

average 78; increase in 55, 70, 82; 
once-for-all 57; raising 62 

relative reduction 4 
released by the scrapping of 

capacity/plant 56, 59 n., 60 n. 
resulting from technical progress 70, 

82, 84, 86, 103 
see also increased labour productivity 

profits 134, 218, 223 
Przeglqd Statystyczny 226 n., 353 
putting-out system 215, 216, 217 
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